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2ABSTRACT
This thesis is concerned with examination and interpretation from 
the orthographical viewpoint of the system of historical kana iisage 
(rekishiteld, kana-gukai) proposed hy the 17th century scholar-priest 
Keichu, and its relationship to previous and subsequent kana usage and 
kana usage theory.
In the introductory chapter, the meanings and scope of the term 
kana-sukai are considered, as also the question of how kana-zukai 
first arose.
Chapter Two consists of a description of kana usage Before Keichu, 
in order to put the historical kana usage of Keichu into perspective.
In Chapter Three a brief introduction to ICeichu and his works is 
given, together with a consideration of the significance of his kana 
usage studies within his work as a whole*r£
Chapter Four sets out assumptions concerning the sound-system of 
the language of KeichU as a preliminary to examination of his Icana 
usage writings.
Chapter Five looks at the beginnings and development of Keichu*s 
kana usage theory before Wa.ii shSran-sh’O. his main work on kana usage.
Chapter Six consists of an introduction to, and translated excerpts 
from, Warii shoran-sho.
In Chapter Seven, the kana usage and kana usage theory of Keichu 
is considered from the viewpoint of the layout of Wa.ii sho ran-sho.
Chapter Eight sets out the principles of Keichu’s kana usage theory.
Chapter Nine examines the actual kana spellings set out in Wa.ii 
shoran-sho.
Chapters Ten and Eleven consider two specialised aspects of Keichu*s
©
kana usage theory.
Chapter Twelve looks briefly at kana usage and kana usage theory
3after Tfa.ii sho ran-sho dovn to the present day*
In the Conclusion, the findings of the study are set out.
The various appendices deal m th relevant topics vdiich it ^as 
not possible to fit conveniently into the main body of the thesis.
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AKZN Asahi Keichu genshu
GKSH Gekan-shu
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KJTN ICokugpgaku .iiten
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WJBO Wa.ii sho ran tsubo-shb
WJKK Wa.ii kokon tsurei gensho
WJSH Wa,ii shoran-shb ' ---
WJYR Wa.ii shffran vffrvaku
GF conjunctive form (of verb)
STF negative form ( ■ " )
PF perfect form ( u )
IT* 2 kami nidan (verb)
L.2 shimo nidan ( ™ )
H.J* modem Japanese
O.J. Old Japanese
~  alternation or alternative
s'
Transcriptions
In accordance -with conventional usage# phonetic transcriptions 
are enclosed -within square brackets[ J , and phonemic transcriptions 
-within slanted brackets / A
8Tronsli terations
Modem Japanese in this thesis is romanised in accordance with 
the Hepburn system* An exception is made in the case of Japanese 
-words which commonly appear in Western language workss such words are 
given in their most common form.
As regards the romanization used for historical kana spellings, 
the various present-day systems are unsuitable as they stand since 
they do not distinguish between all the discrete signs found in hist­
orical kana spellings* Consequently the following transliteration 
system has been adopted for historical kana spellings:
* a />' ka 5 sa A ta jyna tt,ha *ma -*ya ^ra fhwa
° i |d. ishi •$chl uni -tJii ^mi ?ri a»wi
S u * ku f ^tsu jt*xm »?,fu frmu ^yu *,ru
^ a ke £ se ■% te <t»ne > to* I® ^me
■J
( ye) IW.
A o a ko \ so * to ftho 4, mo k yo sro t w
b n *
rga ■f* *“d3 lihba
rgi rai "^bi
Jgu f'm ■^ dzu ,<bu -
*t"ge €*ze -Tde ■Cbe
^go \“zo x'do ifbo
In the transliteration of historical kana spellings, the present
writer has adopted the principle of romanising each kana strictly in
accordance with the above table (but vd. p*12 below). Thus for example
is romanised nihabi♦ and 4' ir-o-s l chihisashi, etc.
2The same principle also applies to romanization of kana for yoon
1 This sign was used by Fujiwara Teika, but only in a very limited 
way. ■ & does not occur distinctively in the kana spellings of Keichu.
2 ® • Syllables of C^T or CWV construction, e.g. /kja/, /kwa/.
and vowel comMnations (and the long vov/els -which developed from 
these). For example: "S’ ?  < ft? H \ kuwansau, ^   ^\
heuso, i>V 4^ - 4^ -1 > fusenreu, etc.
Chinese in this thesis is transliterated in accordance with the 
Wade system of romanization.
1 1Concerning The Historical notation of Seion and Dakuon. 
and The Transliteration Thereof.
Ho -writing system represents the whole phonemic system of a 
2
language. This is especially true with regard; to features of pitch, 
intonation, etc. Sometimes however it is other features such as
3voice voicelessness that are not distinguished ortho graphically. 
This is true of the greater part of pre-modem Japanese hira.ga.na 
literature,
Although in the earliest Man8vogana literature (8th century) the 
seidaku V& i§ distinction was sometimes represented in the ortho-
1 In traditional Japanese language studies, the term seion it? I 
(uclear sound") is often to "be found: this refers to syllables 
formed with the consonants k, s, t, ts,h,n,m,y,r as their initials, or
to syllables consisting of a vowel only. Seion is used in a contrast­
ing sense to the term d a k u o n 1 ("turbid sound"), which refers to 
syllables with initial g,z,d,b, and han-dakuon '4 § ("semi-turbid
sound"), which refers to syllables with initial p. Vd. ICJTH, seion 
entry.
2 Gleason 1969, p.423*
3 Failure to distinguish in mating between voiced and voiceless 
consonants may seem a shortcoming of no small consequence, but is 
to be found not only in pre-modern Japanese kana writings:
"Ho (ancient) Mesopotamian (syllabic) system distinguishes 
between voiced, voiceless, and emphatic consonants in 
the case of signs ending in a consonant. Thus, the sign 
IG has the value ig, ik, and iq, just as the sign TAG 
can stand for tag, tak, and taq. In addition, some older 
systems, such as Old Akkadian and Old Assyrian, do not 
even distinguish the quality of the consonant in signs 
beginning with a consonant. Thus, in these systems the 
sign GA has the value of ga, ka, and qa."
Gelb 1952, p.69.
Compare also writing systems with signs in which the value of the vowel 
varies, such as ancient Mesopotamian ¥A, which had the value of wa, wi, 
we, and wu. (op.cit., p.71).
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1
graphy, virtually no such orthographic distinction is to he found in
2kana writings of the Heian Period, nor did the practice of disting­
uishing between seion and dakuon in the orthography become general
*5until about the Muromachi Period (1592-1575)* The above fluctuations 
in the historical representation of seion and dakuon in written 
Japanese mean that the situation regarding representation of the same 
varies in the two different types of historical kana usage*
kk;- frakuten were not yet in use at the time when ICana mo.ji-aukai 
(hereafter referred to as KM2K) — the standard work on
1 The opinion of Japanese scholarship seems to vary considerably 
concerning the extent to which seidaku distinctions are represented 
in the earliest Manfvbgana writings* According to Yamauchi (Meiji 
shoin 1958, p*57), "Seion and dakuon are distinguished in writing in 
poems in the ICojiki and Nihon shoki; but in the Manhvoshu and other 
works the distinction is either not very strict, or not made at all*" 
KJTN notes that in sections written in kana (and here the terra means 
ManVogana) in the Ko.iildu Nihon shoki* and Man*yoshu the seidaku 
distinction is represented "to a certain extent" (op.cit., Hankvogana 
entry), while JDBK suggests that the distinction is usual in the 
ancient literatures
,rA great change outside of the phonemic changes which 
separated the ancient language and that of the Heian 
Period appeared in the method of notation of seion and 
dakuon* Uiis was because from the early Heian Period 
onwards poetry began to be written in hiraaana and 
katalcana. In ManWdgana writings of the ancient period, 
as a general principle seidaku distinctions had been 
expressed in writing, but in kana writings of the Heian 
Period these distinctions were not made. This does not 
apply only to hiraaana and katalcana writings: the same 
.is true also of Heian Period Man * vogana literature."
op.cit*, J5dai-go 
gaisetsu p.21.
In view of the diversity of opinion over the extent to which sei­
daku distinctions are represented in the ancient Man1 vOgana literature, 
the present writer tentatively takes the view that the distinctions 
are represented graphically to some extent*
2 Howards the end of the Heian Period (c*12th century), marks to 
indicate dakuon, known later as dakutenif , did develop from marks
to indicate pitch (shotenlL^ lh ). Dalcuten were first used in kunten-
bon t)H (kanban texts in which the reading method according to the 
Japanese order is shewn by reading marks), dictionaries, and works on 
poetry (Yamauchi, op.cit. p.50). It should be stressed that at this 
period usage of dakuten was very restricted*
5 Even when use of dalcuten became general, they were not used to 
indicate every single dakuon in writing, but only those cases where 
confusion with the seion equivalent was particularly liable to occur 
(Yamauchi, op.cit* p.59)*
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the Teika kana usagel In this type of kana usage therefore, the seion
kana are of dual yalue, being used to represent both seion and dakuon*
In the historical kana usage of Keichu on the other hand, dakuten
are used to a certain extent* Possibly Keichu used dalcuten only In
cases where he wished to emphasise a particular seidaku distinction -
this was often the case in pre-modem kana writings*.*
The situation regarding variation of seidaku distinctions between
the two types of historical kana usage is further complicated by two
factors* Firstly, historical changes in seion and dakuon in individ- 
2ual words* Secondly, the manuscript tradition of kana literature, in 
which dalcuten may have been added later by scholars when recopying a 
text: consequently in the present day it is often difficult to deter­
mine to what extent if at all the dalcuten in a historical kana text 
were written in at the original time of composition. To transliterate 
historical kana spellings taking present-day knowledge of seidaku 
distinctions into account would be to misrepresent the spellings.
This is not to say of course that Teika and his contemporaries did 
not distinguish between seion and dakuon when reading hiragana lit­
erature: the point to be made is that the seidaku distinction in the 
Teika kana usage (and in all other kana writings not using dalcuten) 
is Implicit, not explicit*
In view of this, the present writer has chosen to transliterate 
seion kana and dakuon kana exactly as they stand in the text concerned. 
This seems the most satisfactory way of dealing with the question of 
seidaku transliteration in the case of historical kana texts* Thus 
for example "Wa.ii sho ran-sho maki 2:
a. t* itahi^(cf* JDBK itabi) „
1 Vd. Chapter 2 below*
2 E.g. M.J, tsuguku, cf» O.J. tsutsuku (JDBK)*
3 IKZN X, p.140o
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\?here there is ambiguity regarding the seidaku distinction in
a transliterated historical kana spelling, and this is of relevance,
the form to be found in JDBIC is given in parentheses beside my own
transliteration, or a footnote addedo
An important exception to the above principle of transliteration
is made in the case of spellings -where there is specific evidence
which favours divergence from this principle. For example'^' uhafu^
Ho seize": this I romanise as ubafu because of the note at the
2
beginning of the section. Because of the manuscript tradition of 
kana literature, evidence of this type is a surer indication of the 
original compiler9 s opinion regarding the seidaku value of kana in the 
word or words concerned than use of dakuten.
1 IKZN X, p.254*
2 Ibid, p.252o
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Chapter One 
Introduction
In the year 1695 there appeared a dictionary of kana spellings
entitled WaTii sho ran-sho ^ % jfc ill , "Corrections to Errors in
2
Kana Signs". In this work, which represents the fruition of a life­
time’s study of such ancient Japanese works as Uihon shoki and
__ _ 3
Man’yosbm, as well as the Chinese classics too, the compiler Keichu
pointed out the shortcomings in the Teika kana usage - the standard
system in use among the literati of the time - and sought to replace
it with a kana usage based upon a methodologically firmer foundation
of written records which dated hack to. almost a millenium before
Keichu’s own timeo
Initially the proposals of Keichu met with considerable opposition,
A
supposedly due to the prestige of the Teika kana usage, which had
5hitherto been accepted unquestioningly by men of letters. Undoubtedly 
the changing academic milieu was an important factor In enabling 
Keichh to write a work like WJSH and have it accepted by the literati
g
in place of the Teika kana usage as represented principally by KMZK.
In the Meiji Period the historical kana usage of Keichu 'was 
adopted as the official kana orthography, and was in use until the 
end of World War Two, when it was replaced by the modern kana usage. 
Although the kana usage and kana usage theory of Keichtt is not
1 Hereafter abbreviated to WJSHo
2 Although the work was completed in manuscript form in 1693, it was 
not put into print until two years later.
3 Vd; Kanda 1973.
4 The initial opposition to Keichu1 s proposals relating to kana usage 
may also be seen as a manifestation of the general principle that 
orthographies have a pronounced conservative tendency and are resistant 
to change.
5 Vd. KLeda 1933, p.36.
6 Vd. Hagayama 1966, p.1660
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completely without its illogicalities and errors, it can be said that 
Keichu did endeavour to approach the subject in a reasoned manner* 
Works on the Teika kana usage on the other hand are far less explicit 
in their approach, and the fact that they sometimes list alternative
kana spellings for the same -word would seem contradictory to the very
aim of such works, via. the establishment of a normative kana usage.
With regard to the last point, namely the listing of several kana
spellings for one word, from the modern viewpoint especially this 
does seem strange, for generally speaking it may be said that modem 
orthographies have become standardised, and there is little variation
i
outside of the norm. The present writer feels that the full signif- 
icance of historical works on kana usage will be understood better’ 
not from the viewpoint of modern orthography alone, but from the 
wider perspective of the history of orthography in general. Consider 
for example the arbitrary nature of 16th century English spellings:
"In fact, not infrequently Elizabethan compositors 
varied the forms of words in order to justify their 
lines of type, so that readers were accustomed to 
see the same word spelled in different ways on the 
same page, and consequently felt free to spell much 
as they pleased themselves."
Encyclopaedia Britannica,
English Language entry 
(1967 ed., vol.8, p.544).
English Orthography or Spelling, and Japanese 
Kana-zukai: Definitions and Comparison.
Orthography: "Correct spelling; spelling according to 
accepted usage; the way in which words are convention­
ally written. (By extension) Any mode or system of 
spelling."
Shorter Oxford Dictionary.
Spelling: " 1 The action, practice, or art of naming 
the letters of words, of reading letter by letter, or
1 Such variation is however still to be found. E.g. English show~ 
shew, acknowledgment ~ acknowledgement.
»»
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of expressing -words "by letters. 2 Orthography; a 
particular instance of this.1'
ibid.
On the hasis of the above it may be said that the term 1 spelling1 
or * orthography*, when used with reference to English, relates to the 
writing of any and every word in the English language, and not just 
those words which are generally considered ’difficult to spell*. In 
this respect English spelling and Japanese kana-zukai (the latter in 
its traditional use) differ in scope.
Meaning and Scope of The Japanese Word kana.
1M.J. k a n a is considered to derive from karina ’’borrowed 
name": this was the term given by the Japanese to Chinese characters 
used (’’borrowed") to write Japanese phonetically. In contrast to 
this, Chinese characters used in the orthodox way as logograms were 
called mana ^ ~ literally, "true name” - or honji
"original sign”®
In older writings especially the term kana is often used in a 
wide sense to include Man^yogana, but nowadays kana is normally used 
to refer to hiragana and katakana only.
Meaning and Scope of The Japanese Term Kana-zukai» 
Traditionally the term kana-zukai has been used in a restricted 
sense, as the following definition shews;
"fundamentally speaking, kana-zukai means * usage of kana*, 
but is in fact only used in cases where in writing Jap- 
anese in kana the question of which kana to use presents 
a problem (where there are two or more possible ways of 
writing the same sound, or when there are two or more
1 In historical works often written (e.g. the Jion kana-zukai 
^  of Motoori Norinaga4H§ £ -fL , printed 1776). Also
known as waji #  -4° 'i' or kokuji^  £ (use of the tern kokuii in
the sense of "kana1 should not be confounded with its use in the 
sense of "Chinese characters devised in Japan"). Vd. KJTN, kokuji 
entry.
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possible pronunciations for the same kana sign) (not 
used in the case of hentaigana^ft 'i&.'&j , which are
acknowledged as different forms of one kana sign even 
though the shape is different). Since Meiji consid­
ered the same as ’orthography* in Western languages; 
sometimes understood more widely as the m y  of writing 
"by means of kana signs.”
Fujimura 1952, kana-zukai entry.
She kana-zukai defined in.the first sentence of the above is the 
historical kana usage, which in the history of Japanese kana usage 
is the principal type of kana-zukai. There are in fact two main types 
of historical kana usage: the first is the Teika kana usage, the 
second that proposed by Keichu. Strictly speaking the Teika kana- 
zukai is not generally regarded as the orthodox historical kana usage, 
but is nevertheless usually considered as ”a type'-'of historical kana 
usage" in the Japanese linguistic literature. The main type of 
historical kana usage is that set up by Keichu at the end of the 17th 
century - when Japanese scholars talk without further qualification 
about historical kana usage, usually they are referring to the system 
devised by Keichuu
Kana usage can be divided into a number of types, but the most . 
fundamental distinction is that between historical kana usage and 
phonetic kana usage. Most types of kana usage can be classified 
■under one of these two categories, although one particular type of 
kana usage may well contain elements of both, as for example in the 
case' of the modem kana usage!
Historical kana usage is defined in KJTN as follows:
’Historical* because its standards are determined 
by literature of a certain period in the past. At 
the same time, ’historical* in the sense of kana 
usage that has been used traditionally. The present- 
day concept of historical kana usage is at the point 
where these two coincide. However, as the fact that
1 Though essentially phonetic, the modern kana usage (gendai kana- 
zukai) retains a small number of elements carried over from the 
historical kana usage, as for example in the use of the signs ha, he, 
and wp for the particles wa» e, and o. respectively.
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it is also called Restoration kana usage1, *classical 
kana usage*? and 1 etymological kana usage* shews, 
its essential nature lies in taking as a standard the 
kana usage of a fixed period, namely that of the mid- 
Heian Period and "before, when confusion of kana usage 
had not yet occurred* The scope of kana is of course 
usually limited to the forty-seven signs distinguished 
in the irohaffig poem, and does not include the 
’special kana usage of the ancient period*^ Hor are 
all words which present a problem from the point of 
view of kana usage written in kana in the ancient 
literature. These are the limits of historical kana 
usage*. In this case usage was determined, as with 
Keichu, by indirect evidence, etymology, and where 
unavoidable by custom or pronunciation."
op.cit*, rekishiteki 
kana-zukai entry.
In contrast to historical kana usage, the principle of which is 
to write words in accordance with their kana spelling in the ancient 
literature irrespective of the contemporary pronunciation, the 
principle of phonetic kana usage is to write words in kana so as to 
represent the pronunciation at the time of writing, and without 
regard to the historical kana spelling.
1 Fukko kana-zukai 1H. &
2 Kotenteki kana-zukai
3 Gogenteld. kana-zukai
4 Jgdai tokushu kana-zukai t • This refers to the
writing system to be found in the 8th century Man’yogsna literature, 
in which the eight-vowel system of O.J. is represented. In the 
special kana usance of the ancient period, two phonemically distinct 
sets of syllables are to be found for those later written Id., gi, hi, 
bi, mi, ke, ge, he, be, me, ko, go, so, so, to, do, no, mo, yo, ro. 
Although many of the kana spellings of Keichu and other scholars are 
based on literature written in this special kana usage, the ko-otsu
& distinctions which characterise the same are in fact irrelevant 
to historical kana usage as known to Teika, Keichu, and others. The 
explanation of this paradox is that after the merger of the Ko-otsu 
distinctions in the late 8th and early 9th centuries, the fact of the 
former distinction was soon forgotten (the ko-otsu distinctions 
ceased to be made on the orthographic level too). The Ko-otsu dis­
tinctions on the orthographic level were rediscovered by Kotoori 
Norinaga in the section of his work Ko.iiki-den & % ad entitled 
Kana no koto l&L'fc'l % ; this discovery was elaborated by Korinaga’s 
pupil Ishizuka Tatsumaro^lSP-lt jf1 in Kana-zukai oku no yamamichi
(completed not later than 1798). This work is con- 
sideredto represent an important milestone in -the history of k^a 
usage studies.
Consequently, at the time when Keichu was engaged on his study 
and exposition of historical kana usage, the ko-otsu distinctions in 
Han * yogana were not yet known.
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Other types of kana usage include Heian kana usage, accent kana
2 3usage, and modem kana usage. The two former types may he classified
as types of historical kana usage, while modem kana usage, as has
"been pointed out earlier, is hased on the phonetic principle.
4Heian kana-zukai is the term coined by Mabuchi K. to describe the 
conventional kana usage in use before the Teika kana spellings were 
established. The main characteristics of Heian kana-zukai are as 
follows:
1 Use of the signs ha, hi, fu, he, ho to represent /-wa -wi 
~u -we -wo/ respectively. Exceptions to this rule are 
covered by the following: a) phonetic spelling b) consci­
ousness of verb inflection c) spellings inferred from kana 
usage for Sino-Japanese words.
2 The particles wa, e, and o are consistently written as ha, 
he, and wo.
3 Confused use of o and wo (of the kana signs in the iroha 
poem, the phonological references of these two alone had
“ > r - - '  fallen together by the time that Heian kana-zukai was in ■ 
use, vis„ the 11th and 12th centuries).
The other type of kana usage that remains to be defined here is
accent kana usage. The principle of accent kana usage is to determine
usage of homophonous kana by a difference of pitch-accent. A well-
known example of this is usage of the signs o. and wp in the Teika
kana usage, where _o is used to represent low level pitch /wo/, and
wo to represent high level pitch /wo/^
Although accent kana usage was employed in this way by Fujiwara
1 Heian kana-zukai #•
2 Akusento kana-zukai. Known in the Meiji Period as goseiteid. kana- 
zukai ti- ^
3 Vd. also Chapter 10 below.
4 Vd. the article Teika kana-zukai to Keichu kana-zukai by Mabuchi K. 
in Meiji shoin 1958, pp.110-145* Mabuchi elaborates on Heian kana- 
zukai in his article Heian kana-zukai ni tsuite, in SaeldL 1961, pp. 
425-426.
5 Vd. Ono 1950.
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Teika, it was not devised by Mm. Rather, it seems likely that he
adopted this principle on seeing it in use in dictionaries of the
time such as the jlroha .jirui-shd^   ^ iccent kana usage
3
was in fact invented by scholars of- the mrd-Heian Feriod. It should
be noted that accent kana usage differs from other types of kana
usage described above in that it was used to distinguish in use only
a very small number of signs, principally o. and wo.
The above types of kana usage have been differentiated on the
basis of the standards they em£>loy to determine kana spellings.
Kana spellings can also be categorised in terms of the type of words
or morphemes to be written in kana: here there is a basic dichotomy
4of kana usage for pure Japanese words,' and kana usage for Sino- 
5 6Japanese words.* Kana usage for Sino-Japanese words was held to
7
constitute a division within historical kana usage, but is more
theoretically based than the kana usage for pure Japanese words in
8historical kana usage0
-1 Compiled in the mid-12 th century by Tachibana Tadakane-^J^ £  jf|^
2 Yd. Tsuldskima 1968, pp.89-90.
3 Yd. Mabuchi K., in Meiji shoin 1358, pp.114-115.
4 Kokuao kana-aukai ||
5 Jion lcana-zukai ^
6 Sometimes however a third category is set up, namely kana usage 
for foreign words (gaikokugo k a n a - z u k a i ).
7 In the modern written language, the distinction between the kana
usage for pure Japanese words and that for Sino-Japanese words is no
longer maintained^
8 "Since its basis is in the Inkyollft (Chi. lunching
- a Chinese work consisting of a set of sound tables 
printed in 1161, which formed the basis of most Jap­
anese scholarship on Chinese phonology), .jion kana- 
zukai may be said to be the way of notation in kana
of the Inkyo pronunciation. In this respect it is
different from the kana usage for pure Japanese 
words, and it would be nearer the truth to call it 
theoretical kana usage rather than historical kana 
usage.11
KJTN, .14on kana-sukai entry.
The concept of .jion kana-gukai was originated by Konnb^-^i (1700-1763) 
in ffa.ii taikan-slid'foj? (printed 1754) > and developed by
Motoori Norinaga in his work Jion kana*?zukai (printed 1776).
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Concerning Use of The Terra ICana-zukai in 
J5'dai tokushu kana-zukai and Reid, shit eld, kana-zukai <,
As mentioned earlier, usage of signs in 8th century Mankvogana
writings in which an eight-vowel system is distinguished is known.as
,io dai tokushu kana-zukai "special kana usage of the ancient period".
And yet on the other hand Japanese scholars write of kana-zukai as
having its origins in literature of later than 1000 A.I). Miat of
the apparent contradiction here?
Firstly, kana-zukai has traditionally meant historical (i.e.
normative) kana usaget phonetic kana usage hardly figures at all in
kana usage works since the time of Teika; and although the special
kana usage of the ancient period was rediscovered several hundred
1years ago, its importance was not realised until recently.
Secondly, the concept and awareness xmderlying the special kana
usage of the ancient period and that underlying historical kana usage
are completely different: the former is phonetic - at that period,
awareness of kana usage as an entity in its own right, rather than
2as a means of phonetic representation, had not yet developed; while 
the latter is normative.
Thirdly, kana-zukai normally refers to use of kana within the 
range of the iroha-aana, and does not include the ko and otsu series 
of Manyyogana0
Modem Japanese scholars writing about the origins of kana-zukai 
stress that they are talking about kana usage within the limits of the 
forty-seven signs of the iroha, and rightly so, for clearly failure to 
distinguish carefully here could easily lead to confusion.
1 Vd. Hashiraoto 1931.
2 Proof of this is the fact that as the eight-vowel system changed 
from the late 8th century into a five-vowel system, so this was 
reflected directly in the orthography, which came to represent five 
vowels only. Because the phonetic principle alone prevailed, the 
question of confusion of Manlyogana did not arise - what might have 
become conventional spellings for certain words were ousted by phonetic 
spellings which represented the new phonological shapes of those words.
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The distinct nature of the special kana usage of the ancient period 
and its position away from the mainstream of kana usage studies should 
be carefully noted*
Factors Ydiieh Led to The Determining 
of A Normative Kana Orthography.
In the case of phonetic writing systems, the initial fit of the 
writing system to the spoken language is describable in terms of a 
one-to-one relationship. Subsequent phonological changes in a lang­
uage then tend to disrupt this relationship. This is because the 
permanent nature of the written word as opposed to the intangible, 
fleeting nature of the spoken word means that writing systems 
inevitably tend to be more conservative than the corresponding 
spoken languages*
Let us now turn to an example of early written Japanese which, 
shows a one-to-one relationship between the written and the spoken 
language, viz. the Man3yoshu. The Han1yoshu was written in Man* yd - 
gana - Chinese characters used in various ways, often phonetically.
In this use they did not differ greatly from the early hiragana.
which were also very numerous due to the use of hentaigana: in fact
the distinguishing line between Man1yogana in their cursive form* and 
hiragana is somewhat blurred. As time passed, changes occurred in 
the ancient language: the eight-vowel system changed into a five- 
vowel one, and in accordance with this just five vowels came to be 
distinguished ortho graphically: the Ko and otsu series of Han’yogana 
came to be used interchangeably. Thus for example &  and^_ , which 
had represented the -formerly distinct syllables ko and ko respectively, 
came to be regarded simply as alternative ways of writing the coa-1- 
esced syllable ko. Thus no problem of usage of signs arose as yet -
1 Known as sogana Vd. KJTN, sogana entry.
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tile phonetic principle still reigned supreme*
Y/itli the disappearance of the eight-vowel system of Old Japanese 
there was a situation in which potentially a conventional or "histo­
rical usage of Man1 yogana might ha.ve developed - but for one factor 
which was lacking at this period (late 8th and early 9th centuries), 
vis. an awareness of the signs to be distinguished ih use. This 
awareness was developed from about the 10th century onwards by mnem­
onic verses such as the ametsuchi and irohal A3.though there
appears to be some controversy over the original aim of the compilei’S 
of such verses, it seems to be an accepted fact that they came to be 
regarded as lists of all the basic kana that should be distinguished 
in use. The importance of the iroha in particular in the development
and history of normative (i.e. historical) kana usage cannot be over- 
2emphasized.
1 Vd. KJTfT, ametsuchi and iroha entries.
2 Concerning the role of the iroha in developing awareness of the
kana to be distinguished in use, the well-known theory of Hashiraoto 
is often quoted:
"The reason that the distinction between ft and r> and 
%  , and between !, and \ , etc. did not present a pro­
blem, but that between %,* and ^ , between ^  and L , and 
between and ^  did present a problem, is that whereas 
men of the time recognised ■/»' and 3 , and ^  and \ , etc. 
as variant forms of the same kana. they considered 
and h , ^ and t* ,etc. as different kana. If o and h , 
and & , etc, were not considered as different kana, 
then then there was no reason why doubt should have 
arisen concerning their distinction in use. This 
being the case, with regard to the question of how 
these kana were regarded as different, we consider it 
was due to the fact that these kana appeared as separate 
signs in the iroha, which was in widespread use at the 
time. Since in this way signs which did not represent
discrete speech sounds were regarded as different kana,
there came to be two or more types of kana for the same 
sound, and here for the first time the question arose 
of which kana to use. This is the origin of the idea 
known as kana-zukai."
Hashimoto 1949, pp.145-146.
Mabuchi disputes this theory of Hashimotof s, firstly on the grounds 
that the iroha was not necessary to distinguish the signs i_ and m ,  
and ei and we, since these represented four phonemically distinct 
syllables until about the beginning, of the 13th centuryj and secondly,
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The awareness of kana signs to he distinguished in use that was
engendered firstly hy the ametsuchi and then hy the iroha meant that
even after /of and /wo/ fell together in the direction of the latter
in the late 10th century, the two signs o. and wo continued to he
regarded as separate signs*
The iroha in particular was important in developing awareness of
the individual signs to be distinguished in use* Another factor
which played an important part in the general movement that led to
the development of a normative kana usage was the copying and re-
1
cension from about the 11 th century of manuscripts of waka poetry and
old tales, in the process of which textual variation in kana usage 
2was noticed* Textual activity of this kind was important in stim­
ulating initially consideration of the kana spellings of individual 
v/ordsj and ultimately of the standards upon which those kana spellings 
should be based9
that kana-zukai was of earlier origin than the iroha (vd. Meiji shoin 
1958, p.114)®
The present writer8s feeling is that Hashimoto*s theory remains 
valid: the earliest known occurrence of the iroha is 11th century 
(viz. in the Konkomyd saishoo-kyd ongi ^  tL § j| , 1079 or
earlier - vd. KJTIT, iroha-uta entry). According to KJTH, the iroha 
was at first used for practising calligraphy, but then it came to be 
used more as a list of kana signs. When it was first used in the 11th 
century, each of the forty-seven signs therein had a discrete phonol­
ogical reference, except for o_ and wo. Would it not have been natural 
therefore for scholars of the time to have regarded the homophonous 
sigas Jk and wo also as somehow being different signs that should be 
distinguished in use, rather than to consider them as variants of. one 
sign, constituting a single exception within the iroha?
■With regard to Mabuchi*s second point, namely that Hashimoto*s 
theory is inappropriate since kana-zukai (and for chronological reasons 
he must mean Heian kana-zukai here) originated prior to the iroha, the 
present writer considers that even though the earliest Heian kana-zukai 
antedates the iroha by possibly as much as two centuries, there seems 
no reason why, once the iroha came to be used widely, it should not 
have been adopted as a criterion for distinguishing the basic kana 
(with the proviso that J. and wi, and e and we were initially disting­
uishable through their distinct nature in the spoken language rather 
than just through their appearance in the iroha as Hashimoto suggests).
1 Vd. Mabuchi, in Meiji shoin 1958, p.111«,
2 Vd. Mabuchi, ibido
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To demonstrate the importance of such textual activity in devel­
oping deliberation over the actual standards that should form the 
basis of kana usage, let us imagine a situation in 'which a 12th cent­
ury scholar is copying an early manuscript of the Kokin-shu. in which 
the word kawa "river" is written kaha in kana. The spelling kaha 
reflects the original form /ltaFa/, which as a result, of the phonolog-
_ -j
ical change known in Japanese as ha-avo tenko-on changed to /kawa/ 
round about the year 1000. Vhen our scholar of the 12th century comes 
to the word for "river", which for him is /kawa/, he finds it written 
not with -wa, but with -ha. He is faced therefore with the choice 
either of preserving the old spelling kaha in the manuscript (the con­
ventional or "historical" writing), or of spelling it in accordance
with the spoken language of his own day (the phonetic spelling).
2Mabuchi K. *s examination of late Heian kana usage suggests that con­
ventional kana spellings (e,g, kaha) were fairly widely employed in 
literary writings. However, the fact that the conventional principle 
(as opposed to the phonetic principle) was not universally accepted 
as the sole standard of kana usage meant that there was a certain amount 
of variation between the conventional and the phonetic principle of 
kana spelling. It is this variation, or rather awareness of this var­
iation, •which in the first place constitutes "confusion" of kana usage. 
Finally, another cause given in KJTN as contributing to the setting 
up of a normative kana orthography is the demand for the "correct" 
hiragana spellings of -words that grew up with the increasing popularity 
of poetry competitions and the study of poetry.
The fundamental factors which led to the establishment of a norm-
1 The phonological change in which /-F-/ changed to /—w-/ (except 
before /u/, where it was reduced to zero). Later, the phoneme /-w-/ 
from /-F-/ changed to zero (except before /a/), but this is regarded 
as a separate change,
2 Vd. p.18 above, note 4.
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ative kana usage may 'be summed up as 1) phonological change, coupled 
with 2) developed orthographic awareness* 2) was due essentially to 
widespread acquaintance with the iroha poem (awareness of which kana 
to distinguish in use), and to the copying and recension of old hira- 
gana texts (development of reflection on which standards to adopt in 
determining usage of the kana signs in the iroha)*
Concerning The Kana and Sequences of Kana 
Traditionally Dealt With As Problems of Kana Usage.
How that the question of the origins of normative kana usage have 
been explained, we are in a position to go on to consider which signs 
and sequences of signs were dealt with in works on kana usage. 
Generally speaking, works on conventional or historical kana usage 
from Gekan-shu "F ^   ^onwards (the section on kana usage in Gekan^shu
marks the beginning of such works) were concerned with distinguishing 
in use only those kana and sequences of kana within'the iroha which 
had a common phonological reference (i.e. which were of the same pro­
nunciation). The number of kana signs dealt with in different 
historical works on kana usage is in fact not fixed, but shews 
considerable variation. This variation is not haphazard, but follows
a pattern: on the whole, the later the vrork, the greater the number
2 _ of signs dealt with. Thus for example in Gekan-shu (early 13th cent­
ury), Teika deals with only eight signs? in compiling KMZK (1363 or 
later), G y g a f? supplemented these with a further six signs; and in 
Y/JSH (1693)? Keichu deals with most of the items in the list below 
(as well as some others which, incidentally, do not come within the
1 Yd. p*28 below*
2 Yd. KJTIT, kana-zukai entry. An exception to this principle are 
works which deal with just one particular aspect of kana usage, e.g.
Kenshulam?vb‘ko-shU && hk i. (1695) and Utai kaigo kana-zukai
(1697), which treat respectively of the so-called yottsu- 
gana ji, u^# dzu* and notation of the long vowel /o:/.
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scope of kana usage - Yd. beloY/-, p.168).
Under the heading "Items Uhich Are Problematical from The Yxew- 
1
point of Kana Usage1', Hashimoto sets out fourteen groups of kana 
spellings -which for centuries had tended to be confused. The spell­
ings in Hashimoto!s list are not exhaustive (for example, v/au /o:/ 
is not given in group 10), but the phonological references of those 
spellings (added to the right of the spellings by the present -writer) 
may be taken as a complete list of syllables the notation of -which
was problematical when writing in accordance with the historical kana 
2usage. The phonological references given in the following list re­
late primarily to the language of Keichu, since it is with the kana 
usage and kana usage theory of Keichu that this thesis is principally 
concerned.
kana sign/sequence of kana common phonological reference
1 (a) i.
(h) wi /i/
(c) -hi
2 (a) e_
(b) w§ /e/
(c) “h£
3 (a) o,
(b) wo /o/
(c) -ho
4 (a)
(b)
-u
~fu /u/
5 (a)
(b)
~wa
-ha /wa/
6 (a) u- the allophone of
(b) mu- occurring before /b/
1 Kana-zukai ,jo mondai to naru jiko. ?d. Hashimoto 1949, p.254.
2 Here I use the term widely to include the Teika kana usage.
3 Kana usage problems relate almost entirely to phonemic change. 
Group 6 here (ur and mu-) constitutes an important exception to this 
principle in that historical u«vmu variation in individual words 
appears to have arisen not through a phonemic but through a sub- 
phonemic (i.e. phonetic) change from about 1000 A.D. onwards, namely 
the development of a nasalised allophone of /u/, viz,(tl], before /n/ 
and /b/+ This nasalised allophone [U] was represented ortho graphically
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7 a) 4S
b) dji
8 a) su
b) dsu
9 a) ka
b) kuwa
10 a) au , kau s gan , etc.
b) afu, kafu, safu, etc.
c) ou , kou 9 SOU , etc.
d) ofu. kofu. sofu. etc.
e) wau, kuwau
11 a) eu
b) efu
o) You
d) yofu
12 a) kiyau 9 shiyau
b) kiyafu. shiyafu, etc.
o) kiyou , shiyou
d) kiyofu* shiyofu, etc®
e) keu , seu , etc.
f) kefu , sefu * etc.
13 a) iu
b) ifu
c) m
a) yufu
14 a) kiu 9 shiu
b) kifu * shifu . etc.
o) lriLyuu , shiyuu
a) Id. yufu, shiyufu, etc.
/zi/ ( [ji] )
/zu/
/ka/^
/kwa/
/o; ko: so:/ etc.
/jo:/
/kjo: sjo:/ etc*
/jn:/
/kju: sju;/ etc.
not ty u "but "by mu0 Yd* "ffenck 1954, vol.4, pp. 167-177.
For Keichu, who did not understand the principle of diachronic 
change in language or the particular case of u~ and mu- here, mviu 
valuation m s  no doubt as much a problem of kana usage as -ha** -wa 
variation, both being symptomatic of a "decline in knowledge" (such 
was Keichu*s view of language),,
1 I assume that the phonological references of ka and kuwa were still 
discrete in KeichU’s language. Yd. Chapter 4 : below.
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Chapter Two
Kana Orthography Before Keichu".
A system of conventional kana spellings was in fact in use prior 
to the establishment of the Teika kana usage, as mentioned earlier.
This was the Heian lcena usage. This type of kana usage was somewhat 
different from that proposed by Teika or Keichu: for whereas the two 
latter systems were put forward by specific individuals in specific 
works and on the basis of definite views of kana usage, Heian kana 
usage developed as the collective usage of many and only on the basis 
of a vague awareness of the principle of conventional spelling as • 
opposed to phonetic spelling. Nor is any contemporary exposition of 
this type of kana usage to be found. For these reasons, in terms of 
the underlying orthographic awareness, the present writer places . - 
Heian kana usage midway between Uan’yoyana (in their phonetic use) 
and the Teika kana usage.
The first to give problems of kana usage systematic treatment 
appears to have been Fujiwara Teika. This was at the beginning of 
the 13th century, .An entry in Teika’s diary Meigetsu-ki for
the year 1200 3?eads: "I have recommended that the word shirotae
i —
’white cloth’ be written shlrotahe.”, Ono observes that to judge 
from such corrections to poems by Teika, it is clear that about that 
time he already had a keen awareness of kana usage problems.
-2 3Gekan-shu : The First Writing On Kana Usage.
Firstly it should be pointed out that Gekan-shu is not devoted
1 Vd. Ono 1950, p.13.
2 Sometimes known as Gekan-shW T *  &
3 Formerly it was considered that the Ftsuinoku-sho^  , compiled
by Fujiv/ara !IototoshiJ§Lj& 4-1^ . (1055-1142), which contains a number
of alternative kana spellings, may have been the first work containing 
a section dealing with kana usage. How however the extant version of 
this work is considered to be a later, and possibly spurious, text.
Vd, ICojima 1939, pp.42-44.
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entirely to kana usage. It is in fact a work relating to the comp­
osition of poetry: only Section Two treats of kana spellings,
Gekan-sHu^ms a provisional title given to the work by a copyist
of the test, since the original title was no longer known,-and the
2
text contains such phrases as "The gekan uses this" and "Hie gelcan 
favours this theory". It is thought that gekan was a' terra used by 
Teika to refer to himself, and consequently it is widely held that 
Teika was the compiler of this work.
The two oldest texts of GKSH have colophons dated 1266 and 1284 
respectively, and of these two it is the former, known as the Bun’ei 
K, /X text (since it dates from the year period of that name), that 
is considered to be Teika’s original. In the discussion below there*-* 
fore it is the Bun* ei version which is taken as the standard GK3H
4
text.
5
Section Two of GKSH is entitled Utagawashiki mon.ji no koto "Con­
cerning Dubious Kana Spellings". The introductory remarks are as 
follows:
"Ko-one else follows this usage, nor has anyone else 
before me said anything on the subject. I have made 
distinctions in usage in accordance with my own ideas, 
and it is most biased. It would of course be most 
natural for there not to be one like-minded person 
among young or old, whether friend or stranger. It
1 Hereafter abbreviated to GKSH,
2 GekanT  'k is a term meaning "(an) official".
3 Ono considers that GKSH was written by Teika since kana usage in 
the section DtagawashildL mon.ji no koto is in agreement with that in 
other manuscripts in Teika1 s own hand. Shigematsu also considers 
that Teika was the compiler of GKSH on the basis of the style of the 
notes between word examples (vd. .Shigematsu 1929, p. 287).
4 The text dated 1284, known as the Koan^A# text, has three addit­
ional sections compared with the Bun'ei text, viz. he, fu, and hi-mi, 
fu-nu, etc. Entries under each section are extremely numerous, and 
it is clearly a version supplemented at a later date - the two sect­
ions fu and hi-mi» fu-mu, etc. are in fact recorded as later 
additions. The ho section on the other hand is not noted as a later 
addition, and Japanese scholars take this as indicating that the 
KSan text was supplemented in two stages, Vd. Appendix II for a 
list of variant versions of GKSHo
5 ■*$.
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is a matter of regret that errors ^re no^ made in the 
signs 'which men of old have used."
This passage is followed by a list of some sixty-odd words in kana 
to Y/hich writers of the day could refer in order to ascertain the 
usage recommended by Teika. Entries are arranged under eight head­
ings, vis. wo, p>_, e., he, we, hi, wi, i. These particular eight 
signs were dealt with by Teika here because by the time of compil­
ation of CrICSK they were confused in use - i.e. phonological changes
had caused usage of these signs as in the old kana spellings to be
2
unclear on the basis of the spoken language.
Naturally a work of such restricted scope as GKSH was of very 
limited practical value when it first appeared# Its innovatory 
value on the other hand can hardly be overestimated: firstly, it 
provided a convenient source of reference to poets for checking the 
old kana spellings of words; and secondly, it provided a foundation 
on which increasingly more comprehensive works on kana usage could 
be built up. Successive supplementation, and a tendency to develop 
into dictionary-like works are characteristic features of works on
1 In Fukui 1939, pp.3-4*
2 Vd. Tsukishima 1968, p.90. Phonological changes relevant to the 
eight signs in UtagawashildL mon.ii no koto are described by Hashimoto 
as follows:
"(3) (changes (1) and (2) do not concern us here) In 
other than word-initial position the syllables ha. 
hi, fu, he, ho became confused with wa, wi, u, we, 
wo. —  —  ,■ the beginnings of this tendency Y/ere to 
be seen already in the Kara Period, and in early 
Heian too examples are to be seen in which the ha 
of uruhashi ’beautiful* was almost always written 
wa; it seems however that this became general after 
mid-IIeian.
(4) Continuing on from this, the syllables wi, we, 
wo (including those from hi, he, ho) fell together 
wdth i, e_, .o.. This was somewhat later than sound- 
change (3) above, and seems to have become general 
around the Insei Period (1086-1192)."
Hashimoto 1950, pp.81-82.
Mabuchi 2C. however considers that the /e^we/ opposition still 
obtained at the time of compilation of GKSH™ (vd. Meiji shoin 1958,
p.118).
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1kana usage. An immediate example of this supplementation process is
afforded "by the ltd an GKSH*
One small but interesting problem of interpretation concerns the
concluding remarks to the section TJtaga?/ashiki mon.ji no koto. These
remarks are as follows: "The above is not the theory of my teacher:
it originates only from my own ideas.” The identity’of the teacher
to 7/hom Teika m s  referring here has given rise to speculation among
2Japanese scholars. Yamada is of the opinion that no one teacher in 
particular is intended, and that it means rather that the contents of 
the section do not consist of instruction handed down from teacher to 
pupil*
The Standards Employed By Pujiwara Teika 
In Setting Up A Normative Kana Orthography.
- 3According to Ono, Teika used a kana orthography in which there
4was little confusion or disunity. In the midst of the confused state 
of kana usage at the beginning of the 13th century, what were the 
standards Teika adopted in setting up this unified kana usage?
Since IJtagawashiid. monji no koto ends with the sentence: "One should
1 Yd. KJTN, kana-zukai entry.
2 Yamada 1929, p.26.
3 Ono 1950, p.6.
4 There are however a few words which Teika spelt in more than one
way, e.g. ohintireha^ ouinureha~ oinureha, and yohi^ yowl. In the 
first set the sign hi of the oldest spelling ohinureha reflects the 
original phoneme /P/ of the second syllable, which through phonolo­
gical change went first to /w/ (hence the spelling owinureha) and
then to zero by about 1200 A.D., resulting in the spelling oinureha. 
With regard to yohi v^ youi "evening”, the former spelling reflects 
an original initial /P/ in the second syllable? this /P/ changed to 
/w/ some time after 1000 A.D., resulting in the phonetic spelling 
vowi. These two sets of alternative spellings shew a lack of con­
sistency in standard: Teika1 s use of the spellings ohinureha and 
ov/inureha is indicative of conformity to the conventional or "his­
torical" principle, while oinureha suggests either the phonetic 
spelling, or use of a late source document. The same phonological 
changes affected yoi "evening" (which went from /yoPi/ to /yowi/ to 
/yoi/. In this case however Teika adopted the written form of the 
first and second stages only, ice. yohi and yowi. In practice Teika 
varied between these two, but in GKSH yowi only is to be found.
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consider this by examining the old documents'*] it is held that Teika 
sought a basis in old texts. By itself however this statement is 
vague, and lends itself to various interpretations. Ono defines 
these "old documents" as Heian Period poetry anthologies and tales, 
the manuscripts of which were late Heian (12th century) or after and 
so contained considerable divergence from the consistent kana usage 
of before about 1000 A.D. (this formed the basis of the historical 
kana usage of Keichu), though most Japanese scholars feel justified 
in calling the Teika kana usage "a type of historical kana usage".
The Signs 0, and \7b In Teika*s Usage.
Originally the sign o had the reference /o/, and the sign wo the 
reference /wo/. Vhen from about the mid-1 Oth century /o/ and /wo/ 
began to fall together in the direction of the latter, usage of the 
two signs o. and wo became confused. Teika however, who lived in the
2late 12th and early 13th centuries, distinguished these signs in use.
The respective headings in Utaaawashiki mon.ji no koto for wo and .o
are as follows:
"The sound wq, as in£3ii : I should like to use this
sign because it is used to ?/rite wo in chirinuru wo.
The sound o, as in : I should like to use this
sign because it is used to write the o. in uwi no oku-* 
yama."
For many hundreds of years scholars failed to understand the principle 
underlying usage of these two signs in Teika1 s orthography. Modern
1 That is to say, this sentence comes after the remarks, "The above
is not the theory of my teacher: it originates only from my own ideas." 
(vd. preceding page).
2 Teika wrote the morpheme of accusative case meaning invariably with 
wq (this is to be noted because in kana documents of the late Heian 
Period there is some confusion, this morpheme frequently being written 
p.). Apart from this use of wq, there are 1052 examples of wo, and 
2260 examples of o. in the documents in Teika1 s hand examined by Ono 
(vd. Ono 1950, p.4)* In all cases the choice of which kana sign is 
used, depends upon the word, and instances of confused usage number 
less than ten.
3 Both chirinuru wo and uwi no okuyama are from the iroha poem.
I
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Japanese scholarship considers that these two signs were distinguished 
in use.by a difference of pitch-accent. The following excerpt is from
the account by Ono, who first clarified this aspect of Teika1s kana
usage;
"At this point I attempted to find the basis of the
distinction in use of wo and o in the accent system
of the period* The results shewed a clear opposition 
between the two, via* that Teika us^d the sign wo to 
represent in writing the syllable o. that was high 
pitch at that time, an<jl the sign o. to represent in 
writing the syllable _o that was low pitch at that 
time."
op • cn. c •, p • 7 •
To demonstrate, this distinction in use, Ono examines pitch-accent at 
the time of Teika by means of various lexical sources such as the ' 
Rui,ju- raydgi-shb x'R % J| and Konlcomyo saishdo-kyu ongi. The
results shew convincingly that Qno*s supposition is correct.
It is considered that Teika did not invent the accent principle
for .o and wo himself, but took it over on seeing it in use in works
-4such as the Iroha .iirui-sho;
The Sign U (ye) In Teika* s Usage.
As a result of his examination of manuscripts in Teika*s own 
hand, Ono reaches the conclusion that Teika used# consciously and 
as a separate sign in the word kikoe (kikoye if one accepts Ono*s 
theory)* Ono proposes that the reason Teika used# as a separate 
sign (making a total of forty-eight signs distinguished in use) is 
that he may have been influenced by the ametsuchi poem, which dis­
tinguishes e_4l and ye yX. , or by old syllabic charts (onzu), which 
also distinguish ji-column e_ and ya-column ye.
1 Fere Ono uses the kana sign £ in both cases, but the phonological 
reference of both syllables is in fact /wo/.
2 An early 12th century Chinese-Japanese dictionary.
3 The postscript is dated 1279, but the work itself may date back 
considerably before this (vd. KJT1I, Konkomyo saishoo-kvo onai entry)*
4 Vd. KJTIT, kana-zukai entry.
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Regarding Teika5s distinctive use of the signtZ- in the one word 
kikoe (kikoye) only, Ono suggests that -wider use of & "by Teika would 
have been difficult "because the phonological references of and ye 
had fallen together "by that time. Ono goes on to point out that even 
this very limited use of ye was abandoned by Teika in his later years, 
and puts forward two possible explanatory factors: firstly, the diff­
iculty of identifying and reading, the sign fr- in the one word kikoe 
(kikoye); and secondly, reflection by Teika on the insubstantial 
basis of the sign in such limited distribution.
KMZK: The Chief Exposition of The Teika Kana Usage.
The second important work after GKSH in the history of kana
usage studies is KMZK, which is often known as the Teika kana-zukai.
_ 2or sometimes as the Gvoa kana-zukai. KMZK was compiled in the latter 
part of the 14th century by Minamoto TomoyufcL iff. foi , who entered 
the Buddhist priesthood and took the name Gyoatf f*? in 1363. The 
date of compilation of KMZK is known to be no earlier than this, since 
the preface is signed Gyoa.
Tomoyuki was the great-grandson of Minamoto Chikayuld. \f ,
1 Ono proposes that the sign YU among the headings .e, he, and we in 
Utagawashiki mon.ji no koto be taken as a heading equal in status to 
these three signs, and not merely as some type of insertion, as was 
formerly considered to be the case. Ishizaka on the other hand 
(ishizaka 1961), while acknowledging that Teika did use the sign
in the one word kikoe (kikoye). is of the opinion that it does not 
constitute a separate heading in UtagawashikL mon.ji no koto, and 
does not consider it to be a separate sign.
The present writer's view is that although Teika's use of \V 
justifies it as being regarded as something more than a hentaigana, 
on the other hand such extremely limited distribution, viz. in the 
one word kikoe (kikoye), hardly warrants its being allocated the 
status of a separate kana sign on a par with he, we, etc. (in Teika's 
kana usage, that is).
2 The title Teika kana-zukai derives from Teika's connection with 
the work, while the name Gyoa kana-zukai derives from the compiler's 
name. The terms Teika kana-zukai and Gyoa kana-zukai can refer 
either to KMZK itself, or to the kana usage set out therein (and to 
a lesser extent that in GKSH also).- vd, ICJTIT, kana-zukai entry.
a contemporary of Pujivrara Teika. Chikayuld. succeeded his father 
Hitsuyuki to the post of governor of Kawachi m  A  * Mitsuyuld. had 
gained renown for his .revised edition of Clen.ji monogatari, which be­
came known as the Kawachi-bon Gen.ji monogatari. Like his father, 
Chikayuki was well versed in the old literature. It was the notes 
on kana usage by his great-grandfather Chikayuki, wh? ch for some 
reason had not been made public, that Gyoa supplemented and which 
then appeared under the title of KLIZK.
Ono suggests that since Chikayuki received considerable instruc­
tion from Teika in person, this may have included instruction in 
Teika's style of kana usage. Be that as it may, KMZK has tradition­
ally been taken as the principal work -which sets out the Teika kana 
usage, even though Teika himself was not the compiler.
Concerning The Various Versions of KMZK.
In the above introductory remarks, the work on kana usage comj)Iled 
by Gyoa has been referred to simply as KMZK, but in fact there are a 
number of different texts, all of which differ■considerably in
•1
content. The various texts of KMZK have been examined by Shigematsu 
and Yamada. Shigematsu examines three versions of KMZK, viz. 1) the 
manuscript formerly owned by Yamada (KMZK Yamada) 2) the manuscript 
with a colophon of 1480 (KMZK 1480). 3) the old printed version based
on recension of a number of texts, made by the 16th century master of 
linked verse Satomura Shoha 3? 'fh 4$ E (KMZK Shoha). The conclusion 
Shigematsu reaches is that the discrepancies which exist between 
KMZK Yamada and the other two texts are due to supplementation in 
the latter, Yamada too is of the same opinion-on this point. Both 
Shigematsu and Yamada then are in agreement that KMZK Yamada is the
1 Vd. Kana mo.ii-zukai no genshlkei nl tsuite, in Shigematsu 1929, 
pp. 321-333.
2 Vd. Yamada 1929, p.37.
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extant text ox KMZK closest to the original form as compiled by Gyba. 
Yamada gives the follovdng reasons in support of this view: later 
texts contain too many additions to justify regarding them as having 
been omitted in error during the copying of KMZK* Also, KMZK Yamada 
itself contains additional entries in a handwriting different to that 
of the main body of the text*
Although it seems certain that KMZK Yamada is the oldest version 
of KMZK, the description of KMZK below is of necessity based on KMZK 
1480, since KMZK Yamada is not available to the present writer.
Since however the general principles involved in KMZK Yamada and KMZK 
1480 are similar, what is said concerning the latter text may be re­
garded as applying to the former also.
The Preface to KHZIt.
The KMZK Preface is important not only because it records the
circumstances and aim of compilation of the work, but also because
it was often quoted or referred to by later scholars writing on kana 
1usage.
The following is an annotated translation of the complete KMZK 
preface,
"Teika requested Chikayuki, former governor of Kawachi 
Province,gto make a fair copy of the poetry anthology 
Shtti guso ^ , whereupon Chikayuki said that,
since there were errors due to resemblance in the 
pronunciation of such signs as wo, o, e, we, he, i, 
wi, and hi, they were difficult to distinguish; and 
that the opportunity should be taken to lay down, 
rules for the'benefit of future scholarship. Teika 
replied that he himself had been of the same view 
for some time, and that Chikayuki should write out
1 For example, vd. the ffJSH preface (]KZU 10, p. 112); also the preface 
to ffa.il Lokon tsurei zensho ^  % "S 4 ^  l£] 1 # (WJKK) (din Hoshika 
1942, p.49).
2 Poetry anthology compiled by Teika. Pate of compilation is estimated 
at 1211-1214, and scholax-s consider that Teika had the fair copy made 
about the same time. Consequently Chikayuki1s notes on kana usage were 
not set down before this.
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what he thought and present it to him. When Chika- 
yuki suemitted his proposals to Teika to the above 
effect, Teika approved them, since he deemed them 
entirely logical* ^
The notes of Chikayuki were therefore innovatory 
in setting up a kana usage. Moreover, despite the 
small number of signs maiding up the iroha poem, 
there were nevertheless some signs with the same 
pronunciation'- i, wi, hi, wo, o_, e, we, he - which 
were the highly cursive forms of Chinese characters 
done by an incarnate sage. Wien I gave thought to 
the matter, I realised that they should be disting­
uished in use. Since there are points about which 
forerunners have omitted to write, I have not only 
given further thought to such points, but have also 
added anew notes on such signs as ho, wa, ha, mu, 
u, and fu! The reason for,-this is that lio is read 
as wo, wa overlaps with ha» and mu is confused vath 
u? Accordingly X distinguish them in mating, and 
put them into separate categories. Although there 
are words which have been omitted, the reader will 
no doubt be able to base the spellings for these on 
those of the words given. Accordingly, later schol­
ars should observe and respect ray views."
KMZK and The Kana Usage cf Fujiwara Teika.
As mentioned earlier, kana usage in KMZK and the kana usage of 
Fujiwara Teika have been regarded as one and the same. In fact how­
ever there is a certain amount of divergence between the two due
1 Ono (op.cit., p.13) considers this claim of Gyha’s to be false, 
and that it was made in order to enhance the standing of the Kawachi 
Group of scholars, thus providing opposition to the Uijo School of 
poetry established by Pujiwara Tameie %- , son of Teika (the
Nijo School was_about to overwhelm the Kawachi Group, which was on 
the decline). Ono’s theory is based on the results of his examination 
of a number of poems in Teika1s hand, which shew exact concurrence 
with the kana usage of Teika, thus demonstrating that Teika had 
already set up his own system of kana usage before compiling Shui guso.
2 A reference to Kukai & , traditionally regarded as the inventor 
of the kana syllabary.
3 This suggests that in addition to dealing with a further six signs, 
Gyoa may well have amended Chikayukif s original treatment of the first 
eight signs (wo, p., we, he, i, wi, hi). Since however the notes
of Chikayuki are no longer extant, we cannot ascertain to what extent 
if at all Gyoa modified the notes of his great-grandfather.
4 Yamada considers that these six signs were not dealt with in the
notes of Chikayuki because usage of these same signs was not yet con­
fused at the time (early 13th century); and that when Gyoa compiled 
KMZK in the late 14th century, the phonological changes had occurred 
which necessitated treatment cf these signs.
5 Vd. p.24, note 1.
6 Vd. p.26, note 3.
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b
largely to historical changes in pitch-accent, which affected use of 
the kana p. and iq. In his investigation, Ono compares actual examples
i
of Teika1s kana usage with entries in KMZK 1480*
Since in determining usage of o and to hoth Teika and Gy'O'a foll­
owed the accent principle, one might expect their kana usage relating 
to these two signs to be identical. This assumption fails however to 
take into account historical changes in pitch-accent. It was precisely 
because both men followed the same principle of using o. to represent 
low pitch /wo/, and to to represent high pitch /wo/ that discrepancies 
arose, For example, 15th century oni "demon" (/--*/) changed its 
pitch pattern to become 17th century woni (/""-/).
This principle of representing low pitch /wo/ with o, and high 
pitch /wo/ with wo, explains something that puzzled language scholars 
for hundreds of years, namely variation in one and the same kana 
usage work between o. and to in the same morpheme, e.g. oke "pail" 
(/-"/), but ko-woke "small pail" (/ /) (KMZK! p section).
KMZK: The Table of Contents.
The arrangement of signs under which individual entries are set
out is given in the Table of Contents, which comes after the KMZK
Preface. Initially, fourteen signs are listed in the following
2order: wo, o, e_t we, hi, i, wa, ho, *wa, ha, mu, u, fu. This is then 
followed by a list of nine signs, viz. (tan^S ho, (chu^ ) to,
1 The following summary is cased on the account in <Sno 1950.
2 Regarding^ the difference in order of signs in GKSH (t o, o, e, we, 
he, hi, wi, i) and the corresponding (first) eight signs in KMZK (to, 
o, e., we, he, hi* i., wi), Ishizaka takes this as shewing that the 
relationship between the two works is neither unitary nor separate, 
and suggests that the difference is due not to any difference in the 
purpose of arrangement of GKSH, but merely a lapse in the memory of 
Chikayuki regarding the order. Yd. Ishizaka 1944, pp.275-298.
5 The terms tan, chu, and oku (meaning "hegirming", "middle", and 
"inner part" respectively) apparently refer not to the position of 
the kana, signs in individual words, but to their relative pusition 
in the iroha poem - vd. Meiji shoin 1958, p.120.
At first glance this would appear to he a continuation from the four- 
teen signs above. In fact however it is the table of contents for 
the Teika-kvo leu den ^ J5L ^ ^  , v.hi ch is an appendix to the KMZK
dated 1478 vial ch has a postscript by Fuji war a Ghikanaga IL ?
This is followed in the text of 1478 by a second appendix entitled 
Hitomaru hishb A  $1 . Both these appendices are listed after
the above nine signs in the KMZK Table of Contents, but the append­
ices themselves are in fact only to be found in the edition of 1478 
with the postscript by Chikanaga. It should be noted that the app­
endices are similar in both layout and scope to Teika*s GKSH?
KMZK: Classification of Entries.
Entries in KMZK are set out according to the sign in a particular 
word which constitutes a problem from the viewpoint of kana usage. 
Under wo section for example comes wominaheshi "valerian". This is
5
the standard format for dictionary-type works on historical kana 
usage, and the arrangement in KMZK is immediately clear from the 
Table of Contents and from the main text itself.
Ishizaka goes beyond this fundamental layout to examine the 
arrangement of KMZK entries under individual signs? This he does by 
comparison with classification of entries in the Iroha nirui-shcT, 
since this was a classificatory system widely used in dictionaries
1 Alternatively known as the Teika-kygT kana-zukai slioshU (tfy
$£ H ^ n
2 Yd. Kieda 1933, pp.15-16.
3 Yd, Ideda, ibid. p. 17 ff.
4 The two appendices to the 1478 KMZK are treated by Kieda and
Mabuchi K. as variant texts of GKSH, Accordingly the present writer 
also treats them as such. Yd, Appendix II below,
5 As opposed to works which set out general rules for kana usage,
Gofukbon*in mishO H il] Tit , Yd. p.43 below.
6 Yd. Isnizaka 1944> pp.273-298.
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and poo try anthologies of the period,
Ishizaka sets out the classification of entries under individual 
1
signs in KMZK as follows:
1 Hatural and Topographical Features#
2 Flora,
5 Fauna; followed firstly by Miscellania, then by Comestibles,
_ <3 /p
4 The class known as joji V  v
5 Province Karnes come towards the end.
6 Offices, Family and Given Names, Boole Names, etc., and.
Temples also come towards the end.
7 Morals, The Anatomy, Personal Affairs, the class known
as djyi&f ^ , etc. come in or after the middle.
According: to Ishizaka, this system of classification agrees with that 
in Iroha .iirui-sho apart from Province Names, Given Names, and Book 
Names. The classification for KMZK is an approximate one only, and 
is not observed throughout. For example, although Flora is the sec­
ond category in Iroha .iirui-shcr. the first entry in KMZK wq section 
wominaheshi (the same in fact as the first entry in GKSH),
KMZK: Its Development from The Notes of Chikayuki.
A distinct development in the role of KMZK is to be seen when it
is compared with the putative form of ChikayukiTs notes, which seem
to have been in the nature of something like a vocabulary list. It
was probably during the supplementation process that this vocabulary
list became more like a dictionary: Chinese characters under each
entry were at first in a ratio of one character or group of characters
to one entry, in order to distinguish each entry. With some entries
a number of additional characters having the kun reading of the entry
1 The arrangement of GKSH is not without logical sequence in places 
either. There is for example a natural flow in wokura-yama next to 
wotoha-yama (wo section); and in omofu, oshirnu, otoroku, and then 
old no ha, onoe no matsu. and hana wo orn (_o section). Such sequences 
are only fragmentary however, and do not make up an overall arrange­
ment*
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concerned were added, whereby the work seems to have assumed the 
additional aspect of being a type of character dictionary for finding 
the character from the word. That is to say, KMZK developed into 
something like the Iroha .iirui-sho or Setsuy<5-shU 'Irll , diction­
aries with Chinese characters set out under kana headings. Also, 
some notes on meanings were added, Within its fundamental limits as 
a kana dictionary however, KMZK confined itself to a certain amount 
of such additional, information and no more.
The Teika Kana Usage: Conclusion.
The principle adopted by Teika in setting up a system of kana 
spellings which made up a consistent whole lacking in internal con­
fusion was to turn to the kana spellings in "old documents1'* Since 
however the texts Teika referred to were ones which already contained
a certain amount of confused usage, one does find cases of variation 
oin spelling, e.g. yohi~ yowi (GKSH).
Ono considers that the kana usage of Teika himself shews little
confusion or disunity. If this be accepted, then one might say by
extension that the same applies to kana usage in KMZK, since Ono
considers this work to have taken over the principles of Teika's 
3kana usage. One must however allow for discrepancies between the 
kana usage of Teika and that in KHZK due to historical changes in 
pitch-accent*
The kana usage proposed by Teika in GKSH did not derive entirely 
from his ov/n ideas: it is thought that he adopted the accent principle 
for j) ana wo after seeing it in use in dictionaries of the time.
However, despite points such as the listing of alternative spell-
1 The Setsuyg-shu was compiled in the 15th century.
2 I.e. besides o/v^ ao variation (vd. i)p*32«33 above).
3 Ono 1950, p.17.
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ings for one entry, and discrepancies "between GKSH and KMZK in the
•use of o and wo, the Teika kana usage had a stabilising effect on
kana usage for two main reasons, firstly, the great prestige uf Teika
as a poet meant that -virtually anything he wrote or was associated
with was regarded almost as holy writ. Secondly, KMZK (and GKSH also)
provided for the first time a collected set of kana spellings which
2
were readily accessible in one work.
Itana Usage and Kana Usage Works 
After The Diffusion of GKSH and KMZK.
"He who dares to treat the kana spellings of Lord Teika 
in an unseemly manner will incur the punishment of the 
deities." „
Shotetsu nionogatari.
The above quotation from Shotetsu mono gat ari is well-known, and
is an indication of the reverence in which the kana usage of Teika
(and of C-yoa) was held, and of the absolute authority with which it
was regarded. Throughout the literary world the Teika kana usage
became the recognised kana usage, and this rise in standing was
accompanied by much activity in copying manuscripts of and revising
the same. Also, new works on kana usage were compiled on the basis
of the Teika kana usage. These can be broadly divided into two
categories, viz, 1) dictionaries of kana usage, and 2) works setting
out general rules for kana usage. The following are examples of
such works.
1) Dictionaries of Kana Usage,
Gyoho-kyo (kaden) kana-zukai (itfl) S  ^  H  •
Possibly compiled by Gyoncxof Sezonji If $ Temple.
1 Traditionally, represented principally by KMZK,
2 Of. Mabuchi K.1s Heian kana usage, which was not formally expounded 
as a whole but rather existed only in diffuse form within the corpus 
of late Heian hiragana literature as a whole.
5 Written by Shotetsu 7t , poet and priest of the 15th century.
4 1180-1250, The contents of the work however suggest that it may
have been compiled after KMZK (vd, Kieda 1955». P*58).
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Kana-zukai *f & 3 ^  . Compiled "by Sanjonishi no
Sanetaka “  & t£ fir (1455-1537). The latter part ->
of this Y70rk comes within the scope of category 2) , 
since it consists of miles for kana usage*
Shinsen kana-mo.ji zukai Iff ^  ir . Compiled
by Yoshida Motomasals® 7^  j£ , possibly in 1566.
Ruri.ii kana-zukai (originally entitled
Shinzo kana-zukai ^  'S&Aff ). Compil ed by Aralci da
Morisumi "Hi H  . Date of compilation 1660 or
before?
Shoshin kana-zukai If , Both compiler and
date of compilation unknown. 1701 printed version,
Kenshukurvoko-shu. Compiled by Oto Sokufu 5C. .
Preface (and printed version) dated 1695.
•j
2) Works’Consisting of'General Rules For Kana Usage^
Gofulmon'in misho. Compiled by Fujiwara Xoshimoto 
ji ft. 4- (1320-1388). Date of compilation 1382 (?).
Kana-zukai chikamlchi ^  jfr . Compiled by
Ichijo Kaneyoshi —  fL (1402-1481). -
Kana-zukai chikaraichi ft *>- ft ^ | ( r • Compiled by 
Bo tanka Shohaku $t fl-Jt (1443-1481).
Kana-zukai chikamichi-sho ^ jf §  fy 
Compiled by Sanjonishi no Saneeda —  ^  0 ^
(1572-1640). Date of compilation 1625 (?)*
Ippo kana chigai. ge. ^  * "F . Both
compiler and date unknown.
Even after Keichu proposed his system of kana spellings in WJSH,
and after it had ousted the Teika kana usage from its position as the
unchallenged kana usage among poets and scholars, still there continued
1 The list of kana usage works of types 1) and 2) here is by no means 
exhaustive. A comprehensive list is to be found in Iteiji shoin 1958, 
p.125 ff. Kieda 1936 (p.36 ff.) also gives a considerable number of 
such works, together with much fuller descriptions (and excerpts) than 
in Meiji shoin.
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to appear many works on the Teika kana. usage*
Criticism of The Teika Kana Usage.
Despite the great authority which it possessed, it was not long 
before there emerged scholars who independently criticised the Teika 
kana usage.
The first such scholar was the priest Jo'shmi iU k  of Miidera
Temple. As a result of his study of the Kan*yoshu, Joshua
noticed a number of discrepancies between Man*yogana spellings
therein and the kana spellings of Teika. This he notes in his 1353
postscript to the Jakuin-bon Man*yoshu ^  Ff $  H  lit IL ,
from which the following is an excerpt:
"In vocabulary lists (ortgi) of kana frxsage} since the 
time of Teika, these who inquire into the way of waka 
* - men of -both high and low station - have sought his
opinion on usage. Accordingly the whole realm gen­
erally observes the Teika-style usage, and no man 
diverges therefrom.’ 'Those who concur with that usage 
are like men who rebel against the knna usage to be 
found in such works as the Man* y o'shu and Kokin-shu.
For many years I too have employed mainly the Teika 
style, and do not rebel against it even now. Here­
after too I shall conform to that style.
Only in the Man*yoshu when it comes to adding 
kana to the side of Chinese characters have I to a 
certain extent evolved my own foolish and prejudiced 
proposals, adding furigana in accordance with Man1- 
y oshu vocabulary lists. Kana usage in these lists 
is not arbitrary or without explanation. My reason 
in so doing is that to use a vocabulary list of 
Teika kana spellings in adding fuiigana to the Man1- 
yoshu would be to go against rules and reasons in 
that anthology. In the I.Ian*yoshu, the kana for the 
word meaning "distant", "far", are toho-^ IFi&- , and 
the word used to describe the swaying motion of veg­
etation is written towo . In the Teika kana
usage, the word for "distant" is written towo. In 
writing this word in the ordinary way therefore, the 
spelling should be made different from that in the 
Makyoshu. Also, the writing uwe '-f % means "(to)
'plant", and uhe jslr means "top", "above". There 
ax-e other examples too, but as I feax’ they are too 
numerous I mil note them separately, and omit them 
here!" \
1 For a description of these works vd. Kieda 1933, p®96 ff.
2 In fact however nothing is known of such a work by Jo’shim,
3 In Saeki 1961, pp.640-641.
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Regarding the Teika-stylo kana usage work from which. Jo slum drew 
his examples, the word towo "distant” is not among the entries in 
the BunTei GKSH. Although this word does appear in KMZK as to^ o, 
Shigematsu observes that for chronological reasons it is clear that 
Joshun did not base his argument on the kana spelling of the word in 
KMZK, since this was completed not earlier than 1355* Shigematsu is 
of the view that there was a work intermediate between GKSH and KKZK 
in which the word for "distant" was spelt towo; and that Jdsliun drew 
his example from this intermediate work, and Gyoa also referred to 
the same work.
It should be noted that Joshun goes to the trouble of pointing 
out that in the normal way he too follows the Teika kana usage. And 
that he <?nly diverges from the Teika kana usage in annotating the 
ManT yd shu. If scholars of the time had been more open to reasoned 
argument than to blind acceptance of the teachings of Teika, then 
the Teika kana usage might have been replaced or at least considerably 
modified long before the time of Keichu. As it was however, the time 
was not yet right for such change. This postscript of Joshun1 s is 
significant in the history of kana usage studies, since it is consid­
ered that later it possibly provided the starting-point for Keichu1s 
kana usage theory.
The other scholar to criticise the kana usage of Teika - at about 
the same time, incidentally - was Emperor Chbkei M_ . The follow­
ing excerpts are from his postscript to Sengen-aKd ih , the
first dictionary pertaining to the language of Gen.ji monogatari.
1 Hor docs towo occur in the variant versions of GKSH (vd. Appendix
II). '
2 Uritten c,1581.
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"In tlie mediaeval period, those who received the 
teachings of tljie Teika school seem to have continued 
the same usage on the grounds that it had "been fixed 
by Teika himself. Generally speaking four accents 
(shisho PI) /ffi- ) are distinguished in Chinese charac­
ters, Since the meaning of a character differs 
according to the way it is pronounced, there is no 
need to enter into details. V/itk kana. a single 
sign has no meaning: meaning is expressed by a group 
of kana. And so from ancient times nothing has been 
said about accent in Japanese. .
Since such sounds as and oM» are fixed in
the writings of Teika too, it seems that something 
should be said about the pronunciation of these.
The m y  such sounds are fixed however does not agree 
with the accent system of Japanese. Furthermore, 
since a single kana sign has no meaning, it cannot 
be said that a particular sign should corresx>ond to 
a particular meaning. It is neither the sound nor 
the meaning, and it is not clear on what basis it m s  
decided.
Emperor Chokei attempted to explain Teika1s kana usage by means 
of the shisho (four accents) theory, but failed to arrive at a 
satisfactory conclusion for several reasons. Firstly, he did not - 
or rather could not - distinguish clearly between the tonal system 
of Chinese on the one hand and the pitch-accent of Japanese on the
1 Tdth regard to what Chokei considered to be Teika1 s kana usage, 
Shigematsu postulatesjLt as being "a somewhat supplemented version
Gekan-shu11. while Omo’s biographical sketch of Chokei in relation 
to Gyoa suggests that Ono takes it as being KMZK.
2 The original has the same term s h o (translated here as "accent") 
used with reference both to Chinese tones and Japanese pitch-accent.
It would seem then, as Mabuchi K. points out (Meiji shoin 1958, p.135)> 
that Chokei did not have distinct concepts of the two systems.
Sho j^l (alternatively read sei) was the term used to indicate 
pitch-accent in traditional Japanese language writings. At first it 
had been used with reference to the tone system of Chinese, but as 
time passed, knowledge of the Chinese tones declined:
"In the ancient period, knowledge of the four tones 
(sMsho) was transmitted to Japan together with the 
pronunciation of Chinese characters. It seems that 
until about the Heian Period efforts were made when 
reading aloud from Chinese and Buddhist works to read 
as far as possible in accordance with the correct 
*tGres, There was a tendency to give reminders by 
affixing tone marks to the Chinese characters* As 
time passed however standard knowledge of the tones 
was lost, and at present tone reading only remains 
in Buddhism for reciting the sutras."
KJTN, shisho entry.
5 Saeki 1961, pp.642-645.
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other. Secondly, he m s  not aware of historical change in pitch- 
accent. And thirdly, not realising that ir_ Teika's kana'usage the 
only distinction by accent m s  in use of o and wo, Chokei sought dis­
tinction by accent in the case of other kana signs also.
This early criticism by Joshun and Chukei did nothing to oust 
the Teika kana usage from its eminent position. Ifore than three hun­
dred years were to pass before the great turning-point in the history 
of kana usage studies.
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Chapter Three 
Keicliu - An Introduction to The Man and His Work.
The main type of kana usage described in the preceding chapter 
was the Teika kana usage. In use among men of letters from the 14th 
to the 17th century and later, this system of kana spellings flourished 
in a climate of unquestioned acceptance of the traditional teachings.
In the Hdo Period however there occurred radical changes in the acad­
emic climate in Japan - changes which meant that the traditional 
teachings were not to go unchallenged for long. One of the figures 
actively involved in these changes was the scholar-priest Keichu.
Up until the Edo Period, scholarship had been comprised princip­
ally of Chinese studies: if some aspect of Japanese culture was 
studied, it was merely as an adjunct to the overwhelmingly prestig­
ious Chinese studies! Towards the end of the 17th century however a 
movement arose in Japan in reaction to the influential position which 
Chinese culture in general and Ifeo-Confucian philosophy in particular 
held with the Japanese ruling class. This movement, known as koku&alui 
gy T  » had as its goal clarification of the Japanese culture of the 
ancient period prior to the introduction of foreign influence such 
as Confucianism and Buddhism. Since it was held that the key to the 
past culture lay in the ancient literature, the movement manifested 
itself in the form of great activity in the reading and interpretation 
of such classics as the Manr:/dshu and Ko.jiki.
One of the most important characteristics of the writings of 
kokugaku scholars was their new attitude towards scholarship, namely 
rejection of old conventional teachings which had no basis in fact, 
and the adoption of a spirit of free inquiry. This new attitude,
1 Ito 1928, p.25.
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which marks the transition from mediaeval to modern scholarship in
Japan, is first to he seen in the writings of Keichu. In this sense
Keichu is a very important figure not only in the history of kana
usage studies, hut also in the much wider context of the history of
2Japanese scholarship as a -whole.
Keichu - A Biographical Sketch.
Keichu was horn in the year 1640 in Amagasalci R* , the third 
of eight children in a samurai family called Shinokawa T )U , origin­
ally from the old province of Omi^T tX . The early Edo Period was 
one of social and economic change, in which the financial status of 
the samurai class was deteriorating and the townsmen were becoming
increasingly prosperous. So it was that the family fortune in which
„  3Keichu grew up was' not one of prosperity and good fortune.
According to tradition Keichu was possessed of great powers of 
memory at an early age: it is reported that at the age of five he 
memorised the Hvakunin is shu (One Hundred Poems hy One Hundred Poets) 
taught him hy his mother, and that at the age of seven he committed
1 Vd. KJTH, Keichu entry.
2 Despite his contrihution to the beginnings of the kokugaku movement, 
Japanese scholars seem to have long been at odds as to whether Keichu 
himself should actually he regarded as a kokugakusha. For while on 
the one hand the revivalist spirit of kokugaku is prominent in Keichu’s 
works in the form of veneration of Japanese antiquity, and his works 
are (as has already been mentioned) also marked hy a spirit of free 
academic enquiry, on the other hand Keichu1s approach is often char­
acterised hy a Buddhist viewpoint, and this is held to he incompatible 
with the standpoint of the kolcugakusha proper, for whom the very 
clarification of Japanese antiquity m s  the ultimate aim. The present 
trend of scholastic opinion appears to favour classifying Keichu as a 
kokugakusha: vd. Taira 1972, p.564, and Sakamoto 1973*
Whether Keichu is to he considered a kokugakusha or not seems to 
constitute little more than a problem of categorisation: the fact 
remains that he was a pioneer whose works taught,a_new attitude of 
research to such scholars as Andh Kariakina )t§t W 1 Ho da Tadamasa 
^7 lli , Kad.a Azumamaro ^  ^  , and (through Azumamaro)
Kamo kabuchi | ij*| and kotoori Norinaga,
3 Keichu*s father, elder brother, and uncle all spent their later 
years as obscure ronin (AK2N IX, p. 28). Hisamatsu suggests that the 
adverse family circumstances may have been one of the factors invol­
ved in Keichu* s leaving the parental home at such an early age (yd,
"Kei chu no hi to to gakumon,"in Hi sama t su 1972, p.6 9)*
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to memory the contents o elementary textbook entitled Jltsu&okyo
"When he -was seven, Keichu was stricken with a grave ill'
ne^s which the physician could not cure* It is said that Keichu
the name one hundred times daily; and that on the thirty-seventh day 
the spirit of Michizane manifested itself in a dream, aimundating 
that Keichu would be cured of his illness, and that one day Keichu 
should become a bonze.
It was four years later that Keichu persuaded his father to allow 
him to leave home to study Buddhism at Myohoji Temple (a
Shingon sect temple), at Imari in Osaka. There his teacher
was the chief priest Kaijo ^ . It seems that it was because Kei­
chu shewed great aptitude in his studies that he was sent by Kaijo 
a I; the age of thirteen to practice religious austerities on Mt. K5ya.
Little is known of the period Keichu spent on lit* Koyu, save that 
his teacher was the bonze Kaiken . Kaiken1 s erudition was not
confined to Buddhism alone, but extended to Shinto and other fields 
of the native Japanese culture. Hisamatsu considers that it was under
the influence of Kaiken that Keichu turned first to scholarship in
3
general and then to Japanese studies.
After some ten years of study on Mt» Koyaf Keichu left to take up 
the post of chief bonze of Mandara~in !§. Temple at Ikutama
&  :5 • Keichu was recommended for the post by his former teacher 
Kaijb, but apparently did not welcome the appointment since at the 
time he was immersed in the study of Buddhism. Peeling however that 
he could hardly spurn the kindness of liis teacher, Keichu reluctantly 
accepted the appointment. Luring this time at I:Iandara~in Temple,
1 Traditionally attributed to KUkai„
2 1-Iame for the deified spirit of Sugawara Michizane /&. 1|[ & *
3 AKZ1TIX, p.35*
4 At the age of twenty-three or twenty-four - it is not clear which.
secretly wrote down the name Tenman tenjin ^ iH ^ ^  ^and recited 
two events of importance for Keichu occurred: the first was the death 
of his father in 1664» a happening which Hisamatsu suggests may have 
had some hearing on Keichu*s subsequent decision to put ecclesiastical 
duties aside; the second event was his meeting with Shimokobe Choryu 
t s |  t  li. , an erudite recluse whose main interest was the study 
of Japanese antiquity with an attitude of free enquiry. The develop­
ment of their friendship, particularly after Keichu left Llandara-in 
Temple, was no doubt due largely to the common cause shared by two 
men who had both cast aside worldly matters and lived only for study 
of the classics. By dint of his spirit of free academic enquiry Cho- 
ryu may like Keichu be considered a forerunner of the kokugaku 
movement.
The next stage in Keichu* s life is what Hisamatsu terms his 
"roving period" (noro .iidai). Lodging with several families in turn 
for some ten years, Keichu led a secluded life: tired of the actual­
ities of everyday existence, he applied himself to the study of
#=J
classical Japanese and Chinese literature, and-to Shittan Sk g* -
the traditional Japanese■study of Sanskrit*
In compliance with the last wish of Kaijb, Keichu returned to
Osaka in 1679 to take up the post of chief bonze of Mybhoji Temple.
The financial need to support his ageing mother now that his elder
brother had become a ronin was no doubt an additional factor which 
_ ?
influenced Keichu* s decision,- During this period, at the request of 
Tokugawa Llitsukuni^  *i^ L "• 'U ox MitoyjAp , Keichti undertook the
1 At one time Keichu studied Sanskrit under Jogon IT Jix_ (also known 
as Kakugen 'vt % ), the most outstanding Shit tan scholar of the Edo
Period. Vd. Appendix I.
2 Although Keichu was the third child of the family, the second 
child died young, and so the onus of supporting the mother now rested 
with Keichu.
3 Mtsukuni (1623-1700), like Keichu, was one of the earliest reviv­
alist scholars, and is celebrated for his magnum opus Dai_Niliqn-shi
A  0 4- , a work in two hundred and forty-three maid,.
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compilation of a commentary on the Man^yS shu, which lie called Elan!yo 
daiaho-fcL ^  I rilie commentary had in font already teen
begun by Keichu* s friend Choryu, hut subsequently Glioryli had fallen 
ill and eventually died, leaving the commentary in a most incomiilete 
state?
"When Keichu had finished the first version of Elan * vo daisho-Id.
(MTSI) he presented it to hit salami. Mtsukuni “was impressed hy
the high level of scholarship of the •work, and so had ICeichu revn?ite
the commentary, this time as the official Man1 ydshu commentary of the
Mito branch of the Tokugawa family.
On the death of his mother in 1690, Keichu left his position as
chief, bonze of Myohoji Temple and went into seclusion at a nearby 
3retreat. At this point KeichiL was again approached by Hitsukuni, 
tiis time with the proposal that he enter the service of the Tokugawa 
family. In keeping with hi3 independent and somewhat retiring nature 
however, Keichu declined this overture and devoted himself to his 
writing. Here Keichu was to remain until his death in 1701. The 
period 1690-1701 was the most productive in terms of output, and saw 
the continued fruition of a lifetime* s study in the form of further 
commentaries on Japanese classics and in particular the epoch-making 
works on kana usage best represented by WJSH^’ A distinctive feature
1 Yd, Chapter 5 below.
2 An alternative theory put forward by Hisamatsu (AKZH 9, p.110) 
but regarded by him as less likely - and certainly less to Choryu*s 
credit - is that Choryu failed to complete the commentary due to his 
undisciplined nature*'as e- scholar.
3 The retreat, called Snju-an tf| , was constructed in 1685,
and was frequented by Keichu up to the time when he moved there to 
live in 1690. The structure remains to this day.
4 Keichu* s academic work in toto can be broadly divided into two 
categories, viz. commentaries and language studies. Representative 
of the former category are IvIYSO (together with llorinaga5s Ko.iiki-den
&  ^  |a ^  one of the most outstanding works of the period); Kogan- 
sho f%. fyk (compiled 1691) - a commentary on the poems in Ko.iild. 
and Hihon shold.; Kokin yozal-shb ti ^ /f £ 4^ (compiled, and revised 
1691) - a commentary on the ICokin-shu: Hyakunin is shu kalkan-sho A 
— • H 2&, ^  (completed 1692) - a commentary on the Hyakunin is shu; 
Seigo okudan s fit. Sf (completed 1692) - a commentary n  Ise
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of Keichu*s research is that it consists of scrupulous and detailed
1
examination of individual facts rather than the broader speculation 
to he found in the writings of scholars such as Norinaga and Kada 
Azumamaro. This characteristic is to he seen both in Keichu*s 
classical commentaries and in his language works»
The Works of Keichu: Their Aim*
2Scholars often point to the breadth of knowledge of Keichu, for
he was well-versed not only in the Buddhist scriptures but also in
3the classic literature of both China and Japan. Keichu*s creative 
activity however was devoted almost exclusively to the native lit­
erature, and this despite the overwhelming prestige of Chinese studies. 
In fact it does not seem unreasonable to interpret Keichu’s activity 
as expressive of a kind of literary nationalism - indeed, the seeds 
of nationalist thought ai*e to be found in Keichu*s writings, although 
it did not take the form of a philosophy which rejected all foreign
4
modes of thought, as is the case with the later kokugakusha.
This incipient nationalist thought of Keichu, stemming from M s
Shinto beliefs, m s  one of the factors involved in his study of
Japanese antiquity. Another important factor m s  Keichu*s view of
the ancient period, and that of later times: for KeichTL the most
ancient period in Japan represented some sort of Golden Age, an age
in which the land m s  ruled by Shinto alone, and the people were 
5
pure and simple. In contrast to this, Keichu took a most disparaging
view of later times,’which he regarded as degenerate.
monqgatari; and Geiichu shui 1$. (compiled 1696) - a comment­
ary on Gen.ii monoaatari. The most important language writings are 
his works on kana usage, viz. WJSH, WJIK', and WJYR.
1 Yd. Yamamoto 1973> p.2.
2 E.g. Taira 1972, p.562.
3 Yd. Kanda 1973*
4 Hisamatsu gives Noririaga's Kan.il saii'on-ko Is i — I % as an 
example.
5 AKZH I, p.192.
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Were these factors the only ones involved in Keichu1 s study of 
the Japanese classics, or should one perhaps look for a connection 
between his classical commentaries and his Buddhist "beliefs?
Various opinions are to he found among Japanese scholars concern­
ing the purpose Behind Keichu1 s -works on the early Japanese classless
some take his commentaries at face-value, considering that Keichufs
•j
ultimate aim m s  simply annotation of the classics, while others
2argue that these commentaries are related to his religious Beliefs.
The philosophy of Keichu is "best described as eclectic, for 
although first and foremost a Buddhist priest, Keichu m s  also a 
follower of Dual Shinto and at the same time subscribed to the Con-
3
fuelan teachings.
It is the eclectic nature of Keichu*s beliefs that is emphasized 
by Shigematsu in'his essay Keichu no kogo kenkyu no rlnenc Shige- 
mafsu argues that it is this that inspired Keichu in his study of 
the classics, but that there m s  an incompatibility between Keichu1s 
study of the classics and his Buddhist beliefs. A view that stands
1 E.g. Nakata (KJTN, Keichu entry).
2 Shigematsu and Tsukishima. The views of both these scholars are 
discussed in the text immediately following.
5 Vd. Shigematsu, Keichu no kogo kenkyh no rinen (Shigematsu 1929). 
The eclectic nature of Keichu^ beliefs is suggested inter alia by 
the following passage quoted by Shigematsu from the Kogan-shd preface
HKObh Daishi was versed in Shinto and encouraged Con­
fucianism. Also he composed waka. and followed the 
Buddha* To compare Vairocana Buddha with Amaterasu- 
o-mikami, it is as when a cloth of brocade is turned 
over: the reverse side of the cloth is the same as 
the front - the only difference is in the run of the 
pattern. Develop-’ng this allegory, one can say that 
the teaching whicn embraces all kinds of teachings 
comprises the worldly and the supra-worldly teachings.
The tradition is that Amaterasu o-mikarai is the in­
carnation of Vairocana Buddha: this is not a matter 
for concealment or deceit. In studying the doctrine 
of the Great Teacher (Kobo Daishi) I wish to be 
without prejudice."
In Shigematsu 1929, pp.337-338.
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in contrast to this is presented by Tsukishima in the explanatory 
introduction to Yolume X of the new Keichu senshu. Tsukishima con­
fines himself to the significance of Keichu*s kana usage -writings, 
but in the present writer's view the principle Tsukishima lays down 
can, on the basis of additional evidence (to be given subsequently), 
equally well be applied to Keichu*s works as a whole. Tsukishima*s 
argument is as follows:
"Keichu became a Buddhist at an early age, and spent 
his life as a priest. It was natural therefore that 
the study of Buddhist doctrine should be at the basis 
of his scholarship. The academic achievements of 
Keichu centre round detailed and careful annotations 
and research into the ancient Japanese culture, in 
particular works of literature. From of old, the high 
appraisal of Keichu the scholar too has rested mainly 
on this aspect, and this in itself was only natural.
It seems however that there is still scope for future 
research into the question of what sort of significance 
Keichd's many outstanding achievements of this kind 
have in relation to his personality as a whole.
The young Keichu bore his books of learning to 
Kt# KS5ya, where he also studied Shit tan and copied 
out many religious works. After taking up Buddhism,
Keichu*s main activity should have been devotion to 
the study of Buddhist doctrine, and it seems that his 
study of the Japanese classics too was in some sense 
related to that objective. Of course, it may be that 
the way Keichu.'s study of the classics was related to 
his Buddhist studies may not necessarily agree with 
modem ideas of how such an interrelationship should be.
In the General Introduction to Y/a.ii shoran-sho,
Keichu quotes the following passage from the Shaseki- 
shui '\7aka are the dharani of Japan1. He continues:
'To be precise, the forty-seven signs of the iroha 
poem should without hesitation be called a dharani, 
before being used in waka'. Here Keichu has decided 
that the forty-seven signs of the iroha poem (or the 
sounds represented by them - in the case of Keichu, 
the distinction between kana and sounds is not 
necessarily clear) are the same as a dharani. In 
the esoteric sects, dharani are interpreted as a 
manifestation of The Truth, end it isgexpounded that 
they are composed by Tathagata buddha. For a scholar 
with a viewpoint in which kana and dharani are 
regarded as one, therefore, research into kana was 
probably nothing other than a search for The Truth."
1 I K Z N X ,  p.791.
2 Jap. nyorai -fra *
Central to Tsukishima1s argument here is the fact that Keichu equated 
waka - and the kana signs with which waka are written - with dharani. 
It is on the basis of this that Tsukishima draws the conclusion that, 
for Keichu, research into kana was itself a search for Truth, thus 
reconciling Keichu*s kana usage studies with his religious belief.
If we turn to the kanbun preface to WJSH, we find another para­
llel, and one which throws light on the significance for Keichu of 
his profound research in the classics: in the opening passage of the
_ i
preface, Keichu equates the ancient Japanese language with Truth.
On the basis of this, and bearing in mind also Keichu1s view of anti­
quity as an age of unsurpassable purity and excellence, the present 
writer would like to suggest that Tsuld.shima* s view can be extended 
to encompass Keichu*s works in toto, that is to say that Keichu*s 
works on the ancient language and literature were all part of a search 
for Truth - the Truth that existed in antiquity arid was for men of 
later times still to be found in the ancient literature. The merit 
of this hypothesis is that it reconciles Keichu* s commentaries and
2language works as a mole with his standpoint as a Buddhist priest -
the search.for Truth is surely something common to true ecclesiastics
of all times. If the hypothesis be accepted, moreover, then it is
clear that Keichu*s language works (i.e. principally his kana usage
works) are on an equal footing with the classical commentaries, and
not subsidiary to the latter, as is the view of a number of Japanese 
3
scholars.
1 Yd. p.105 below.
2 Nor is it in any way incompatible w5th his Dual Shinto beliefs.
3 Nakata (KJTN entry); Shigematsu 1929* p*334; Yamamoto 1973. It 
should be noted on the other hand that Tokieda at least seems to
regard Keichu* s commentaries and kana usage studies as being of equal 
status: his article entitled Keichu no bunkengalcu no hatten to kana-
gukai-setsu oyobi sono kosho ;oi tsuite (in Sasaki 1932) is concerned 
with the close relationship between Keichu*s study of the ancient 
Japanese culture through the literature and his kana. usage theory.
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This aspect of the works of Keichu lias been dealt with here in 
only the "briefest manner, "but this suffices to define the position of 
the present writer, and provide certain assumptions as a "basis for a 
broad consideration of "WJSH at a later stage. As Tsukishima observes, 
there is scope for future study in this aspect of Keichu*s works.
Mystic Elements in The Thought of Keichu.
Keichu is well noted for his academic method which at the time 
was innovatory, viz. objective criticism on the basis of evidence to 
be found in the ancient literature. This represented a great advance 
over the traditional method of instruction, which consisted of un­
questioned acceptance of the old teachings. And yet despite this, 
Keichu*s work does contain certain mystic elements incompatible with 
the fundamental objectivism of his method. This seems partly attrib­
utable at least to the influence of the esoteric ohingon doctrine in
which he was schooled - certainly this is true in the case of Keichu* s 
1
vrew of language.
The contradiction inherent in this mystic element in the thought
_ 2 
of Keichu is referred to by Hisamatsu, who sees it as deriving from
the emotional elements which inevitably form part even of a return
to the past on the academic level. The following quotation is one
of the examples given by Hisamatsu of the non-objective element in
Keichu:
MOur land in particular is one inhabited by deities: 
even in the Age of Men, innumerable happenings of a 
wondrous nature are recorded in the national hist­
ories. One should simply look up to such things 
and believe them,"
MTSF, M s  cellar ecus Theories (zassetsu^l ifc. ), 
In his essay Keichu no kogo kenkyu no rlnen, Shigematsu points
1 Yd. p.56 above.
2 AKZN IX,p.
3 AKZSJ I, p. 193.
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out Keichh*s mystical view of waka (much of Keichu*s study of the
ancient language was devoted to waka, as in the Mam*yoshu for ex­
ample). In the following passage, Keichu relates the waka to the
w|
ancient Chinese precept of Yin (the female principle) and Yang 
(the male principle):
2
"The number of syllables in a waka poem is thirty-one; 
this is a Yang number^ ¥ithin the two verses - the 
upper and the lower - are comprehended all the mean­
ings of Heaven and Earth, Yin and Yang, Lord and
Vassal, Father and Child, Husband and Y/ife, end so
on* The upper verse, made up of three (a Yang num­
ber) groups of five-seven-five, has a total of seven­
teen syllables. Seventeen is also considered a Yang 
number. The three groups of syllables therein are 
also Yang, The lower verse is made up of two groups 
of seven-seven; seven is a Yang number. Together 
these make up fourteen syllables. Fourteen is con­
sidered a Yin number. The number of groups in the 
' lower verse, two, is also Yin. The five groups of 
syllables in the upper and lower verses also con­
stitute Yang. The upper verse is long, the lower 
Si^ ort: this too must be of some significance."
MYSF Introduction
Another mystical aspect of ICeichu* s view of waka has already 
been mentioned, namely the parallel drawn by Keichu between waka 
and dharani. This concept is also clear from the following passage, 
to be found in T/JSH maid. 1:
"If those who utter dharani do so according to their 
own fancy, and without receivi.ng instruction from a 
priest, then they make errors in the sounds and the 
words, and they make errors in the passage as a
1 The dualistic principle of Yin-Yang (Jap. Onmyo) is inter alia 
expounded in the Chinese classic "The Book of Changes" (Clii* X Ching 
f ; Jap*. Ski-kyd).
2 The original has Ji ^  "sign". Since however not all waka are 
written entirely in the unisyllabic kana signs, but sometimes include 
duo syllabic or polysyl.lab.ic Chinese characters (kun readings only in 
the latter case),- ji has been rendered here as "syllable".
3 According to Yin-Yang, odd numbers wore Yang, and even numbers Yin.
4 Opposites were considered as Yin and Yang: Yin-Yang sought to ex­
plain creation and destruction of all things by the interplay of these 
two. The first vers-; of a waka poem is Yang, the second is Yin; and 
as such, a waka poem comprehends all things (Taira 1972, p.310, note).
5 AKZN I, p.193.
6 In esoteric Buddhism a dharani (a mystic group of syllables) is 
regarded as having supernatural efficacy; often, it is considered as 
the quintessence of a sutra.
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whole: the reading- is not efficacious - on the con­
trary, something sinful is committed* Since this is 
so, the Buddha admonishes men greatly for such things, 
deeming them a Transgression of The Law (eppo)* On 
the basis of this, since waka are offered even unto 
the Shinto deities and the Buddha, efforts should be 
made to correct the tejUia^ therein and see that they do 
not go against reason*,f
The present writer does not wish to over-emphasise mystical 
aspects of Keichu1s thought, for his writings are remarkable primar­
ily for their objectivity* The aim of pointing out these aspects 
here is merely to forewarn the reader and anticipate his bewilder­
ment in this regard.
Characteristics of KeichuTs Language Theory.
One cannot read a great deal of Keichu1s writings on kana usage 
without encountering’his general language theory* Keichu* s basic 
concept of language, and his description of Japanese, heavily influ­
enced by what he learned during his training as a Buddhist priest, 
are enigmatic to the modern Western reader (if not to the Japanese 
also) unless prefaced by a word of explanation^ By way of introdue- 
tion to the kana usage studies of Keichu therefore it v/ill be 
expedient to note one or two special- characteristics of his writings 
on language.
As might be expected in view of the imperfect understanding of 
the nature of language at that time, Keichu1s concept of the inter­
relationship between written and spoken language m s  by no means 
entirely correct. Consequently the sequence of thought in this area
1 By "reason" (kotoward) here, Keichu means the ancient system of 
kana usage in works such as the lian’yoshn.
2 IKZK X, p.122.
3 Including sections in I.TYSO.
4 Why for example should Keichu follow a section in WJSH on the the­
ory of speech articulation with an esoteric passage on the meaning 
of the character for "breath"? And why should explanation of the 
Sanskrit writing system figure so prominently in the Introduction to 
WJSII, a work which is essentially a dictionary of kana usage?
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of his kana usage theory often seems disconnected or illogical to 
the modern reader„
An important characteristic of Keichu1s description of language 
in general'and Japanese in particular is the prominence of‘Shittan 
theory. In the Shingon sect of Buddhism, Sanskrit was taught since 
it m s  the original language of the sutras, and also hecause it m s  
the language in which dharani were written. In using Shittan theory 
in his description of Japanese, Keichu m s  continuing a tradition 
which had its beginnings in the late 11th century with Myogalcu 
!
Another point to be made here about Keichu1s language works con­
cerns his concept of the nature of language. The following passage 
- the section on written signs (mo.ii-bon ) in the Nehan-gyo
*5. Sutra - is quoted several times in Keichufs writings^ and
may thus be taken as an integral part of his view of language:
3lfThe Buddha said to Kasyapa, 'All the various dis­
courses, incantations, tongues, and letters - all 
these are the teachings of The Buddha: they are not 
the teachings of other creeds.‘ E&Syapa said to The 
Buddha, *0 World-Honoured One, how do you expound the 
basis of language?1 The Buddha said, ‘First, yoxi ex­
pound letters, making them the basis. Written signs 
support the various discourses, incantations, writ­
ings, constituent elements! and The True Teaching,
The ordinary people study this basis of the written 
signs, then they are able to know what is The Law of 
The Buddha and what is not,* Kasyapa said, ‘What is 
the meaning of the written signs of which The 7/orld- 
Honoured One speaks?1 To this The Buddha said,
‘Tie language you speak has fourteen sounds. Those
1 Born 1056. A renowned Shittan scholar, whose works include Han * on 
saho ^-1 ^  !& (1093) and Shit tan yoketsu $kf % (1101).
2 Viz.. MYSI, Introduction (IKZH I, p.212); MYSF, Introduction (IKZH 
I, p.182); WJSH Introduction (short excerpt only) (IKZH X, p.116).
3 Jap. Kashojh? %  . One of the ten chief disciples of The Buddha.
4 The texts in MYSI and .MYSF (IKZN) differ here: the former has sho- 
sliinIt II , the latter shoonl% "factors'1, "constituent elements". 
The meaning of shoshin is obscure, and so the latter version, i,e» 
shoon, has been followed. Moreover, Tukakusu 1924 (vol.12, p.413) 
also has shoon.
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sounds are given names, and the names are considered 
the meanings. The written signs of ■which you speak 
are eternals they are not transient. If they are not 
transient, then they are indestructible. That which 
is indestructible is like the adamantine body of Tat- 
hagata. These fourteen sounds are considered, the 
basis of written signs."
The view of language represented here is that language and religion
are closely related, and that written language is something far more
than a mere representation of speech. That Keichu should on the one
hand have such an esoteric view of language in general, and on the
other hand carry out objective research in kana usage does on the
face of it appear inexplicable and contradictory; but, just as Kei-
chu's philosophy is eclectic, so too are his ideas on language.
During his Buddhist training Keichu acquired a number of mystical
concepts concerning language, and then later developed an independent
academic approach, but the two were able to exist side by side because
they do rot in fact invalidate each other to any great extent.
1 Hisamatsu finds a similar contradiction in Keichh’s view of high 
antiquity (AK2N IX p.241).
\.
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Chapter Pour
Concerning The Sound-,System of Keichu* s Language,
Historical -works on kana usage are of interest not only from the
viewpoint of kana usage, but also as a very important source of in-
formation for the study of the sound-system of Japanese prior to the 
1Meijr Period, In this respect the kana usage "writings of Keichu are 
no exception, for they contain a number of passages treating of pro­
nunciation (the section in 17JSH maki 5 provisionally entitled 
Miscellaneous Theories is a good example of this).
It is of course primarily with the kana usage and kana usage 
theory of Keichu rather than with the spoken language of the time 
that this thesis is concerned™ . In considering the former however 
we canno j afford to ignore the spoken language of Keichu* s day, for 
although the historical kana spellings in Y/JSH and Keichu*s other 
writings were based not on the spoken language, but on the notation
of words in ancient works such as the IvIan*yoshu and 'Warnyo-shb' \%
2
, the sound-system of the contemporary language did nevertheless 
exert an influence on his descriptions of kana spellings. If we are 
to understand Keichu1 s writings on kana usage therefore, we need to 
have some knowledge of the sound-system of late 17th century Japanese,
The reader*s attention is directed firstly to the chart in I'.Iabuchi
3 11971, where Mobil chi K, sets out a table of syllables in the sound-
system of the Kansai .dialects of the mid-Edo Period (early 18th
1 Yd. KJTN, on1in-shl entry.
2 Abbreviated title of Y/amyd rui,iu~sh^ 14" h  if Jit ^  , an encyclo­
paedic Chinese-Japanese dictionary with pronunciatioiis given in 
Man’yogana. There are two versions of this work, vis. the ten-maki 
version compiled by Hinamoto Shitago between 931 and 938;
and the twenty-makd, version, compiled not later than the 12th centuryc 
It was the tventy-maki version that was u»sed by Keichu (the ten-mold. 
Wamvo-sho had not yet been discovered at that time).
3 0p8cit., pp.139-140, Yd, Appendix III.
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century). Although, it would “be wrong to regard this table as it stands
•|
as an inventory of syllables in ICeichu.1 s language, it may for the 
purpose of this thesis be regarded as a provisional inventory provided 
qualifying remarks are made concerning certain syllables which are 
firstly problematical in late 17th century Japanese and secondly rele-
o
vant to car consideration of Keichu1s kana usage, 'Hie problematical 
syllables are and ck , and ka and kv'a (also the dakuon equivalents 
ga and gwa): these are considered below in two subsections,
1. Hie Values of 0 and Ck in The Language of Keichu,
According to Rodrigue s’ grammar Arte da Lingoa lapam (printed 
1604-1608), the vowel written p. or wo in kana appears still to have
been a diphthong /wo/ at the beginning of the 17th century. Concern­
ing the approximate date at which this diphthong underwent raonophth- 
ongization, it seems usual to quote the description of the
pronunciation of o and wp in Ongyoku gyokuen-shu u fl]
2(printed 1727) as proof of the change of /wo/ to /o/ by the early 
318th century. On the basis of this information alone however it is 
not clear whether towards the end of the 17th century - the period
when Keichu was writing about kana usage - this vowel was a diphthong
or a monophthong, or whether indeed it was in the midst of undergoing 
such a change.
In fact we do not have to look very hard at Keichu1s writings 
before we find a description concerning pronunciation of this vowel - 
the following passage is from Y/JSH maki 1:
1 It is expedient to set out an invenMry of the syllables rather 
than the individual phonemes of Keichu’s language here, as the phono­
logical references of the kana are all syllabic.
2 A work in five maki by Mura Tsuguyasu ^  . The descrip­
tion in question is as follows: "It is bad to read the kana wo as a 
yoon uwq."
3 Ehg0 Hakata 1972, p.238; Llabuchi 1971, p. 135*
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"Since wo is produced from u, at first there is a 
light u sound, then contact with the lips, and it is 
pronounced uwp."^
According to this, it would appear that Keichu* s language still
had the diphthong /wo/. Consider on the other hand the following
passage in the Miscellaneous Theories section of TO3H (maid. 5):
"This opportunity might be taken to say that the pro­
nunciation of the signs ^  wan.H  wau. etc. does not 
agree with the kana, since thejp is no labial contact.
The usual pronunciation is wou. Au. wou, and oil 
should sound the sained
Here Keichu is saying that the kana spellings wau, wou, au, and on
are all pronounced the same, i.e. have a common phonological reference.
Since it already seems well-established that the two long vowels /o:/
and /o:/ fell together in the direction of the latter in the first
half of the 17th century, the present writer would like to take
R
Keichu*s description here as referring to the long vowel /o:/; An
1 IKZN X, p.117.
2 For Keichu, wo was an a-column sign in the onsu | (H (syllabic 
chart), i.e. a monophthong, and not a diphthong[^o] as the translit­
eration wo would suggest. Vd. Chapters 10 and 11 below.
3 The two examples given (^ wau,Q wau) are both Sino-Japanese.
It should be noted though that Keichu also records the sequences au 
and ou in pure Japanese as being homophonous in his language, e.g. 
harafu, hirofu (both -ro:); vd. IKZH I, pp.274-275*
4 O T  X, p.274.
5 It might be asked whether Keichu intended the spelling wou to 
indicate not a long vowel but a vowel combination (vis. /ou/), on 
the basis that if he had intended a long vowel Keichu would have 
written it wop, rather than mth u as the second constituent sign.
The phonetic notation wou here however appeal's to be an orthographic 
device for rendering Jo;) distinctively from [oo] , rather than a 
notation for a vowel combination. This is suggested by the following 
excerpt from ItfJYR:
ohofu
ohold. nari
oho shi
This ho is pronounced as if the 
first 0 were being repeated, i.e. 
as oofu.
Written as ^ 4  in Man/yogana in 
the Han * yo shu. Wien oho stands 
for the word "large", the kana are 
the same, but it is pronounced as 
two syllables.
It is customary to pronounce this 
ho as if the first o in the word 
were being repeated, i.e* as co.
IKZN X, p.681.
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important part of this lattex* description is the phrase "since there 
is no labial contact" (kuchibiru ni atarazareba)erfor this strongly 
suggests not /wo:/ but a delabia lr. zed long vowel /o:/. If this be 
accepted, then one would expect the short vowel written o or wo also 
to be similarly delabialiped in Keichu*s language.
There is however a difficulty with this interpretation, since
there is an apparent contradiction vdth Keichu1s earlier statement
in WJSH maki 1 (vd. above) concerning pronunciation of the sign wo
as a diphthong (uwo). It is possible, on the other hand, as Mabuchi 
1K, points out, that Keichu1s description of wo here was based not on
the contemporary pronunciation but on the description of this vowel
by his teacher logon in Shlttan sanmltsu-sho ^  it —  (printed
1682). Mabuchi*s suggested interpretation seems all the more likely
in view of the fact that the description of wo occurs in a section
of Y/JSH maki 1 that appears to be a Shittan-orientated description
of the kana and their pronunciation. Accordingly the present writer
takes the view that the diphthong /wo/ had already changed to a
Here Keichu is saying that in these three words the kana oho are to 
be pronounced as two syllables, i.e. as a vowel sequence [oo], which 
he.writes phonetically as pp. Since for Keichu p„o was the phonetic 
representation for [oo) (and here we are considering Keichu1 s concept 
of oo as a phonetic representation only, not his concept of oo in 
the context of historical kana spellings), he had to use a different 
spelling if he was to give a distinctive phonetic representation of 
of [o:] (as opposed to [oo] ), In view of this, the kana wou vrere prob­
ably the simplest notation for the long vowel [o;] .
Khat of the veracity of Keichu*s statement in the above excerpt 
concerning the pronunciation of oho as two syllables - i.e. a vowel 
sequence [oo] - in these three entries only? That is to say, was it 
an actual difference .of pronunciation made In cultured speech, ox* 
was it perhaps some kind of pedantic pronunciation? The second 
possibility cannot be ruled out, but the irregular notation in the 
early Portuguese works on the Japanese language of words with orig­
inal (-)oho (vd. Nakata 1972, p.215) suggests the rjossibility of 
similar irregularities in such words in Keichu*s language also.
■1 Mabuchi 1971, p.136.
2 .logon's description of the Sanskrit sign for wo (this sign is in 
the a~column of logon’s syllabic chart) is as follows: *Y/q is always 
produced from u. Then pronounced therefore there is at first a 
light u sound.*
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monophthong /o/ in Keichu*s language, and that similarly the former 
labialized long vowel /wo:/ (from /wo;/ and /wo:/) had also changed 
to /o:/.
2. Ka-Kja. and Ga-G^a in Keichu*s Language.
Mi ether Keichu*s language in fact had the oppositions ka-k^a and
1 p
ga-g^a is not immediately clear. Both Nakata and Mahuchi-K7 note 
the confused usage of ka and kuwa (and voiced equivalents) in lasu- 
hara Teishitsu*s ^  M  ^  it ICatakoto ft « (printed Kyoto 1650), 
that is to say some decades before Keichu wrote WSH. On the other 
hand Nakata (ibid.) suggests that Katakoto may not be representative 
in this respect, and Mabuchi (ibid.) notes that on the whole the ka- 
/ k%va distinction was observed throughout the Edo Period.
"What of Keichu*s writings on kana usage ~ do they not perhaps 
contain some passage which might afford a clue as to the pronunciation 
of ka and kuwa? In WJSH there is no section devoted to words in which 
ka and kuwa might be confused; although this is a negative point, the 
present writer considers the absence of any such section as signif­
icant. In maki 5* entries are classified largely in terms of diff­
erences between the kana spellings of words and the contemporary 
pronunciation, e.g. Section (22) - "Words in which The Sign He Sounds 
Like me, Section (25) - Pu which Sounds Like Wo; also, space is 
devoted to kana spellings which have become problematical due to 
various sound-changes subsequent to compilation of KMSK by Gyoa 
(1563 or after), e.g’. the four sections on yottsugana (ji, dii, zu,
1 Nakata 1372, pp.252-253.
2 Mabuchi 1971, p.138.
3 Katakoto appears to be concerned primarily with the colloquial 
language, in which the lca-k^ a distinctions (only to be found in Sino- 
Japanese morphemes) would tend to become blurred more easily than in 
the more cultured speech which in view of his erudition Keichu prob­
ably took as a standard, and so despite the situation regarding ka 
and kuwa as reflected in Katakoto. Keichu*s speech may well still have 
had the ka«kwa distinction.
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dzu). Other points are dealt mth in the Miscellaneous Theories 
section, e.g. the homophonous nature of au, wou, ou, etc. That is 
to say, it would seem that Keichu dealt with all discrepancies between 
historical kana spellings and the contemporary pronunciation (cf. the 
aspect of historical works on kana usage as catalogues of sound-change 
- vd, KJTN, onkin-shi entry). A section on ka and kuwa however is 
conspicuous only by its absence, and the present writer interprets 
this as meaning that Keichu did not deal with these kana as problem­
atical because in Keichu*s speech ka and kuwa still had discrete 
phonological references, viz. /ka/ and /kwa/ respectively (so too
-j
with the voiced equivalents /ga/ and /gwa/).
1 Although Keichu does not set up a separate section for ka and 
' kuwa,* entries with kuwa (representing kwa) are not entirely absent 
from his kana usage works. This however does not seeiu to indicate 
the loss of the ka-kwa distinction, but simply to shew the reader 
that the second kana sign for words with kva shoiild be wa and not ha. 
This assumption is based on the note to kuwansau "day lily" in WJSH;
s ¥  kuwansau Gen.ji mono ga tar i has ku~wazau-
iro; there it was also used to 
describe the colour of silk.
Wamyg-shg has: trThe on 
reading of ^  is the same as 
Qu (furigana: kemu). Kango- 
shh i% says, TWasuregusa
^ fc.^4 : colloquially
pronounced like (furigana:
kuwamuzau)»* 1
This word should be pro­
nounced kenzau, but it has become 
the tradition to pronounce it 
kuwanzau.
Generally speaking, the kana 
for (furigana; kuwa)
(furigana; kuwamu), ^  (furi­
gana : kuwai), ff (furigana: 
kuwaku), etc. should all be 
written with the sign wa, as in 
kuwanzau. One should not use 
the sign ha here.
IKZN X, p.220.
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Chapter live
Keichu's Kana Usage Theory: The Beginnings.
The achievements of Keichu can as mentioned earlier be broadly 
divided into two categories# viz. kana usage works, and commentaries
on the Japanese classics. The majoa? works in the former category
1 2 „  are, Y7JSH, WJBO, and VJYR. tor the beginnings of Keichu1 s kana usage
theory however we must turn not to one of these works, but to one of
his classical commentaries, namely MXSQ. This fact is in itself
highly significant, for it shews that in its inception Keichu*s kana
usage theory evolved not as a separate study as a result of his
commentaries, but rather as an integral part thereof. That is to say,
for Keichu the study.of kana usage was a valuable aid to interpretation
of the language of the Japanese classics.
Although Keichu spent much time from an early age studying the
ancient literature of Japan, it was not until he actually came to
compile a commentary on the Han*ygshtt that he began to perceive the
order and unity of the ancient kana usage! As Tokieda has already 
5pointed out, although compilation by Keichu of a Man * yo shu commentary 
meant that he came into close contact with the written language 
therein, this did not ipso facto lead to perception of the ordei' and 
unity of the ancient kana usage; this is clear from the fact that 
Man*voshu commentaries had been compiled in the past without this
1 Wa.ji shoran tsubo~sho ^  t completed 1697* A
defence by Keichu of’his theories in WJSH in answer to strong crit­
icism by Tachibana Karikazudfi $ I in WJKK (vd. p.234 below).
2 Wail sho ran ySryaku Jfa ^  3: ^ , completed 1698. A supp­
lement to WJSH,
3 Vd* Tokieda 1932.
4 Concerning the possible influence of Jtfshun in the development of 
Keichu* s view of kana usage, vd. p. 69 below*
5 Op.cit.. p.695*
6 E.g. Ilan'yWshh chttshalcu. compiled by Sengaku , In this
commentary, kun readings were given in the traditional (i.e. Teika) 
kana usage.
order and unity "being discovered. Keichu1 s discovery was due to his 
independent academic approach "based on objectivism, characteristic 
of the new intellectual spirit oi the late 17th century in Japan.*
In considering the beginnings of Keichu's kana usage theory, Jap­
anese scholars usually refer to the postscript added by JSshun to the
__ 1Jalcuin Joshun-bon Man' yo shu (1353). In this postscript, Jo shun
pointed out discrepancies between the Teika kana usage and kana
usage in the Man'yoshu. noting that the latter was consistent even
in distinguishing words (of the same pronunciation) such as toho
"distant" and towo "ten".' Ihat is to say, the order and unity of
kana usage in the Han'yoshU had already been noted by Jo shun in the
14th century, and it is considered that this may have provided Keichu
mth the inspiration for his own kana usage theory. However, since
Keichu does not appear to refer to Jo shun or his Man'yo shu. post script^
it remains a matter for speculation whether Keichu in fact saw the
postscript or not. If we assume that Keichu did not see this post- 
4script, then we can only conclude that he made the discovery of the 
order of the ancient kana usage independently. If on the other hand 
it be assumed that Keichu did see Joshun's postscript prior to com­
piling MYSO, the significance of his work is scarcely diminished, for 
Keichu was still the first to apply the principles in Joshun's post­
script widely to his interpretation of the classics in general, and 
to advocate that kana spellings be based on kana usage in such works 
as the Man' yo shu and* "Wamyo- shg. "Whereas Jo shun merely noted the 
unity of .kana usage in the Man'yo shu, and based kun readings directly
1 E.g. Yamada 1929, p.67? KJTH, Y7JSH entry; Nakata 1972, p.95.
2 Yd. p.44 above.
3 I use the word "appear" advisedly here because :in KJTH (Y7JSII entry) 
it is noted that Keichu refers to Joshun in MYSI. However, I have 
been unable to locate the relevant passage. Also, according to Yaraa- 
uchi (Saelci 1961, p. 146), Keichu used the version of Man' vd shu having 
Joshun's postscript, but this is something the present writer has not 
been able to establish independently.
4 I«e, prior to compiling IIYSI.
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on phonetic Ilan*yogana writings instead of on the Teika kana usage, 
Keichu adopted a more positive and thorough-going approach to his 
discovery both in his annotation of the classics and in the advocation 
of a drastic revision of kana spellings* It seems almost certain that 
do slum and Keichu were influenced in their approaches by very different 
intellectual climates: in 14th century Japan, scholarship was still 
based on the traditional teachings, which were on the whole accepted 
without question irrespective of merits or demerits. Also at that 
time, Teika was held in the very highest regard, mainly on account 
of his outstanding reputation as a poet. In view of these circumstan­
ces, it seems unlikely that Jo shun had in mind change as radical as
1that advocated by Keichu some three centuries later. Even as it was, 
Jbshun Y^ as still an Athanasius contra mundurn, for his postscript had 
little if any influence on kana usage theory.of the time, and the 
Teika kana usage continued to be used among the literati until into 
the 18th century. In Keichu*s day on the other hand the academic 
climate was undergoing drastic change, and the new intellectual free­
dom meant that not only was Keichu able to formulate and openly 
expound a new and radical theory, but that its value was recognised 
and accepted by other scholars as the new norm. This then was a 
difference in the approach to academic study and learning; another 
big difference was in the object of study, which changed from things 
Chinese to the native Japanese culture. In this sense, Keichu*s 
writings on kana, or*-ffJapanese signs” (wadi) as they were also called, 
are highly representative of the new intellectual currents of the age.
The most well-known of Keichu*s kana usage works is of course
WJSH. In this work Keichu sets out the kana spellings for some two
1 Tliis supposition is supported by the fact that at the same time as 
pointing out differences between kana usage in Kan 1 yo shu and the Teika 
kana usage, Joshun expressly states that in the normal way (i.e. other 
than when adding glosses to the Ilan1voshu) he too follows only the 
Teika kana usage.
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thousand words, most of ■which occur in works 'written before about 
1000 AoDo In some cases Keichh discusses the kana spelling for a 
particular woi*d at considerable length. Prom the viewpoint of exam­
ination and analysis of the principles of keichu*s kana usage theory 
however WJSH by itself is unsatisfactory in that it is non-explicit 
concerning several aspects of kana usage theory. Passages in Keichu's 
earlier work MYSO are valuable in this respect, since .they supplement 
information in WJSH, and at the same time enable us to see the devel­
opment of Keichu1s kana usage theory. For these reasons examination 
of kana usage theory in WJSH itself is prefaced by a chapter on kana 
usage theory in MYSO, Selected excerpts from the Iwo versions are 
set out below, and are in both cases followed by a criticism.
1 p
.1. MYSI: Translated Excerpts.
206. "Attention should be paid to l^ ua^ gaeslii ihi iA .
For example, the phrase written foshino ni aru t, if Jfe 
is read Yo shino naru because the hansetsu of nia is na.
#  (yuki-kie) is read yuld.-ke because the hansetsu
of kie is ke. The word kunuchi in kunuchi kotokoto 
misemashi mo'xio wo is kuni-uchi: this is because the ' 
hansetsu of niu is nu. Generally speaking this sort 
of thing happens in poems, and only when a sign for 
one of the vowels a, _i» u, we, wo occurs in lower pos­
ition in a word. Even if kana-gaeshi does occur apart 
from this, instances of it must be infrequent. Read­
ing . (ame furitsuku) as amoritsuku is a case of
1 The title Man* yo daisho-ki means "Account of The Man'yo shu (Written) 
In Place of The Master". Hisamatsu (IKZN X, p.636) interprets "The 
Master" of the title as referring to Shimokobe Choryu in MYSI, but to 
Tokugawa Mitsukuni (otherwise known as Giko $* ) in MYSF. In MYSI 
Keichu quotes many of ChbryU's theories, but in MYSF the name of 
Choryu is not to be found. In compiling MYSF, Keichu made use of the 
Yonten-pon variorum text of the Man * yo shu compiled by Mitsukuni.
2 Tlie numerals to the extreme left of the translation indicate the 
page number in TKZN I.
3 Term used by Keichu to explain a kana syllable in a particular 
word by derivation from two others, e.g. na from ni and a in the case 
of (Yoshino) naru (from Yoshino nl aru). Named kana-gaeshi by Keichu 
because the principle involved was similar to that of the hansetsu
tp (Chi, fan ch'ieh) me thod, in which the pronunciation of a 
character was shewn by means of two others (vd, p.225 below, note 2).
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the hansetsu1 of the characters dt and Ifi (mo), and is 
an exception, 0
The priest Myogi "^said that signs of the type
wo and o» e and.,we, and i and wi should all he used 
interchangeably. This amounts po considering their 
interchangeable aspect (tsu yti ) Vithout being aware of 
the distinction (betsu %'J ) between them. The inter­
relationship of tsu and betsu is for example like that 
of the woof and warp that make up a piece of cloth,
207. The individual characteristic of each sign, is like
the difference between wo and o. Since the interchange­
ability of which Llyogi spoke is as mentioned above, he 
.tended to write mth the sign o the case particle which 
is written wo in the Man*yo,shu. This he probably wrote 
on considering the meaning of tsu ("interchangeability").
I have yet to think out properly the distinction 
between e and we. I and m  are well distinguished.
Apart from this there is a great deal of confusion over 
the spellings of the ends of words:
ro and ra: utsurofu ("bo move")
raarauto ("visitor")
ha and wa: ■ ihafu ("to congratulate”)
urawa ("bay")
i and hi: koi (?)
kohi ("love")
ho and wo: shiho ("salt")
uwo ("fish")
he and we: ihe ("house")
kowe ("voice")
1 That is to say, according to the kana-aaeshi principle one would 
expect mu here instead of mo,
2 Buddhist name of Fujivara hagachika (also known as
Koun Sannin -hd ^  ^  ). ICokuaatmsha and poet; died 1429. Comp­
iler of ShinVvS waka-shtr dbft $1 . Myogi wrote a kana usage
work entitled Yamato katakana hansetsu gtge #  ft & $$ :
this is said to have had a considerable influence on kana usage 
studies (vd. KJTN, Yamato katakana hansetsu gige entry). In the pre­
face to this work, Kyogi expresses the belief that forty-five katakana 
were devised from Chinese characters by Eibi no ilakibi » hi ,
and that with these an onsu was made.
3 It is not clear oh what basis Keichu made this statement, for this 
idea is not expressed in Yamato katakana hansetsu niwe (to be found 
in Fukui 1938, pp.27-32).
4 This refers to the concept of sotsu H  , an important principle 
in traditional Japanese language studios used tc explain different
but related T/ord-foirns (e.g. ame ^  am a "rain") in terms of "interchange” 
of signs within the same column or row of the onsu, In ame~ama (the 
latter in amado "rain-shutters" for example) the interchange is 
between two ma-column signs. KeichuTs criticism here is that Kyogi 
misunderstood the principle of sotsu.
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to and ta: matofu 
kotafu
("to attach around") 
("to reply")
chi and shi: ^ hitsuchi 
hitsushi
("resprouting of rice 
plant after reaping") 
("sheep")
ka and ko: utakafn
kakofu
("tc- doubt") 
("to encircle1*)
yo and we: mayofu 
man8 efu
("to err")
("a myriad leaves'*)
so and sa; sasofu
tatsusa.fu
("to invite")
("to parti cipate")
tsu and su:^ leu tsu 
kusu
("rubbish") 
("arrowroot vine")
.na and no: kanafu
totonofu
("to agree")
("to be arranged")
mu and u: 3nume, ume 
rauma. uma
("(f1overing) plum") 
("horse")
ma and, mo: tamafu
omofu
("to bestow")
\."to love", "to think")
a, wo, and oj afu
a *
("to encounter")
("to bear (on the back)") 
("to pursue")
1 Keichu was clearly thinking of the dakuon equivalents of these 
signs here, vis* dqi and ji, According to his own account at the 
end of WJSH maid, 5 (IKZN X, p0274), in the speech of the capital 
"both these signs had the same pronunciation, namely i.
2 Here again, the dakuon equivalents of these two signs are intended, 
viz. dzu and zu (both zu in Keichu1s language - vd. IKZN X, p,274).
3 The items under the heading "mu and u" constitute a class of their 
own in this list. In all the other groups Keichu sets out words which 
contain sequences identical in pronunciation but different in kana 
spelling (e.g. hitsuchi - hitsushi) - the examples under each heading 
are in mutual contrast* The examples under "mu and u" however are not 
in contrast; nor are the problematical kana in question at the end of 
each word (as the remarks immediately before the list would lead the 
reader to expect), but at the beginning: two vrords are given, each 
vdth two different kana spellings* In all other cases there is just 
one kana spelling for each item (which is intended as normative), but 
here Keichu gives no indication which of the two spellings for ume
"(flowering) plum" and for uma "horse" is to be taken as the correct 
one. In fact, that Keichu should give both u- and mu- form spellings 
in a list of spellings which is intended to be normative in itself 
suggests that he regarded both forms of these words as acceptable.
4 Keichu*s spelling for this word is erroneous, since the evidence
indicates initial o,~. E.g. I, wc ohl (CF), Han* yd shu 804;/* Jx- ofu
Man1 yd shu 4011. Since the form .ofu is to be found in Man'yogana in
the Han1ydshu itself, we must attribute Keichu5s spelling wofu to
inadvertency*
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[otlier kana BpgIlings] can be knovn.jCn the analogy 
of the above. Kana in this anthology and in Kihoiigi, 
Shoku Uihongl, Engl shikl 34:1 , WamyO'-shtt Jfu ^
and the like are in mutual agreement. Since present- 
hay kana usage differs considerably from that in 
these works, one should follow the ancient writings, 
in which kana usage is on the whole in mutual agree­
ment.
Since there are distinctions [between kana signs] 
there is also the (name-* ) concept of interchange.
[Hie concept of] interchange should not be used con­
jointly with that of distinction until one is first 
well acquainted mth the [concept of] distinction [of 
kana signsj. The fact is that, as the interchange of 
which Myogi wrote is used in violation of ffche prin­
ciple of] distinction, he did not understand even fthe 
principle of] interchange tof signs}* — — .
208. Question: \7here is it to be found that the number
of kana was limited to forty-seven signs, and that 
the present-day iroha was composed by Xdbo Daishi?
Answer: Generally speaking there are fifly sounds 
to express every sound there is: this will be spoken 
of later. "With regard to the forty-seven signs, in 
' the preface to the Sen gal waka-shu? f ^  ^  
it is witten: •
f Study' of the art of waka poetry does not in­
volve study of the extensive literature of 
China and Japan; nor does it lie in becoming 
enlightened in the profound teachings of The 
Buddha in Deer Park or on Vulture Peak. The 
composition of waka is a practice whereby 
one’s feelings are put into words within the 
confines of just forty-seven kana signs. For 
this very reason therefore, those who simply 
compose poems made up of thirty-one signs are 
considered to have achieved signal success in 
the art of waka poetry.’
Since present-day scholars are neither talented nor 
learned, they have yet to see beyond these forty-seven 
signs . It is difficult to say whether these forty- 
seven signs were distinguished from of old, or whether 
they were determined from when Kobo Daishi composed 
the iroha poem. --- .
In the iroha poem KdbO Daishi distinguished i. and 
wi, wp and <3, and e and we. lord foshinari'Hoo spoke 
of forty-seven^.signs. The priest Kydgi, however.- on 
chancing to see a case where two signs interchanged, 
tried to confound the distinction between them. This 
was a great error.
1 I.e. the Kan1ydshu.
2 Although there are two separate works entitled V/amyo-shu (one a 
work on medicine, the other on language), in fact J-eichu is referring 
to the Tamyd-shd, Vd. p.62 above, note 2.
3 An anthology compiled on Imperial command by Fujiwara Toshinart
$ (1113-1204) and presented in 1187.
4 I.e. Fujiwara Toshinari. Vd. preceding note.
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If such free interchange were corrects then what 
of Emperor Ninken vf and Emperor Kenao Wi -fl , who 
were brothers? Hinken was first called Qlce no ohokimi, 
and Ken20 m s  called Y/oke no ohokimi - o being t^e o 
in oku, wo being the si nr. used in Imchi no wo, I 
do not know which of the three types of accent should 
be said here or how, but if it was inquired of one 
who knew the origin of these, then there shoul’d be an 
audible distinction between them* If it seemed that 
men who spoke with a strong dialect could not disting­
uish in pronunciation hashi "bridge", hashi "edge", 
and hashi "chopsticks", then would the Imperial broth­
ers have been given such confusing names? My <3gi was 
probably unable to distinguish wo, o, etc. in speech 
or writing.
All speech sounds are confined to fifty sounds.
"Fifty sounds" refers to the existence of ten^types of 
five sounds from a, i, u, we, wq to ya, wi, uf e, 0.
In the section on written signs (mo.ii-bon) in the 
Nehan-gyo Sutra it is written:
In this sutra fifty signs are expounded, not fifty 
sounds. Yith regard to taking that which is common to 
these fifty signs to make fourteen sounds, teachers of 
' China and Japan are of divers and varied opinions in 
the explanation of this. Of the various theories, 1,- 
will quote, the interpretation of the priest Shinpan 0 
'ft » since it is of importance here: regarding the 
Fourteen Sounds, a, i, u, we, wq make up a series of 
five, and ka, sa, ta, na, ha, ma< ya, ra, wa make up a
series of nine - this gives a total of fourteen sounds.
Y/hen the gine signs are made the consonants of other 
syllables, and the five signs the vowels, thirty-six 
sounds are produced. And so the nine signs ka, etc.
1 The meaning of this expression is obscure.
2 In the Kyoto dialect of Keichu’s day (as in the present day too)
these words all had different pitch patterns. Yd. KJ'iW, pp.994-995.
3 Conceptually wu - vd. p. 124 below.
4 For the translation of this quotation, vd. p.60 above.
5 Various and conflicting theories evolved in both China and Japan 
concerning the identity of the fourteen sounds (Mabuchi It, considers
them to be the fourteen vowels of Sanskrit) referred to in the Kehan-
gyo Sutra. Yd. I.Iabuo-hi 1962, pp.1-10,
6 Born 1223. The works of Shinpan on Shittan include Shittan shisho 
1 in (1260), Zen shin-o shd shidaa-ld. bunshalcu &  %
1& (1 284), Kyuro i uchu-zu shi shaku pjp'f' 4$ tH (1285)
and Shittan hiden -ki f i 1 41Xl it- si (1296).
7 Keichu misrepresents the theory of Shinpan slightly nere, for Shin 
pan considered the first five sounds to be a, i., u, e, wo (liabuclii 
1962, p. 578). Since Keichu was confused about _a and we at this stag 
it seems likely that his we for Shinpan’s e was simply a mistake rath 
than a positive attempt at "correction"-
8 In traditional Sanskrit theory, the vowel a was considered to be 
inherent within each consonant: this is why Keichu refers to the nine 
signs (ka, sa, ta, etc.) here as though they were consonants.
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are like the father, and the five signs a* etc* are 
like the mother* The thirty-six signs ki, leu, ke, ko, 
etc* are like the children, Since the fifty signs 
expounded in the kehanygyo Sutra and the forty-seven 
signs in Shit tan .ilkt % |£, all have the Four­
teen Sounds as their ha sis, they are both expositions 
upon the Fourteen Sounds* Of^the forty-seven signs 
(gen 1 ) devised hy Brahmadeva, twelve are called mata 
(vo?/el) signs'? Mata is Sanskrit: in China it has 
been translated both as "dots and lines" (l[a fi ) and 
as "vowel" (II)* There are twelve signs if they are 
all differentiated; hut if one takes the common elem­
ents of these there are just the five signs a5 i, u, 
we, wo* The other thirty-five signs are called taimon 
^(consonants): they form the body (tai) of the 
signs. If one takes the common elements of these signs 
too, they are included in the nine signs ka, sa, etc.
The way in which l^ie Fourteen Sounds produce the other 
thirty-six sounds mil now be shewn collectively in a 
chart provisionally by means of Chinese characters, 
on the analogy of the rules for signs in Sanskrit,
(The manuscriptp-has a blank space here. A note 
added by Jikan reads: 1 This chart is in bail 
shoran-sho. It is not here now.*)
213. If one discusses [the onzu] in terms of Sanskrit,
then there are no doubt an infinite number of meanings.
Recently the priest Jogon of EnmcJ.ji$k_£v'Temple in 
Kawachi Province compiled Shittan sanmi tsu-sho, a work 
. in eight maki including the preface, thus maiding Sans­
krit easy even for children. The reader should^refer 
to pages nineteen to forty of the first volume: as 
JOgon says in the syllabic chart made up of Sanskrit 
signs, ghe shapes of the signs separate, so ;p.ie 
three i, the two u, the three we, and the two wo 
sound the same, but they are not confounded* There 
must be a reason for the present-day iroha to have two 
i, two we, and two wp; but to be lacking three sounds,
1 Chi, IIsit*an tsuchi. A work by the Chinese priest Chih-kuang
(Jap. ChikO). According to KJTR (Shit tan entry), Shit tan 
.iikt became a standard work after being appraised highly by the 
Shit tan scholar Annen . Yd, Van Culilc 1957* pp. 22-24.
2 Jap. Bonno 3E. .
3 Skt. matr "vowel".
4 The discussion has now changed from the forty-seven basic signs
of Sanskrit to the fifty theoretical syllables of the syllabic chart. 
9 Imai Jikan /7~n , a follower of Keichu.
6 Yd* p.51 above, note 1.
7 The section Keichu refers the reader to here treats of the shapes 
of signs, and speech sounds; it also includes a syllabic chart. The 
section appears to correspond to the section of Shittan sanmitsu--sho 
entitled "Initial Introduction, Part Six" (sho-goron. roku)* Vd, 
Takaku.su 1924, Volume 84*
8 Vis* a- and ya-colunn i.
9 Vis* a- and wa-column u*
10 Via. a-, ya-, and wa-column we (position of we erroneous in klSI)
11 Via* a- and wa-column wo (p. and wo erroneously positioned through 
out Keichu.).
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namely the i which is produced from ya« and the u and 
we produced from t o. One should inquire of scholars 
of Shit tan concerning' this* [These signs] should not he 
mixed up at random.
M S I : Cri ti ci sm„
1
If kana usage theory in MISI seems rough and ready compared with 
that in MIS? and WJSH, it should he remembered that this was Keichu* s 
first attempt at setting out his ideas on the subject. Then one 
considers the complex interrelationship between the various elements 
of historical kana usage theory - the syllabic chart, the iroha. the 
three pairs of kana i-wd, &~we, o-*wo, use of source documents, etc., 
is it not understandable that in its early stages Keichu1s theory 
should be deficient or erroneous in some respect?
Although erroneous in points of detail, the basic principle of 
Keichu*s kana usage theory, i.e. that all forty-seven kana of the 
iroha should be distinguished in accordance with kana spellings in 
such works as the Man*ybshu and Wamyo-sho, is already to be found in 
MISI:
’Since present-day kana ujpge differs considerably 
from that in these works, one should follow the anc­
ient writings, in which kana usage is on the whole 
in mutual agreement.*^
Three distinct points are reflected here. Firstly, awareness of the
consistent nature of the ancient kana usage! Secondly, recognition
of discrepancies between the ancient kana usage and the Ted lea kana
usage. And thirdly, recommendation that the ancient kana usage be
followed in preference to the contemporary system of kana spellings
(the feika spellings). Unlike Joshun, Keichu does not specify the
limits within which the ancient kana usage is to be used.
1 Compiled c.1683'-*1687c<
2 "vd. p.74 above.
3 IKZI'T I, - p. 207.
4 Here, as elsewhere-in this thesis, "ancient kana usage" with ref­
erence to Keichu means usage of kana (mainly Kan’yogana) in works such 
as the Man*voshu within tho limits of the forty-seven signs of the iroha 
and does not extend to the kh and otsu distinctions in Kan’vogana, of 
which Keichu was not aware,
7-8
In the above excerpts Keichu is clearly at pains to refute what
he believed to be the argument of Myogi relating to i.-m, e-we, and 
f\
o-wo, maintaining that these signs also should be distinguished in 
use* The argument Keichu puts forward concerning why these signs 
should be distinguished in use is sound, and displays a clear logic 
which derives from the objective attitude that Keichu normally (but 
not always) adopted in his researches. On the basis of the fact 
that Emperor Ninken and Emperor Kenzo, who were brothers, were called 
Oke no ohokiiai and Wcke no ohokimi respectively, and that the only 
distinguishing feature between the two names is the difference of 
o.~wo, Keichu reasons that a difference in pronunciation must exist 
(or have existed) between these two signs.
Although Keichu was convinced that wo and _o (also i. and wi, and 
e. and xm) should be distinguished in use, mid that some difference in 
pronunciation existed between these signs, at the time of compiling 
KYSI he had not yet arrived at a correct understanding of the precise ' 
nature of that difference. For in the passage relating to Oke no 
ohokimi and Woke no ohokimi, Keichu looks for the difference in pro­
nunciation in wo and c> in accent, while at the same time considering 
wo as belonging to the a-column of the syllabic chart, and _o as 
belonging to the wa-column; one can only conclude that at this stage 
Keichu1 s understanding of the pair o-wo (and also e-we) was confused;?
With regard to other signs which constituted a problem of kana 
usage, Keichu set these out in the form of a contrastive list of
1 Concerning Keichu*s understanding of these three pairs of kana, 
vd. Chapter 10 below,
2 It is interesting to note that the principle underlying Keichu*s 
argument here is virtually the same as that of minimal pairs in mod­
ern linguistic theory.
3 In MYSI, Keichu seems to have understood only the pair i.-wi«
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kana signs or combinations of kana signs which are of the same pro­
nunciation in Keichu*s own language but which are spelt differently 
in the ancient kana usage* The signs which Keichu contrasts are as
follows:
1 to and ra.
2 ha and wa.
3 i and hi.
4 ho and wo.
5 he and we.
6 to and ta*
7 chi and shi,
8 ka and kq.
9 yo ana we.
10 so and sa.
- 11 tsu and su'
12 ra and no.
13 mu and u.
14 ma and mo*
15 a, o, and i
Keichu*s categorisation in groups 1, 6, 8, 10, 12, and 14 here is 
unconventional, and is not to be found in his later kana usage
1 The dakuon equivalents d;ii and ji are intended here*
2 The dakuon equivalents dsu and g;q are intended here*
3 The words Keichu gives within each group in the list as examples
of spellings viiich .might easily be confused are as follows: 1 utsu- 
rofu, marauto: 2 ihafu, urawa: 5 koi, kohi: 4 siiiho, uvo; 5 ihe, 
kowe: 6 matofu. kotafu: 7 liitsuclii, hit sushi; 8 utakaf u, kakofu;
9 mayofu, man1efu; 10 sasoinF tatsusafu; 11 kutgu, kusu; 12 ka- 
nafu, toionofu; 13 mump., uqlsj muma, uma: 14 tamafu, omofu; 15 afu, 
ofu, v;ofu*
Analysed in terms of the phonological changes that resulted in 
the tmce-omderscored kana transliterations coming to represent 
identical phonemes or sequences of phonemes, the above list can be 
broken down as follov/s;
long vowel merger (o: and o:
merge as o:) : groups 1, 6, 8-10, 12, 14, 15
ha-gyo tenko-on (coua.1. 8)
(vd. p.24 above) : » 2-5 (total: 4)
yottsugana : !r 7, 11 (total: 2)
As noted earlier (p»73), group 13 is anomalous here. Concerning the 
situation underlying u ~mu variation, vd. pp.26-27-
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writings* If we look at the examples of words in these six groups* 
then we see that in each case the signs of the headings occur as the 
first of two signs to represent what in Keichu* s language was the 
long vowel to:} * Thus for example under the heading "rp and ra" are 
given the two words utsurofu and marauto * phonetically Cutsuro:] and 
[maro; do] respectively: that is to say, the same sequence [ro:] is rep­
resented hy the different spellings rofu and rau in these two words.
Keichu*s treatment of spellings in these six groups of words, in 
which each word is classified according to the first constituent 
sign of two which together make up the notation of a long vowel ([o:] ) 
in ICeichu* s language, can be criticised as being unnecessarily comp­
licated: an equally valid - and more efficient - classification 
would be to arrange these words in terms not of the first constituent 
sign in the long vowel notation, but 01 the second constituent sign. 
Under this classification utsurofu would appear in a section on words 
with ~fu, and marauto in a section on words with -u. The advantage 
in simplicity of layout is clear, since under such a schema the 
eight contrastive groups (1, 6, 8-10, 12, 14, 15) would be reduced 
to two (viz. -fu and -u). It would appear that between the time of 
compiling MYSI and rewriting it in the form of KYSF Keichu himself 
perceived the advantage of such an arrangement in terns of the second 
constituent ■ sign of long vowels, since this is in fact the type of 
classification he adopts from MYSF onwards.
An'irregular feature of MYSI is that although there is a space
in the manuscript for an onzu, there is in fact no such onzu in the 
i
text. A note added by Keichu*s follower Imai Jikan to the manuscript
just above the space for the onzu suggests that there may have br-en
2 — .an onzu in the text at an earlier stage, but that Keichu la her
1 Viz., "'Ms chart is in Wa.ji shoran-sho~. It is not here now."
2 To da is of this opinion - vd. To da 1944, p. 504 c.
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omitted it for some reason* Keicliu* s view of the forty-seven kana 
with regard to the positioning of each sign (especially those in the 
a~, ya», and wa~coIumns) was still in a formative stage at this time, 
and he may consequently have decided against setting out a formal 
onzu after all* Despite this, Keichu1s concept of the positioning 
of signs in the onzu was inevitably reflected in his statements re­
lating to changes in word-forms through interchange (sQtsu), in his 
view of the Fourteen Sounds, and so on.
As Toda observes (loc.cit.), the above note by Jikan would lead 
one to believe that the onzu that had been in MYSI was identical to 
that in WJSH, but in fact this is not soP as mil be shewn below. 
Although there is 110 onzu as such in IIYSI, we are nevertheless efble
to reconstruct Keichu*s concept of the onzu at this stage by means
■ ■ 1 of information in the text* In the abv.ve excerpts from MYSI there ip
the statement: 1 "Fifty sounds'* refers to the existence of ten types
of five sounds from a, i, u, we, wq to wa, wi, u, e, 0." That Keichu
considered the fifty sounds of human language to be contained wi thin
the fifty syllables of the onzu is clear from his explanation of the
structure of the onzu in terms of the vowels and consonants that go
2
to make up the individual signs. The two groups of five sounds re­
ferred to here clearly constitute the a- and wa-columns of an onzu. 
Apart from these two columns, there is one more column which Keichu 
may have had a mistaken understanding of, and which cannot be inferred 
directly from the above excerpts, viz, the ya-column. In the main 
part of L1YSI however changes in word-fonns are explained in terms of 
interchange of the following signs: ir-ya (AKKtf I, p.579), we-ya 
(ibid., p.750), yo-we (ibid., p.815), ya-yq (AKZIJ II, p.33)» irYh (ibid.,
1 Vd. p.75 above.
2 Vd, p.75 above. \
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p. 35)t XS-yu (ibid,, p.297). Since the interchange principle in­
volved two signs both of which were either in the same column or the 
same row of the onzu, and in the case of these five interchanges the 
signs are not of the same row of the onzu9 we may conclude that they
are all cases of interchange within tne ya-colunin, which may accord-
1
ingly he reconstructed as yas i, yu, we, yo„
Keichu1s concept of the onzu at the time of MYSI can therefore
2he tentatively set out as follows;
n-column ya-column wa-column
sL ys ss
A. Jk wi
u. yu _u
we we e
wo yo o
Although such misplacing of kana in the onzu constitutes a weak point 
in ICeichu1 s general kana usage theory, it should he pointed out that 
this in itself in no way invalidates his rendering of Man ' ydgana 
spellings into iroha-gana, for this was a completely separate process. 
That -is to say, the fact that Keichu regarded for example wp as 
belonging to the a-column (and cp to wa-column) does not mean that be- 
ca^ s^e of this his kana spellings for words containing o and wo are 
incorrect; for example, Keichu found the Man * vorana writing 4' 4' M  
(Man1 yoshu 1012), and rendered this in iroha-gana as wowori, Tne pro­
cess involved here is solely that of identifying which iroha-gana 
each phonetic Man1yogana represents; the extent to which Keichu's 
rendering of Man'yffgana into iroha-gana was accurate depended there­
fore exclusively on the correct identification of Man1yogana» and had 
nothing lo do with changes or errors in his concept of the position­
ing of the forty-seven kana in the onzu.
1 Tor this reconstruction of Keichu's ya-column in IIYSI I have relied 
entirely on information.in Toda's article - vd. p,80 , note 2.
2 Only the a-, ya-, and wa-columns are given here, all oth-r columns 
being the same as in the modern onzu.
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Although the layout of problems of kana usage, and certain aspects 
of kana usage theory were amended in his subsequent kana usage writ­
ings, the foundations of Keichu*s general kana usage theory were 
already laid in MYSI. Two important characteristics of Keichu1s 
language works noted above - the esoteric view of language (espec­
ially with regard to the meanings of individual signs) and the heavy
influence of Shiitan theory - are to be seen clearly here in IIYSI,
“3
as also in later works.
2. MXSF.
Passages relating to kana usage and kana usage theory in the
General Introduction (soshaku) to MYSF are gathered together under
/ the heading Shuchu kana no koto "Concerning Kana in This Anthology
(Man1 v5shu) ". Kana usage theory in MYSF shews progress over that in 
2
MISI: the unconventional groupings of kana easily confused with each 
other (vd. p.79 above) are abandoned in favour of a more efficient 
classification; the position of e and we in the onsn is corrected; 
Keichu arrives at a view of the relationship of the forty-seven signs 
of the iroha to the fifty sounds of the onzu that facilitates his ex­
planation of changes in word-forms through interchange (sotsu); and, 
most importantly, detailed descriptions are given of the phonetic
3
differences in the three pairs of kana i-wi, e-we, and wo-o.
The kana usage theory of Keichu is first to be found in MYSI 
(compiled c. 1683-1687), then in LIYSF (compiled c. 1687-1690), and sub­
sequently in Y/JSH (compiled c.1686 (?)^-l693). Since IIYSI and I7YSF
1 Except V/JYR - possibly because of its brevity.
2 This was only natural, since Keichu* s understanding of and famil­
iarity with Kan1ycxana deepened in the compilation of KYSF.
3 For some reason Japanese sc/iolars have failed to realise the sig­
nificance of these phonetic descriptions in terms of Keichu*s kana 
usage theory. Vd. Chapter 10 below.
4 Concerning the date at which Keichu started to compile V/JSH, vd, 
p. 101 below.
8 fl­
are different versions of the same work* in which the amount of space 
devoted to kana usage in terms of the work as a whole is small, 
whereas WJSH purports to he a work devoted exclusively to kana usage, 
it might readily he assumed that kana usage theory in the two versions 
of MYSO is at more or less a similar stage, this being developed con­
siderably in WJSH. Comparative examination of the three works however 
reveals that .in fact Keichu1 s general kana usage theory advanced 
little after MYSF, and that the major advance in kana usage theory 
in these three works is not between HYSF and Y/JSH„ but between I.IYSI 
and MYSF. Also, MYSF is explicit upon several points of kang usage 
which Keichu does not touch on in WJSH, Herein lies the value of 
MYSF from the viewpoint of the present thesis.
HYSF, Shuchu kana no koto; translated Excerpts.
1 2 182. — — . Continuing on from this, fifty signs are expounded
1 the first part of Shuchu kana no koto is essentially an exposition
upon language in general. The main points can be summarised as foll­
ows:
1) an excerpt from Hihongi sanso H 1$, (a commentary by
Ichijo Kaneyoshi —  th jj? J[ on the earliest part of IIIhon shokl)
relating to the readings and meanings of the character^ wa.
2) the following quotation from the Kusha-ron Inst (a comment­
ary of Hinayana Buddhism): "All the deities produce holy sounds; 
it is said that their language is identical to that of Central 
India."
3) the following excerpt from the Dal to seliki-ki A  g
(Chi. Ta-t1ang hsiyu-chi. An account by the T*ang priest Hsuan- 
chuang K ^  of his travels in India end Central Asia; compiled 
646 A.D,):
"As to their (i.e. the Indian) v/riting, it was created by the 
god Brahma and this script has, from the beginning (till now) ‘ 
remained the,fixed model. It consists of 47 syllables, which 
can be combined so as to form words for all objects, and mod­
ified so as.to answer all requirements. From this script 
there developed several others which spread far and wide, 
shearing slight modifications according to the place where 
i I was used and the people who employed it; but its main 
features remained the same. The Sanskrit used in Central 
India is the most explicit and correct. The manner of 
speech is harmonious and elegant, its sounds are the same 
as those of the gods; its enunciation is clear and bright, 
it serves as the model for all (other parts of India),"
Van Gulik 1937, p.15.
- not fifty sounds. Teachers of China and Japan are 
of divers opinions concerning the Fourteen Sounds which 
these fifty signs have in common. The interpretation 
of the priest Shinpan regarding these Fourteen Sounds 
is that a, i, u, e., ‘wo make up a series of five, and 
ka, sa, ta, na, ha, ma, ya, ra, wa make up a series of 
nine, giving a total of fourteen. The interpretation 
of Shinpan was that The Buddha expounded upon fourteen 
sounds, since no signs go heyond the confines of these.
133* Firstly, at the beginning of the various sooxnds
there is a. The beginning of the various signs is also 
the sign a. This is the meaning in the sutras where it 
is expounded that ’the sign a is the origin of the var­
ious Laws of The Buddha; it was not created, but existed 
from time immemorial’. The sound a first becomes i by 
contact with the tongue. It becomes u by contact with 
the lips. E is the "end-vowel" from i: this is because 
when <3 is pronounced, at first there is a light u sound, 
and it is like saying uo rapidly. A is the original 
form of the various sounds: since it produces the four 
vowels i, u, e, wo, and the nine signs ka, sa, ta, na, 
ha, ma, ya, ra, wa - of which it forms the vowels - it 
is considered to be a sign which is at once a vowel and
'a consonant.   i
I now set out a table of the fifty sounds using Jap­
anese signs!?.on the analogy of the rules of Sanskrit
m u t i n g .
184* (Explanatory note over onzu): Vertically in the
onzu a is like the father; horizontally it is like the 
mother. Vertically a. is like the warp of a piece of 
cloth; horizontally it is like the woof. Vertically 
there is interchange of the vowel; horizontally there 
is interchange of the consonant.
A translation of this passage into Japanese is to be found in 
Mizutani, Daito seiiki-ki, p.62 (Chugoku koten bungaku toikei 
vol.22; pub.1971).
4) concerning the decadent state of the Korean and Chinese tongue
5) concerning the articulation of speech (a similar passage is to 
be found in WJSH maid. 1 - vd. p,1 18 below).
6) a quotation from the chapter on signs (mo.if-bon) of the Nehan- 
gyo Sutra (the same quotation appears in MYSI - vd. p.60-61 
above)♦
2 Viz., the Nehan-gyo mo.ii-bon quotation.
1 Here, Keichu correctly identifies e as an a-column sign. Cf. MYSI 
p.75 above.
2 The graph a, in Sanskrit was considered as the source of all other 
graphs, in which it was inherent. Vd. Dai to shuppansha 1965, entry 
5 Hatsuin &|j .
4 The description of a is followed by descriptions in turn of i, u, 
e_, wo, ana of the principle of vowels and consonants.
5 I.e. kana.
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184* With regard to Sanskrit signs: if one speaks in
terms of ka* hi* ku, he, ko, then when the sign ka is
mad© the consonant of a sign and i the vowel , it be­
comes ki; when u is made the vowel it becomes ku; when 
e is made the vowel it becomes ke; when wp is made the 
vowel it becomes ko*  ^ The shape of the sign in Sans­
krit does not change. Since this is not the case with 
Chinese characters, just now Sanskrit signs were taken 
as the model, making the consonant the left-hand part 
of the sign and the vowel the right-hand part.
Of the fifty sounds, the language of our country 
has forty-seven: three sounds are missing, These 
three sounds are: the i produced from combination of 
ya and ij the e_ produced from combination of ya and e: 
and the u produced from combination of wa and u_. The 
fact is that these are included in the mam vowels u,
Of and wo? Tlie reason for this is that when the
185. character is read koyasu, kovu. and koe. there is 
an interchange of ya, i., yu, §j yo. The character 
is read uwe, but in Book Fifteen of this anthology 
there is the form uu resulting from interchange; and 
in the chronicle Sujin-ld. ^  4lV ta in liihon shokf,
;§./!■ is read tsukiut This type involves interchange 
.of wa, wi, u, Hi, o: it is not a case of the main 
vowels a, ±f u, e., wp her el' Since however they are 
included in the main vowels, there has been an inter­
change with these-, Interchange of main vowels is the 
type in •which uwo "fish" is also pronounced iwp.
But if there were a mutual inclusion of signs, then
(Notes to onzu),
1 Re goku, vd. Shittan sanmitsu~sho, in Takakusu 1924, vol.84, p.735.
2 Mankgsei (alternatively henkoseiil.QM- ) is a classificatory 
division of sounds in Shit tan (vd. K-JTN, Shit tan entry). Above this 
note to the onzu there is another note, also to the ya-column, which 
reads: "There is interchange of main vowels and end-vowels in this 
column. The signs are those for main vowels." The meaning of this 
note is that the theoretical syllables 3d and ye are written i and g., 
vis. with the signs of a-column jL and respectively* Keichu regard­
ed the theoretical syllables yi and ye as being included within the 
main vowels i and (this he explains in the text subsequent to the 
onzu).
3 Above the wa-column there is the note: "Again in this column there 
is interchange of main vowel and end-vowel. The sign is that for a 
main vowel." In this case, the note refers to the one sign u only.
1 That is to say, in Sanskrit the sign for example for ka isVi ; ki, 
ku, ke, and ko are v/rittenf^  ,fi respectively by modifying
the ka sign, which itself remains unchanged. Vd. Uacdonell 1911, pp. 
3-4.
2 KeicbTT appears to have become slightly confused here, for to follow 
on logically the three syllables should be u, _e, and i (not wo)*
3 A U.2 verb, the OF of which is tsukiwi.
4 That is to sa3r. theoretically at least, on the basis of other in­
flected forms of koeru and tsuldLu. Keichu regarded the e_ in koeru 
and the final u in tsukiu as ya- and wa-column respectively, viz. ye 
and wu,
5 I.e. ye and wu.
\
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the m» yre, and o produced from wa should o.lso be in­
cluded » but half of them are included, and half are 
not0 I do not know the reason for this: certainly it
must be a profound one.
The widespread iroha was composed by Kobo Daishi.
The forty-seven sounds therein were made into a piece 
in eight verses on the basis of the forty-seven signs 
of Sanskrits The iroha is also a poera^  When however 
one considers woi'ks such as Nihon shokl and Han1 yoshu, 
up as far as the later Shin sen lAan'voshiu Wamyo-jshu, 
and so on vnth regard to the forty-seven sounds, one 
finds that these are all identical. The iroha there­
fore is merely an arrangement of these into words,
and the forty-seven signs did not emerge at that
point for the first time.
Of these forty-seven signs, i and Yd, wo and o, 
and e and we still sound the same. Whenever these, 
kana appear in a word therefore there is confusion.
Also, there is confusion of the three signs u, 
nu, and mu through onbin?
Also, when ha, hi, fu, he, ho come in the latter 
parts of yjords there is confusion with i., u, e, wp, 
and with wa, wi, u, we, o.
Also, there is the type in which though^''holly­
hock'1 is written afuhi in kana, "saddle-flap"
i s wri t ten- afuri, w ~  "to look up" is written afugu, 
and ^  "to fall over" is written tafuru, when these 
are read, the middle fu sounds like wp.
Also, there is the type in which when the sign 
fu comes in the latter part of a word there is con­
fusion through onbin with i and yu, and with ha, and 
ho.
Also, when chi and shi are in the latter part of 
wogds and voiced, there is confusion. So too with 
su and dzu.
Also, there is the type in which the (fu~*) bu 
keburi "smoke", kauburi "(Court) cap", and so on 
is confused with mu.
1 Hie exact meaning of this passage is difficult, but it seems that 
Keichu is expressing his lack of understanding of why ya-column i and 
e. should be "included" in a,~column _i and e., and why wa-column u should 
be "included" in a-column u, while on the other hand wa-column i (wi)
© (w§) are written as separate signs.
2 In Sanskrit studies in China and Japan, the script was tradition­
ally considered to consist of forty-seven letters, although there was 
some variation in the exact number (vd, KJTN, Shittan entry), as 
appears to be the case with Western Sanskrit studies also.
3 in addition to being a list of the basic kana signs.
4 As oijposed to signs such as ha, hi, fu, he, ho, which are confused 
in \rord-cblique position only,
5 Keichu uses the term onbin to cover a vide range of sound-changes, 
not in the modern, delimited sense of the term (vd. KJTN, onbin entry).
6 A plant-name*
7 Ecg. In homophonous pairs such as ifu "to say" and yufu "to dross 
(the hair)",
8 I.e. su.
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With regard to confusion at the "beginning of words, 
it is difficult to ascertain the correct usage unless 
one peruses the ancient writings and follows that 
which men of old wrote*
And with regard to confusion in the latter part 
of words too, kana usage for words which are nouns only 
and do not function as verbs is also difficult to know 
if one does not follow the writings of the ancients!
Kana usage for words which function both as noun and as 
verb, or words which are verbs only is easily kno-wn?
Now I set out as I recall them those words in this an­
thology of which the kana usage differs from that used 
by men cf the present day* I do not go into details 
concerning words which do not appear in this anthology.
When on this occasion I considered kana in such 
works as Wamyo-shh, Nihon shokl, and Shin sen Man * y o shu.
I found that usage was uniform and concurred with that 
in this anthology. And, since'when one examines kana 
usage up to the time of lord Yul-cLnari^ it is found to be 
no different from kana in this anthology, it seems that 
mistakes were gradually made thereafter. Although in 
the chronicle Jinmu-ki sC £& in Nihon shokl the 
„ character^, "pasania" has a note to the effect that it 
should be read shihi fflf. and is noted in Wamyo-shu 
as shihi ; ana although in Book Fourteen of this
anthology it'is written shihi ^  ? from mediaeval
times it has been written shim if &  , and one hears of
many such cases as shlwi*3315 "Fourth hank (at Court)" 
being associated with this. This is because fundamen­
tals have been forgotten and attention has been paid to 
side issues.
In the preface to the Senaal waka-shu it is written:
■ew—WW*e
5
186. It appears in Teika’s Shut gush that on his command
one night in a short space of time forty-seven poems 
were composed, each with one of the signs of the iroha 
at their head. Therefore the forty-seven signs of 
which lord Toshinari spoke were also those of the iro­
ha*' Since it is significant, therefore, one should 
inquire into that which is ancient and at least follow 
it, even if one does not understand the meaning.
1 Keichu1s argument here is that the kana spelling for a non-inflec- 
tional word is more difficult to remember than that for an inflected 
one, since the latter type occurs in a number of forms - for example, 
ornofu occurs in the forms omofu. omohi (CF), omohe (PF), omoha (1TF) - 
and if just one of these forms be remembered then the other forms 
can also be analogised (i.e. as omofu' is a ha-colurm. verb, the third 
syllable of all other forms of this verb is written with a ha-column 
kana sign).
2 Since '•'he kana usage for all inflected forms of such words can be 
analogised on the basis of one form, as opposed to nouns only, which 
must be leamt one by one.
3 Fujiwara Yukdnari H*. & (971-1027), noted as a calligrapher*
4 The same passage from Senzai waka-shu occurs in IIYSI: vd. p. 74 
above.
5 v~d. p. 36 above, note 2.
6 Yd. p. 74 above, note 3.
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A certain person said that kana signs should be 
used quite indiscriminately. The fact is that although 
there is interchangeability of signs, there are dis­
tinctions even within this interchangeability. Y/hat 
interchangeability -would there be if there were no 
distinctions? For example, with regard to the word 
hito "person”: this extends from the Emperor down to 
a beggar. But should one say on the basis of this 
interchange that there is no distinction between men 
of high and low station? He who knows interchange and 
distinction, interchanging and distinguishing signs on 
the right occasions, is an intelligent man. If men of 
high birth were fond of distinctions, and lowly men 
liked interchange, then the noble and the lowly would 
not come into contact, nor would they have use for 
each other. Interchange in the on readings of char­
acters is also like this. ,
Unless it be a man who knows how to make distinc­
tions in kana, "interchange vdll be nothing but an 
empty name, and will result in confusion. Emperor 
Ninken m s  called Oke no ohokimi, and Emperor Kenzo 
was named Yfoke no ohokimi. 1fL (o) is the same as 
(o), andSA (wo) is the same asjj. (wo). Ifj[| (wo)
-and(o) were confused, how would the two brothers 
have been distinguished? \7hen you get to here, surely 
you vdll close your mouth and shew the flag of defeat;
1 I; the on readings of S , , etc., and the Kim
reading^of , etc. are the same as this. This i. is 
"light". The reason for this is that a, ya, and wa 
are all equally laryngeal sounds, and of these, a. is 
a pure laryngeal sound: therefore it is light. Ya is 
a laryngeal lingual: therefore it ranks next to .a. in 
terms of lightness. is a laryngeal labial; there­
fore it is "heavy"?
With regard to the sounds produced, there are light 
and heavy, depending on the sounds which produce them.
This X  is light because it is produced from a., and is 
the main vowel of the nine signs Id., shi, etc. Host 
people know the words in which _i_ occurs at the begin­
ning, and are well accustomed to using it there.
Here I give words in which ji occurs in the lower pos­
ition in words and is easily confounded. It being a 
main vowel, there is interchange with the other main 
vowels. It should be known that there is also the 
interchange ya,. i, yu, e, yq, since_1 also includes 
the _i produced'from ya.
kal to {f "oar": Book Two, page twenty-four, etc.
1 • Myogi, to whom Keichu refers by name in MYSI - vd. p.72 above.
2 "Light" and "heavy" are my rendering of the terms vised in hist­
orical Japanese language studies (Sino-Jap. kyo.ititf 1 ) to refer 
to syllables consisting respectively of vowel only and initial 
labial glide + vowel. In particular the term was used with reference 
to-the two syllables (o} and [uo] . Vd. KJTN, kyo.ja. entry.
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oi g. : this is (from) oyu "to grow old"* The 
chronicle Khtoluwci It ffig, id in hlhon shokl lias ^  A  
|| 'k ; a note to this says, " % is read oyu, " This 
is a ca.se of .interchange of the five syllables ya, i, 
ya, e, yo*
1
2 M: the on readings of ^  ^ , etc., and the lam
readings of $ , etc. are all the same as wi*
This m  is the sign for the end-vowel produced by com­
bining wa and i: therefore there is labial contact, 
and it is heavy. There is interchange of wi with wa,
Bb v/e, o, and with i, ki, shi, etc.
winaka Jk ^ "country": Book Tiiree, page twenty-six.
t W / * \ i '^ (namavn) "vrarer plantain": TyamvO-sliti has 
namam.
2
*Z
187. ’4 ]Vp: the on readings of (won) and^(wqchi), and
reading of ^  , etc, are all the same as wo.
This wo is. light. The explanation is as noted under i.
It should be known that there is interchange with a., jl, 
fb and with ko, so, to, etc*
wo Tail of fowls and beasts.
woheru "to finish".
4
5 0: L  .!*•> etc. are the same as p.. This p. is
produced from a combination of wa and wp: therefore it 
is heavy. Also, this sign occurs only at the begin­
nings of words in Japanese, never in lower position.
oite "in": it is the word Plate pronounced oite 
through interchange of la with i - therefore it 
should be written oite ^  |y
proka ft & °i "foolish": Book Eighteen, page nine.
1 Vd. IKZrT I, p. 186 for the remaining examples.
2 As fo:: note 1.
3 The numbering here is exactly as in the original text, and is some­
what irregular.
4 Vd. TKZN I, p.187 for the remaining examples,
5 As for note 4.
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7 E: the on of§^ , etc., , and the lam of R, , 1§ , 
etc. are the same as e* This e is light,
enatsulf % \$, (place name): Book Three? page tvrenty~ 
one, 4H# .
e no mi •'M, If "fruit of the nettle tree "If Book Six­
teen, page twenty-seven,. T7ai:avo-sh.u has, "^|_is (read)
3
8 We: the on of ttvT and'||. , and the lam of t? (vvegaku) 
etc. are the same as we. This we is the end-vowel 
from e, produced "by comhination of wa and e_: therefore 
it is heavy. l‘t should be, known that there is inter­
change with wa, wi, u, 0, and with e, Ice, se, etc.
weravrera t i m  "in a much joyful manner": this
is (from) weraku "to be greatly joyful" - Book
Nineteen, page forty-three,
■ wegu ^  H Eleocharis kuroguwai Ohm: Book Ten, page 
seven.
_ 4
3 Hi: I set out a Y^w words in which this sign occurs 
in the latter part of words and is confused with i_ and • 
wi.
ihi "steamed rice": Y/amyo-shu has'ff^ ,
ichihi "yew tree": Book Sixteen, page thirty-six of 
this anthology has ll ^  ct, ,
 5
6 Ho: I set out a few words in which ho occurs in
the latter part of words and is confused with wo and p..
ihoclii i  S f "five hundred", "many". On page twenty-
three of Book Eighteen it says: ahabi-tama ihochi mo-
gamo &  % jtk if tk "V/ould that I had a
myriad pearls." The spelling of ihoheyarra "many-folded 
mountain", yahblca "many days", etc. should be modelled 
on this. It is said that wochikaheri in later poems 
means "return a myriad times". If this is so, then it
1 Eor some reason Keichu has deleted the following from this entry 
"Y7amvo~shu has-lt.^ j^5’
2 Celti sinensis Pers.
3 Vd. IIvZH I, p, 187 for the remaining examples.
4 As for note 3. \
5 As for note 3.
is a case of the sign ho in lower position sounding 
like wo, and a mistake was made in thinking that it 
should he written wo. In hook One? kariiho "temporary 
dwelling-" is written i'ti i. ^  ; in Book Seven, ihori
"temporary dwelling" also is written | §  \  .
  J
9 He: I set out a few examples in which he occurs in 
lower position in words and is confused with e. and we,
Ihe "house".
hahe "fly".
_ 2
10 Wa: words of the type in which wa occurs in low­
er position in words and is confused with ha.
wawaraha "torn leaf": Book Eight, page
fifty.
wawake "hecome torn": Book Five, page thirty,
5 * ‘■ MM ,
11 Ha: I set out a few examples of the type in which 
ha occurs in lower position in words and is confused 
with wa.
hahaka "(type of) flowering- cherry";’ Yfamvo-shu says 
till to
niha ^  "fine weather at sea": Book Three, page 
forty.
5
14 Fu: words of the type in which fu occurs in oh” 
lique position and is confused with u_,
kefuri "smoke": T7amyo-shu has “fr 4*J
kefntashi "smoky": ( )^Book fen, page fifty-three.
1 Yd. IKZH I, p.188 for the remaining examples.
2 As foi" note 1»
3 As for note 1.
4 Prunus grayana maxim.
5 As for note 1,
6 The editor's note to an illegible character here reads, "Possibly 
4a wa". If this were so, then one would expect-it to be an abbrev­
iation for V/amvo-shu (kamyb-sho). but this is not the case, for 
Book Ten of T/amyg-sho (20 maid, version) has only nineteen pages.
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Wamyo-B'iu says, r,1 ^ : colloaurally, kefutashl 'if1
1
189* 15 Ho? 'words of the type in -which ho occurs in lower 
position in words and is confused with u.
hohokashlha 'i&.’ff ijt Magnolia oho vat a Ihunbe
Book Nineteen, page twenty-four*
hono "cheek"; Wamyo-shu has .
17 Words which in the colloquial language are partic­
ularly different from the signs with which they are 
written?
"hat"; Wamyo-shu has H . The cust­
omary pronunciation is kaumurl.
•16 Interchange of the three signs u, nu, and mu.
U is produced -within the throat, Nuis produced with­
in the tongue. Ku is produced within the lips. In 
Sanskrit writing there is information relating to lcu- 
ten a? Su ? Kuten are the round marks ahoye signs in 
Sanskrit.
In this anthology there is the word nubatama-£xife- 
^ (pillow-word for "hlack", "night"); in later poems 
this is to he found hoth as u b a t a m a IE and muha- 
tamaa£ ?$- 15 * This is a case of interchange of these
three signs* In Nihon ahold, hoth A  A  andyP are read 
shi "hushand", noble"; doubtless this is the same as 
the 170rd read nushi in this anthology? In Book Bight, 
ina-mushiro "straw mat" is written ina-ushiro; and in 
Book Seventeen, uruliashimi "beauty" is written muru- 
hashlmi ' $ ^  : these are cases of inter­
change of u and mu. Sanuld. 5 ^ (province name) and, 
in Book Eleven, Ch.inumi (place name) are uses of
1 Yd. IKZH I, p.188 for the remaining examples.
2 Vd. IKZN I, p.189 for the remaining examples.
5 An editor’s note posits^ u in place of ^  "sign", in which case the 
heading needs to he translated differently as "-fords the pronunciation 
of which differs especially from the u sign with which they are writ­
ten. "
4 Ski. anusvara - a dot marking a nasal.
5 JBBK (nushi entry, note) notes that ushi "noble" and nushi may 
possibly be of the same derivation,
6 Man * yOshn poen 1520 has ina-ushiro as a pillow-word, but it is 
not certain whether in this use it derived from ina-mushiro "rice- 
straw max." or not (vd. O’DBIC, ina-mushiro entry, note).
7 Poem 5969. Onodaka’s Kan’yoshu text (Omodaka 1957) has uruhashiml
'f iA {ft. A  A  (ift accordance with the Genrvaku-bon Kan! yo shu et al,),
but notes that the Hosoi-hon text and pranced editions have muinihashlmi
• f  *- *
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the on readings of Chinese characters, bul here there 
has been an interchange of ran and nu. In this ant.hol- 
ogyE is written uma, ancles-- is written unes When one 
considers that in the liono no na section^of Kokin-shu. 
on the theme of nine a play was made on umg "(flowering) 
plum" and n-iae "sad eye1'? it seems that this inter­
change rule did not exist even up to the time of that 
anthology* The present-day spellings iniuna and mume 
involve interchange of u and mu* In this anthology 
the character is written ube '■? it , but now we wrrite 
mu.be: this too is the same. The present-day spellings 
mumore-vi for umope-rci "petrified bole", and muina.ru 
for uniainru "to be born^ are erroneous. The reason 
for this is that utoumu ~"to bury" is not pronounced 
mutsumu. nor is umu "to bear", "to bring forth" pro­
nounced mumu. If these three signs were interchanged 
at random, then ushl "cow" would become nushi "noble", 
and nushi would become mu shi. "insect".
13a III: when this sign occurs in the lower position
in words, its sound is confused with u. Since however 
there are very few words in which i; occurs in lover 
, position, there will be little confusion if one becomes 
acquainted with the type such as kakerofu "mayfly" and 
kakerofu "shimmering", yufu "paper mulberry fibre" and 
yu:fu "evening", etc. Also there is confusion through 
onbin of the initial sign in words such as ifu "to say" 
and yufu "to dress (the hair)"; tofu "to ask" and tafu 
"to endure"; kafu "to purchase", kafu "to exchange", 
kafu "to keep (animals)", and kofu "to request"; sofu 
"to add" and safu "to impede"; ofu "to bea.r (on the 
back)" and afu "to meet". These words are distinguish­
ed when fu is changed to hi, etc. Ifu becomes ihi, 
yufu becomes vuhl. So too with the type harafu "to 
sweep away" and torafu "to capture". And with the type 
irofu "to make beautiful by colouring", leaverofu "to
190. grow shady", vorofu "to become complete", sorofu "to 
become equal", utsurofu "to move", norofu "to curse", 
matsurofu "to obey", hirofu "to pick up", etc., the 
last two signs are confused with -rafu. One knows 
however'that they are utsurofu. kagerofu, etc. on in­
flecting them utsurohi. kaverohi. etc.
413b Addition: the type in which fu occurs in lower
position and is confuted with wo.
afuri "sadclle-flap": Wamyo-shu has H
af-hl "hollyhock"; Book Sixteen, page nineteen. Wa- 
myb -shu has pVjAfi cic
1 A section containing poems in which there is a play on words.
2 Tsu for dsn here, vis. udzumu.
3 I.e. the kana sign i..
4 According to an editors note here, section 13b was originally
beneath the we section.
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In the colloquial language, all the instances of the 
sign fu here sound like wo*
12 There is a type where u in lower position is con­
fused -with fu. Since the u of wa, m, u, we, o is 
included in the u. of a, _i, u, _e, wo, it is this in­
cluded u^that occurs in lower position. The u 
produced from a does not occur in lower position 
except in the case of on readings. I do however 
emit cases where there is a change of word-form, such 
as where kamihe 1 hi end1 is pronounced kauhe, tsuraku 
"cruelly1* as tsurau, karaku 'hath difficulty" as 
karau, etc.
uu to plant. Book fifteen, page thirty-three.
uu t t to "be hungry. In the chronicle Suiko-ld.
£ hi. in I\Tihon shokl ♦ a poem by Shotoku Taishi 1?% 
& has ihi ni wete k "himgry for rice".
This is properly ihi ni uwete. so the change to we. is 
because it is u. In this respect it is the same as 
uu above.
3 • •
m u iM n ii ^
19 In writing about kana in this anthology above, I 
have also added a few kana spellings from other works.
MYSF: Criticism.
Compared with MYSI, MYSF shews progress in Keichu*s understanding 
of the forty-seven kana signs: an important feature of Shuchu kana no 
koto is Keichu's unequivocal definition of the phonetic values of the 
three pairs of kana i-m, e-we, and vp~o. This represents a very 
definite advance, for in MISI Keichu had sought for the difference 
between these pairs in accent. Also, Keichu corrects the position 
of e and we in the oiizu.
The onzu in MYSF is the first actual onzu In Keichu*s kana usage 
writings, though as mentioned earlier there is a space for an onzu
1 Vd. IKZIT I, p. 190 for the remaining examples.
2 I.e. wa-column u.
3 Vd. IKgH I, p.190. .
4 As for note 3*
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in. MYSI* and we can reconstruct Keichn*s concept of the onzu at this 
stage. The a-column of the MYSF1 onzu (a, i, u, e_, to) has a single 
katakana sign in each square, as also the a-row (ka, sa, ta, e4-jc)«, 
Keichu considered these fourteen signs or sounds to combine to "pro­
duce" the other thirty-sis syllables of the onzu. Thus the resultant 
kana sign is in each case given beneath the two signs which combine 
to produce it, e.g.  ^ . In this onzu, only the position of o and
wo remains erroneous.
Classification of Kana Spellings in MYSF,
The classification of material in MYSF is clearly very different
from that in MYSI. If the arrangement of kana spellings in MYSF is
1
compared with that in WSH, the following correlation emerges:
' MYSF WJSH
1 -i * (maid. 2) i
 ^ —  wi
"hi
4 Y!2 (maid. 3) wo
5 o p
-ho
7 ® (fflaki 4) e
8 we we
3 -hi
6 -ho
9 “he -he
10 —wa —wa
11 -ta -ha
-U
H  “fu (maid 5) -fu
13a -fu2
1 The classification of kana spellings in MYSI.is so different from 
that in MYSF and T7JSH that no correlation of the ordex- cf signs is po 
able,
2 Entries in this section appear in IvJSH mostly in the Miscellaneous
Theories section (maki S: 1K3LT X, pp, 274-275), rather than in the
WJSn -fu section.
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13b -fu1 
12 “U
The present writer considex*s the above correlation to demonstrate 
clearly a close link "between MYSF and WJSH, the order of signs as 
numbered in MYSF providing directly the arrangement for entries in 
WJSH maki 2-4 inclusive and the beginning of maid. 5.
In MYSI Keichu had expounded the unity of kana usage in such anc­
ient works as the Man1 voshu, treating the subject more elaborately in 
MYSF (Shuchu kana no koto). These passages on kana usage in the two 
versions of MYSO however seem to have had very little if any influence 
on scholars of the time. Reasons for this no doubt include the lim­
ited circulation of MYSO, and the nature and scale of the passages 
on kana usage. MYSI does appear to have circulated fairly widely in 
manuscript form, but very little space is devoted to kana usage theoiy. 
In the case of MYSF* the reverse situation obtained; kana usage (or 
rather, kana usage theory) is expounded in some depth, but on the 
other hand circulation of this version was extremely limited.
Even if MYSF had circulated widely, it seems most unlikely that
this by itself would have led to a revolution!sation of kana spellings
such as was occasioned by WJSH, since the section Shuchu kana no koto
in MYSF is essentially theoretical in nature rather than practical:
in terms of kana usage theory, in fact, Shuchu kana no koto is more
detailed and explicit than WJSH, surprising though this may seem. And
yet though this is so, the number of actual examples of historical kana
spellings in MYSF is very small - far too small for scholars to have
contemplated using it as a basis for writing in accordance with, the
kana usage advocated by ICeichu as opposed to that of Fujiwara Teika.
1 All four entries here appear in WJSH maid 5, Fu which sounds like 
wp (IKZH X, p.261); three of the four also appear in maid. 5* Medial 
and final fu (ibid., pp.245-253)*
In short therefore one can say that the form of Shuchu kana no koto 
■was not conducive to the actual adoption of Keichu5s system of kana 
spellings,
Kana Usage in The Text of HYSO As A whole.
So far in this chapter, the kana usage and kana, usage theory of 
Keichu in MYSO has been examined with specific reference to passages 
relating to kana usage in the two versions of MYSO. Kana usage in 
the text of MYSO as a whole on the other hand has not yet been exam­
ined. It may well be imagined that since in MYSI Keichu advocates 
kana spellings based on the notation of words in such ancient works 
as Man5 yo shu and Nihon shokl, he is in fact already muting in accord- 
/ ance with those spellings: this however is not necessarily the case;
as is pointed out in a short but informative article by Nagayama
_ 1
entitled Keichu no kana-aukai-setsu to kana-zukai^
Nagayama*s article is concerned primarily with Keichu*s actual
kana usage prior to the setting up of his kana usage theory, and
centres on kana usage in a collection of Keichu*s poems entitled
Keichu waka enno-shu (completed 1681), although consideration is also
given to kana usage in MYSO. Nagayama shews that HYSI contains a
considerable number of kana spellings which differ from tho historical 
2'kana usage. The proportion of such spellings decreases as the work 
progresses, that is to say as Keichu became increasingly familiar 
with his own system of historical kana spellings. Consequently, by 
the time of writing,MYSF, Keichu v/as using the historical kana 
spellings almost exclusively.
That in the early stages of setting up his system of historical
1 Nagayama 1966.
2 Ik go yuhe (historical kana spelling: yuwe), tsuv.d. ni (tsuhi ni), 
wokuri-tatematsuri (okuri-tatematsuri), osame-tatematsura (wosame- 
•fratematsuru). oshimu (woshimu), etc., etc* Vd. Nagayama 1966, p.170.
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kana spellings Keichu should make some errors when writing in kana 
is no doubt to be attributed to his unfamiliarity with what was after 
all a. very large number of new spellings*. What is less readily acc­
ounted for however is the point made by Nagayama that in MIS I there 
are a number of cases where there is a discrepancy between the Man1 - 
yogana notation in Mankreshh and the kana spelling of the same word 
in ICeichu*s commentary! Nagayama suggests that such discrepancies 
may be attributable in part to an extended process of addition and 
correction to the original manuscript of MXSI, but considers the 
following factors as more important: firstly, even after the fundamen­
tals of his kana usage theory were established, the kana.usage for 
many words was still not clear; secondly, the influence of the trad­
itional kana spellings of words while Keichu was not yet familiar 
with his new system of kana spellings; and thirdly, that in the case
of MYSO Keichu may not have considered it essential to write the
2whole work in historical kana usage*
1 As examples Nagayama gives the following (op.cit., p»170):
M§P:’KPshu notation spelling in Keichu1 s
commentary (L1YSI)
It ^ fL miete mihete
^ 4. §u snwete suhete
^  4£^ matsukae matsukahe
il 3. kuete kuhete
^  fk horie horihe
£ J| &  womina o mlna
2 Nagayama1 s grounds for this last supposition are connected with 
Keichu1 s remarks in "/JXlt that "although kana - usage extends to the 
masses also, properly it is the concern of those who compose waka 
poetry." ITagayama does not however go on to expand upon the conn­
ection h^re, and so his third poinb remains unconvincing.
1 0 1
Chapter Six
WJSH; Introduction and 'translated Excerpts.
It was in 1695 that WJSH* the first ■work of Keichu*s devoted
exclusively to kana usage? first appeared in print. The importance
of this work (which contained some tvjo thousand kana spellings "based 
•|
on new principles ) in the history of the Japanese writing system
can he judged from the fact that it revolutionised kana spellings
among the literati and determined their course for some two hundred
and fifty years thereafter.
Despite the importance of WJSH, the amount of research that has
"been carried out by Japanese scholars into the kana usage and kana
2usage theory therein is as yet very small.
It appears that the manuscript of WJSH that formed the basis of
"A
the printed edition of 1695 was initially completed in 1693? but in 
fact it seems that Keichu had in mind compilation of a work such as 
WJSH from shortly after the time when he began compiling KYSI in 
1683. This is apparent from the following passage in WJBO (completed 
1697):
"Since long ago in the mediaeval period kana have been 
confused, and consequently errors have been made in 
meanings too. This has long been on my mind, and for 
the past ten years and more I have for another reason 
familiarised myself with Japanese works* Whenever
1 In GKSH it is written that kana spellings should be based on those 
in "old documents" (kyu-zdsht), and so it would appear that kana spell­
ings therein are based on the same historical principle as those in 
WJSH. In fact however many of the spellings in C-flCSH are incorrect from 
the historical viewpoint (vd« Chapter 2 above). The present muter 
also considers himself justified in regarding the kana usage system 
advocated by Keichu as being based on new principles since it i.s char­
acterised by a rationalism which is on the whole absent from the Telia 
kana usage.
2 The publication of a new Keichll zenshlT (IKZ1T) appears to have 
created renewed interest in the work of Keichu, and so a certain amount 
of new research seems likely in the near future.
3 Keichu continued to revise the manuscript for some time after this 
- vd. p.111 below.
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thereforg I found examples 'which might he taken as 
evidence of kana usage, I copied and collected them 
•without serious intent, thinking it might be of 
benefit to posterity. Noting down my ideas here 
and there, X named the work Wa.il shoran-sbio.1 *
Xn considering the origins cf WISH, Hisamatsu points to the 
following factors: firstly, the results of Keichu’s Man * yb shu studies 
(i.e. his discovery of the consistent nature of the kana usage in 
the ManlySshu): secondly, the correction of errors in the Teika kana 
usage; and thirdly, KeichU’s connection with Jogon. It is the gen­
erally accepted view that Keichu’s kana usage theory originated in
close connection with his study of the classics. And from both the
2text and the title of WJSH, it is clear that Keichu had in mind 
. correction of errors in the Teika kana usage. Hisamatsu1s third
point here appears to refer to the stimulus Keichu received from
- 3Jogon to complete the manuscript of WJSH.
More recently, Nagayama‘has put forward the view that the follow­
ing three factors enabled Keichu to set up his kana usage theory: 
firstly, the new spirit of free inquiry of the age; secondly, the 
hints in Joshua’s Man’yoshu postscript; thirdly, Keichu’s process of 
collection and classification of Man’yogana. Points one and three 
are valid here, but whether Keichu in fact saw JOshun's Man * yd shu
1 IIIZN X, p.320.
2 Concerning the title of WJSH, vd, p.13 above.
3 The part Jogon played in the period near completion of the WJSH 
manuscript is evident from the following passage from WJBQ:
"The other year a priest was here who was a disciple of 
the chief priest Kakugen of Reiunji Temple in Yushima, 
in the province of Musashi, Copying my manuscript, which 
was still at the rough stage, he took the copy with him 
and shewed it to the chief priest. On seeing it, the 
• latter said that after a fair copy had been made it seemed 
that it would need a small amount of supplementation be­
fore being put into print. He had word to this effect 
sent to the bookshops, and when some-one came who was 
willing to undertake the task, the chief priest gave him 
the manuscript and had him print it."
IKZN X, p.320,
4 Nagayama 1966.
5 Vd. pp.69-70 above.
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postscript or not is not certain,,
In the present writer1s opinion* "both these views fail to take
into account a very important factor - a factor which helps explain
the link between Keichu*s discovery of the consistent nature of kana
usage in the most ancient literature and M s  advocation of a system
of kana usage based on that in works such as the Man! yb shu and Ykuuyb-
sho. That factor is Keichu1 s view of antiquity as the most superior 
■j
age “ Keichu* s view of language is also subservient to this: adoption 
of a system of kana usage based on the muting system in, use in anc­
ient times m s  for Keichu a return to language in its most pure 
state, a return to Truth, Since Keichu*s view of antiquity was of 
this nature, it was understandable that he should advocate a system 
of kana usage based on notations in the most ancient literature.
The Form of WJSH,
As mentioned earlier, historical works on kana usage can usually
be divided into two categories, i.e. dictionaries of kana usage, and
works setting out general rules for kana usage.
That WISH belongs to the first of these two types is evident from
even the most cursory examination, for the main body of the text
consists of almost* two thousand entries, WJSH is however more than
a dictionary of kana usage, and necessarily so: since it is made up
of a revolutionary system of kana spellings - a system in oppo&ltion
to the well-established Teika kana usage - it was imperative that
Keichu should preface the dictionary proper with an explanation or
justification of his system of kana usage if he hoped to have serious
attention paid to it. This then is the raison d’etre of makl 1,
which constitutes an introduction to the work as a whole, Maki 1 of
1 Note for example hoi? in the Preface to WJSH Keichu criticises 
later times as degenerate (vd, p• 115 below).
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WJSH is in fact more notable as a justification of the historical
principle for kana usage (i<,e0 that kana spellings should be based
011 those in the ancient literature) than as an actual exposition of
the principles of historical kana usages for passages relating to the
1
latter are few indeed,
WJSH is then primarily a dictionary of kana usage. Such a def­
inition however does not do the work full justice, for WJSH 
(particularly the version in the new Keichu genshu) is replete with 
references to and quotations from such ancient Japanese works as the 
Man1 yo shu, Yfamyb-shd, and Efihon sho id., as well as to the Chinese 
classics and the occasional reference to Buddhist works - so much so 
that one might almost describe WJSH as an encyclopaedic dictionary 
of kana usage.
Introduction to The Translation,
On first reading the introductory maid, of WJSH, the present-day 
reader may well get the impression that it is made up largely of 
irrelevancies and obscurities having little if anything to do with 
kana usage. Indeed, there are whole sections such as that devoted 
to interpretation of the iroha which seem irrelevant to kana usage.
To understand WJSH fully however it is important to try and see it 
against the background of the cultural milieu that produced it*
That is to say, in reading maki 1 of WJSH one should bear in mind 
for example the tradition of esotepic language theory of the Shingon 
sect, as also the indigenous belief in the magical power of language 
(koto dame n* If1 ),
1- The brevity of passages on kana usage theory in WJSH maki 1 is 
pointed out by Nakata (KJTH, Wa.ii sho ran-sho entry).
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Tho Kanbun 3?reface to WJSH*
The significance of the kanbun preface is something that appears 
so far to have been overlooked, for none of the work to date by Jap­
anese scholars on ?7JSH deals with the preface in anything more than 
a fragmentary manner. This is a shortcoming which in the present 
writer's view needs to be made good, for the preface is not an arcane 
curiosity put in as a matter of convention, but a carefully written 
argument in favour of a, system of kana usage based on the most ancient 
literature.
1
The first part of the preface is a general argument concerning 
the importance of "correct" language (because of Keichu*s view of 
antiquity, for him ancient language was the embodiment of such "cor­
rect" language). Then in the latter part of the preface Keichu turns 
from this general discussion on language (both written and spoken) 
to a summary of the history of writing* in Japan, bringing the reader's 
attention finally to the unsatisfactory and confused state of kana 
spellings that has obtained since mediaeval times* In conclusion,
Keichu states his aim in compiling the present work, namely correctiQn 
of the contemporary kana usage (Teika kana usage)*
In addition to these general remarks on the pi’eface, a number of
individual points merit attention. For instance, in the opening
2 „
jj as sage of the preface, Keichu suggests that the ancient Japanese
language (prefix ma- + koto "language") is synonymous vdth Truth (ma-
(
koto) • this is something thnc has not been taken up by Japanese 
scholars, but which in the present writer's view is of great signif­
icance* For, if we accept that this was in fact Keichu's view .of the 
ancient language, then his research of the ancient Japanese language
1 I.e. up to the long textual note (warl-chtQ onft wa (IKZK X, p.110).
2 Vd. translation, p*111 below.
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and literature as a whole can be interpreted as a striving' towards 
the Truth of ancient timeso This then may have been the aim of WJSH 
on a more profound level*
Considerable space in the preface and in tho subsequent text of 
maldL 1 is devoted to a general exposition of written and spoken 
language* This was probably because although of course Keichu did 
not understand the true nature of spoken and written language and 
their interrelationship, he vras nevert.he3.ess aware of a close connec­
tion between the two, as the following quotation shews: "If sound
2and word are clear, then meanings become manifest.""
As a scholar of the native culture, Keichu was one of the pre­
cursors of the kokugaku movement* In the preface to V/JSH we find 
passages reminiscent of the nationalism of the later kokugakusha.
U
For example:
f'j3pan is the secret realm where the spirit of The Sun 
reigns, the superior region where the heavenly descend­
ants let down their carriages. Though Japan is sit­
uated to the Sast^ the speech sounds are the most 
distinct and clear, the most detailed and elegant.
Japanese has many sounds in common with Chinese and 
Sanskrit."4
5As Hisamatsu points out however, Keichu’s was not a xenophobic 
nationalism such as that of Mabuchi or Norinaga.
WJSH Maid. 1 Subsequent to The Kanbun Preface.
g
According to Tsukidiima, in all probability it was not until 
after the rest of maid. 1 had been written that Keichu wrote the kan­
bun. preface. Accepting this to be so, if we look at that part of
1 That is, as they are understood in modern linguistic theory.
2 IKZN Z. p.110*
3 I-e. in relation to India and China.
4 i m  X, p.812,
5 AKZN IX, p£ 242.
6 IKZN X, p.812.
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maki 1 wliich Keichu compiled firsts, we find that the first thing he 
deals with is the very important question of his position vis-a-vis 
the traditional system of kana spellings, namely the Teika kana 
usage: quoting the preface to KMZK in its entirety, Keichu follows 
this ydth a criticism of that work. After thus clarifying his att­
itude towards the current system of kana usage, Keichu goes on to 
set out very briefly the basis of the kana spellings he is advocating 
in WJSH. This is followed by sections on written and spoken language, 
as a sort of background knowledge to the subject of kana usage:
"Since there are no doubt things that will come to be 
understood naturally if one begins by finding out 
about the origin of sound and word, firstly a few
notes have been made on the origins of these. Then
a table of the fifty sounds has been given, followed 
by notes on the iroha: i, m ,  etc, have been put after 
this,*'1
Considerable space in maki 1 is devoted to the shapes of the 
hlragaiia and katakana signs, together with the Chinese characters 
from which they are derived in each case. No doubt Keichu included 
this here as part of the general background to kana usage studies0
A seemingly inordinate amount of space is devoted to interpret­
ation of the meaning of the iroha (iroha ryaicuchu). The iroha was 
of course important on the practical level as an inventory of kana
to be distinguished in use. Moreover, it was all the more important
to Keichu in that traditionally it was considered to have been comp­
osed by Kukai, founder of the Shingon sect to which Keichu belonged.
The existence of’mystical aspects to the thought of Keichu has 
2
already been noted. The iroha is one of the areas in which a myst­
ical elemout is to be found, for Keichu considered the forty-seven 
signs which made up the iroha as being invested with some special
1 IKZN X, p«113.
2 Vd, Chapter 3 above.
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power: "To "be precise,. the forty-seven signs of the iroha should.
without hesitation he called, a dharani. ---•.'*
The above outline of WJSH maki 1 is by no means exhaustive. nor
is it intended to be; the aim is rather to provide a guideline
towards understanding the main lines of thought therein.
2The contents of the dictionary proper will be dealt with in the 
following chapters. At the end of ©aid, 5 there are a number of 
passages on speech sounds, kana-gaeshi, accent in Japanese, and so 
on. These passages are miscellaneous in nature, mid are perhaps best 
regarded as a sort of appendix to the dictionary proper. These will 
be discussed in the next chapter.
Manuscripts and Printed Editions of WISH;
4 'A number of manuscripts and printed editions of WJSH have been
handed down. All the manuscripts differ from the printed editions.
The prinred editions can be divided into several types, depending on
differences in the colophon, etc. It is thought however that the
same printing blocks were used for later editions, which were reprints
of the original.
Modern editions of WJSH are to be found in Akabori 1901, AKZN
(vol.YII), Pulaii- 1959, and IKZN (vol.X). Of these, the first three
editions are very much alike. The IKZN edition on the other hand
stands very much in contrast, for it contains much additional materia].
of great bearing on Keichu*s kana usage theory. Since the IKZN text
of WJSH supersedes oiher editions and embodies the results of the
latest textual research, it is the IKZN edition that is taken here
t IKZN X: p.114.
2 I.e. WJSH maid. 2-5.
5 Concerning this aspect of WJSH I rely almost entirely on the de­
tailed treatment by Tsukishiina in the explanatory introduction to WJSH 
in IKZN (ibid. vol.X, pp.805-814).
4 Two of these written by Keichu himself.
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1
as the authoritative edition of WJSH.
The IKZN edition of WJSH is based on the Mite Bunko printed ed­
ition of 169f5F collated with a printed version of 1739 in the poss­
ession of the Japanese language seminar of Tokyo University* Of the
different printed editions of 1695, the Bite Bunko version contains
2
• a large number of handwritten insertions. Tsulcishima (together with 
Hisamatsu) is of the opinion that these were written in by Keichu 
himself. Since these additional notes are not accompanied by any 
remarks concerning their authorship, there is no direct evidence 
that they were in fact added by Keichu himself, but TsuldLshima*s 
view is based on the following points: firstly, the insertions are in 
a hand that may be considered identical to that of other manuscripts 
written by Keichu himself; secondly, from the point of view of content 
there are few errors in the insertions, and even these can be attrib­
uted to inadvertency on the part of Keichu; finally, there are many 
points which seem to be abridgements from 17JTR;
Handwritten insertions are to be found added to the greater part
of the entries in the Mite Bunko printed edition of WJSHc Most of
these consist of Han’yovana writings for the entries concerned; the 
Man1 yo'gana writings are taken largely from the Man*yoshu and Wamyo- 
shU. This principle of giving Man’yhgana vritings as evidence for 
kana spellings is to be seen in WJBO and YfJYR, both of which were 
compiled slightly later than WJSH itself. Tsuld. shima sees the hand­
written insertions as an extension of this principle to the already- 
completed WJSH, and as an indication of Keichu’s increased eye for 
detail.
1 So too for WJBO and WJIR.
2 Most of these are in vermilion ink.
3 In the postscript to the Mite Bunko manuscript of WJTK. Iraai Jikan
writes that the contents of WJYE were added by Keichu to the printed 
edition of WJSIi. Vd. IKZN X, p.736.
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In Tsukishima* s view, Keichu saw the Mite Bunko edition of WJSH, 
approved it as the standard version, and thereupon added parallel, 
notes to entries, these notes consisting mainly of Man*vpgana rout­
ings and excerpts from his theories in WJXR, the aim of this being 
to endorse the theory in WJSH.
On the basis of the various extant manuscripts and printed edit­
ions of VrJSH, Tsuki shima postulates the following process as leading 
up to the stage of the Mite Bunko printed edition with the handwritten 
insertions:
1 „1 compilation of Manuscript A (manuscript in Keichu’s
ovai hand, at present in the possession of 3?suld.shima).
2 compilation of Manuscript B (manuscript in Keichu’s
' own hand, at present in the possession of Takahashi A.).
3 publication.of printed edition with colophon of 1695.
4 addition of handwritten notes to Mite Bunko printed 
edition.
The kanbun preface to Manuscript B is dated ’’twenty-first day of 
the sixth month, sixth year of Genroku (1693)”. Manuscript A, which 
consists of the introductory maki only, is wanting the kanbun preface; 
Tsuldshima interprets this as meaning that the kanbun preface was not 
added until after completion of the rest of maid. 1. Keichn continued 
to revise and supplement Manuscript B after its initial completion,
and the dating to this manuscript no doubt shews a date when part of
. . 2the revision work was complete. There is a gap of over a year be­
tween completion of the kanbun preface to Manuscript B and this 
dating. In view of the fact that Keichu afterwards deleted this 
dating, i u can be inferred that the handwritten insertions were1 added
1 Consists of maki 1 only. Tsukishima suggests that this manuscript 
may have consisted ab initio of the one maid only (vd. IKZN X, p.811), 
Manuscript A, and selections from Manuscript B, are given in IKZN X 
subsequent to the Mite Bunko version.
2 The dating (later deleted) reads: "Corrections finished on the 
sixth day of the fourth month, seventh year of Genroku (1694).”
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latero How long the revision process continued is not clear, Hut
since the printed edition of WISH is dated 1695? it may he considered
that Keichu went on maiding additions until about the early summer of
that year* It would appear then that KeichtL devoted more than two
]
years to improving the initially completed manuscript of v/JoR.
In the printed editions of WJSH, the author*s name is nowhere to
he found. And yet in a postscript (later deleted) to the kanbun
preface of Manuscript B it is clearly stated that Keichu was the
author. Also* according to Ilashimoto, Keichu's name was to he found
2
in the Tonomura manuscript of WJSH too* It appears then that Keichu 
deleted his name from WJSH hy the time of printing in 1695. What 
m s  M s  reason in so doing? Tsuldshima points out that there are 
indications that Keichu was cautious about having his own works pub- 
lished openly, and refers to Hisamatsu1 s theory that it was out of 
deference to the 111to branch of the Tokugawa family, to whom he was 
indebted.
WJSH: Translated Excerpt's.
The Kanbun Preface.
109. Signs such ast andii are read in Nihon shoki in
the kun as makoto % *ir ). The ma- of makoto means 
"true": it is a word which extols koto. The word ma­
koto is akin to the type in which Id "tree" is called 
ma-ld, and tama "jewel" is called ma-toma. The kun 
reading and the meaning of the koto of makoto inter­
change with those of the word koto meaning "matters",
"affairs". Generally speaking, things are complete 
when Ultimate Reason is accompanied by matters (koto).
Y/hen there are’matters (koto), then necessarily there
1 T/JBH was the only work completed by KeiclrS m  1693, and the follow­
ing year lie did not complete anything new. Tsukishima sees thi.s as 
corroborating his hypothesis that Keichu spent the two years 1693-1694- 
working further on WJSH, and had no time to compile other works. 
Tsuldshima also observes that though Manuscript B and the 1695 printed 
edition of WJSH are similar, there are differences which suggest that 
Manuscript B underwent further additions by Keichu before being printed.
2 This manuscript is no longer extant.
3 Page number in IKZM X.
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is language (koto)» Conversely, Then there is lang­
uage, then necessarily there are matters. Accordingly, 
the two 3coto are often used interchangeably in the 
Ko.iiki. Lack of deception in a man's heart is called 
magokoro "true heart"; lack of deception in a man's 
v/or&s is called makoto "time words", "sincerity",
Ivlalcoto (# ) is a constituent of all the five Virtues,
Makoto can also he written with the signify „ The 
signs for "man" and for "language" were made into the 
signlt , and on the same basis the signt& consists of 
the signs for "language" and "completion". The one 
who gave this latter sign its kun reading did not call 
it magokoro - he called it makoto, This is because 
the sincerity in mens’ hearts lies entirely in lang­
uage t which is the outward expression of sincerity.
Moreover, the old way of writing# ist1^  . In con­
sidering the attitude of the one who devised this 
sign, it can be said that for him language was equal 
to the heart.
The traditions of the past were transmitted by 
many mouths. Therefore, though a man be a sage, how 
can he leam about tilings if he gives no heed to the 
words of others ? And how much more this is so in 
- the case of the common people! Hereupon The Buddha 
closed his mouth, shutting the gateway that can cause 
calamity^ nor did He open that gateway again for a 
long time, Vimalaknrti^bound his tongue and assumed 
an unmoving posture of meditation in a secluded room.
These standards are to be obeyed: The Buddha's action 
is the orthodox teaching. In addition, there is the 
truth which the various Buddhas realise within them­
selves: the chapter on letters-kln the Daibirnshana-kyo 
^  M. Sutra and the chapter on sign skin
the Yuga kongocho-kvo fro uL Sutra are the
culmination of this, 31ho would believe that the 
occult and wondrous exist within sound and word?
Shew me proof as clear as the biasing sun to melt my 
icy doubt si
In the Nehan-gyb Sutra it is written: "The signs 
which are spoken of are called eternal: they are ever­
lasting, therefore they are not transient,"
In the Shugo-kyo II if Sutra it is written:
■"Saliyamuni said, !I attained Perfect Knowledge by 
contemplating the signn^ -ora.1 "' It is a fallacious
1 Etymologically, koto (% ) and koto (fi) are probably of the same 
origin. Vd. J'DBK, koto % entry.
2 Viz. benevolence,* justice, propriety, wisdom, sincerity.
3 I.e. because language is so efficacious - this idea is put forward,
in the follOY/ing part of the preface.
4 Jap. Jfimyo If1 . One of the disciules of The Buddha.
5 Jlrin 1 ,
6 Jimo or jibo I1 $- .
7 The original meaning of om in Sanskrit is "conversion". In the 
teachings of the esoteric Buddhist sects it is considered that in­
finite merit can be won by reciting this mystic syllable.
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argument that the various Buddhas of the Three Eras in 
the worlds in the Ten Quarters^could have attained Nir­
vana without contemplating the sign om.
In the Bad chido-ron  ^is fi Wr it is written;
"The dharma-kaya unceasingly emits light, and unceas­
ingly teaches The Law.1 Ah I If one draws a circle 
with a compassj then at the end one always returns to 
the beginning. Reality'’flows and spreads out into the 
world. By means of this the Nine-character Spell0con 
ward off such things as the Five Types of weapon/ and 
110c. accomplish various matters; and the signs for Loke^and 
the word itself can cure cramps in the leg. Unsubstan- 
tinted writings and lies are the fault of ignorance.
For example, it is like when there is no moderation in 
eating and drinking, and it actually causes illness.
If sound and word are clear, then meanings become 
manifest. One should therefore not be inattentive 
about sound and word,
Japan is the secret realm where the spirit of The 
Sim reigns, the superior region where the heavenly 
descendants let down their carriages. Though Japan 
is situated to the east, the speech-sounds are the 
most distinct and clear, the most detailed and eleg- 
-ant. Japanese has many sounds in common with Chinese 
and Sanskrit. Accordingly, a' wondrous effect lodges 
within language: prayers and spells have the desired 
effect. On the day Emperor Jinmu^^ subjugated the 
villains of Uchitsukuni, he changed the names of 
tilings such as firewood and water in honour of the 
deities] In so doing he acquired majestic power, and 
was able to accomplish great tasks. Examples of such 
wondrous power recorded in the national histories are 
too numerous to enumerate, both in the age of the dei­
ties and in the age of men. In the Man^oshu it is 
written: nthe land in which the wondrous power of 
language prospers"!^ Also: "the land that is aided by 
the wondrous power of language". This is said of 
what I have mentioned above.
The two deities into which the heavenly spirit
1 Past, Present, and Future.
2 North, South, East, Vest; North-east, South-east, South-west, 
North-west; Upper, Lower.
3 Commentary on the Daibon hannva-kyo -A; vj tig Sutra.
4 Jap. ho s shin-butsu.
5 Jissdla » In Shingon doctrine, reality is linked inextricably
with sound and word (shoji ). Vd. Hakeda 1972, pp.234-246.
6 A protective spell consisting of the nine characters %
la 7$. . Used originally in ancient China by followers of the
teachings of Lao-tsu ^  and Chuang-tsu^ ^  , but later by exponents
of Yin-Yang and priests of the esoteric sects.
7 In fact these are five different types of halberd.
8 Chaenomeles speciosa (Sweet) Nakai. A type of quince.
9 The examples here may seem unusual, but they are intended simply 
to shew the great efficacy of language0 Anciently, boke was used 
for its medicinal properties.
10 Vd, Aston 1896, p.122.
11 Kototama no sakjhafu kuni.
1 2 Kototama no tasukuru kuni.
k
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turned were called amo no mihashira kuni no mihashira 
no mikoto " the deity which is the pillar of Heaven, 
and the deity which is the pillar of Earth”. For the 
hody to have breath is like a house to have pillars.
Therefore the two deities were given these names*
Chuang-tsu says, "The name for tho vital spirit of the 
universe is fdiigfit „" The sutras, in expounding upon 
breath, consider it to be the basis, life infrangible.
It is not without significance that breath is consid­
ered the pillar of the universe.
And again, with regard to the sign wa in Sanskrit, 
in the sutras this is given the meaning "speech"? and 
is considered the most supreme sound. Yatjrapani Bodhi- 
sattva^is located in the eastern region, and has the 
letter wa as his germ-1ettery There is a distant 
connection here with the name for our,-country. Truly 
there is a reason to respect language*
Although this is so, in ancient times things were 
simple and there was no writing* Possibly men relied 
on China in this respect. In the reign of Emperor 
Ojin , the kingdom of Paekche presented a proclam­
ation to Japan, and sent the learned \7ani %i~- t°
Through this, the Japanese gradually grew familiar 
'Ydth writing: borrowing Chinese characters, Japanese 
words were written down. Later, as men became well 
versed in things Chinese, so knowledge of China was 
advanced. The study of Japanese signs however was 
quiet: ■. othing is to be heard of it at this period*
The Japanese of that time who studied muting as the 
first step did no more than to copy out the ITaniha-tsu 
no uta'and learn the Asaka-yama no uta. The iroha 
poem was composed on the basis of there being forty- 
seven signs in the Indian script, whereupon men 
throughout the land studied the iroha and have down 
to the present taken it as a precedent* With a
1 A textual note (wari-chu) here reads, " Wa is the on reading of 
the old translation of the sutras into Chinese ; the on of the new 
translation is *4$ (ha). "
2 Con set su %  sit *
3 Jap. Kongyshu bosatsu*
4 Shu.il or shu.ii'fij £ * In esoteric Buddhism, the Sanskrit letter
which represents a particular Buddha or bodhisattva*
5 There follows a lengthy textual note concerning how Japan came to 
be called Wa (1^ ) by the Chinese, and readings for the character'll . 
The note is omitted here, since it constitutes a digression.
6 Wani is said to have brought to Japan copies of The .Analects ox 
Confucius (Chi, bun Yu!&It1 j Jap. Kongo) and the Thousand Character 
Classic (Chi. Chlien Tsu Wen i ir Ar. ; Jap. Sen.ji-mon).
7 Kaniha -tsu ni Baku ya kono hana. fuyu-gomori .ina \to harube to sakn 
ya kono hsna. Said to have been composed by T/ani to celebrate the 
accession ot Emperor Hintoku; anciently this poem was used for elem­
entary practice in calligraphy.
6 Asaka-yama kage sahe mi yum yama no wi no asakl kokoro wo war a 
omohanaku ni.
limited number of signs, an unlimited range of mean­
ings can be expressed* Thanks to these signs one can 
talk of the wonders of ancient times and trust lasting 
111* a hundred generations* Truly [kana] are the written
signs of our countryI If Sanskrit signs are taken and 
ananged for the Japanese language, fourteen sounds 
are necessary: it is said that a, i, u, e, wo are con­
sidered the vowels, and ka, §a, ta, na, ha, ma, ya, 
r a, va are considered the consonants* Though a is a 
vowel, it is 3-1 so a consonant, and is the origin cf 
[all] the various sounds. These nine consonants and 
four vowels conjoin to produce thirty-six sounds* All 
the speech-sounds of the land are encompassed within 
fifty sounds* Vixen a work such as the fan * yd shu is 
considered, [it is splear that] from of old the three 
sounds i„, u, and e. have been omitted. That is to say, 
in the various works and the iroha there are just 
differences of arrangement?
There are moreover sounds which resemble each 
other and are easily confounded. From the mediaeval 
period there has been a decline in both scholarship 
and knowledge, and the meanings of words have not 
been under .stood, Rot only have signs such as i and 
vd, and wp and o been confused: a situation has 
arisen in which shiwi "Fourth Rank (at Court)" is ass­
ociated with shlhi "pasania"; ahi "meet (and )"
is associated with awi "indigo"j and kowi "hawk 
perching on tree" is associated with kohl "love".
Even though corrections ha^e been made, the author!tyu 
fox* these is not clear, and errors ar® still numerous?
This has long been in my mind. Accordingly, on read­
ing in works of the past that which might constitute 
evidence of kana usage, I have more or less classified 
■ my thoughts on the subject, and hereby make them kaown
to the common people. As x-egards that for which I
have not yet found clear evidence, I have left it in­
complete for the time being, and have not attempted 
to make a forced explanation. I have kept the work 
down to five maki, and named it Fa.ii shoran-shb.
Preface written twenty-first 
day of the second month, sixth 
year of Qenroku (1695)*
1 Viz. ya-column i_ and _e, and wa-colium u.
2 The meaning of this sentence appears to be that the "various works"
spoken of are mitten- within the confines of the iroha - i.e. the
forty-seven kana signs.
5 A reference to the Teika kana usage, mentioned by name slightly 
later in a.aki 1.
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WJSH Maid. 1 „
112. There is a v/ell-Haiovm work by one Gyoa entitled
Kana moji-gukai, The preface to that -work says: 1
"Teika requested Chikayuki, former governor 
of Havaehi Province, to make a fair copy of 
the poetry anthology Shui gusd, whereupon 
Cnikayuld. said that, since there were errors 
due to resemblance in the pronunciation of 
such signs as v;o, p., e., we, bn, i_, m, and 
hi, they wei'e difficult to distinguish; and 
that the opportunity should be taken to lay *
down rules for the benefit of future schol­
arship. Teika replied that he himself had 
been of the same view for some time, end 
that Ohikayuki should write out what he 
thought and present it to him. When Chika- 
yuki submitted M s  proposals to Teika to 
the above effect, Teika approved them, since 
he deemed them entirely logical.
The notes of Chikayuki were therefore 
innovatory in setting up a kana usage.
Moreover, despite the small number of signs 
making up the iroha poem, there were never­
theless, some signs with the same pronun­
ciation - i, m, hi, wo, o, e, we, he - 
which were the highly cursive forms of Chi­
nese characters done by an incarnate sage.
When 1 gave thought to the matter, I real­
ised that they should be distinguished in 
use. Since there are points about which 
forerunners have omitted to write, I have 
not only given further thought to such 
points, bub have also added anew notes on 
such signs as ho, ya, ha, mu, u, and fu,
The reason for this is that ho is read as 
yp, wa overlaps with ha, and mu is confused 
with u. Accordingly I distinguish them in 
writing, and put them into separate categ­
ories. Although there are words which have 
been omitted, the reader Mil no doubt be 
able to base the spellings for these on 
those of the words given. Accordingly, 
later scholars should observe and respect 
my views."
According to this preface, it appears that Gyoa perused 
the notes of Chikayuki. Possibly these notes were lost 
thereafter; nothing is heard of them. Certainly all 
Chikayuki wrote about should be in Gyoa1 s work. How­
ever, these writings still shew considerable confusion 
of vana usage, possibly because CnikayuldL followed 
contemporary usage, and because there were errors in 
that which Gyoa added. TUrtherroore. there is also con™ 
fusion in the signs such as ho, ya, and ha added by
1 1 Gyoa. Some Qf the material in liana mo.il-stikai is ox
1 An annotated translation of the KT.I2K preface is to be found on pp.
36-37 above.
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no use*
Accordingly, in the present work the following 
have been selected; 'franks on Japanese history from 
the IkUion sho Id. to Sandai jltsuroku h. ft §Jk :
Kn.jlki '£ 4- f Ko.ilki, liar? yo shu , Shtnsen Manfyd~slru?
Kogo shul tl- ft || , Engi shiki, limyo-shu, etc.;
Kokin-shu, etc.f and various private poetry antho1“ 
oglese Kherever something was found in these works 
which might be taken as proof of kana usage, it has 
been quoted as evidence* ^
The order is that of the iroha, commencing with 
i. Entries are arranged so that subsequent kana in 
a word also conform to the iroha order;
i 1 liver”
iro "colour"
iha "rock"
This is because words arranged in this order are easy 
to look up. I 5.11 lower position in words - as in 
haltaka "sparrow hawk" or hoshiiraama "mlful" - is 
noted down next separately, entries being arranged 
with the signs in a word before the i_ in iroha order.
Next comes m, set out as i above* Then there have 
been added words with hi, where it occurs in lower 
position and is confused through onbln with i and wi.
Next are wo, o, and ho, set out as above. Chikayuki*s 
failure to deal with the sign ho is unsatisfactory 
when one considers a sign such as he. Next come e, 
we, and he, arranged the same as above. These are 
followed by wa and ha. vhen these signs are at the 
beginning of words there is no confusion. But when 
in lower position, the sign ha is heard as wa through 
onbln, and the two signs are confused; therefore I 
have put wa first, and then ha. Then come a. and fu; 
these also are given because in lower position the 
sign £u sometimes sounds like u.
In addition, since this is an innovatory study 
there are some points which though trifling have been 
given some thought; these are given at the end. Since 
there are things that will come to be understood nat­
urally if one begins by finding out about the origin 
of sound and word, firstly a few notes have been made 
on these. Then a table of the fifty sounds has been 
given, followed by notes on the iroha: i, wi, etc. 
have been put after this.
If one wishes io find out about kana, then firstly 
one must leam about the initial stage, when sounds 
are produced,
1 That ]s to say, the order of entries under each sign: the sections 
on the respective signs are not arranged in iroha order.
2 Although this reads as if Keichu is adding a section on hi, for the 
first time, i.e. that Gyoa*' s writings on kana usage do mot include a 
hi section, this is not so, for KMZK has a hi section, and so too 
(according to the KliZK preface) did the putative notes of Chikayuki.
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Concerning the study of the speech-sounds of 
China I know nothing, and as regards the Sanskrit of 
India I have hut learnt to mate Sanskrit signs, and 
have not learnt anything of importance. And though 
this country is far from India, contrary to what might 
he expected we have many sounds in common. In- China 
they say "see a flower", "see the moon", putting the 
114* verb first and the noun after; here in Japan we ex­
press this the other way round, starting with the 
noun. Since we resemble India also in that we write 
things this way, I shall for this reason at least he 
talking about something which I understand to some 
small extent.
Generally speaking, when men are about to say 
something, there is a wind in their throat. In India 
the name for this wind is udana. Outside air is 
drawn down into the abdomen: when it hits the gastric 
juices and starts the voice up, the udana comes into 
contact with seven places, namely gums, teeth, lips, 
roof of the mouth, tongue, throat, and chest. The 
various sounds are produced by movement of the throat, 
tongue, and lips; but they do not exceed fifty in 
number. Nor are they confined to humans: all the way 
' from the lofty Buddhas and Shinto deities, down to 
demons and domesticated animals - all produce these 
sounds. And again, not only sentient beings: even 
the sounds made by insentient things, such as the 
soughing of the wind in the trees or water running 
over pebbles, do not go beyond these limits.
The character k ji which forms the upper part 
of the character EL iki "breath" means "nose" )•
The nose is the place through which the breath passes, 
and belongs to the lungs^ The lungs are related to 
metal. Since metal is the essence of wind, when there 
is a conflux of like elements, and as the lungs re™ 
ceive it first, the emergence of clear tears also is 
a sign of this? Mth regard to iise of the element 
"heart" in tie sign for "breath", the breath moves 
quickly or slowly according to whether the mind is
1 Skt. udana*
2 The argument here and in the text immediately following is based 
on the correspondences in ancient Chinese philosophy between the five 
Elements (Chi. wu hsing S. if ; Jap. gogvd), the Five Internal Organs 
(Chi. wu tsang 35. ; Jap. go so), the 5b, ve Perceptory Organs (Chi.
wu kuan 31 ; Jap. g-okan). and the Five Universals (Chi. wu_da 5. ^  ;
Jap. godai). Here, the correspondence is between the nose (one of the 
Perceptory Organs) and the lungs (one of the Internal Organs), There 
are in fact two versions of the correspondences; one version is that 
Subhakarasimlia (Cht. Shan Uu Wei § ^  f*. ), the other by Amoghavajra
(Chi. Pu k'ung & )a Vd. Nasu 1936, p9 104 et seq.
5 Meta]., one of the Five Elements, coxcesponds to the lungs, one of 
the internal organs.
4 hind is the Universal that corresponds to metal.
5 According to the theory of mutual generation of the Five Elements 
(Chi. mi hsing h si any Bhang £ tr tfc * Jap. gogyo sosei), metal gen™ 
erates water, and here keichu appears to be taking the emergence of 
clear tears (i.e. water) from the lungs - i.e. raetal - as demonstratin 
thi s principle.
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troubled or at ease* This must be because states of
anger and joy are fully reflected in tho breath* In I
the esoteric sects it is taught that this breath is
nothing other than the heart: one breath appears to be
something very small, and yet longevity depends upon it*
Breath ( ^  ) is a word that arises through the-bringing 
together of the heart and longevity! If one is well 
acquainted with this idea, then even the laws of the 
everlasting orations of The Immortal Buddha are con­
fined by this one breath.
In the Shaseki—shu it is written that waka poems 
are the dharani of Japan. In this work (Shaseki-shu) 
dharani is translated as soji "all-possessing".
This is because a guarani commands and possesses ex­
quisite qualities. The translation soji was used to 
describe the fact that a short waka contains profound 
significance, on the basis of the concept that just 
one of the signs used in writing a waka contains many 
meanings* To speak in precise terras, the forty-seven 
signs of the iroha' should without hesitation be called 
a dharani, before using them to write waka.
Since to call Kongo go bosatsu H il'i Mugon
dai-bosatsu attains to the reality of
'language, tnen language is non-language? In clarifying 
the five^  types of language theory in the Shakmak.aen- 
ron /p tl ftp , this is called the nyogi-^ o ^  theory.
Foi example, it is like when a mirror is empty: it is 
round in shape and silver in colour, but there is no­
thing to prevent it reflecting ten thousand images.
Next, one should know about written signs. Sanskrit 
signs were.devised at the beginning of the world by 
Brahmadeva when he descended to India: accordingly they 
were given the name bonji ^  i?- . This however was said 
on the basis of legend. In fact, sound and word existed 
inherently from the beginning. Therefore in the Dai- 
nichi-kyo 7s Q Sutra and Kongocho-kyo Sutra there are 
chapters on letters and signs? and The Buddha hiraself 
occasionally expounds upon letters in such sutras as the 
Kegon-kyo %. M  , Nehan-gyS, Ham;iya~kyo $1 /fl , 
and Honjuraon-kyO k, ?n| . In the Dainlchi-kyb Sutra
it says that the sign a, existed ab initio - it was not 
produced? and therefore the sign a_manifested its form.
It was devised neither by Tathagata Buddha nor by any 
man. Prom the logic that the Teachings were not pro­
duced, but existed ab initio, it follows that the signs 
which are within Nature manifested themselves of their 
own accord.
1 I.e. the character for breath is made up of two parts, one representing 
the heart (Mr ), the other representing longevity ( ),
2 The two terms are synonymous, and refer to (Skt.) Vajrabhasa Bodhi- 
sattva.
3 The paradoxical style of this passage reflects the strong Buddhist 
influence that characterises much of Keichu’s writings.
4 Jap. Bon-tennU.
Invariably a meaning underlies sound and word.
This is called reality. To use a metaphor, signs are 
like men; sound is speech, meaning is the heart.
These are called shape., sound, and meaning; these 
three things are always linked to the various signs.
Generally speaking it is held that thusness was 
The Origin, and that all the various Lav/s were pro­
duced from this. The various sects do not go beyond 
this, but in sutras such as the Engaku-kyo ©  %  ,
Shugo-kyo, and Pdshushaku-kyd -^I'f it is ex­
pounded that thusness is produced from dharani.
Dharani are nothing other than signs: their effect 
is as mentioned in the preface by quo ling from the 
sutras.
In a barbarian country to the north, a hermit 
named Kliarasthi came forth and devised written signs.
And in China written signs were devised by Ts1ang 
Chieh 4on seeing the tracks made by a bird. If
a parallel be made with Sanskrit signs, [it can be said 
that] the signs innate [in Nature] manifested themselves 
here and there by the force of effect. For example,
Fire has always existed within Stone and Wood? but it 
is as if it appeared through the agency of Wan. gn 
'the preface to the Bunkyo hifu-ron X. tftt it
is written, "In the sky and on the ground, the innate 
signs manifested themselves. On the backs of turtles 
anu strange beasts the writing of Nature appeared."
The meaning of this is that since naturally-occurring 
signs were already the writing of Nature, signs 
should be devised by imitating even the tracks of a 
bird. The fact that in this country neither gods nor 
men invented signs must be so because we imitated the 
writing of China.
7
The study of Sanskrit signs is called Shittan*
116. Shittan is Sanskrit, and is translated as "completion".
This is because, by means of this, everything in the 
secular and ecclesiastical worlds is complete. In 
Shittan there are forty-seven signs. Firstly there 
are twelve signs which are called mata. I.Tata is 
translated as "mother". The signs are said also to 
be called "dots and lines" (Hu g ) and "vowels" (ii).
Of these it is the five signs sl, ,i, u, wo that are
1 Vd. p.i13 above, note 5.
2 Skt. bhutatathata; Jap. shinnyo H-xo . A Buddhist term meaning the 
true state of all tilings in the universe. Vd,. Takakusu 1947, p.39.
3 Jap. Kyaro. Also written variously as or ^  • Little is
known of this hermit save the tradition here mentioned.
4 A minister to the Yellow Emperor.
5 According to the theory of mutual generation of the Five Elements, 
Fire is generated from V/ood. It is not clear however why Keichu should 
write of Fire as being in both Stone and Wood.
6 A work by Kukai in six maki, treating inter alia of the art of 
poetry, grammar, and speech-sounds.
7 From Skt. siddham.
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of importance from tho viewpoint of the Japanese lang­
uage. Kext, there are thirty-five signs called taimon 
'’consonants". Of these, firstly there are twenty-five 
signs for five types of soxmds. Then there are ten 
signs called either henkosel or maiikosei, Omitting 
voiced equivalents of the same sound, the important 
elements for Japanese are the nine signs ka, gat, ta, 
na., ha, ma? ya, ra, wa, If these are put together with 
the previous five signs, there are fourteen sounds. In 
the section on signs in the Nehan-gyo Sutra, The Buddha 
expounds, "The language you speak has fourteen sounds.
These have names, and those names are considered the 
meanings." Teachers in Japan and China have given this 
passage various interpretations: that of Shinpan is 
that the Foux’teen Sounds mentioned here are those above.
And that no doubt is how it should be.
The first five signs consist of guttural sounds*
Of these, a is the first sound when the mouth is opened 
and is generally speaking always there faintly within 
the throat. Even though it may not be said purposely, 
it is attendant upon the incoming and outgoing of the 
breath: it is primarily for this reason therefore that 
in the sutras it is expounded that the sign & is the 
'first manifestation of Life in tho case of both sent­
ient and non-sentient entities, while being a vowel, 
it is also.a consonant. Vertically, a, produces i, tu 
£> horizontally it produces ka, sa, ta, na, ha, ma, 
ya, ra, wa. Suppose there be a town facing south, with 
main roads to the south and west: the sign jx_is like a 
house on the south-west corner of the town doing trade 
to the west and the south. Generally speaking, a. is 
the beginning of all sounds, being like the distant 
ancestor* of a family. Since the fix-st stroke of the 
brush when writing the various signs of Sanskrit is 
always a,, it is the seed of the various written signs
and sounds. The word seed has the two meanings of
"support" and "life-inducing". It is the "support" 
element within a, that gathers the various sounds to­
gether within a, and does not allow them to disperse.
It is the "life-inducing" element by means of which 
the various sounds are generated from a. The same 
applies to the meanings of the signs.
The sign a in Sanskrit has the meaning of "primord­
ial, not produced". This means that all the various 
Laws were innate, and not produced now for the first 
time. Since from this meaning all meanings were pro­
duced, it is also the beginning of meaning. In Japan 
and China there e,re only sounds (koe)? X is a sound 
produced from a, but is different from a_ through 
contact with tne tongue. In Sanskrit writing the sign 
i has the meaning "basis": the reason for this is that,
1 Vd. p«87 above, note 2.
2 The Buddha is addressing Kasyapa.
3 The exact signification of(sei, or koe) here is not clear. In
MYSO, and in the ¥JSH onzu, the character Ay is used in the sense of 
"consonant" (cf.ll in or hibild. "vowel").
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just as it is not until after the seed of a plant or
117. tree has been sown that a roo t; is produced, i is the
first changed sound produced from a. As regards u, the
change is made by contact with the lips* E is produced 
from i: when e is pronounced, there is contact with the 
tongue, a light i sound is added at the 'beginning, and 
it is pronounced ie. Since wo is produced from u, at 
first Ihere is a light u. sound, then contact with the 
lips, and^it is pronounced uwp. If the merit of these 
two signs be laid down at the outset, it is that they 
are produced from a.
As regards signs for the nine sounds: ka is a sound 
in which the change from a is raaae by articulation of 
the sound a just outside the throat* Though a guutural 
sound, it is.also called a molar sound, since there is 
contact mth the molars* In Sanskrit writing, ka is 
said to be a sign meaning "work": this is because it 
is the first [sign/sound] in which a consonant moves and 
emerges*
Although sa, ta, and na are all linguals, since 
with sa there as contact with the base of the tongue 
and also with the teeth, it is also called a dental.
In the case of ta, there is contact with the middle of 
the tongue, and the jaw is snapped open. Ra is a con­
sonant in which the jaw is snapped open with the tip 
of the tongue. Also, since with na there is an entry 
of air into the nose, it is sometimes noted in dharani 
as a nasal. The five sounds na, ni, nu, ne; no cannot 
be pronounced at all If the nose is blocked strongly.
Although ha and ma are both labials? for ha there 
is light contact within the lips, [while] for ma there is 
strong contact on the outer side of the lips*
These seven sounds from a. onwards are in the order 
of gutturals, linguals, and labials* .And within these 
three there is an order: the three sounds va, ra, and 
wa are the. henkosel mentioned above: they are sounds 
said by filling the whole mouth. Of these, ya^is a 
guttural, but it is pronounced mth simultaneous move­
ment of the tongue. Ra is the most extreme lingual, 
being pronouuced by rolling the tongue and snapping the 
jaw open mth more force than for ta and na« Other 
linguals are pronounced by contact of the tongue on the 
lower teeth; however, these are not pronounced in Jap­
anese* The sign ra in Sanskrit is the germ—letter for 
Eire. The tongue belongs to the hearth If it be con­
sidered that it is of the nature of fire to rise, than 
it is naturally suvted^ Though v,a is a guttural, it is 
also a labial, and is pronounced witliin the lips more
1 Presumably 1, and u.
2 Concerning whether Keichu* s description of ha as a labial v/as based 
on the language of his own day, or whetner he may have been influenced 
by the traditional phonetic theory of Ht.KSya, vd. liabuchi 1971, p.137.
3 Sannai^  is a rerm from Shittan used to refer to the three artic­
ulatory types of gutturals, linguals, and labials.
4 Vd. p.118 above, note 2,
3 The meaning here is obscure.
softly than the sign for LhW The above three sounds 
are in the order of gutturals# linguals, and labials.
In the rules of Sanskrit writing, the signs for 
vowels are abbreviated and added to the signs for 
consonants* The way in which the signs are abbrev­
iated is akin to that of writing5k "water" as v in Chi­
nese characters. When i is added to ka it becomes ki; 
when u is added, it becomes ku; when e, is added, it 
becomes Ice; and when^wo is added, it becomes ko.
1180 The [lcana-1 gaeshi of kai is 3d.; that of kau is ku;
that of lcae is ke; end that of kawo is ko. If the ka 
is taken from Id., it becomes i* if ka is taken from 
ku, it becomes u; if ka is taken from ke, it becomes 
e; and if ka is taken from ko, it becomes wo. Since 
vowels are all mat a sounds, the dots and lines in 
Sanskrit signs are vowels* [The principle for] adding 
them to sa, ta, na, etc* is the same as above. Acc­
ordingly the four [vowels] and nine [consonants] produce 
thirty-six sounds# giving a total of fifty soxinds.
Since the thirty-six sounds are sounds produced by 
combination of the consonants and vowels# and in Sans­
krit the signs are also produced by combination, there 
were no ab initio signs for Id, kuf ke, ko# shi, su#
' se* so. etc. Since the rules for Chinese characters 
are different, so too the signs for the sounds pro­
duced are divers. Accordingly, the iroha poem was 
composed by combining the sounds which produce and 
those which are produced. The nine consonants are 
the fathers, the four vowels are tbe mothers, and the 
thirty-six sounds are the children?  J
Table of Fifty Sounds.
Y7Ithin each vertical column there is interchange 
of the five vowels; within each horizontal column 
there is interchange with the same vowel,
1 Vd. p. 71 above, note 3,
2 This gives a total of forty-nine. A, Is counted as a sign which i 
both a vowel and a consonant.
3 Keichu continues at length his discussion of the principle of con
sonants and vowels, and touches on the concept of gender in Sanskrit
grammar.
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120* The above table m s  made on the basis of Sanskrit
writing.
Summary of Maid. 1 Subsequent to The Qnzu.
Different traditions for Shittan in Japan*
Degeneracy of the Chinese language from late Sung onwards*
Importance of reading dharani correctly* Likewise, the importance 
of writing waka ("the dharani of Japan") with the correct kana*
Shapes of Signs in the Iroha; each kana is given, with the Chinese 
character from which (in Keichul s opinion) it is derived, and the 
hansetsu of that character*
Shapes of The Kat alcana Signs; each katalcana is given, with the 
Chinese character from which it is derived.
Short Notes on the Iroha: a commentary on the meaning of the 
iroha, preceded by a discussion on the composer of that poem* The 
discussion is followed by an explanation of ligature signs in Sans­
krit*
WJSH Maid. 2-5: Translated Excerpts!
135* Wa.il shoran-sfao Maid. 2. -
(Notes to onsu).
1 I.e. the vertical, column above these same remarks.
2 The original here has setsu*ty , i.e. the second character of the 
compound hansetsu . The present writer has however chosen to 
translate this as [kana,-} gaeshi rather than as hansetsu, since it is 
clearly the former principle that is involved here. Vd. p.71 j note 5.
1 The following excerpts consist of a total of one hundred entries, 
twenty-five consecutive entries having been taken from each of the 
four maid of the dictionary proper, together with the notes to entries 
as found xn the IKZN text of TUSH. The aim of these selections is to 
give a representative cross-section of entries.
Numerals enclosed within single parentheses (used instead of a 
circle In IICZN WSH, e.g* (1) instead of 1 ) indicate handwritten in­
sertions made by Keichu to the Mite Bunko printed version of T/JSH.
Single letters within siiigle parentheses - e.g. (a) - indicate 
editor's notes (used in place of single un-braeketed letters in IKZN 
WJSH).
Numerals within double parentheses - e.g. ((1)) - indicate notes 
added by the present writer.
"Additional entry" refers to entries designated honyu $4 ^ in 
IKZN Y7JSH. According to Tsuldshirna, honyu consist not of notes to 
already-existing entries in TUSK, but of completely new entries.
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Jj this is used for the on of K  s | , a j and for the 
Icon of Hi. i~ , etc*
>n ' A
"liver1*
(s)&  A
< iru (TJ.2) !Tto shoot"
Ikoma ^ ^  ^ §$ (m t. nar;ie), ihuld. ^
fyf (mt. name), kuma no i jl Hi
(/\)
"bear*s gall"5 etoB conform to this.
file i in l i e £ "archer", ilia ^  :t| 
"archery ground", etc0 is the same 
as this® Also read ikufu in Hihongi*
.1
"sleep"
&
*§■ <6)-
xro(b)
lr colour"
xroha(c)
< (5)Asa-1 %  "morning sleep'*, etc,
Hani--iro "nliat colour", etc® Note; 
irotoru "to colour".
Old v^ ord for "mother",.
* iroto
(d) Possibly the form vdfch o omit bed of
Intimate term for iro-oto in Nihongi. Iro is an
younger brother or sister
(1) (fop margin, in black ink) Daughter of Smperor'Suinin;
Hh: Ikatarashi~hime no mi koto S-Mii %  ; Ifj has Igatarashi-
hiko no mikoto if" ^  ^  Q ^  . Y&i III: Japanese name for ^j/f
is ilf ; Isaha-gun ifyfj : ^
(2) ITh Jinmu-ki. A mountain (lit. Ikoma/)!§$ ).
(3) I'ih Keiko-lcio
(4)' Chuko-shi | has 3^ |; hansetsu, Tyh.(tan); Japanese 
name: ilp. Internal organ of the central spirit.
(5) Yasu-i mo nezube M  (h fb My XV (Han1 ydshu maid. 15).
(6) \f £ iroha.
(a) has a mark for joshbiL/rf- .
(b) The kana sign ro has a mark for hydshd ^  hk- .
(c) fie kana sign ha has a mark for hvosho.
(d) fhe kana sign to has a mark for hyOsho.
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abbreviation of iroha above, possibly 
meaning "younger brother of same 
mother"*
irofcP ^  Hthongi* Iro is as under the last
entry* Since ne and se have the sane 
vowel, possibly it is irose, meaning 
"elder brother of the same mother"* 
Other terms for irone are konokami * 
aiii t and se*
Intimate term for 
elder brother or 
sister
tae.(9) irokutsu 
"fish's scales"
Ircko* Also urokutgu, and urokoto,
&
tf&
iroke( C D ) Hihongi* Also fhake*
. U 0) (11) _ _iroko . Wamyo-snu has kashira no aka "dirt
• "dandruff" on the head"* Probably the same
meaning as iroko "scales"*
iU
JS W 12)(13)
"rock"
(7) ipS^T* irone*
(8) i&-6 Ao ^  konokami.
(9) /ttf irokutsu* Colloquially if'S & iroko*
(10) 1p £ iroko*
(11) Also kashira no aka ((original has kashira no aka to shi; 
the editor's note suggests that this is in error for kashira no 
aka to mo; the present translation follows the latter))*
(12) ^  : K iha*
(13) (Additional entry) The Chinese character has yet to be 
considered* Iha: refers to that which is attached as a weight 
to a net. In Holcu.jd III, on the theme of ami "net" there is 
the poem: Afu koto no katayose ni su.ru ami no me ni ihakenaki 
mate koikakarintiru. In the first part of the Miscellaneous 
section in Senzai-shu there is the following poem by the Ken- 
chunagon To ski tada ; Iha orosu kata koso nakerc Ise no urni
no shihoce ni kakaru ama no tsuribune*
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/h
jlL Ihaho.
(14) The moaning of ihaho is to he found 
in tho writing*h (iha "stone" -i- 
ho. "ear (of rice, etc*)11) in Fanfyooho., 
An ear of rice (ho) is something vhioh 
is clearly to be seen, and so there is 
the phrase ho ni isu "to appear clear- 
ly’h Ihaho is the name given to that 
which within a rock is a surprise to 
the eyes (?)» The hp in inaho "rice 
ear", etc., fun-o no he "shipTs sail", 
honoho "flame", kakiho "end of fence",
m
etc* "is the same meaning in all cases.
ihe tsutsushi 
"azalea"
Wamyo-sliu’ also has mo chi t sut sushi 1 ^
Jq ihatsuna
(pillow-word)
Clings to stone. Ivy,
„(4)ihanasu* ' Wamyo-shu . Haiae of district (gun) 
in Bisen Province.
~  rfs.
)a $
. ((D)Pyrro sia lingua 
(Thanh *) Farvel1
la Also ihalaimi * ^amyo-shh
(Notes cont* from previous page).
(e) The kana sign ne has a mark for hyosho,
((D) Iroke seems to be in error for iwake. Keichu probably 
saw a kana gloss iroke which arose through copyists error for 
iwake due to the similarity in shape between katakana wa n and 
ro a . For this explanation I am indebted to Tsukieliima,
(14) M'VtA ihaho.
(1) (Additional entry) Haroiho (D4lt*
(2) i'A k A- ihat sut sushi *
(3) %  §L ^  mo chi t sut sushi *
(4) Ip l&At II ihanasu.,
(5) frL ihanokaha,
(6) i'A M.lhakumi.
((1)) i variety of fern*
Also ihalcokOo Wamyo-slih  .
S elaginella tamari scina 
(Beauv.) Spring
i* >/amyd"-,3hu.Jv 14 . laakusuri Also s^ ulahlko no f^liiiiL] ^ ^TA
"dendrobium"
i  (11) ihaya(l2)
"cavern"
l{*4 lhamu hlhongl* Both?.flj andiih are the same,
"to become full"
ihanuya is the same,
"how much more so"
Ht" ^  -ihake tlihongi,
< lwal.ru (L.2) . "become perturbed"
kan.ii yet to ihakenashi
be considered „ „ „"young"
ihafu
"to pray (for felicitous 
course of events)"
(7) J»jL ^  H  ihakumi.
(8) ihakoke.
(9) Vk 54 ^  iaalrusuri.
(10) 11 K  % 4, f| Ik sukunahiko no kusuna.
(11) ^  (note on the on reading, b’amyo-sho has "the hansetsu 
of ^ " (?) )t
(12) yfo&L thaya*
(15) 4tt Jft ji . Tliis is pronounced ihami~m - lJii
Jinmu-ld,.
(a) The kana sign ± has a mark for ;josho• ihi has been deleted 
in vermilion*
((1)) There is an inconsistenoy here between Keichu1 s sukana- 
hiko no li.hlne, and t/amyo-shb sukunahiko no l-rasnne (10).
ihafu
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TMs means "to worship the deities".
(1)171*- Trail  shd ran-slid Ho.kl 3*
Wo: the on of gl , %_ , f lam ofAl , , etc,
(2) ^ ^‘it 'My wp Peak of mountain, is the same*
, ..(4) wo Yfeuiryh-shll, Hame of sub-district in
Hine™^mP Tama to Province. Nlhongi 
Jin/nu-ki has "the sluice at Vo (£&)", 
Rn&l shlki: "the shrine at Vo (f> )"„ 
To sa nikki has Wotsu no hama "the 
heach at 7/otsu", Possibly these are 
all references to this olace.
wp is the same* Satsuwo "hunter",
"male" niasurawo "valorous man", etc.
119 f^esis the same, \7ofu "ground in which
"flax plant" flax groy/s, wotamaki "spool (for
linen, etc.)", etc.
wo Toshi no wo "the endless year", tama
no wo "bejewelled cord", "life"; etc,
(1) Oke no oho 4  It £ s Woke no oho if £  (Mi); Oke no oho 
I IE , Woke no oho S-lfBi (Ky).
(2} Hana chirafn kono mukatsu wo (-£ ) no, My XIV; mukatsu wo 
( $) be, My XX*
(3) (Additional entry) (woka).
(4) f wo.
((1)) In the case of a n d , wo is not the on reading, but
ths Man1yo yann reading.
etc. Should 
not be written ot Aiways used in 
Man*vbshu for the grammatical particle 
wo. > /
There is an interchange of ko and wo 
here, both these having the same vowel. 
Bono "fields”, koshiho "neap tide”, 
etc.
Nihongi. Bamyo-shu also has hem and 
kuchinaha. And in Wamyo-shu under the 
heading hami "viper", Kenraeien ilt 
is quoted as having, "one of the names 
for viper is ^  ", In the note on
pronunciation, AVamyo-shu has, "the 
Japanese name for viper is hamhVt ; 
in the colloquial some call a serpent 
£  | i the pronunciation of this is 
hebl ( $ ^  ),"
In Kawachi Province there is a 
village the name of which is written
(5) ^ wpi Bn,
(6) : At tA d  Ohoku; $ : fi'^ b'onu; : jr /\ M
Wohari, Nh Yuryaku~ki, a poem by Kibi no C-shiro o • in
which he praises his own valour, has the followings michi ni afu 
ya .Oshiro no ko. ml chi ni kanafu va Oshiro no ko.
(7) Ashihlld. no vatsuwo ( f ) no tsuhalcU My XX. (The following 
is written to the right of wo above) Yamatori no woro (f % ) 
no hatsuwo ni kakarai leaks,
(8) Bono nlnafo '1' Jjy,/L l£? .
(9) Bn: ^  tobi no wo koto & % k fe d  ; '• H t" Tdwo.
% Takashima.
(10) (Top ma.rgin, in black Ank)yT if. : £ tjp Yotsu, Xuliana-™guny 
Ise Province,
(11) Rh Shi Id. woro chi. Bn.
(12) ill § % woro chi, Ej.
n (5)(6)(8) (7)(9)
A  (io) ^  .
"tail"
wo
"small"
*111) . .(12)woro chi
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ls& but read Halcusaj this appears 
also in the Shff t olai Tai slii - den in the 
possession of the Taira clan* Poss­
ibly this is ail abbreviation of 
hamikusa. Giving consideration now 
to the proramciation of the word for 
"serpent" - hebi - it was probably 
not [originally] hebi,^ I- [as in Kenmei™ 
en], but a corruption of hemi. The 
reason for this is that all serpents 
are called hebi. The word for "kite" 
is tobl, but it is also called to mi: 
the parallel should be taken from this. 
Or alterna'tively, hemi too was pro­
nounced hebi, and the separate names 
hebi and hemi were used as one general 
term. In flamyd-shu hemi is noted as 
the original Japanese name for serpent.
(1M.  \70ha " Probably an abbreviation of wohaha
(wo "little" + haha "mother").
(14)(15)(17lm v.„_h16)wonari
"end"
(15) Haha-kata no woha ( f* ) "maternal aunt".
(14) (Additional entry) ^  wohana "pampas grass". TSa, I.Iyf,
In the ho no 110 na. section of Kokin-shu there is the following 
play on words: utsusemi no yo wo hanashi (wohana shi) to_ya#
In Rui.ju Kokushi XXXI it is written that when His Imperial High™ 
ness journeyedyfco the Shinsen1en Garden, He commanded the courtier 
Heguri no Kaseraaro ti S of the Junior 5th hank (lower grade)
to compose a poem. Thereupon Khwemaro composed the poem: Ika 
ni l'ukii lease ni areha ka ohoshima no wohana (£ [&. %  ) no.ewwe
wo fitd.musuhi taru.
(The following'is mitten 011 the reverse side of page 1 of 
maid. 5): Y/ohana ( £ $  ) ga shita no omohigusa hatsu-wohana (& )
kariho ni fuldte. lly XV. Y/chana (fit- &  ) oshinabe okutsnyu ni.
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172. Wamyo-suiL Should not be mu.tten 
Ohari. In the Mono no na section 
of Shut-shu there is a play on words 
with wohart (-gome)• ike wo hartkome- 
taru voisu no ohokereba.
Wamyb-shiU Name of district (gun) 
in Wakasa Province.
Horse’s tail-bone.
Man’yoshu. Since there is interchange 
of to and chi ? it is nroperly wochi-
/g\
toshi "distant year". }
(Notes cont. from previous page).
Wohana ( ^  ) lcuguhana. My VIII. Wohana (£ ) no suwe wo
aki to ha than. My X. Wohana ( £ ^  ^  ) f uldLko su aklkaze ni
hatsu-wobana (4 $' ). My XX.
(15) (Top margin, in black ink) My VIII, p. 4,* XII; XVI, p. 5.
wohana.
(16) (R.tu margin) Wf. koto wohari, My XVIII; fi
ft koto shl yjoharaha, .My XX,
(17) (Top margin, in black ink) 4a $  ^  ^  $ waga yo ha
wohemu; also 2* % &  4" 6^  4' kono yo ha YTohemu.
(1) i Wohari, Nhj 1  $L5£ Wohari, Kj.
(2) £ ^ Wohari.
(3) JL :# tie'll Woharihe, Misimo-gun, Shinano Province,
(Note to WohariJL entry?).
(4) £ Ts Wonifu.
(5) £ v/ohone.
(6) My IV: wo to to shl. no sakltsu toshi yori ko toshi made koRure- 
do nazo mo imo ni ahigataki. (Hr mo no Yakamo clii 7k# IPS-# t
(7) My VT, p. 34, left: wototsuhi mo kinofu mo kefu mo mltsure 
domo asu sahe mimaku hoshikl Icirni ka mo. Written by Tachibana 
Sulame-l'Il ^  4(r> ,
(8) (Additional entry) 46 &  : T b?L woha. Kun reading of &  
the same (should be before wohari4^ - entry),
(a) has a mark for kyosho ~£ jljk e
4L ^  ^ Wohari ^ ^
(place-name)
|^ (3) (4) Y/oniru
v/obone
Wl %  ^^70 to toshi
"year before last"
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K- (9) wototohi
"day ’before yesterday"
Han y^oshu* In a poem by Ki no Tsura- 
yuki -4 ^  t. there is the phrase kinofu 
yori wochi woha shiraau "not knowing 
anything further hack in time than yes­
terday" * Since the word for "further 
hack than yesterday" is wo chi, the first 
to in wototohi has interchanged with chi, 
The second to has interchanged with tsu, 
and men said wochitsnhi. Tsu is a part­
icle# Han* yo shu Book Seventeen has 
wototsuht[^^^There are those who pro­
nounce this word thus in the colloquial*
 ^^ ^  totori
"decoy(-hird)
•shu, In Nfhongi the signify is 
read wokotsuru* Since this means "to 
entice hy deception", was a decoy-hird 
called wotori in the sense of wukotsuri* 
tori?
wodori 
"cock bird"
>(13)(14)wodoru 
"to dance"
Man1 Also, the poem in the Mono
no na section of Shui-shu with a yopd-
(c)
play on wotorr in the phrase kahagishi 
no wodori oruheki tokoro araha "if 
there is somewhere on the river-banks 
with pheasants dancingyvdiere there are 
decoy pheasants" shews that the kana
(9) (Top margin, in black ink) Lly XVII, p*13i wototsuhi (41
%f 0. ) mo kinofu mo kefu mo; ibid* p.46: wototsuhi ( V %'f Q ) 
mo ldLnofu me aritsu.
(10) *g-to.
(11) £ ^ 4 ^  wo tori, TS8n*
(1 2) ^ wo tori*
(13) m. X- fr?M tachi-wodori, Hy V*
(14) 6 f ^  ko wodoru Id.ji (o is possibly in error for A sa)
(b)*^, has a mark for logo sho 0
(c) Single stroke for dakuten by kana lei«
for v/odoru "to dance" is the same as 
that for wo tori "decoy bird".
 ^ ^/otowo toshi Wamyo-slm,
■« ((1)) —
Gastrodia elata Bl,
P
In Nihongi Jindai-ki there is a note
"man", "male" in the test to^'fl and^'-^ , saying:
"')' ^  :^ elh:Ls should "be read wo toko
(Is ^  )» * this should be read
wo tome ^  )*> In both cases to
has interchanged with ton, the two
(f)words being wotsuko '("small (male) 
child") and vptsume ("small female").
Y/o here is the lain for the word 4' •
With regard to the spelling of wotoko 9 
Sholn Mhon.yi, Hanf yo shu „ Wamyo^shu „ 
etc. are all the same as ITlhonri. It 
should not be written otoko. It is 
unfounded conjecture to say that wonoko 
should be written with wp, but that 
0toko should be written wi'bh p_; this 
principle should not be followed.
Wonoko means "male child", and contrast 
with calling a woman menoko "female 
child". The meaning of wonoko is
(15) wotowotoshl,
(16) ira H £  ^  /iQ kami no yakara (one name ((for wo town toshi)) 
in Wamyd-sho)«
(17) {§ isase wo toko.
(18) The kun for Jjt 'A i s £ wo toko, ICj. My V: masurav.o no
wo toko (it. 7^ % ) sabisu to; tsuklhito wo toko (-f ^  )F My XV*
(d) -Hie kana sign wo has a mark for kyo sho.
(e) ((hote to interlinear gloss wpha)) Part of the kana sign 
wo is missing; so too in the Genbun text.
(f) The kana sigh ko (3 ) looks like yu_ (i )* So too in the
Genbun text.
((D) A variety of orchid.
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different from that of wo toko. Wo toko 
is a word that was originally used for 
"young hoy" in contrast to wotome, hut 
later it came to he used with reference
The popular writing Z is erroneous:
the Go~on of Z is otsu, In Wamyd-shu.,. 
the kana for OtokimiZ. \)\\ district in 
Yamashiro Province are^.vhX.^; 0 That 
the writingZ-^- is wrong should he known 
from this* Even nf ko ^  and otsu he 
taken in the sense of "brothers and sis­
ters ", the wcto of votome is not the 
on of Z . Hor can the error he escaped 
hy saving that it is the kun reading of 
^  f since the kana for this (oto) also 
have p.#
Nihpngi Kinmei-ki there is a man called 
Shin no ohotsuchi 5^ • Here
(chichi) is read just as chi. Woha 
above is wohaha "little mother": this 
should he considered in conjunction 
vdth wodji*
to both young and old alike
P  wo tome
"virgin
Writings for wo tome in Man * yo shu such 
as^ -lfl-^  andjfe-^ t are semantic (gikim)
*{& %  y/odji^  ^ Wamyo~shu. Abbreviation of y/ochlchl 
(wp "little" + chichi "father"). In"uncle"
(19) A. y/outo, ^ ok & wo toko. $ ° id tK f slii t awo; 4 it
/? 4- it Vj mo to no wo toko; Aq J/yA i' ^  tj chi no wo toko, My XIX.
^ %  fit wo toko wordna no hana ? Ily XX. rfc £
-f- ik udsuma to toko. Kj I: Til aX ife. pv£ ^  %
a me naru ya oto tanabata.
(20) % wo tome, Win. (The following is written to the left):
lL If f ¥  y/otomegusa. jltigi shiki XLI (XLI - possibly in error 
for XL).
(21) ^  wochi.
(g) Tiie kana sign wp has a mark for kyosho.
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(72) iiihonal« Manljoshu. The meaning; is the 
same as ^  % (woci.ji) . Terra of respect 
and affection towards an elderly man.
T  wo chiTy  ~—
. (23) WamvO"-shu>
plant of the Mustard 
Family^'1''
4 k WOohiwO chi 
"item"
Itlhongi.
Wa.ii sho ran-sho Makl 4.
205. F in Lower Position.
(29)(30), 
°Hlr ihae Famyo-shu has ^  &  & ihayu. Til ere is 
interchange of yu and e_. One should 
not write ihahe or ihafu, as this does 
not accord vdth the interchange prin­
ciple. There is also the word inanakn 
"to whinny". A horse whinnies with an 
i_ sound, and so in Man*yoshu also the 
signs §> are read semantically as i. 
Possihly ihae refers to the whinnying
(22) Hh Jindai, ge:-- - This is read wod,ii,% . Hh Xolcyolax-
ki, a children's song: kamashlshi no wod.jl (<| ). My XVII:
Sayamata no wod.ji (f ) - the official called Yamada ICiraimaro
ik m % /| .
(23) f feo wochi.
(23) H  ihayu.
(30) fc. inanaku.
((1)) Mod. ahura-na. Oi 1365 lists the Mustard Family collect - 
ively, but does not identify abura-na more specifically, although 
I/Iakino 1343 defines this plant as Brassica campestris L., subsp.
Napus Hook. fil. et Anders., yar. nippo-oleifera Mald.no.
\
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206* :-(0 xnue
plant of the 3/iintv 
Family U ;
and glossiness of a horse* Or, since 
ha and ho interchange, possibly the 
meaning is "bark/cry i"„ Perhaps 
inanaku is i no naku„ Reading the 
characters fj? either Y/atanohe or 
Watanahe is also a case of interchange, 
in this case of ne and no*
V7amy~-sbu. Generally speaking, in 
Japanese grammar something similar to 
something else is called inn— — *
Xnue is so called because it is similar 
to the e-p-oma plant (eJ^lA^. yet diff­
erent from this.
Ik, ie Conjugated iyasu, lyu. It should be
< iyu (h.2) "to heal" known that the lower sign is e_.
^  1? hana no emu The hansetsu o£^f i s ^ ^  (en). 
"flower-viewing banquet"
liara no fue
"military flute (in the 
shape of a beast's horn)"
(3) hae
"dace"
fall. Since a dace is swift (haya)
possibly the ya was interchanged with e;(A3))
(1) Us. U3 ^  inne.
(2) ft B  ^  i1- hara no fue.
(3) hae.
((1)) Labiatae. The exact identity of this plant does not seem 
certain.
((2)) Perilla Ocimoides.
((Z)) I.e. ya-coluimi e.
(4) hae
<bayu (L.2) "to grow"
Hlhongt o Refers to vegetation growing.
% hie
< niyu (L*2) "to 13011rt
Yet to be considered. Colloquially,
men say niyuru, nivasn - accordingly
(5)it is like this*
^  ^  hoe-
hoyu (L.2) "to bark"
Refers to a dog barking, Hie sign for
f 7)the lowing of a cow is°Ki I and that 
for the howling of a wolf iso|. , In 
all cases the lam reading is hoyu 4-S ,
chie Appears in Rolqi.io in a poem vdth the 
pihrase Hobuta no raori no kusu ni "in 
a caranhor-tree in the wood at Nobuta",
4?j| nue
"fabulous' night bird"
kan.ii yet to nAe^Asa Koniki 
be considered "flowing grass"
Ko.iiki, luanfyoshu, War:.y5-shu,
- (10(12.) Wamyo~shu. Probably means "foreign 
"castor-oil plant" (kara) e-goma plant (e)".
(4) Hh ICenz5-ldL*
(5) Yanagi koso kireha iesure (possibly i. is in error for# ha) 
kahamo mo so karureha hayuru.
(6) %  & hoyu, Yftn
k«
(7) (Additional entry) JK, (tora).
(8) -j&Jfc nue, .K,i e
(9) fo nue,
(10) nuekusa.
o s  f
(12) ftJit karae,
(13) ko m  JL vL kanakashihae
1 4 0
4) (1 J^ amoe Colloquial taunoi is err
"lintel*1 oneous.
sobie There is interchange to the effect
a soblyu (he*2) "to tower sobiyu, sobiyakasu.
up"
fi tsuie
4tsuhiyu (L.2) "to become 
used up"
Tsutvu, tsutyasu.
ti* tsu<
< tsuyu (L.2) "to be 
crushed"
Tsuyu» tsuyasu. Since | above is also 
of the same meaning as^ here, possibly 
the form tsuie is due to onbin.
iS nee
•<neyu (L.2) "to be 
sticky"
a (16) nagae
"thill"
*..(17)namae no ki
Yitex cannalifolia 
Sieb» et 2ucc.
Yet to be considered. E. however is 
used because it is conjugated nsvasu.
"»shu. bagae is "long (naga) 
handle (e)".
Waiiivb-shu.
# nae
< navu (L.2) "to wither'*
I.Ian’yoshu. Hayu, nayasu<
'A Bh uefuseri
(woefusu) "to lie dovm 
weary"
Mhongi. Also woe-
(14) Koteishiki
(15) kamoe (Wam.yb-sho).
(15) It & nakae.
(17) It A7' {I. $ namae no id.,
((1)) Quoted in Y/ar.iyo-t-hff (kamoe 7j|entry), this appears to 
be a work of some kind, but no details are known.
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Horae is "e-coma plant (e) of the 
fields (nora)". No "field" is pro­
nounced nora here •
&K, nomutofue^ ^  Wamvo-shu. Possibly "throat (nomuto) ^  ^
"windpipe" pipe (fue)"» Nomuto no doubt means
drinking (nomu) gate (to)"* There are
various levels in the throatP and 
swallowing and the i ssuing of sound are 
its principal functions. In this 
respect it is like a flute (fue), which 
produces various sounds according to 
the positioning of the fingers over 
* the holes. Possibly it was so called
'on this basis.
(21) (22) (?,v
'h JH kudanio ;fue ¥amyo-shu0
"ancient war finite"
t& norae
¥n.ii shoran-sho Maki 5.
-^-wefu no kami The sign fu in wefu no kaml sounds
"Head of The Imperial like uc This should be compared with
Guard" kofu Hi/te "provincial guards".
(18) 4 norae.
(19) One name for norae is nukae .
(20) 6  fe. Jh ^  &  nomutofue.
(21) ( $ )• ^ hara no fue.
(22) kuda no fue.
(23) iL ^  /in ^  }l naka-fue. : tk 'r $ U- seu no fue. 
: %. % U- (zau) no fue.
(a) The right-hand side of ha, (^) has been corrected tort in 
vermilion.
((1)) Hod* no do.
\
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uk ^  mofu In Kan’yoshu, omofu is often abbrev-
"to think", "to feel" iated to mofu. j\1 so in hihongi„
The above has been considered on the basis of the old kana 
usage. Y/hat follows is added now.
Words in which Mu and ]J Are Confused.
Generally speaking, viien the signs u_ and mu are in initial 
position and followed by voiced na or voiced he, or by ma, me, 
or rao, then initial mu and u both become like the nasalised mu 
sign said with the mouth closed. Apart from that there is no 
confusion.
3- ^ ^ r;/nhe-> ) mube Wamyb-shu.
Stauntonia hexaphylla,
(Thunb.) Decne^( D )
i. (11)■ (muhe -0 mube In Shin sen Han1 yo shu this word is 
written with the signs for mube 
above- Accordingly 1 was able to 
know that I? m s  spelt muhe. Hihongi
f 12)has ume. Man1voshu has ubei 1
mumakahi Wamyo-shu.
"(horse) groom"
n- (14) - / Sm C  ' mumaya Wamyo-shu, Mumaya is "horse Cmuma)
(9) (Additional entry) ^  ^  : €» ^  ^ “fe A$L mo no
shita no tafusagi. One name i s AK :f : these are small under-drawers.
(10) 4 ^  muhe.
(11) til : this is read me.nmri ( ); rMl uhe, 36((mean­
ing of figure unclear)), Kadobe no ohokimi; r" Si ulie, Ej III.
(12) f ?! /z /<: .!t uhenada uhenada,
(12) %  mumakahi •
(14) ft ]) A  mumaya.
( ( D )  A type of woody climber.
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building (y&) ",
Wamyo-shuP
Wamy5~shu» Refers to a child who is 
a nephew* A female however is called 
mumakomehi.
Wamyo-shu, Is the meaning "fortified 
place (ki) with horses (muma)"? In 
To torn! Province there is the district 
of KLkafu , Was it perhaps so 
named on account of the grazing lands 
(maid.) there? Usually the beginning 
of mumalri- is abbreviated, and it Is 
pronounced maid..
one of the ten chief disciples of The Buddha
(15) lit /> & mumako.
(16) One name for mumako is hiko &  & »
(17) feFifct*. mmnakowolii.
(18) J) & ^  mumakomehl«
(19) fe. J) mum aid,
(20) jft oha.
(c) To the top right-hand side of ^C. there is the sign ^  (on the 
reverse of the same page, to the top right-hand side of the char­
acter jg inffij ^  p there is the rW gn "L * this means that the entry
mumasemi should follow maid),
(d) To the top left of the kana sign u there is the mark ° : is
this a deletion mark?
"stable"
(1 5) mumako 
"grandchil dren "
(y ^ ^ Uinlmagowolii
brother* s or sisterfs 
male descendants
(19)(c) , .mumakr
(‘20^(uhid )^. uba 
"grandmother", "old woman"
H l 4’J Ubari
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la(idiasoku-^ ) Mote: ' He. ubai "lay Buddhist
ubasoku , „ ., \ „------ (female)".
. "lay Buddhist (male)"
%  <21><2M - * )
ubara 
"briar"
254- (uhafu->)
ubafu
"to rob"
re (2)(5) m
(8) (a) —
"horse"
(21) JI%St iF i E^§dSi£S!E3" ’ir 1? : fe tl_.L
'i*, mithara no mi,
(22) ^  0  ^: &  -4d 4* bfr vama-uhara.
(25) ®L Si : M 1 15L t* oho-uhara.
(24) ^  t  s t  tti.5 ^  muhara no mi „ d|i j%[ : ^  -mi. f? ^
yama-uhara» ?!l f| s oho-uhara.
(25) (Top margin, in black ink) My XX: michi no he no umara no 
ure ni haho mane no.
(1) ICumo no iro wo ubahite ( ^  l$r B. ) sakeru ume no hana-
(2) fey* muma.
(5) 'r jT ^  Jf" uma narama. Nh Suikor
(4) I'lli iuayalcu, 15th year;
(5) My XX; i1 M. $ umaya naru.
(8) (Top marginf in black ink) ICa^ usa Province, Umaguta/Muna*- 
guta (S^*® ): *¥p4 s^% Umaguta. f] (is thissSj, moaning Azuma
uta - as above?-) b^th % "r % hayuma-iimaya. Hilcyohaslii (pos
ibly&kyo is in error for -3 ro) t/o uma ( ‘r & ) koshlkanete.
(a) There is a sign for "one" lo the top right of the characte 
f|. ; subsequent entries are marked "2", "3", "4", "5", "6" 
(mentioned below): these notes correct the order to this.
T/amyo~slih<, A1 so muhara
In Hihongi^tAd Man1 yd shu this Y/ord is 
always spelt uma; In Man !yo shu Book 
Twent^lhere is the spelling muma
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(6)but this is because that particular 
poem is an asuma~uta (eastern dialect 
poem). This can be ascertained by 
comparing the spelling of mishikakt 
"short" as michikald. in aguma~uta«. In 
Y/amyo^ shu the spelling muma is frequent, 
"but uma is also to be found, TJma~ ,
-uina; the word uma/muma (i> ) should be 
considered in the light of thisl^
^   ^ r^juma semi Kamyo-shu.
Gryp to tympana j aponen si s ^ ^  ^
Kato
Co)
1 umaharu Ifihongi,
"to increase"
£  ^ Though it sounds like mumaru^  ^ liiis
(6) $ /W. %f ^  muma no tsume,
(7) My mi l :  f ]T .f- ^  %? fft, fa uma ni futsuma ni. 'f /k 
’fi %  if ^  uma ni kohi koba.
(9) muma semi.
(10) Twelfth month, fourteenth da;/: the Empress gave birth to
the Emperor Ojin; accordingly men of the time called the place
where he was born Urai (f && ).
* \
(11) In Kj, the characters $C ©  zfc are followed by the
note, "The lam of te. is umu (‘t £ ); so too belovn,"
(12!) (Top margin, in black ink) Kj: ((there follows a passage 
from Kj Ii; since the ways of reading this in Japanese are various, 
I give here not. the romanized Japanese but the English translation 
as found in Philippi 1968, p.264).
1 Before the completion of this mission, the child which she 
was carrying was about to be bom.
2 In order to delay the birth, she took stones and attached
them to her skir+ around the waist.
3 After she had crossed over to the land of TUKTJSI, the 
child was bom.
4 The name of the place where the child was bom is TJKI.
word should "be written umaru. Mien 
one says uni, umu« one does not write 
these words as 1311m ,  mumu. since they 
do not sound like that.
Warayd-sliUo Umakitashi was so named in 
the sens© of ’’causing a horse to come” 
(uma kltashi). The meaning is the same 
in thu- case of " an i l ^  ^ which is
read in the kun as komatsunaki "tie up 
(tsunagl) a horse (koma)"^^^There 
is something in the fruit which attracts 
animals. The Japanese and Chinese 
varieties of this plant are similar.
Mhongi. Hot restricted to taste, but 
refers to' that which is good fin genera]).
(kotes cont. from previous page).
(b) To the top right of the character there is the signZ, : 
this note means that it should come after the maki'-ft^ entry on 
reverse of same page.
/ \ V*(c) There is a "2" sign to the top right of % .
(d) There is a "3" sign to the top right of & .
((1)) A type of cicada.
(13) ^  ^  umakitashi.
(14) oj ( M ); this is pronounced umashi ), Nh Jinmu-ki.
(15) (Top margin, in black ink) One note in Nh has, "— —  this
is pronounced umashi (¥ /fo. )".
(16) ^'K' ; this is pronounced umashi ), Nh Jindai, ge„
It /[■ & | ^ umashi ashikahikhtkodji no kami; I7n maki 1,
Jindai-ki has a note; " ^ : this is pronounced umashi (T/n^ ) ".
ICj has, " 4^ fh &/r dc umashi ashlkabi-hikod.ji; the
name for this deity should be read an the on", Vito, quoting Srh Ya 
, has, "Mother’s brother is wod,11 and in the note on pro­
nunciation, hahakata no wo chi ( ^ /> % 4' £» ) "maternal uncle".
And so in Nh hlkod.ji ( w r i t t e n j, (hikowodji):
according to this, it is an abbreviation of hikowod,1 i.„ Here it 
was used in a laudatory sense as wochi, without specific reference
"to be born"
¥  4rlllltashi
(f)(15)(4) 'asasni
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(s) ^ umahito 
"nobles"
ume
"(flowering) plum"
Hibernal t. Umahlto means "good (uma-) 
person (hito)11. B o t h ^  and (t 'Ki 
appear vdth the same furigana»
Iua?i{y& sliti and Wamprd~shu all have the 
same« On the theme of tune there is in 
the Mono no na section of Kokin-shu a 
poem vdth the words: Ana ume ni tsune 
naruhoku mo raienu ka na "How sad I Soon 
the plum will hid my eyes- farewell."
A1 so s since in the anthology of Mina.rn.oto 
Shi tags' there is a poem which, the poet 
having been hidden to start vdth the 
letter xig begins umetsukaha— , anc™ 
iently men wrote only uraef Nowadays 
however men are accustomed to write 
only m g ,  and no-one writes ume. Was 
ume so named in the sense of "loving 
( ( fjr, with furl gar, a u)) eye (me)"?
umore-ki Should not be written mumoredd., since
it is an abbreviation of ntsumore-ki, 
This is because when one says utsnmi, 
utsnmu, one does not v/rite mutsumi,
mutsumu;(18)(19)
(Notes cont, from previous page),
(e) There is a "4" sign to the top right o f .
(f) There is a "5" sign to the top right of ,
((1)) A plant of the Indigofera Family,
((2)) The Icoma of komatsunagi "ami" is usually written not vdth 
but vdthj|k) •
(17) (Top margin, in black ink) Ymi; f ume,
(18) (Additional entry) Ko go shu i * iJjk In the old language;
lL % ^  miso-umi,
(19) (Additional entry) ; ‘f /frf, %  ^ IT^ umazu tomo, Ily ZTV’; 
f 4k ume,
(g) There is a "6" to tho top right of •
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Words of The Type in which IT mid j£u Interchange,,
Those words which appear above, I omit. ITor do I give words 
with onbin forms of the type wonna rama,
Nihongi also has rontaloi. Usually it aim,
Mantygshu» WamyW-shu, Usually pronounced 
unaki. Wamyo^shu. quo ting llo.ji shuryaku 
Ifl , 3ms: "It has its mouth 
below the head", so possibly it was so 
named in the sense of "breast (muna) 
and gills (agi)". And regarding the 
sea bass (susuld.) too, possibly this is 
"bell (suzu) gills (gi),f» since in Warnyo- 
shu it has that the gills of the sea 
bass open wide, Munakl and suzuki 
should be considered together.
Miscellaneous Theories!
Regarding the four signs above from chi onwards! ^ ^ i n  the 
normal pronunciation of people of the capital, the dakuon of chi 
has become ji, and that of tsu has become su» In the pronunciation 
of country people ji has become dpi, and zu has become dgu. p.jj 
and dzu cannot be pronounced unless there is contact vdth the 
palate and they are nasalised. Wien people of the capital put 
their minds to it, they can distinguish the two well in pronunc­
iation. But as for country people, most of them are unable to 
correct their pronunciation of these even when they know of the 
difference. The fact is however that if one tries to pronounce
(20) |L ^  ^  munaki .
(21) £-12L munagi, My.
((1)) This is a provisional title for the section that follows. 
((2)) Viz. the dakuon equivalents of chi, shi, tsu, and.su.
^  utaku 
"to embrace"
II mini aid.
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the dakuon of chi and tsu as d.ii and dzu, then it is unsmooth
and sounds poor: this should he understood.
This opportunity might he taken to say that [pronunciation 
of] the signs wan* tk wan. etc. does not agree with the kana,
since there is no labial contact* The usual pronunciation is
y/ou, Au, t o , and ou should sound the same.
Words of The Type that End in -roxti.
$ kalcerofu "shimmering1'.
kakerofu "Iv!ayfly".
Jii fukurofu "owl". Wamyo^shu'.
The above is to distinguish the confusion whereby although one 
says otorofu "to decline", hlrofu "to pick up", 011 the other 
hand one says karafu "to sweep aw/ay", torafu "to capture". The 
distinction can he known hy the fact that when these verbs are
275. 'inflected - ptorohe, hirohi. haraM, torahe, etc. -- one does not 
say otorahe. harohi. and so on. Since the words I have just 
given are nouns and so are not inflected, they should he learnt 
first. Generally speaking, when the sign fu comes at the end 
of a word, in most cases there is confusion due to onbin with the 
preceding part of the word., These words are: ifu "to say" and 
yufu "to hind"; hafu "to crawl" and hofu (?) f ^  ^  tofu "to ask" 
and tafu "to endure"; kafu "to purchase" and kofu "to request"; 
.vofu "to become intoxicated" and yafu (?); sofu "to accompany"
&nd safu "to prevent"; nafu "to twist” and nofu (?); ofu "to carry 
(on the back)" and afu "to meet"; mafu "to dance" and mofu "to 
feel". The kana for all these can be known by inflection.
A and os neither of these occurs at the end of words, ha, 
ri, ru, re, ro: none of these five occurs at the beginning of 
pure Japanese words.
The following twenty signs have dakuon equivalents: ka, ki, 
ku. ke, ko; sa, shi, su, se, so; ta, chi, tsu, te, to; ha, hi, fu, 
he. ho. Japanese words never begin with a dakuon. There are a
((1)) From the end of this passage it appears that hofu here, 
and yafu and nofu below, are intended as verbs, but their meanings 
are obscure.
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few words of the type fouchi aoina "piebald” and sen A "coins”, but
these are no doubt of later occurrence.
Ha. hi, fu. he, ho: for these five signs there are sounds 
that are intermediate between seion and dalcuon. They are of the 
type: teuonn "middle of the sky", kappaku "family names written 
with two characters", geupin£ ^  (personal name?), happekl 
"special case (in law, for persons of special rank), hlnpu "pov­
erty and riches”, hippu "(unenlightened) man", Rinpen 
(personal n a m e ^ ^ ) ,  seppen "snow flake", ganpon "forged book", 
shippo "The Seven Treasures”^^^[The signs ha, hi? fu, he, ho] 
are all like this when continuing on from the nissho kana sign 
tsu i n ^  setsu, etc., or the nasal sign in ^  ten, etc. To judge 
from the pronunciation of Chinese! ^ ^ i t  seems that these sounds 
existed from the outset, and before the phenomenon of onbln: it
is something which is uncertain. In pure Japanese these sounds
did not exist originally even as onbln forms.
Atako/OtaldL (place name): one should inquire of others 
concerning'the interchange of &  and g_ here. Tawawa "bending" is 
pronounced towowo. and wananalcu "to tremble with fear" is pro­
nounced wononoloi. The same applies to the interchange of wa and 
wo:
wa
In this way there has been a change crosswise. Inu~wenn "dog”,* 
iki/v old, "breath"; woru ^ wiru "to be": regarding these also one 
should inquire of others.
In poems, kesn "to extinguish" is written ketsu, and fusaku
((1)) An expert carriage-wheel maker in ancient China (Spring 
and Autumn Annals Period).
((2)) According>• to Ihe Huryoju-Iryo ^  |f I? /S Sutra, the Treasures 
are: gold, silver, lapis lazuli, crystal, giant clam, coral, and 
agate. According to the Hokke-kyo Sutra, the Seven Treas*
4m  ures are: geld, silver, agate, lapis lazuli, giant clam, pearl,
™  and a precious stone reddish in colour (Chi. mei k u e i ).
!_. ((3)) Toon.
1
V
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"to prevent" is -written futakin And in poems too one always 
says liashi.ru "to run", hut in other v/orks it is customarily 
written washiru. Ha and wa interchange since they have the 
same vowel*
For "year" one says toshi, but in the case of "one year",
"two years", up to "ten thousand years", the word for "year" is 
in each case pronounced tose. The pronunciation of (place-
276. name) as either Yahashi or Yahase is no doubt also modelled on 
this.
There is no reason why the character B hi in t Q ne no hi/
ne no bi^ A ^ l d  be pronounced bi, but it is an ancient custom
so to do* It is however also common to pronounce it as ne no
hi. Probably the pronunciation ne no bi is because the sound
(1)of ne no hi is poor.
Reading as mukuke "violet" is like reading ^ ^ 3 -  ((3))
tas mukureniji ((4)k  ki "0there dendron japonicura", and ^  X si 
mulai no kami "Head of the (ancient) Imperial Construction 
Bureau".
In poetry, writing yoshino naru and Haniha naru means Yoshino 
ni a m  and Haniha ni aru. Since the kana-gaeshi of m.a is n a, 
these are contracted pronunciations. In the L!anTydshu there are 
the writings « *£? & '‘^ ^ a n d  ih 0 ^  ^  ((6) )|ij iao are mi8ll m0
are is pronounced ml mare misu mare, and to mo are kaku mo are 
is pronounced to mare kaku mare - this type is because rhe lcana- 
gaeshi of raoa is ma. Writing mono ni so arikern as mono ni 
sarikeru is because the kana-gaeshi of soa is sa. Pronouncing
(1) (Additional entry) It (Ama no gaha)!^^
((1)) Abbreviation of ne no bi no asobi. sin annual event which 
formerly took place on the first Day of the Rat (ne no hi) of 
the Hew Year.
((2)) Probably included by ICeichh as an additional example of 
seldaku variation (gaha where one would expect kaha). •
((3)) Interlinear gloss: mokuransbJ*
((4)) Ilodern reference v/orks have not yuikureniji but mulcurenishi. 
((5)) Interlinear gloss tofe : naru.
((6)) Interlinear gloss to &  ^  : naru.
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omofu to ifu as omofu tefu* and mate to ihaha as mate tehaha 
are examples of chi5 tlie kana-gaeshi of tot, having interchanged 
with te. Kuni~uchi is written kumchi in Man*ydshut this is 
because the kana-gaeshl of Icie is ke. Yuki-kie is written yuM~ 
ke; this is because the kana-gaeshi of kie is ke* Kana-gaeshi 
occurs in this way where there JLs continuation with a sign fCl­
one of the five vowels a, etc* in lower position in a word.
In Sanskrit the word for konko-cho %  1% l! is basara (kongo) 
ushimlska (chp) ~ this is how it should be pronounced. YZhen 
however the mark for wo is added to the signs sara (a ligature) ^  1 ^  
they become zoro, and so the word is read bazoroshunisha* the sign 
for the u_ of u shuni sha being assimilated into the signs soro. 
Kanjizai (a name for the bodhisattva Avalokitesvara) is barokita 
(kan) ijimubara (jizai) in Sanskrit - this is how it should be 
pronounced, but when the mark for ei is added to the sign for 
ta, the word is pronounced barokitei jimubara, since the hansetsu 
of ta and ei is tei, the sign for i being assimilated into tei.
Words of this type are numerous, and the changes which they 
undergo are the same as above.
With regard to confusion when writing the on of Chinese char­
acters in kana, i, wi, and so on are as in the rules for kanai ^ ' 
"When the sign for u occurs in the lower part of an on reading, 
as in iu or yuu, it is easy to make an error since it sounds the 
same due to onbln* In addition, since even the sign fu for nissho 
^^^inieL sefu, etc. also sounds like u, it is difficult
to know how to write the mi readings of these characters* These 
should be understood by looking at the signs for the hansetsu of 
characters in rhyming dictionaries.
Sou, sh.iyou, shiyau, sefu*. though these spellings are four 
in number, they all sound the same. The &  of "priest” is
(0)) hi go ~  ik-. That is to say, sara should be read sra, soro 
as sro, etc.
((2)) I.e. in the main body of the dictionary.
((3)) Ni ssho is not a type of pitch-accent, but refers to
characters having an original final -p, or -k in Chinese. 
Keichu's own description of this class of words follows shortly*
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nlssh'G: the Ran1 on is hafu. the Go-on is hofu, so logically 
the word should he written hofnshi in kana, hut the customary 
way of writing it is houshi. Also, since T7amyb-shu has houshi- 
marahlto no tsukasa for '£ W  %■ "Office of Ecclesiastical and 
Foreign Affairs"!^ ^ it is difficult to write hofnshi and not 
houshi simply on the basis that &  is nissho. The character 
is written kafu in kana» hut since Kamyo-shu has tsune no kofu 
for /SV T  "top of (finge3?-)nail, etc.", here again it is hard 
tc go against popular tradition. Since the hansetsu of/kji.s 
given in Gyolcuhen  ^^ u‘^  %  as f  , the on should he shi, and 
so there must he a reason for reading it sui. Since the hansetsu 
o f f  is given in Gyokuhen ast$ ii , the Kan 1 on is hau; hut, poss­
ibly because the Go-on is hou. in Man1 y oshu it is used for hp.
The hansetsu of 7> is& , and possibly because both the Go-on. 
and Kan* on are hau, it is used for ha in Man* vo shu. Since there 
is no dictionary treating of the Go-on. it is difficult to find 
out about these in detail. As regards investigation through 
consideration of the ancient literature, the example for other 
things too should be taken from the sign f  .
Aq 0 ^kyo The shi she are indicated in this way.
To give examples: //\ k p u ^  (hyo) ^
kou (jo), H ^ kou (kyo), '&<> ^ e k^okn (nyu) 
0 _ 
hyo (a) nyu Tills is how the shisho are shewn.
(a) To the bottom left-hand corner of the enclosed | <3?j sign 
there is no circular mark. Possibly omitted in error. So too 
in the Genbun test*
(b) ^  has a mark for hyosho.
(o) Vu ” ” .10sho.
(d) |j ” " leyo sho *
(e) &  " ’* " nisshfi.
((1)) A section of the Ministry of Civi'i Affairs (Jibu-shff). 
((21) Chi. Yu-oien. Compiled by Ku Yeh Kang /fj) £ of hiang 
in p43 A.D. This work has existed in Japan only in fragmented 
form.
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For hyo sho 4- ^ ' the voice does not rise or fall at the
beginning or the end, and continues the same throughout the sign. 
Jo sho Jt/rf^ is short, and rises immediately. For kvo slid £ ,  
the voice is turned so as to become dull. Nissho N-j^tha^ one 
of the sounds fu, tsu, ku, chi, or ki at the end, and is cut 
off after the consonant. $1 t ef u ,-ltv to tsu, ^  taku, -fc. shi chi, tv^  
teki: these are of the nissho type.
When in ancient times Emperor of Liang inquired of a
minister named Chu Ch' i -ft concerning the shi sho. Chu Ch’i 
straightway made reply that they were as in ^  t'ien. 3- ^  ^  
tzu, K  andtS ^fu. This was something without pre­
cedent.
Hyo sho and nissho both have the subdivision kei II . Hyo sho 
no kei is falling pitch (atarite suuru narl)i ^ ^ 'The ten in tenka
(f) *  has a mark for hyosho.
(g) 3’ " ,f .josho.
(h) " double mark for kyosho.
(i) ^  rf " nissho.
( (1) )  In an article entitled,rKeichu no kana-sukai sho shosai 
no kokugo akusento" (Kindaichi 1943), Ki.ndaichi examines the 
values for terms for pitch-accent in Keichu. Kindaichi posits 
the following values for hyo sho, ,1o sho, etc* in the simple des­
cription of the same.by Keichu here at the end of maki 5 (nissho 
is omitted as it does not refer to a type of pitch-accent): 
hyo sho: low level pitch; .jo sho: high level pitch; 3cyo sho: rising 
pitch; hyosho no kei: falling pitch. Kindaichi goes on to shew 
however that in those words for which the pitch-accent is indic­
ated by what he terms the First Notation Method (dai-isshu 
hyokiho) (i.e. words in 1YJSH - a second notation method is used 
in WBO), hyo sho in fact designates not a low level, but a 
falling pitch, i.e. that Keichu. used hyo sho as an abbreviation 
for hyosho no kei. Consequently the actual values for the terms 
used in the First Notation Method are postulated by 3Cn.nda1.chi 
as follows: hyo sho: all meaning hyosho no kei. therefore fall­
ing pitch; hyo sho no kei: falling pitch; .1o sho: high level pitch; 
hyo sho: rising pitch (but in duo-sjrllabic words kyosho may have
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"realm", etc, is hvosho no kei. The kyaku in kyakuso "itiner­
ant priest", etc. is nissh'o no kei. For hyo slip no kei, the 
pitch is indicated to the mid-left of the character, and for 
nissho no kei to the mid-right. If one speaks in terms of the
colloauial language of this country, then basically TH ten is
(i)278, hyo sho v and one normally says ten. Here there is agreement with 
the principle that ten is hyo sho. So too -when one says ten chi, 
tenka, ten shi. tenki, etc. But when one says tenmondo^
"(rype of) asparagus", or tonmon no haka.se^ " D o c t o r  of 
astronomy (in the Bureau of Yin-Yang)", then ten is .Idsho due 
to onbin. Then one says temfo^^ "Eniperor", tennyo ^ ^  "celestial 
nymph", ten.jin^1 ^"Mature and Kan", tendai^"the Tendai sect", 
tengu^^ "long-nosed goblin", ten is kyoshoo To read 'ten as 
.jdsho or kyosho does not agree with the Chinese: it is a prac­
tice of this country alone, Hyo sho, jdsho, and kyo slid can all 
-be known on the basis of this, Japanese too has hyo sho, .1 oshd«, 
and kyo sho. The following examples consist of one kana sign; 
h i ^  "day", "sim"j h i ^  "water-pipe", h i ^  "fire"; ke^1^  "hair",
(iTotes cont, from previous page).
expressed a rising pitch which fell away towards the end of the 
second sjrllable).
((2)) Here I have translated atarite suuru nari by Kindaichi’s 
postulated value of "falling pitch", since the sense of the orig­
inal Japanese is difficult to express literally.
(a) s has a mark for hyosho.
(a) K H if .jo sho.
(b) ft I! if josho.
(c) f. n double mark for hyo sho.
(d) X has a mark for .jo sho.
(e) -< ft i jdsho.
(f) 75. t i kyo sho,
(g; 55. II it kyosho.
(h) *5. II it Icy oshd.
(i) 55. II ii kyosho.
(3) *• 1 it kyosho.
(k) a 1! ri hyo sho.
II i; j.QJ3hd_,
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279.
kp^0^"kick", ke*^ "food'h Examples consisting of two kpna
signs; ha shi ^ ^  1 bri dye1 , ha shi ''X ^ "e dge n, hash! ^ Sj "chopsticks'' j
tsuru  ^^  "chord"? tsuruD^1 to fish", tsum^"crane". The three
sho should be understood by moans of these types. Yufu mul-
berry thread", tatsu "dragon", oku "interior", ichi "market",
yuld "snow"; should v/ords such as these be set up by analogy 
~ (t?)as nissho? Kamo "duck"; this is hvosho no kei. but in Kamo- 
kaha "the Kamo Hiver" kamo is .iosho. The kamo in Kamo ho 
yashiro "the Kamo Shrine" is kyosho. The fact is that the 
sho changes in this ivay even in the same ivord, depending on 
v.hat ioliov7So
Wa ,j i sho ran- sho maid. 5: the end.
Osaka, Shibukawa Yoiclii itv. Hi ^  ft , Genbun 4 (1799).
( ( D )  'Second edition,
lias a mark for josno*
t
*}&
€
{o 
(p
(q
(r 
(s
(t 
(u 
(v 
(w 
(x
(y
((1)) Based on the printed edition of Genroku 8 (1695). 
YfJSH Introductory Kotos, IKZ1T X, p.105.
Vd.
y
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Chapter Seven
WJSH (The Dictionary Proper ) - Interpretation 
and. Analysis (1).
1 . ¥JSH Entries*
WSH maid 2-5 consist of some two thousand entries arranged in 
?
various sections! Individual entries display great differences in 
length and contents, hut the basic format for each entry is; 1) Chi*" 
nese character(s) for the entry concerned, 2) lilragana spelling,
3) note relating to source document, etymology, etc. The following 
is a typical entry having all ’three elements;
liianasu^  V/amyo-shu. Name of district in
(place-name) Bisen Province!
Not all WISH entries however conform to this pattern; all have the 
kana spelling given;; but a considerable number of entries are vrithori 
a note of any kind, while other entries do not have the Chinese 
character(s) given!
Notes to Entries.
Keichu* s normal method of substantiating kana spellings in V/JSH 
was to quote an. ancient source document or documents containing the 
spelling in question. In many cases the note relating to the source
1 I.e. maid. 2-5 inclusive,
2 The arrangement of sections in WJSH Is dealt with in the second part 
of this chapter.
3 The Iwanani edition has a note here added by Keichu, consisting of 
the I.Ian'yogana writing Vk Ihanasu,
4 IKZN X, p.13S.
5 With one exception, namely mlwa "sake offered to the deities", re­
sulting i-n the bizarre situation whereby an entry is given in a 
dictionary of kana usage without the actual kana spelling for the word 
concerned. AICZN WJSH gives just the Chinese characters for mlwa and 
two source documents; this is remedied in the luanami edition (if Si' X, 
p.222), where in three inserted notes Keichu gives the hiragana spell­
ing miwa, and two Han * yogana writings.
6 It is interesting to note that the Chinese characters occur not as 
the second but as the first element of the entries in WJSH, although 
in a kana dictionary one might well expect the. kana spelling to come 
first (as is the case in KHZK, for example).
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document is ambiguous, and can only be clarified by referring to the
1
source document itself. The note to inn "dog" for example has, "Also 
v/enu in 'Wamyo-shu". From this it is not clear whether T7arayd-sdd 
(Keichu's 'Wamvo-shu' 1 is to be taken as evidence for the ‘two forms 
inu and venu, or for venu only. Investigation reveals that Wamyo~sho 
(the twenty-maid, version) has an entry venu, but this does not note the 
form inu, inu does occur however in the same version, in the entry inu 
no tamahi "dog vomit".
Occasionally the note to an entry is misleading. For example, in
2 _ ■ _ 
the note to yorokahlKeichu quotes Kagero nlkki as the source document:
investigation shews however that yorokahl does not occur in that work.
Possibly Keichu's error here should be attributed to use of a corrupt
manuscript.
Another note which presents a difficulty is that to otsu "to 
fall"? here Keichu quotes Man'ydshu Book Five as having v/otsu (with 
Han'yogana w wo). This form does not however occur in Man'yoshu.
Despite the Man'yogana writing with wp~ given by Keichu, he evidently 
regarded this spelling as exceptional: this is clear from the latter 
part of the note to this entry, and the kana spelling of the entry 
heading (otsu). Erroneous notes of this kind are relatively few in 
number.
By no means all the notes to entries are concerned exclusively 
with kana usage: many relate more widely to the source documents usecu 
This is indicative of the close relationship between Keichu's kana
1 I KEN X, p.138.
2 Ibid. p.158. According to Keichu's note, the meaning of this word 
is "servant", but it is not to be found in the standard reference works.
3 The complete note to otsu (IKZN X, p.186) is as follows:
"in Man'yoshu Book Five, the sign 4 wo is used. Is this 
a case of interchange of signs having the same vowel?
The reason for this is not clear. The more frequent 
form should be followed."
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usage studies and his study of the ancient literature. An example of
o
such an entry is that for inaohosetori'“(a type of bird):
^  $ Jjj Inaoho setori In T/amyg-shu, the Han 1 yhshu is
quotedy hut there is no poera there­
in will ch has inaoho setori.
Possibly this was due to a failure 
in memory.
In an article entitled"Keichu no kangaku",Kanda points out that
KeichU had a most detailed knowledge not only of Japanese literature
but of the Chinese classics also, and that this sometimes led him to
write notes of a, digressive nature to entries in Y/dSII„
Other notes to entries relate to the Chinese characters for the
word concerned, e.g. ihamuya.
Finally, another point that might be made with regard to WISH
.entries concerns.the notation of seion mid dakuon. It was observed 
4 _earlier that Keichu's use of dakuten was apparently not consistent. 
M s  however most certainly does not mean that Keichu ignored the
5
question of serdaku distinctions - this is clear from the fact that 
occasionally one finds a note to an entry in T7JSH which deals with a 
particular seidaku distinction. For example:
4k %  Ifusuki Kamyo-shu. Name of district in
Satsuma Province. The writing 
X£ *5 kino doubt means that the sign 
fu should be pronounced bu, Acc­
ording to the character^ » it 
should be pronounced fu, but the 
fact is one should follow the pro­
nunciation of the men of that 
province.
IKZN X, p.145*
1 Yd. Chapter 5 above.
2 IKZN X, p.195.
5 Ibid., p.193.
4 Yd, pp.11 “12 above.
5 Indeed, Tsukishima (llakata 1972, p.384) appears to take the view7 
that KeichtI was one of the first scholars to perceive seidaku distinc­
tions in I.!an*yogana. His list of Ihn’yogana entitled ka.ji shoin
Ag 4: (1691) distinguishes seion and dakuon kana (vd. IKZIT X, pp.
21-33).
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kusafu Wamyo-shu. I have yet to decide
whether the sign^fu is to he pro­
nounced fu or bu.
The question of the seidaku distinction was in any event only of 
secondary importance to Keichu, for his primary aim was to distinguish 
in use the forty-seven iroha-gang» It should he horne in mind also 
that use of dakuten has not always heen considered essential in kana 
documents even in modern times,.
Y/JSH Entries Without a Source Document.
Keichu does not quote a source document for every entry in T/JSH.
In some cases he was no douht xmahle to find a source document for 
the word concerned, while in others the word was of late origin and 
therefore not to be found In the early literature. Not all undocumented 
entries in WJSI-I however necessarily fall into either of these two cat­
egories: among WJ8H entries with no source document quoted are a 
number of com'ion words which are to be found repeatedly in Keichu* s 
main source documents: for example, ima "now", ifu "to say"^ Why did 
Keichu not give a source document for entries such as these? In view 
of the fact that they were such common words (both occur repeatedly 
in Man'yoshu). it is hard to imagine that Keichu was not aware that 
these words occurred in works such as I.lan*ydshu. In the present 
writer’s view, one possible explanation for the lack of soiirce doc­
uments for these entries is that Keichu considered the kana spellings 
for these words to be so self-evident as to require no .substantiation. 
Admittedly this explanation is diametrically opposed to Keichu1s basic 
principle of documentation, and can in this sense be called contradictory;
1 IKZN X, p.249.
2 This type of entry is noted by Endo in his article"Seigo okudun to 
Waji shoran-sho", but Sndo does not go on to offer an explanation for 
such entries.
5 (Both examples) Op.cit., p<145.
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on the other hand however the number of words commonly found in the 
ancient literature but for which Keichu does not give a source doc- 
ument is relatively small-, and so in any case constitutes only a minor 
exception.
2. The Tarious ‘Sections in vlTSH.
The question of the arrangement of sections in WJSH maki 2-5 may 
at first appear to be a superficial one, but in fact this is not the 
case, as an understanding of the arrangement and raison d’etre of the 
various sections will contribute significantly towards understanding 
1YJSH as a whole.
To facilitate consideration of this aspect of Y/JSH, the present 
writer has made an inventory of the various sections in \7JSK. This 
is as follows. . .
Haki 1i Ranbun Preface.
General Introduction.
Maid 2: (1) Initial i.
(1a) Medial & final jL.
(2) Initi al m.
(2a) Medial & final
(5) Medial & final hi.
Maid 3: (4) ' Initial wo.
(4a) Medial and final wo.
(5) Initial _q.»
1 In the case of words which arc treated in two-.sections, the first 
section giving words in which the sign concerned occurs in word-initial 
position and the second section listing words in which the same sign 
occurs in word-oblique position, the present writer has taken the 
arbitrary measure of regarding the second section in each case not as 
an independent section but as a sub-section of the first section.
Reasons for so doing are firstly that this simplifies comparison be­
tween W8H and ICKZK (in the latter, words are not arranged distinctively 
according to the position of a problematical sign within a word); and 
seco'ndly, that it is the actual signs dealt with that are of primary 
importance: sub-classification of words containing a particular problem­
atical kana sign according to the position of that sign within a word 
being a sophistication of classificatory technique.
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Maid. 4 J
Maid 5;
(5a)
6)
7) 
7a
8) 
3a 
9) 
10 
1 1  
12
15
14
15
16
17
18
19
20 
21 
22 
25
24
25
26
27
28
29
50
51
52
Medial final On 
Medial & final ho.
Initial e.
Medial & final e,.
Initial we.
Medial & final we.
Medial & final he.
Medial & final wa.
Medial 8: final ha.
Medial &, final u0
Medial & final fu.
Words in which mu and u are confused.
Words of the type in which u and mu interchange
" u and nu
" FH and nu
'• mu and rao
1 mu and fu
1 fu and no
" he &ud me
Words in which the sign he sounds like me.
Fu which is confused with mu.
Hi which is confused with mi.
Fu which sounds like wo.
Notes on words of the type in which mi is pronounced ii. 
Notes on words of the type in v/hich mi is pronounced mu. 
Words of the type v/liich are pronounced, differently 
from their kana spelling.
Chi voiced in medial or final position.
Shi " » "
Tsu " ,f »
Su " " »
Miscellaneous Theories.
A characteristic of historical works on kana usage is that generally 
speaking the later the work the greater the number of signs dealt with. 
And indeed the thirty-two sections of V/JSH as compared for example 
with the fourteen sections of XHZK would appear to he indicative of
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this tendency (a tendency which arises from the cumulative effect of 
phonological change on what was originally a phonetic writing system). 
However, not all the additional sections in Y/JSH (sections 16-52) are 
to he justified in terms of phonological change, Rather, the majority 
of these sections were set up by Keichu as a result of his treating 
doublets such as yamume~ yamome on a parallel with words which pre-
4
sented a problem from the viewpoint of kana usage, e.g. kaha ~ kawaI 
For Keichu, pairs such as yamume ^ yamome and kaha/v kawa were both to 
be explained in terms of the traditional concept of interchange (sotsu).
Since the principles involved in Y/JSH sections 14**52 inclusive 
shew considerable inconsistency and contradiction, these sections mil 
be examined later. Firstly sections 1-15 of Y/JSH (these make up app­
roximately three-quarters of the dictionary proper) mil be considered.
These sections are clearly marked uff from subsequent sections by 
2
the following remarks at the end of section 15: "The above m s  consid­
ered on the basis of the old kana usage. The following is now added.
The exact significance of this passage will be considered below. For 
the time being it will be taken simply as marking a division between 
sections 1-15 and subsequent sections. 7/hat of the order of Y/JSH 
sections 1-15 - does it follow some particular precedent, or is it 
merely an arbitrary arrangement? Concerning the arrangement of Y/JSH, 
Keichu mites in the General Introduction that "The order is that of
the iroha,  "f This refers however not to the arrangement of
sections, but to that of individual entries within each section. The 
traditional system of kana spellings in use until shortly after pub-
>1 Concerning the items which fall within the scope of kana usage, vd„ 
pp.26-27 above,
2 For ease of reference, hereafter these remarks mil be refemed to 
as Passage A (Y/JSH),
5 IKZN X, p.255.
4 Ibid., p.114. N
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11 cation of Y/JSH was the Tei lea kana usage. Since TJIZK. the standard 
work setting out the Teika Iqma spellings, is referred to by Keichu 
in the General Introduction to Y/-TSH, is It not likely that the order
of sections in Y/JSH was based partly at least on those in KHZK (or ,
possibly GKSH even)? Clearly Keichu had access to a copy of Kf.ZK, for 
he quotes the entire preface to that work verbatim. The order of 
sections in IQ1ZK is as follows: wo, q, e, we, he, i, m, ho, wa, ha, 
mu, u, fu. The order of the first thirteen sections in Y/JSH is some­
what different to this, vis, i, wi, hi? wo, o, ho, e, wq, he, wa, ha,
■j
u, fu. Hor is the order of sections in Y/JSH to be related to that
in the section Utagavvashikl rnon.il no koto in GKSH (vis. wq, o, e, he,
we, hi, wi, 1).
If on the other hand we turn to the I'JiZTY preface quoted by Keichu 
in Y7JSH maid, 1 , then we find the clue ro the arrangement of the first 
thirteen sections in Y/JSH:' in referring to the original notes on kana 
usage of Chikayuld., Gy O'a talks of the signs i., wi, hi, wq, q ? e, we, 
he, to which he has added a further six signs,, namely ho, wa, ha, mu, 
u. fu (all given in that order in the KM2K preface). If then we now 
compare the order of the first thirteen signs dealt with by Keichu in 
Y/JSH with that in GKSH, KMZK (main text), and ICf.T.ZK (preface) respect­
ively, then the basis of Keichu*s arrangement becomes clear:
GKSH wq, o_, q, he, qq, hi, wi, i.
IC.tZK (main text'i wq, q, e, we, he, i, wi, ho, wa, ha, mu, u, fu.
KKZK (preface) i, wi, hi, wo, o, q, we, he, ho, wa, ha, mu, u, fu.
Y/JSH Xt 10= f hi? wo, o, ho, e, we, lu?, wa, ha, u, fu,
Prom this it is evident that there is a close correlation between the 
order of signs in the KKZK Preface and rn Y/JSH. The two non-corresp«» 
ondences ho and mu here can be accounted for as follows; in KL'ZK lie 
1 Mu is dealt with subsequently by Keichu in two sections.
does not form a uniform series vdth i, vd, hi, and e, wef he, "because 
it m s  one of the six signs appended "by Gyoa. Ko douht the reposition­
ing of this sign by Keichu in WJGH m s  in order to present three
1
uniform groupings of hana.
As regards the absence of a mu section from WJSII before Passage A
in maid. 5, this appears to be because Keichu1s classification of mu
entries m s  such as to favour its being grouped together vdth other
2sections subsequent to Passage A,
The True Signification of Passage A (WJSH),
In the above it m s  noted that a division between the various 
sections in WJSII m s  marked by the following passage (Passage A):
"The above m s  considered on the basis of the old kana usage. The
following is nowadded." In fact this passage indicates a major
division within the dictionary proper, and thus is of considerable 
importance. The meaning of Passage A is hov/ever not immediately 
clear: since the basic principle of Keichu* s kana usage \ms to take 
the notation of words in works such as I.Ian*yoshu and T/amyd-sho as the 
true kana spelling, it might easily be assumed that Keichu is saying
here that the kana spellings that follow are not based on the ancient
kana spellings of words. This assumption is however to be discounted 
on even a cursory glance at the notes to entries subsequent to Passage 
A, for many of these too have source documents such as I .Ian1 yo shu and 
Wamvo-sho quoted as evidence. We are forced therefore to look for an 
alternative interpretation of Passage A. It has just been shewn that 
Keichu based the order of the first thirteen signs dealt with in WJIF
1 Vis. i, vd, hi, wo, o, ho, e, we, he (for Keichu, wp and o were 
a- and wa-coluran respectively).
2 The similarity in classification between sections 14, 15, and sub~ 
sequent sections will be apparent from the table of contentr- (pp. 161 - 
162 above).
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on the order of signs in KKZK. On the other hand, no precedent is to
1
be found for sections 14-02 in WJSh. One can say therefore that
Passage A refers firstly to Keichu's innovatory classification of
2
entries in WISH sections 14-32, and an some cases also to new problems 
of kana usage not dealt vdth in T01ZK. With regard to the former 
point, i.e. Keichu*s classification of,entries subsequent to Passage 
A, it can be said that some section headings are set up on the basis 
of discrepancies between contemporary pronunciation and kana spellings, 
e.g. section 22 - Words in v/hich the sign he sounds like me; section 
25 - Pu which sounds like wo. This type of classification is not to 
be found in KMZK, which Keichu appears to have regarded as the main 
forerunner to WJSIL
WJSH: The Text Subsequent to Passage A,
It has just been noted that Passage A (WISH) marks an important 
division within the dictionary proper, and the raison d'etre and 
arrangement of the first thirteen sections have now been clarified.
What though of sections 14-32; are they all in fact completely new 
and without precedent? Section 14 and sections 29-32 will 1?e consid­
ered first, as these can be dealt vdth in a relatively brief manner, 
and then the remaining sections.
Section 14; Words in v/hich ku and U Are Confused.
In KItZK a number of words are to be found which historically shew
u- ~ ltu~ variation, and in that work these words all appear in the mu- 
3form. Keichu also dealt vdth u-<v mu- variants, but since the forms
1 With the exception that \i mu variants are dealt vdth to some extent 
by Gyoa (ail given in the mu form).
2 Via, WISH sections 29-32.
3 KIIZK mu section. Several entries also have the alternative form
with u— miven in a note.
\
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lie found in the old literature were not exclusively mu~ forms, it 
proved necessary for him to treat such entries differently from Gyoa 
in EJ5ZK. It would of course have been possible for Keichu to "lass- 
ify u-A/fflU" variants under two sections u and mu, i.e. to supplement 
the mu- section, for which there was already a precedent in J-2.-IZK, with 
an u™ section. In fact however Keichu chose to set these entries out 
not in tun sections but in one. Hence the section heading, "V-ords 
in which mu and u are confused".
Keichu himself does not appear to have been av/are of the situation 
underlying u-^mu- variants. His purpose in including section 14 in 
¥JSH Y/as apparently to give what he considered to be the historically 
correct notation (u or mu) for u™ ^  mu- variants, the initial u or mu 
sign in such words representing a syllable u in Keichu’s language.
Y/JSH Sections 29-32: Dji, Ji, Pzu,
In the 17th century a phonological change occurred which resulted
in confusion of the four kana signs j i, d.ii, zu, and dau (hereafter
often referred to as yottsugana). -The tinderlying phonological change
involved the merger of /zi/ vdth /dsi/, and /zu/ with /dsn/. The
situation regarding the direction of this change appears to have been
somewhat complicated in nature: this can be seen from Keichu1s own
description of the change at the end of the four sections on yottsu-
gana words in Y/JSH (mala. 5):
"---  in the normal speech of people in the capital,
the dakuon of .chi has become ji, and that of tgu has 
become zu. In the pronunciation of country people ji 
has become 4ji, and zu has become dsiu 1 -
That by the end of the 17th century usage of yottsngana had become
thoroughly confused is also clear from the appearance of a work
1 Vd, p.?6 above, note 3•
2 Vd. T^JSH translation* p.148 above.
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_ -1entitied Kenshukur yoko- shu (printed 1695)? which dealt exclusively 
with words containing one of the yottsugana.
Y7JSII Sections 15-28.
Of the eighteen sections in Y/JSH subsequent to Passage A, it has
been shewn that four sections (vis. sections 29-32) vrere included as
a result of phonological changes after compilation of RI.TZK.in the
late 14th century. The situation relating to section 14 has also
been considered, Y'/hat though of the remaining thirteen sections
(sections 15-28)? That for example of section 18, "Vfords of the type
in -which mu and mo interchange" - does this in fact come Yd thin the
scope of kana usage? To help answer this question, let us turn to
2the definition of kana-zukai in Nihon bungaku dad jiten:
"Fundamentally speaking, kana-zukal means *usage of 
kanaT. but is in fact only used in cases where in
writing Japanese in kana the question' of which kana
to use presents a problem (where there are two or 
more possible ways of writing the sa.^ e sound, or when 
there are two or more pronunciations for the same ■ 
kana sign)." •
op. cit., kana-zukai entry.
In other words, historical kana usage was concerned only mth those 
kana and sequences of kana within the iroha having a phonological 
reference identical to that of another kana or sequence of kana with­
in the iroha. On the basis of this, ha and m  for example constitute 
a problem of historical kana usage, because after the shift of medial 
/F/ to /w/ both these signs in v/ord-oblique position had a common 
reference /wa/. In the case of mu and mo (section 18) on the other
hand there is no common phonological reference, and so variant forms
1 Conpi] od by Oto Sokufu ¥j| £  (all that is known of the author
is that he lived in Kyoto), The full title of this work is Kara-morl 
zukaJ. kenshulraryo kb - shu; the title Kenshukuryoko derives from the kun 
readings of these four characters (viz.^ fl shi.jimi chidjird,T-li. su- 
ssuml, tsudzuml), v/hich were taken as representative examples of 
yottsugana v/ords (Fukni 1939, p. 140).
2 Fujimura 1932.
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such as hanu~ hamo are therefore beyond the scope of historical Kara 
usage. This applies not only to section 15? but to sections 15-28 in 
elusive. No doubt they were included by Keichu in V/J8H on the basis 
of the parallel of forms such as hamu~ hamo to kaha~ kamas both sets 
of variants being explainable for Keichu in terms of the interchange 
principle (sotsu).
Although entries in sections 15-28 lie beyond the scope of hist­
orical kana usage, it is proposed to look briefly at these sections, 
since they too contain information relating to Keichu1s kana usage 
and kana usage theory.
Concerning The Special Nature of Sections 15-21.
It has already been noted that sections 15-28 are different from 
other sections in WJSH because the points dealt vdth therein do not 
come within the scope of historical kana usage. Sections 15-21 are 
also different in an additional respect, namely that for entries in 
these sections Keichii advocates not exclusive use of one particular 
kana sign in each case, but use of either of two alternative signs, 
Consider for example the first entry of section 15, "Words of the 
type in which u and mu interchange":
utaku Also mutalai in Nihon,vi. Usually
"to hold", "to embrace" itakui
Taken in conjunction vdth the section heading, clearly here Keichu
is advocating both utalcu and mutaku.
The basic principle of Keichu1s kana usage theory was to give a
source document (or documents) for each spelling. Consequently in
sections 15-21 one might expect to find two source documents tc each
entry - one for either form. In fact, of the thirty-one entries in
1 In fact, as can be seen this particular entry lists not two but 
three forms.
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these six sections, a source document for "both entries is given only
1
in the case of two entries* With regard to the other twenty-nine 
entries, one of the follovdng observations applies:
p
1 A source document is given for only one of the two forms."
2 Hie alternative form occurs not in the old literature, but
  3
only in Keichu*s language*
45 Ho source document is given for either form.
4 The alternation is incorrect, one of the forms being
5
associated through false etymology.
5 The proposed alternation is based on a form not generally 
attested*?
These points are all detrimental, since they constitute shortcomings 
,■ in Keichu*s methodology.
7 R Q
Section 19 and'Sections 21-24: Manila (*+ Ba) Column Variants.
Ma~ ha variants are dealt with by Keichu in five sections: imwfu
(two sections), me~he (two sections), mi^hi (one section). Each of
the first two pairs (mua/ fu and me~.he) is dealt with in two sections,
the first section listing entries in which either the ma- or the ha~
column sign may be used, the second section listing entries in which
1 Viz. mimuma (IKEIT X, p.256), and uma nahete (ibid., p.253),
2 E.g. Chinu no umi (ibid., p.256).
3 E.g. nushi (ibid., p.255).
4 E.g. kantachime (ibid., p.258).
5 E.g. urushi (ibid., p.255).
6 Mushiro (ibid., p.255): according to Keichu the alternative form
ushlro is to be found in J'an1voshU. In fact however tliis form is tc
be found neither in I Ian1 vo shh indices nor in the standard reference, 
works. It would seem therefore that Keichu*s ushiro here was probably 
based on a gloss In a variant manuscript of I.Ian * yo shu ( this brings
us to the question of the validity °f the source documents used by Kei­
chu, but this topic will be dealt with later, Vd. Chapter 8 below).
7 The section headings are set out on p.162 above.
8 The alternation is in fact between /m/ and ,/b/ - Keichu freely us°d 
seion kana to represent daemon syllables. Vd. p. 11 above.
9 Y/enck (1954, vol.4, sect,1006a) posits a change /m-> b/ around 1000 
A.D. in doublets with historical /n ^  b,/ fluctuation, but notes that 
this fluctuation still appears to have been occurring in the early 
Edo Period.
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signs of one colmm only (ha-column) are to "be used. It appears then 
that Keich'U was making a distinction "between a) those words in v/hich 
the relevant sign of either ma~- or ha-colnmn may be used (sections 
19 and 21), and b) those words in which such variation in notation 
is not prescribed (sections 22, 23, 24).
In the case of hi^mi the situatio?:. is different in that there 
are not two sections (as is the case with mu~fu and me~he) but only 
one, and to judge from the section heading this section is concerned 
with words in which hi only is to be used when writing in kana: there
is no separate section for entries in which hi and mi are to be used
interchangeably. YJhat-does this signify? Does it mean perhaps that 
in the case of the entries in section 24 Keichu found only forms vdth 
hi in the old literature? That this interpretation is inappropriate
is clear from the remarks at the end of section 24:
"Inamino £? (place-name) is also called Inabino.
Q 8* • Tobi "kite" Is also called toni. In T/arayd-
shu the pronunciation of^ "pimple" is nikimis but 
usually it is called na.ld.bi. In I. Tan * yo shu the word
kanashimi "sadness"/"is sad (and -)" is written
both as kana shi bi If: -1111 and as kanashimi H .
Taking this as evidence therefore, all these should 
be written interchangeably - tanoshlhi as tanoshiml, 
and so on. For should the argument stop there: hi
and mi are close together in the onzu. both having
the .same vowel, and often interchange."
Here then Keichu is clearly advocating free alternation of hi and rai 
in words in this section, and indeed in certain other words too. In 
the present writer's view, that Keichu should set up a section en­
titled "Hi which is confused with mi", and then at the end of that
same section recommend that hi and mi be used interchangeably in the 
entries given indicates an ambiguity or uncertainty in Keichu*s 
attitude towards mi~ hi variants, if not to pi-~li- variants as a whole
1 IKZ1T X, p.260.
2 Depending on whether’-one considers that the argument re mi ^  hi 
applies' strictly to m,~ hi oniy, or that by analogy it should be con­
sidered to apply to mu-’v'fu and mjg^he also.
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Possibly this uncei*tainty of attitude was due to the fact that v/ords 
which displayed ina-^ ha variation were irreconcilahle with Keichu* s 
"basic principle that a difference of kana spelling indicated a diff­
erence in meaning, i.e. a different word# Since despite the heading 
to section 24 it is in fact a section relating to variation between 
kana signs, it should he considered not as being parallel with sections 
22 and 25, but together vdth sections 15-21.
Y/JSH Sections 25-28.
The situation regarding these sections can be summed up briefly
as follows. Section 25 contains words in v/hich the kana sign fu m s
pronounced wo (i.e. to] ) in Keichu1 s language. Kindaichi attributes
the change in phonemic shape in these words to partial assimilation.
Section 26 consists of u~onbln forms.
Section 27 is made up of words which have mu or n. where on the
basis of the usual lam reading of the Chinese character in each case
one would expect mi* This section is complicated by the fact that
although the section heading is "Fotes on v/ords of the type in which
mi is pronounced mu", five of the eight entries in this section have
not mu but n. Concerning use of n here, Keichu makes no comment, and
2so it is not immediately clear how he regarded this sign. Possibly 
Keichu regarded the sign n as identical vdth mu, but in the absence
1 Vd. Kindaichi 1952, p.158.
2 Discrete signs for the syllabic nasal /if/ do not appear to have 
become established before about 1200 A.D, (vd. Keiji shoin 1958, p. . 
195)* Strictly speaking, therefore, Keichu should not have used the 
sign n, as it does not occur in documents written prior to the con­
fusion of the iroha-aana. As is made clear in the following chapter 
however, Keichu sometimes made use of late source documents (either 
with regard to the date of compilation of the work itself, or in 
some cases the date at which kana glosses were added, or the date of 
recopying of the manuscript concerned or the manuscript on which the 
printed version of a particular work v/as based).
\
of tangible information this remains as conjecture.
1
Section 28 consists of two entries which Keichu was unable to 
classify definitively in terms of the changes in kana signs involved 
in each case.
Miscellaneous Theories.
The passages at the end of maki 5 are so diverse in nature that 
they are generally refermd to by Japanese scholars as "miscellaneous 
theories" (sassetsu)* and the present writer has also retained this 
provi sional ti tle.
Basically these passages can be classified into two types: pass­
ages which relate to kana usage, and passages consisting of general 
observations on language (principally Japanese, but also Sanskrit and 
Chinese) - no doubt these were intended as background information for 
readers. Topics dealt with in passages on kana usage are: 1) yottsu- 
gana, 2) the identical pronunciation of au, ou, wan, won? and the 
distinction between verbs having original ~ofu and those with original 
~afu, 3) kana which can represent seion or dakuon: pa-column syllables
4) the irregular interchange (in terms of Keichu1s onzu) of a and wo. 
and of wa and o in certain words, 5) kana usage for the on readings 
of Chinese characters. Topics 1) and 3) will not be discussed here,
p
as they have already been dealt with above.' Topic 2) also has been 
3
considered; the spellings au. afu, ou, cfu, etc. are dealt with by 
ICeichu in the main body of the dictionary almost entirely in sections 
treating of the second constituent sign of the kana sequence in
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question! Such, an arrangement is sporadic, that is to say entries in
which notation of the long vowel /oi/ is problematic are not dealt vdth
2 _ 
collectively. Here in the J.Iiscellaneous Theories Keichu makes good
this sporadic treatment by considering such spellings as a whole,,
Concerning The Irregular Interchange Aav/o (Vfc^ A) „
Of all the passages in the IvLiscellaneous Theories, this is un-
3 _
doubledly the most vell-l'ziownl Keichu1s continued mdspositioning of
0 and wo in the onzu (eg in wa-column and wo in jp-coliimn) gave rise
to difficulties in the application of the interchange theory, the trad­
itional concept used to explain changes in word-forms. For example, 
the doublets sumeraal^ sumerogi "emperor" are accounted for in terns 
of interchange of the ra-column syllables ra and ro, and the variation 
in kesu^lcetsu "to extinguish" is accounted for by interchange of the 
u-row syllables su and tsu: that is to say, the concept of interchange 
operated within the same column or row of the on.au. v/hen therefore 
Keichu came to try and explain doublets such as tawawa ~ to wo wo "bend­
ing" arid wananaku ~ vjononoku "to tremble vdth fear" in terms of the 
interchange principle, he came up against a difficulty, since his mis- 
positioning of o and wo meant that he was unable to set up a regular 
interc?nange between signs of the same column (wa and wq) and was 
forced to resort to the explano/fcion of a "crosswise interchange".
1 For example, kaushl (/ko:si/) "lattice" is classified under section 
12, "liedial and final u", and Ofumi (/o:mi/) (place-name) appears in 
section 15, "redial and final fu". By no means all such entries howr- 
ever are classified in terms of notation of the long vowel /o:/,
IJany entries in 77JSH’ contain more than one problem from the viewpoint 
of historical ]::ana usage: in the case of isakafu (/isako:/) "to argue" 
for examnle, both the notation of /i/ and of /ko:/ is problematical; 
this entry is in fact to be found not in section 13 ("hedial agd final 
fu"), but in section 1-, viz. "Initial .i",
2 In 1697 a work entitled Utai kaigo kana-gukai tif ^  || , com­
piled by Ikegami fuse tsu Hiii. H. , was printed in Osaka, This work 
dealt only "with words in which notation of the long vowel /o:/ pre­
sented a difficulty.
3 The passage is quoted by Yanada (1929, p.69), Hisamatsu (1926, vol. 
9, pp.316-317), and Kieda (1933, p.160).
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Kana Spelling's in V/JSH for Sino-Japanese T/ords.
In the dictionary proper, Sino~Jlvoanese morphemes and compounds 
are to he found side by side with pure Japanese words (Kamato ho to ha), 
but it is the latter that constitute by far the majority of entries,. 
Here in the Miscellaneous Theories, Keichu notes the difficulty of 
determining kana spellings for words of this type, faced in some cases 
v/ith a choice between the hansetsu notation of a Chinese character or 
compound, the notation of the same in an ancient Japanese work, and 
the popular kana spellings For a consideration of the validity of 
hansetsu as a method for determining the kana spellings of Sino-Japanes 
see Chapter 8 below.
Pitch Accent and The Historical Kana Usage of Keichu.
The passages.among the Miscellaneoiis Theories relating to language 
in general require no comment here except for the passage "which deals 
with the shisho. It has been explained how in the Teika. ka.ua usage 
use of o and vp m s  determined by a difference in pitch-accentf did 
not then the accent system of Japanese perhaps play some role in Kei­
chu1 s system of kana spellings also? Merely to dismiss this possibil.it 
as fanciful would be to leave a gap in our examination and analysis 
of Keichu’s kana usage and kana usage theory, and so the relationship 
(or lack of relationship) between Keichu1s kana usage and the pitch- 
accent of Japanese will be clarified here briefly.
If we turn to I.1YSI ~ comniled at a time when KeichuTs kana usage, 
theory was in its early stages - we find that here Keichu did in fact
look for a possible distinction between the kana wo and o in pitch 
3accent. This hypothesis is however later rejected in I.IYSF, when
1 Yd. p..46 above, note 2.
2 Yd. pp-32-35 above.
5 Vd. T.IYSI translation!- p.75 above. As Mabuchi K. observes (lleiji
shoin 1958, p. 141), from ‘t'JBO it appears that Keichu knew of Gyoa5 3
principle of distinguishing 0 and wo in use by a difference of pitch;
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Keichu correctly identified the difference between these two signs
as the absence or presence of initial w (although he continued to
think mistakenly of wo as o and o as [no] ) ♦
In his later works on kana usage? Keichu makes it clear that he
considers pitch-accent to have nothing to do vith kana usage. In
WJI30 for example Keichu criticises the view of Tachibana Narikasu as
set out in V/a.'it kokon tsurei sensho that kana usage should change in
accordance with differences in pitch*.
,fIf kana signs too were changed in accordance with a 
c h a n g e  in accent, then each of the threo types of 
accent should he distinguished in the forty-seven 
signs, and there should he one hundred and forty-one 
signs. If the three types of accent were disting­
uished, there should he eighteen signs for i, m, e, 
we, wos and o, even setting aside signs of which the 
' pronunciation is not confused;"
The main point-ahout pitch-accent and Keichu’s kana usage is that
there is no relationship whatsoever between the- two.
(Notes cont. from previous pag;e).
tiiis is clear from the following short excerpt; "It seems that Gyoa 
considered that wo and o should be distinguished in use according tc 
the ’light’ or ’heavy’ nature of the syllable" (IKZH X, p.332),
Even if Keichu knew that Gyoa distinguished p. and wo by using o. for 
/o./ (low level pitch) and vp for /o/ (high level pitch), he would 
still have regarded Gyoa’s usage of these signs as confused, because 
of variation due to historical changes in the pitch system of Japan™ 
ese, of Yhich Keichu was not aware.
1 IIC3H X, p. 332,
\
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Chapter Sight 
WSH - Interpretation and Analysis (2)#
Principles of Kana Usage Theory in WSH.
In this and the follovdng chapter it is proposed to go on to 
examine the most fundamental aspect of WSH, namely the kana spell­
ings and the principles on which they are hased. Firstly let us
1consider the principles underlying Keichu*s kana spellings.
1, Source Documents*
The fundamental principle of Keichu*s kana usage theory was to 
"base the spellings of ?rords upon their notation in the ancient lit­
erature, His aim in so doing m s  largely to establish a consistent 
and integrated system of kana spellings to replace the Teika spellings 
There are however a number of problems relating to Keichu*s use of 
source documents. Firstly, not all the works Keichu took as evidence
of the ancient kana spellings date back prior to the incipient con­
’dfusion of the iroha-gana: this is one source of errors in kana 
spellings in WSH. Secondly, there is a problem concerning some of 
the types of notation which Keichu took as evidence. For example, two 
of the source documents most quoted by Keichu as evidence in WSH are 
the ITan*ydshu and Nihon shoki. Since both these works were compiled
1 The principles of ICeichu* s kana usage theory in LTXSO have already 
been examined in Chapter 5 above, where the emphasis was on the 
developmental aspect of kana usage theory between the two versions 
of ITSO. In the present chapter this developmental aspect is not 
overlooked, but the object of study is primarily the kana usage in 
WSH itself*
2 But V'q. Chapter 2 above for other motivating factors.
3 Tliis b^gan with the falling together of the phonological references 
of o and go from c.1000 A.a), (vd. Nakata 1972, p*60; also kabuchi 1971 
p,5A). To set up a system of kana spellings free from confusion and 
true to his own principle of taking the original spelling of a word
as the "correct" one therefore, Keichu should only have used source 
documents of earlier than c,1000 A.D. In fact many of the sources he 
quotes as evidence are later than this.
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well before confusion of the iroha-aana arose, the language of these
texts could legitimately he taken by Eeicltu as evidence of the ancient
kana usage. The difficulty is however bhat on occasion Keichu appears
to have taken not only the original texts of these works but also kana
1glosses added at a much later date as evidence. Thirdly, Keichu was
unable to find all the words he set out in WSH in the ancient lit- 
2erature. There were two reasons for this: either such words occurred
in the ancient literature but Keichu was unable to find them owing to
the limitations of the materials he used/ or the words were of late 
. . 4origin. In the case of such words, Keichu sometimes used auxiliary 
methods to determine kana spellings. These auxiliary methods mil be 
examined later; firstly let us deal with each of the three problematical 
points mentioned above relating to Keichu's use of source documents.
The Dates of Source Documents Used By Keichu,
It appears that Keichu first perceived Tie lack of confusion of 
the ancient kana usage while compiling a commentary on the IJanfvoshu 
(MYSO), In determining kana spellings in Y7JSII however Keichu took as 
evidence the notations of words not just in the Han*vcJshh but in a
1 E.g. the spelling itowoshinaru "to feel sorry for" (IKZN X, p. 137) 
(cf, Senmyo 27j If 1ft?.# itohoshi)j Keichu quotes Nihongi here, and 
this would appear to be based on a late kana gloss, for itowoshigaru/ 
itohoshigaru does not occur in Kan1yogana in Nihongi. Similarly, 
koimarohi» for which Keichu quotes Kan1yoshu, was probably based on a 
kana gloss, as it does not occur in Ilan’ySgana in Tie Kan*voshu.
2 This tells us something of the process of compilation of 7JSH, vis-, 
that Keichu did not start with a collection of words to be found only 
in Waiflyg-shQ, I Tan1 yffshtl. etc,, but included some words even though at 
the time he was unable to find a source document to substantiate 
those words.
3 Tor example-, Keichu did not know of Shin sen .jikyo -tsr 4; (a 
Chinese—'rrpanese dictionary compiled e.900 A.D.j this work later fell, 
into obscurity and was not rediscovered until the Edo Period by Tlurata 
H'arumi (1746-1811) ). This work ’would have furnished Hanlybgana wri­
tings for entries such as ibiki (II-CZN X, p, 145), odoro (ibid., p. 185), 
etc. Nor did Keichu use such early kunten materials as J i zU .j Ur in-: g;d
4* (kana glosses added 883) and Kan.lo yoyu-den 'if An #£ ^
(glosses added 948): these would have provided evidence for example 
for uruhofu (IKZN X, p.198) and tofurafu (ibid., p.246) respectively, 
Keichu did. see Nihon ryoiki , but not until after completion
of V/JSII, T7JB0, and VfJYR (vd. IKZiT XIV, pp.490 & 493).
4 E.g. Safurafu (IKZ1-J X, p.257).
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■wide range of works of various dates. Ydiat "were Keichu5s criteria
in selecting works as material to provide evidence for kana spellings?
It seems that initially Keichu compared kana usage in certain ether
ancient works with that in Kan*voshu. and decided to take these as
evidence for kana spellings on finding that kana usage in these works
agreed vdth that in Han*ydshut
"kana in this anthology (Han1yoshu) and in Nihongi.
Sholai Nihongi, Engi shikt, V/amvd-shu, and so on are in 
mutual agreement. Since present-day kana usage diff­
ers considerably from that in these works, one should 
follow the ancient writings, in which kana usage is 
on the whole in mutual agreement." ,
KYSli
Keichu1s methodology here would appear to be sound: that is to
say, if the kana usage in a particular source document agreed with
that in Kan*ydshu, then Keichu considered it valid as evidence of
the ancient kana usage. No doubt it was utilisation of this principle
of comparative examination' of manuscripts that enabled Keichu to
arrive at an accurate date for the incipient confusion of the iroha-
gana - this date is made clear by the following passage from I.TYSF:
"Since when one examines kana usage up to the time of 
Lord Yukinari it is found to be no different from kana 
in this anthology,^it seems that errors were gradually 
made thereafter."
From this we can say that Keichu considered kana usage to have
become confused in the early 11th century *-* a view which concurs
almost exactly with that of modern scholarship;
However, examination of source documents quoted in Y7JSH reveals
a number of works which were written well after the confusion of wq,
o, etcf Hxam.ples of this are the Kinlyo waka-shu H W  and
1 II2IT I, p.207.
2 Ibid., p. 185.
5 Vd. p.177 above, note 3*
4 the situation regarding Keichu*s use of source documents in ’USE 
is complicated by the fact that where Keichu gives a source document 
for an entry it does not in every case mean that the source document 
contains the word in question in a form that can be taken as evidence 
of the kana spelling (i.e0 Kan*ydgana, katakana, or hlragana). E.g.
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ffuga waka-shu^  . How is ll'eichu! s use of such late vorks^
to he reconciled with the above statement of his in MYSF? In the 
present writer's view, this statement of Keichu*s in KTSE concerning 
the date of incipient confusion of lroha~gana is best regarded as a 
basic principle, but not as an absolute one that could be applied 
without exception to all entries in V/JSII. Hie most characteristic 
feature >f Keichu*s academic method was to base M s  argument on actual 
evidence - this applied equally to both M s  commentaries and language 
works. Some of the entries in WISH were not to be found in the most 
ancient works such as Han* yo shu and Nihon sholdu but did occur in 
later works, ibid so although in such cases for Keichu to quote late 
works as evidence of kana usage was to compromise his principle of
/
using early source documents such as ¥amyd™shd and Man* yd shu, it did 
still enable M m  to offer documentary evidence for the kana spellings 
in question.
It has tentatively been suggested earlier in the chapter that
Keichu was correct in taking Han'yoshu, Wamyb-shb» and so on as
evidence of the ancient kana usage. The three main source documents
quoted by Keichu in ¥JSH ■ are 'Wamyo-shu (T7amyd—shd), Man'yoshu, and
Nihon shoM: in fact there are problems relating to Keichu* s use of
all three works. In the case of Han*yoshu and Nihon shoki. Keichu
(Notes cent, from previous page).
utsuhamono "receptacle" (IICZN X, p0229) Keichu quotes Kanyo-shu, 
but although there are sections on various types of container in 
¥amyo-shd maki 14, the work contains no actual I.Ian'ydyana writing 
for the word utsuhamono. Sometimes moreover the source document 
given in the note refers not to the kana spelling but to the CMnese 
character(s) for the entry concerned. E.g.
ftl i samu Nihongi has 111; Han'voshu has „
"to warn", "to proMbit" (IKZN X, p. 144).
1 Kin*yd waka-shu was compiled in 1127, Euaa waka-shu in 1346.
2 Admittedly Keichu takes these works as affording evidence no more 
than two or three times throughout WJSH.
1 8 1
took as evidence not only the original texts hut also textual glosses
added at a later date. As regards Wamyo~-sM (quoted by Keichu in
WJSH more frequently than any other work), the text used by Keichu
m s  not the 10-maid, version compiled in the early 10th century, but
2
the somewhat later 20-mald, version.
Although such shortcomings are to be found in Keichufs method-
ology, they are not serious shortcomings, for examination of the kana
spellings for entries in WSH by means of early source documents of 
3
a reliable nature shews the majority of those spellings to be correct 
in terms of Keichu1s own principles*
Types of Notation Taken by Keichu as Evidence of Kana Usage. 
Examination of WJSH shews that as source documents for kana spell­
ings Keichu used.a.wide range of works, and a correspondingly wide 
range of types of notation; Kan1yogana, hiragana, kana glosses to 
Nihon shoki and Han*yoshu. and a limited amount of lam ten materials 
such as Yusenkutsu i t  % , IJonzen. and Shiki rvoko honai ^  id S
(the glosses to these three works are all late, i.e. well after 
1000 A.D.). In WJSH^’very few Man!yogatia writings are given, wiiile
in WJBO and WJIB on the other hand there is a high proportion of
such writings. Also, the following passage is to be found in WJBO 
maki 1:
"The popular kana usage in Nihongi should not be used: 
it is all incorrect. Anyone who employs the kana usage 
therein will be like the priest MyUgi. Also, it is 
hard to take as proof of usage the popular kana in
works such as Genji mongatari, for there are no doubt
errors due to recopying, in addition to errors in the 
original, as also there must be things which were
1- Vd, p.178 above, note 1.
2 Vd, p,62 above, note 2.
3 Vd. Chapter 9 below, p0191*
4 I.e. not the Mite Bunko text, but the version as it went to print 
in 1695*
5 Vd. MYSI translation, p.72.
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rewritten in accordance with the foolish ideas of the 
copyists,"*
Here Keichu is unequivocally pointing- to the unreliability of hlra-
gana literature and kana glosses in popular editions (if not all
editions) of Nihongi as evidence of kana usage. Was it then not
until after compiling WJSH, his magnum opus on kana usage, that
Keichu perceived the greater reliability of Man*vogana writings as
evidence of kana spellings? If this were the case, the credibility
of kana spellings in WJSH would be considerably diminished, as the
manuscript tradition for virtually all the ancient hiragana literature 
3is corrupt. Despite the very small number of Llan*yogana writings in 
WJSH however, Keichufs use of source documents suggests that at the 
' time of compilation of WJSH he already regarded HanJySgana writings 
as preferable to.hiragana and katakana writings as evidence of kana 
usage. That is to say, the source document most frequently quoted by 
Keichu in WJSH is Wamyo-shb« a dictionary of the ancient language in 
which the pronunciation of entries is given in Ltanfyogana. So 
although there are few actual Man^yOgana writings in WJSH, it can be 
said that a large number of spellings therein are based on Han’yogana
1 IKZN X, p.384.
2 In the above quotation, Keichu is criticising Tachibaua Narikasu 
(much of WJBO consists of criticism of Narikasu and his work Waji 
kokon tsurei gensho) for using kana glosses in Nihongi as evidence. 
This may seem strange, as Keichu himself had recourse to this very 
type of notation in WJSH. That Keichu was only too ready to criticise 
the kana usage of other scholars despite errors in his ovm (partic- 
ularly in its earlier stages) is pointed out by Kagayama (1966). 
Possibly this slight excess may be attributed to Keichu1s feeling of 
confidence and pride tin his important discovery of the unity of the 
ancient kana usage.
3 That is to say, when manuscripts were recopied subsequent to the 
confusicr of iroha-a-ana. kana of the same phonological reference were 
often use'"1 interchangeably (this was not the case with IJankvogana, 
which were regarded as discrete signs even if their phonological ref­
erences had fallen together). Thus wiru "to be” for example might
be recopied as iru. ihe "house” as iwe or ie, etc.*, etc. Therefore 
hiragana documents written after o.i000 A.D. do not constitute evid­
ence of the historical kana usage. The amount of hiragana material 
written before 1000 A.D. and preserved in its original form to this 
day is very limited.
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writings. Accordingly, the numerous Kan*yog&na writings in V/JBO and 
WJYR represent not the emergence of a new principle of talcing Han*yd- 
gana writings as evidence of kana usage wherever possible, but simply 
the extension of an already-existing principle.
In the above the present writer has tentatively explained Keichu* s 
use of so orce documents in Y7JSH, WJJBO, and Y/JYR. The view put forward 
does however give rise to an apparent illogicality, namely, if in com­
piling WJSH Keichu considered I,lan>yogana writings to constitute the 
most reliable form of evidence, why did he sometimes quote Nihongi 
glosses, and hiragana writings, as evidence? The answer to this is 
no doubt related to Keichu*s principle of looking for actual evidence, 
referred to earlier in this chapter. That is to say, unable to find 
a Han*yogana writing for an entry, Keichu chose to quote a hiragana 
writing or gloss (even though he may have felt it to be less satis­
factory) because it enabled him to maintain his principle of quoting 
a source document for individual entries,
2* Auxiliary Methods Used by Keichu 
to Determine Kana Spellings.
In addition to this principal method of basing the kana spellings 
of words on their notation in the ancient literature, Keichu also 
employed a number of auxiliary methods to determine the kana spellings 
of words for which he was unable to find evidence in the ancient lit­
erature. Often he also used these methods to endorse spellings 
already substantiated'by documentary evidence. These methods were: 
a) etymology, b) the interchange principle (sotsu). c) onbin. d) 
hansetsu, e) kana-gaeshl. Iteichu* s usage of these terms or concepts 
does not in all cases conform exactly to the modern usage of the same: 
Keichu sometimes dealt with onbin forms in terms of sot sit. and often 
used the term onbin in the general sense of "sound-change". Also,
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a number of spellings in WSH are noted as following the conventional 
writing, but the present writer has chosen not to classify conventional 
spelling as an auxiliary method, since this was only a last resort and 
is by very definition merely a continuation of the traditional spell­
ing* The five auxiliary methods mil now be examined briefly one by 
one*
a) Kana Spellings Determined By Etymology.
Of the five hundred and seventy-one entries in WJSH maki 2 (this
figure does not include entries among the handwritten insertions to
the Mite Bunko version of WJSH), the kana spellings of twelve entries ’
\
are determined by etymology alone. As it happens, the etymologies 
' Keichu proposes for these twelve words are with the exception of that 
for inoclii "life!* all correct from the viewpoint of modern scholar­
ship. There are however many etymologies in WJSH not used as the 
sole determinants of kana spelling that are incorrect, some being 
bizarre if not amusing. Regarding the origin of the word ume "flow­
ering plum" for example Keichu mutes: "Was nine so named in the 
sense of ‘loving (it, with furigana u) eye (me)*?" Keichu*s note 
to kutsukaheru "to overturn", "to capsize" is as follows:
"Possibly it is called kutsukaheru because when people 
fall over, their shoes (kutsu) which were under them 
go up in the air (i.e. change position (kahorn) ),"2
1 That is to say, etymologies are given for some other entries also 
(e*g* iblkl "snore", IKZM X, p.145)» but in addition to a source doc-
iiment. The twelve entries in question are; iroto (intimate tern for
younger brother or sister), ibid. p.155; iresumi "tattooing", ibid. 
p.140; itsumi "spring", ibid. p.141* inochi "life", ibid. p.142; imi-
na "(posthumous) name", ibid. p.145; tonowi "staying at a noble*s
residence (for duties)", ibid. p.155; kanatsunawi "well with iron 
rope (for bucket)", ibid. p. 155; Iturav/i "seat", "rank1*, ibid. p. 154; 
kowi "bird perching in tree", ibid. p. 154; mo tom "base", ibid. p,15*lj 
tarahl "bowl (for washing)", ibid. p.158.
2 IKZB X, p.254.
5 Ibid. p.216.
Some of Keichu1a etymological notes moreover run to considerable
lengthy as for example that to wimori "newt":
"The kana for minori have yet to he considered - it is 
always mitten this way. In , in the entry
for "lizard" (tokage) it says;
•J
^onzo V/amyo-shu says,|| 1 rynshi - one name is 
shukyu '£ "palace guardian"; Japanese name, 
tokage A 1)0 h~ . A note by So KeiIt ^  says: it 
is always to be found on the walls of houses, 
therefore it is called shukyu. *
However, the Japanese name wimori does not appear 
in Wamyo-shu. There is a great difference between 
the theory in Halaibutsu-shi tif ifh =*_ and that of So 
Kei, which are always quoted in notes concerned with 
evidence for wimori. A lizard is long, but a newt 
is broad. Possibly a lizard turns into a newt when 
it is old. One also hears that when it is old, a 
tree-frog ’turns into a newt. And truly such cases 
have been seen. As regards the reason for naming it 
wimori, was it in the sense of "stay and guard" (m- 
mori) t since it does not move away from the walls of 
a house? Or was it so named in the sense of "guard-
ian of wells (wa-morl), as it inhabits wells also?
It is the popular theory that those which inhabit 
wells (wi) are called wimori, while those which in­
habit dwellings (ya) are called yamorl. This theory 
is an ill-substantiated one."-5
Etymology is clearly an important element in "JJSH, and the length of
the etymological note to wimori and certain other entries is indicative
of the exhaustive nature of Keichu*s academic method. Etymology is
valid as a method of determining kana spellings to the extent that the
etymologies proposed are correct. This is however by no means always
the case with Keichu*s etymologies.
"b) Kana Spellings Determined by The Interchange Principled 
Interchange ■was a traditional concept used by scholars to explain
1 Properly, Honzo bhjnyo-slig; a work in twenty makl compiled by Fnkae 
Sukehltc V& lx (one text has v*hit ffuKane) in 918. The oldest
Japanese work on plants used for medicinal purposes.
2 id ancrent Chinese encyclopaedic work (Chi. Powu chih) compiled b^, 
Chang Hua ^ of ChinU .
5 IlCZN X, p. 152.
4 SotsUc
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changes in word-forms in terms of change 'between two signs in the
1onzu having a vov/el or consonant in common.
The kana spellings of four entries in WSH maid. 2 are determined
p
by this principle alone» Keichu*s note to tsuitate "single-leaf
screen" for example reads? "There has teen interchange of the ki in
3tsukitate with i".
Interchange was a concept formerly used hy scholars in traditional
Japanese language studies to explain a wide variety of changes in
word forms. In some cases this happened to coincide with what in
modern terminology would he called sporadic phonemic change, as for
example u > o in mugura> mogura "mole". It will he seen that of the
four words in WJSH maid. 2 the kana spellings of which are determined
4
hy interchange alone, three are in fact onhin forms.
/
Not all the interchange forms Keichu sets up have a sound basis
5in fact. Consider for example the entry urushi "lacquer", for which 
Keichu mistakenly tries to set up the interchange u-nu through, a false 
etymology:
1 Vd. Chapter 11 below.
2 Viz. Inari (name of the harvest deity) (IKZN X, p.141); tsuitate 
"single-leaf screen" (ibid, p.148); saltori "bird-catching (with 
baited stick)" (ibid. p.150); suikaki "openwork fence" (ibid. p.151).
3 IKZN X, p.148.
4 The interchange for the fourth word, Inari, is based on a false 
etymology. The.Inari entry is as follows:
✓fa Inari This should be Inani )> but
there has been interchange in this 
way through signs having the same 
vowel.
Keichu*s argument here is based on the Chinese characters used to 
write this word, i.e^a ina -i- ^  ni. Keichu then used the interchange 
principle to justify the third syllable ri where on the basis of the 
characters one would expect ni. Regarding the kana spelling ine (ina) 
for the word "rice" (as opposed to the other possibility, viz. dne) } 
in the original printed edition Keichu argues the spelling on the 
basis of the interchange i-shi (noting the alternative form shine); 
in the Hite Bunko text of WJSH this is supplemented with the Man*yo- 
gana writing ine (IKZN X, p. 141, ine entry,, additional note 18).
5 IKZN X, p.255.
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"In Halcushi mon.iu & (?) the characters If are
read nurihe. If one considers the "word according1 to 
this, it should he pronounced nurushi, being the abbrev­
iation of num shiru "liquid for applying"* It is 
however probably called urushi through interchange of 
signs having the same vowel*"
The concept of interchange occurs frequently in WJSH*
Closely connected with the principle of interchange is that of
inflection - indeed, determining kana usage by inflection appears to
2
be an application of the interchange principle* Kotes on the kana 
spelling of inflected forms are to be found here and there in WJSH, 
e*g.»
tahe Inflected as tafu. — — J
"to endure" ,(CF)
Once the kana spelling for one of the forms of an inflectional 
word was established, then the spellings for other inflected forms 
of the same word could be known by analogy! For example, once, the 
spelling for modern omou "t^  think" was established as omofu, then the 
forms omohi * omohe* and omoha could be analogized simply by thinking 
of omou (omofu') as a ha-column verb. The principle of kana usage by 
inflection is to be found in early kana usage works such as KiVIZK 
and other Teika-style kana usage works'. Whether the forms analogized 
in WJSH on the basis of this principle are cori’ect in terms of the hist­
orical principle of kana usage depends of course on the valid!ty of 
the form itself which Keichu took as the base form of the inflectional 
word concerned*
1 The text here has only the single character 4 shi? which I tent­
atively take as an abbreviation for Hakushl mon.iu (Chi* Pal-shih 
Wenchi) * a work quoted as a source document by Keichu elsewhere in 
WJSH (IKZN X, p.270, natsusa-natsusa entry)*
2 Vd* Hi-^ amatsu 1926, vol„9» p-731*
3 IKZN 7: p.21f.
4 There are exceptions, however„ The form uwe (CF uu "to plant") 
for example could not be analogized from the form uu,
5 Vd* Nagayama 1967, pp*518~541.
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c) Kana Spellings Determined by Onbin.
Nowadays the term onbin is used with specific reference to four
types of linguistic changef namely i-onbin, u-onhln, hatsu-ohlrnf and 
. 1 _soku-onbm. Keichu however used the term in a much wider sense.
This is clear from entries such as the following?
r\
-4ft?''hihata Onbin. The same as IdLhata.
Here one might have expected Keichu to explain the difference between
hihata and IdLhata in terms not of onbin but of interchange (hi hi)*
Despite this loose usage of the term? Keichu still seems to have had
an idea of onbin as being distinct from the concept of interchange in
3
some cases at least. The note to kaukai "hair-scraper” for example 
suggests that Keichu was aware of the mi~u alternation (i.e. u~onbin) 
in certain words: rrYfemyb'~shtr has kamikaki. It is a, hair-scraper 
(kami-kaki). The kau of kaukai is through onbin.1 Kamikaki is the 
one entry in WJSH maki 2 the kana spelling of which is determined by 
onbin alone, but in terms of WJSH as a whole onbin (in the sense used 
by Keichu, that is) is a common concept. As evidence of oblique i_ 
and u, jl- and u-onbin forms are valid (since in both cases the phen­
omenon of onbin involved the disappearance of the consonant before i 
or u).
. A
d) Kana Spellings Determined by Hansetsu.
Generally speaking, kana usage for this class of words was no 
doubt more difficult for Ke?chu to determine than for Tamato kotoba, 
since Sino-Japanese words occur only sporadically in the ancient lit­
erature la a form which provides evidence of the kana spelling. 
Accordingly, Keichu made use of the hansetsu principle. None of
1 Yd. KJTH, onbin entry.
2 IKZN K, p.232.
3 Ibid. p.147.
4 Vd. p.225 below, note 2.
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the kana spellings for entries in WSH maid 2 is determined "by han­
setsu* hut this method is used hy Keichu elsewhere in WJSH: in 
section 8 (initial we) for example, seven of the twenty-five spellings 
are based on hansetsu. These appear to he hasecl on the Sino-Japanese
■p
readings of the Chinese characters:~the hansetsu of l^.for example is 
'$ § (w + ei).
As Wenck observes however, the basis of Keichu* s hansetsu notations 
is uncertain. That is to say, it is not clear whether they were taken 
from a work'giving the readings of characters by the hansetsu method, 
or whether they were based by Keichu on the contemporary pronunciation- 
Setting aside the question of the validity of the kana spellings 
for Sino-Japanese words in WJSH (these make up only a small proportion 
of the entries), the historical significance of Keichu*s spellings for 
this class of words was in any case limited, for they were superseded 
by those laid down by Korinaga in Jion kana--znkatf
e) Kana Spellings Determined by Kana-gaeshi.
Kana-gaeshi was a traditional method employed by scholars to ex­
plain contracted word-forms in the ancient Japanese language, and 
was an application of the hansetsu principle. Kana-gaeshi is probably 
best explained by quoting a WJSH entry in which Keichu uses this 
principle:
4 A. haito Also pronounced hayahito. Possibly
so called because t-the kana-ge-esai 
of ya and hi is i*
1 Viz. we, 1KZH X, p.209;£%~ wg, ibid,; ?Jk wei 5 ibid. weikuwa, 
ibid.jtgT^ wenka no sa. ibid* p.210; (Ij js? wensa, ibid.;\|Td: weshi, 
ibid.
2 As opposed to hansetsu notations in ancient Chinese rhyming dict­
ionaries.
9 Wt-nck 1954, p.234. Wenck suggests that in determining kana spelling 
for Sino-Japanese words, Keichu may have used Inkyo (vd. p. 19 above, 
note 8).
4 Vd. p. 19 above, note 8.
5 Conceptually yi. Vd. WJSH ongu (p„124 above).
6 IKZH X, p.146.
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Kana-gaeshi is used by Keichu to furnish evidence of kana usage only- 
very occasionally (the entry quoted above is the only one in makl 2 
in which the spelling is based on this principle), and is definitely 
no more than a minor method of determining kana usage in WJSH„
In the above an account has been given of Keichu*s methodology 
in detersnining* kana spellings in WJSH * Prom the viewpoint of modem 
scholarship, Keichu*s methodology is by no means without its short­
comings* In assessing the importance of Keichu*s kana usage research 
however, should we not rathex' take the more positive approach of 
trying to see the progress made by Keichu in WJSH and his other writings 
on kana usage over earlier kana usage theory? The ultimate criterion 
concerning the kana spellings in WJSH and ultimately of the principles 
on which they were based is no doubt the degree to which they are 
cori’ect in terms of the historical principle of kana usage which 
Keichu himself sought to apuly* This question will be dealt with in 
the following chapter*
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Chapter Nine 
WJSH - Interpretation and Analysis (3)*
Kana Spellings in WJSH*
1. Validity of The Spellings in Terms of The Historical Principle.
Now that an outline has been given of the principles of kana 
usage theory in WJSH, we can proceed to an examination of the actual 
kana spellings in that work. It will he noted that none of the 
methods described above for determining kana usage as used by Keichu 
is completely without its shortcomings, and aince kana spellings in 
WJSH represent the realisation of Keichu*s kana usage theory, it foll­
ows that these shortcomings should inevitably be reflected in the 
kana spellings. In view of this, the question arises concerning the 
extent to which the kana spellings advocated in WJSH are valid in 
terms of Keichu*s own basic principle of historical kana spelling, a 
principle which as we have seen above Keichu was not always able to 
adhere to strictly. In order to answer this question, the present 
writer examined the kana spelling of each and every entry in WJSH 
maid. 2-5 inclusive in the light of source documents dating back prior
to the incipient confusion of the iroha-gana. Since this survey of
1WJSH spellings is extremely lengthy, it is given below in excerpt 
form only. The survey excerpts are preceded by a brief account of the 
present writer*s methodology, and followed by observations and conc­
lusions from the survey.
1 There are over two thousand entries in WJSH, including duplicate 
entries*
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Methodology of The Survey of WJSII Kana Spellings.
The following types of material were used to provi.de evidence of
_ -f
historical kana spellings? firstly, pre-950 Han*yogana writings*
A
secondly, kunten materials (the glosses of which were added "before c. 
950)1 An exception to the lower date of 950 was made in the case of 
entries in which the only problematical point is the yottsugana
5
notation; here, later material is also acceptable as evidence.
1 As confusion of the troha-gana began c.1000 A.P., the date 950 
was taken arbitrarily as the latest limit for source documents so as 
to give a small "safety margin*1 (sporadic examples of confusion of 
iroha-gana are to be found before the year 1000).
Pre-950 Han*ydgana writings constitute reliable evidence of hist- 
orical kana usage because when manuscripts were recopied even after 
confusion of the iroha-gana, Man*ydgana were on the whole recopied 
exactly as they were and without substitution of homophonous signs 
(such substitution took place in recopying of hiragana documents - 
vd. pi 182 above, note 5). The reason for this appears to be that 
each Manlypgana was regarded as an individual entity and was thus 
recopied without,change.
Han*vo'gana can be divided into two main types? on-gana and kim- 
&§£§* Ongana are Chinese characters used for the phonetic value of 
their Sino-Japanese reading, e.g*-&/f^  yaraa ''mountain”, while 3-cun- 
gana were used for the phonetic value of their kun reading’, e.g..4 %£ 
kanetsu.ru (in wasure-kane t su m  "(was) unable to forget". Vd. KJTN 
Man*ydgana entry,
2 I.e. either works by native Chinese, or by Japanese in imitation 
of classical Chinese.
5 The reliability of kunten materials is due to the fact that in 
many cases the original manuscripts have been handed down unchanged 
to the present day, and even in the case of recopied manuscripts, on 
the whole they preserve the original closely. In this respect, kunten 
materials contrast with most hiragana documents such as G-en.ji mono- 
gatari» which underwent an intermediate stage of recopying in which 
discrete but homophonous iroha-gana (such as e and we) were used inter­
changeably.
4 The principal works referred to for evidence in Man * ydgana writings 
and kunten materials were JDBK and Shincho kolcugo .liten (Hisamatsu 
1975).
5 Since confusion of yottsugana did not become g’eneral until c. !7th 
century, source documents later than 950 can be taken as evidence 
of the original usage. Accordingly the following source documents 
were taken as evidence of yottsugana usage in addition to the pro-950 
material already described: Wamyo rui.lu-sho (20-maldL version); Ruiiu 
mydgi-sho• IjTihon sholdi toshoryo-bon leun (glosses added 1142); iilhon 
shold. shikl; Dai.iion.ii sanzo hoshi-den ^  f s  ‘if (glosses 
1099); Dai to seiiidL-ld. (Ishiyaraadera-bon) (116y-t165); Dai to se.iild.-3h
(glosses 1213-1219); Fulumonko II £.4® ; Hakushi mon.iu (glosses 1113).
Hiragana materials were not taken as evidence d.ue to the difficulty 
of the manuscript tradition*
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In addition., in cases where direct orthographic evidence of the
1above types was wanting, morphemic analysis and onbin forms (i.™ and 
2u-~onbin) were also used to infer historical kana spellings where app­
licable.
Layout of The Purvey,
Each WJSH entry as dealt with in the survey is made up essentially 
of two main parts or ''layers1': firstly, certain items of information 
abstracted from WJSH itself? and secondly, orthographic evidence and 
/or related notes regarding the word concerned, added by the present
3
writer* The first part of each entry in the survey consists of the 
Chinese character(s) for the entry concerned, the kana spelling (in 
transliteration), source document(s) (where given), and/or Man'yogana 
writing* For example:  ^ ‘
H  warafuta Wamyo-shu : ft is
In this particular case, the ManTyogana v/riling 4a ^  if & warafuta 
is given by Keichu in the original note to this entry. More usually
1 Morphemic analysis can only be used to determine kana usage in 
the case of compound words of which firstly the meaning is such as 
to permit analysis into constituent morphemes; and secondly, where 
orthographic evidence is to be found in the above materials for the 
constituent morpheme of which the historical kana usage is in question* 
For example,
kazavoki Hihongi.
"spell to invoke the wind"
kaza (morphophonemic alternant< kaze "wind") + 
wold, (deverbal from woku "to invite", "to attract"; 
cf«fii»& (CF), Man*voshu poem 814).
If #  yowori
(ancient court ceremony held on the last day of the sixth and 
twelfth months, during which bamboos were broken and used to 
measure the height of the Emperor, Empress, and Crown Prince), 
yo "joint (in bamboo, etc.)" + woru "to break" (de- 
verbal); cf.^ 4'1 (CF), Man1 yo shu pcem 3973/
2 Vd, Chapter 8 above, end of section c) (p.188),
3 In the case of some entries (about five hundred of the total of 
some two thousand entries in WJSH), no evidence is to be found.
l
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however, Man * yogana vrri tings to substantiate entries are to he found 
only in the handwritten inserted notes (Kite Bunko WJSH); these in­
serted Man*yo gana writings (and related notes by Keichu on source 
documents) have been distinguished in the survey excerpts below by 
insertion within parentheses* Thus, the entry Wohari (place-name) 
appears as follows in the survey:
Wohari Win, Shui_waka (£
The source documents Wamyo-shu and Shui waka-shu are given in Keichu* s 
original note, while the parentheses indicate that information therein 
is to be found in Keichu*s subsequent inserted notes to the Mite 
Bunko text of WJSH,
In the second line of each entry in the survey.excerpts below, 
the present writer.has noted a Man*ydgana writing (discovered by him­
self) for the word concerned, taken from the typos of material described 
above. Even in the case of entries for which Keichu gives a Han * yo gana 
writing, the present writer still chose to search for and set out
orthographic evidence independently of this in order to check the
2
validity of the spelling concerned. Thus, the entry warafuta, ("circ­
ular mat") appears in the survey as follows:
©  M  warafuta Tfrn: 4a fhiji
4b VJ5n 10
The abbreviation Tifin 10 refers to the 10-maldL version of T7amyd-sho»
which was used in the survey in order to distinguish it from the 
somewhat later 20-maSa. version used by Keichu (this latter version 
being referred to in the survey simply as Tiffin),
Notations taken by the present writer as evidence and enclosed
1 P. 192.
2 Concerning shortcomings in Keichu,5s use of source documents, etco, 
vd. Chapter 8 above.
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in angular brackets 4 > indicate a textual note on pronunciation,
this note appearing in the original work in small characters beneath 
the word concerned* This usage of angular brackets follows tfc»t in 
JDBK.
Where there is a seidaku discrepancy between a WJSH entry and
'J
JDBK (i.e0 Adhere Keichu uses a dakuon-gana to represent a seion),
the JDBK notation is given in the second line immediately beneath
the entry heading® for example?
wodori (% ±, HL )
"cock bird" 
wotori ff ^  Kinkafiu f i. 4] Hn 10
Finally, where a kunten gloss has been taken as evidence, the date
at which the gloss was added is given in parentheses*
■. . WJSH Survey: Excerpts*
Maid. 2.
135. M i  (Af %)
m  Saimei 5, J-'A Wm 10
ht 1 —
< iru "to shoot" Win 10? ^  g. B  ^  My 40065
ill A (^  My)
Kj Jinmu, My 4400
iro — ->
My 850 & 4424
1 Ho special note is given where Keichu uses a seion^gana to represent 
a dakuon syllable, as this was a common convention of pre-modem 
written Japanese (vd. pp*9-11),
2 In ^  Pk, .W-v @ ;v~umi-iru,
5 Also written (My 4106).
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S' iroha ( § S’X )
X^^ hTi 10. Iro~ is a prefix meaning "of 
the same mother". (Cf. iroto "below),
Jjj iroto 1'Ih
Kj Amiei,^ & Kj Richu
irong Eh (*ff g )
Ip % l/l Kj Annei
§§ irokutsu (3^ % %  fef )
-U* £&■*.&? m  10
*31*
A
irolce Eh
Appears to he scribal error for iwalce
iroko Wra tj ^  )
10
$  iha (Mn Mi )
'jP I'll lay 3562, ^  If i^>Kj Jinmu
/J*ao
M- ihaho My (VA %. )
f  ili^k My 4454? Jikyo
36. ¥ i hat sut sushi Wm (M* I ^ <L )
4ft ** i Honao. 1ft i<5 a k Jikyff
ihatsuna My
^•43 Ihanasu HSn (1p )/I3 / "*
Vd. p.127 above* note ((1)).
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£  % ihanol-caha vm ( vA i'l. Pj fa i'l )
kL b1L $ fa 1'A. Hon^o, Wm, 10
ihakmni Wm ( 1f ML ft. )
IP Honzo»K ivt X  Yfin 10
Jo lhakusurt YSu ( H. ^  X  -tj )
ML 11 X  %  M  Honao, 1f  Mt X  M  la 10
$  (If ML M. )
PL bitX  7/m 10, Saishoo~kyo gloss (early Helan)
&  jhamu Fn (t& i*L ^  )
/t& ML$f* (CF) - Mi Jinmu senki
$L - . ihamuya — —
Jurin-kyo 4 gloss (885)
%■ J^ . iliake Mi
ihakenashi --— -
4>L iliafu
f  ttlP L  (OF) My 815, f \ $ J §  My 440:
-|f ihafu  ^ — —
if ilit- (i^ ) My
1 Different Man1yogana writings are given here in the s 
ihafu (wL) and ihafu (%f ) he cause the present writer
urvey for 
.te  has treated
these two entries not as one identical hut as two separate ‘words or 
morphemes, visn 1) "to wish for happiness (of another)", and 2) "to 
revere the deities". ICeichu*s note to ihafu (M| : "this means Tto
revere the deities1 ") suggests that he regarded the two entries as 
different words.
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171.
172.
Maid. 3.
^  wo My (^ )
Kj YQryafeu, -f My 4505
Wo ¥d ($); Mh Jindai#£; En
Tosa n.
A  Hh
<£|| ■wo
Kj Jindai, < Jj > Mi Jindai jo
IfT  WO
^  Vto 10 ,^ lg  < ^ R y o ild  g e  1
wo ---
^ My 4231, Kj Jindai
wo My, Yd ($ , 7/Tii)
^  Kj TOryaku., Tffln 10
"I' WO
# My 5527, 1  Kj Jinmu
■ife worochi Nh, Yd , Yd)
^ Kj Jindai., 4 J& &  Yd 10
■^v woha ( 25^ 1 ^  $ JiJL )
:&£ < £ ^  > . Ryo no shtlge. so so (% jf* ), 
■•Rygiki chU 52
if vrohari ( t'f ^  f (I-Iy) m i x ;
f<L 7 ut_ fcjdL Cny) xx; * fil $ )
< woharu $ |»£_f (CF) My 4116, £ M  ^  (ME) My 4331
j-p YYoliari Yd, Shui mica (£| KL.4‘J Kb.;
-i> Kj
199
lif*- Wonifu Tm (4 ^  T- )
& «- wobone ( t tk )
mi 10
^ % wo to to shi My
ih a wototohi My XVII: 4 T  a 
13 J 4 4?-1? Q ; ih: 
‘If a )
(f f  %? 0 My 4011)
i notori m  (4jt4*i mi)
7An 10
it wodori ( 4± 1 )
wotori -f- h 4n l&nkafu, % flM \*Im. 10
$ wodoru My, Shui (A 4'if
4 HI-is. My 4148, f4?4l (CP) Ky 904
* 'gj wotowotoshi Wm (4i; h< h )
4 it 4 a!: i- HonaO , Hn 10
4> 5? wo toko Nh Jindai;^ *g ^  ; Shoku Mh, My, VM
; t ? $  Kj;g/)S 
My V,  ^As 4' My XV; -i,±
4 ^  f  4 ^  $ (My) XIX; 41
(My) XX; 4r s. jk$ f Kj jo)
< |> f-A> Hh Jindai jor 4 Y  & My 4317
4
•jf -jc no tome My (4- ik -& ®n)
4 fji My 3610, £.$-& Pg KeikO
'r// + 
f  t i
1 Keichu also gives a Man1 vogana writing for wo tome (vis. 4 If aI ) 
in the note to the preceding entry (v/otoko).
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/jL~ iyod,ji Yfm £q )
f|§ Hyo_ no jdhuge.  sff s~d' , | &.0 Jikyg
173. f, ^  wodni Nh, My (£ lfn Jindai ge;
K&'kyoku; M
^ ^  Wx ICdkyoku 2,£ ^  My 4014
|; wold Yfa (£ fca )
£ &a Honso, Y&i 10
weld wo chi Nh
Maid. 4.
205. °jt/r. , ihae "Win: *
o.bayu Yto 10
206, ^  ^  inne Wm (bL $ )
*k$L\x m  10
Ik ie —
< iyu < ^jp ife ^  > Hyoild jjy 16 (Kofdlmji-lxm)
-ft- liana no emu — —
$ haranofue Vfm (i<SL 1 /5 ^  d )
i^L tL •£ i3* ^  10
ha.® ¥m (i^il )
l&Jr 10
I f  k&e Iki ( 1$L ^  ICenso-ld)
< liayu #  f. (CF) My 3491 f $L My 196
Mh
y XVII)
I
1
1
I
1
I
1
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
1
< nivu
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na.o
^  h o e  (i?:. &  )
^ Jlkyo ? lS5n 10
'f chie
•tJs
KoIcu.iS
chi "thousand", "many" + e. "branch" („■£& Kj Turyaku, 
Eh Keiko 17)
mMi Kjt My, Wa (-feijLKj ; IS IX )
ICj Jindai, £l Jlkyo
—  nuekusa Kj (fe Ajf X  \ii )
X tfe Kj Jin dal
karae "Km (fa* ',,i- )
/io &,&_V3n 10
*tt%
< sobiyu.
kamoe "Wei (£ bfai)
sobie
<tsuMyu
tsule —
S tic, its Jxlcyo
it .taue
At nee
202
207.
245*
-{ht naane Wm (Ifc fa )
£  fra m  10
fPi . namae no Id. Tffin ( ^  % ix * *t=- )
m 10
5  nae My
KongoImnnya-ItyO san.jutsu gloss (885-889)
B\ uefusert Nh
Appears to be orthographically corrupt form of 
v?oefnseri ( <^ /pyu (CF) + fusu)
norae Wrn ( S )
£ 1 lx Y&l 10
nomutofue ¥m ($ % A 4> $x )
&  Van 10
'I* ft kudanofue Wm ( & & &. ^  ir )
£.£4 ^  te m  10 .
Maid. 5*
]£ &  itoyufu —
t|-k Ifuya no yashiro 1th. Of it ^ i5 )
Nil Sairnei 5 (the muting ¥ constitutes end- 
ence of oblique -fu here; cf. 1^4 My 5556, If My 4011)
tf) ft hanifu -- -
i$ Ify
246.
OK haul sal u
* U i «  4
^  4| hamayufii 
IX/X & ^
^  ^  hafu
4$t sf hafiiri 
i&JZ -hi
imb hafuru 
4m S Hafusono 
££ IL Hafumi 
-f/r il| Nifukaha 
ffl Mfuta 
^  hofuru
£
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Bn ( 'fe %
* Wm 10
My
Mil no Hafuri-shl 
VAn
Bn 10
M i
(OF) My 3515
Bn (&_?$ f £
Wm (i&^t )
Bn
\fin (ft % a )
Win (l5Uf ifc_ )
» IX Bn 10
|X iz Tohota-afumi Bn ?
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tofurafu
tofurafu 
Kan.io yo.yg-den gloss (943)
l£ ix Ckikatsu-afmi Tfe (£o />° V hi )
ti f[k chifu YSn (& 4 )
2fi mi 10
HI 0  warafula ?&a: 4\> jL 4 &
-&> & mi 10
247. • • kakala ' My ( ^  )
^ H ^  My 892, ^  *» 4' Jlkyo1
&& 4- katatsufuri mn ( ^  t I ^  4'i )
fa & £ $4 j mi 10
4f .j- karasu-afuki mi (fa ft ?i 4'- 4‘ ^  )
/°  $k ^  ti^ c mi 1 o
-t- l^' Kantsimifu im (fa & ^ )
j%  f}. kalaisafu My
fa *.!£ tl. (HP) My 4465
kaksrofu mi (fa ft 4 )
fa ft- ft 4 mi 10 
1 In ya] aire-kakafu..
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Erroneous Kana Spelling’s in \7JSH,
Paradoxical though it may seem* there are a considerable number 
of entries in WJSB of which the historical kana spellings cannot be 
determined by means of reliable orthographic evidence (since not all 
the words which are entries in WSH occur in the ancient literature) 
or inferred by morphemic analysis or the onbin principle., Since the 
kana spellings of such entries can be neither proved nor disproved 
in terms of the principle of historical kana usage* these will be left 
out of consideration*
On the other hand it became clear in the course of the survey 
that there were a small number of entries in WJSH of which the kana 
spellings were erroneous in terms of Keichu's principle of historical 
kana usage. These are set out below, together with the historically 
correct spelling in each case.
IIC2H X ¥JSII spelling orthographic evidence
page no. (pre-950 source document)
157 1 to wo slil gam (Nh) ~Senmyo 27; 'ff % &
148 tsule Jikyo (KyOwa-bon); 9 tt &
I65 aruhlha Jurin-Icyo gloss (883);
aruiha
174 woyoku Jikyo;
rf wo y obi So shi t su rj t Icara-kyb
glo ss (901"923); ovobi
” wouto (-y-^ i; ) “Wm 10: ^
175 *' wogorf Jikyo: fa &
178 . kutsuworu My 904; (OE)
1 Sal shod ~hyo ongi, of which the date is not clear (postscript dated 
1079? but it is thought that the work itself may date back considerably 
before this), has tsuwiyu ( "J % & ), but I have followed the Shin sen 
jikyo notation tsuhiyu ( « ee, & ), as the date of compilation of this 
work is known to be 898-901.
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183 oho-oba (YttK/j't %  ft ) In 10s ft %.%
199 mi saho Jikyo: il f
273
230
208 shietaku
aha (My)
itvolki ehu 4:< =i > (OF)
Ryoild. ge 18: <fsj 40 >
My 3638: t  aS
Of these thirteen erroneous spellings, ICeichll quotes a source 
document for three "words fitowoshigaru. oho~oba, ahe), and gives 
Manfvogana writings for two (oho-oba, wouto) „ Let us deal -with these 
spellings one hy one. To judge from Keichurs note to itowoshigaru* 
his spelling for this ■word was "based on an interlinear katakana gloss: 
since such katakana glosses to Nlhongl are of late or uncertain date,
/ they do not constitute valid evidence of historical kana spellings*
In fact, the related word itohoshi is to "be found in Man’yogana in
- 1one of KenchuT s lesser-quoted source documents; namely Sholcu Hihongi,
"but it seems that Keichli overlooked this occurrence*
The entry oho-oba "great aunt" is of interest in that it shews a 
conflict "between two principles in WJSH, namely the documentary 
principle and the etymological principle: ICei chu notes the Man * ydgana 
writing ft 1A ft in \7amyd~sho. "but at the same time argues that the 
spelling should he oho-woba - in so doing Keichu no doubt had in mind 
the spelling woba for "aunt" that he had laid down earlier in the same 
maid, of WJSH (op*cit* p. 171) on the basis of the Man * yo gana writing 
£ (also from 17amyo-shd) * In the final analysis, it is the
as it is the docunientaiy principle that is dominant in 17J8H, the
As can be seen from the above list, the earlier 10-mald. Vfemyo-sho has 
1 Senmvo 27: "if'If &  &
notation Oho-oba that Keichu follows: this is not surprising;
etymological principle figuring to a considerable but lesser degree.
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oho-woba %  :j- i't *
Another entry for which Keichu relied on WamyS-shg was wouto
■j
"husband". Wamyo-sho (1O-niakt version) has wofuto.
For the last of these four words? aha "foam", Keichu quotes 
Man1 yo shu Book Two. This word does occur in Man * yo shu. but only in the 
written form . Keichu1s spelling here therefore seems to be based 
on a katakana gloss.
For the remaining nine words in the above list of erroneous spell- 
ings, Iteichu gives neither source documents nor Hai^yogana writings. 
Most of these words occur in source documents not used by Keichu 
(Shinsen jikyO, Nihon ryoild., early kunten materials), although two 
words (kutsuhoru and udzu) occur in Kan1ybgana in Man1 yo shu. one of 
Keichu1s main source documents: failure to note Mon1yo shu as source 
document for these two words m s  no doubt due to inadvertency on 
Keichu1s part.
A Statistical Look at V/JSH.
The following table was compiled on the basis of the survey 
described in outline above. The figures below are useful in that they 
give a concrete indication of the validity of Keichu1 s kana usage 
theory in practice,
WSII total duplicate different entries with
maki entries entries^ entries Keichu1 s
2 571  ^ 12 559 544
1 As also Shinsen jikyo.
2 The number of duplicate entries is noted here, the total number of 
such entr.i es then being subtracted from the total number of entries in 
W S H  to give the total number of different 'VJSH entries. It is this 
latter number that is used-in calculating both the proportion of V/JSH 
entries for which Keichu gave a Man1yogana writing, and the proportion 
of entries the spelling of which could be proved by the present survey,
With regard to Keichu*s treatment of duplicate entries, the evid­
ence suggests strongly that he chose to give a Man1yogana writing for
entries proven 
by survey
419
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3 471 30 441 298 355
4 568 33 535 330 388
5 434 46 388 217 315
•tals (maki 2-5 inc.):
2044 121 1923 1189 1477
On the "basis of these figures the criticism might be made that 
KeichU failed to give ManTydgana •writings for almost forty per cent 
of entries in WJSH (Mite Bunko WJSH): and that even when early source 
documents not known to Keichu - such as Shinsen .jlkyo - are used, 
the kana spellings of almost twenty-five pel' cent of the total entries 
still cannot be proven. This however is a negative approach: if we 
take a positive viewpoint, then we can say that the spelling of 
seventy-five per cent, ire. three out of every four entries in WJSH 
can be proved to be historically correct; and that the number of entries 
the spelling of vhioh can b« demonstrated to be erroneous does not 
even make up one per cent of the total number of different entries* 
Accordingly, the present writer considers that .the above statistics 
bear witness to the fundamental excellence of Keichu* s objective 
method in determining kana spellings in WJSH.
2. Concerning Elements in Keichu* s Kana Usage 
Spelt in more than One Way.
If one studies entries in WJSH carefully, it becomes clear that 
certain characters appear with more than one spelling, e.g* "K. : oho 
(in Ohoita yk , IKZ1T X, p. 148), cf. owo (in Ovouchi'A. , op.cit0, 
p. 178). Erom Keichu1 s earliest writings on kana usage (IffSO) it is 
(Hote cont* from previous page).
such entries in their first occurrence only: this observation is based 
on the fact that the following entries in WJSH maid. 2, initial i section 
with Ilan !yo gana writings occur twice in WJSH, and In all cases the 
Man * y o gana ‘writing Is omitted in the second occurrence (there are no 
duplicates in this section with a Han* yd gana writing for the second but 
not the first occurrence: irokutsu,!^ (IKZH X, pp. 135 1 268); ihori ,
Wr (136 & 268)j, ihomushlrl^’ (137 & 265): itachihajikami 
(HO & 265) j idsu^J4. (141 & 268); ishibashi fSL./S 3L (145).
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apparent that Keichu regarded a difference in kana spelling as 
indicating a difference in -word-meaning, V.hy then are such double- 
spellings to be found in WJSH and after? bid such irregularities pass 
unnoticed by Keichu during the process of compilation of these works? 
That this was not the case is shewn by the fact that almost all of 
these double and triple spellings (which are very few in number) are 
accompanied by some kind of note commenting on the spelling discrepancy. 
The entries in question are as follows:
Ohoita IKZN S, p. 148
Owouchi 7k ^ p.178
§!O! 
ol 
• *■X
towo 4*
1
Tcuka t Q
p. 177
p.253 ( i“ : towo tou tofu)
Tofuchi2 t it p. 246
kahoru It p. 197
kaworu p. 178 (W  : kahoru kaworu)
ICafulca f % p. 247
kofukura P.251 ( : kafu kofu)
hafurei v£ ^ p. 426
Hofuriushi it fit £ p. 425 ( &  s hafu hofu hou)
Houshimarahi to 
no tsukasa t. j$l
P. 255
Let us leave for the moment the two Sino-Japanese words ( ko and
&  ho) arid deal firstly with the items from pure Japanese, namely i\ 
o_, to,andIskaoru. As regards the first pair (oho^owo), it is the 
spelling owe in the place-name Owouchi that is exceptional, as Keichu*s 
note to this entry points out: "The spelling should be Ohouchi, but 
the kana ion A. in this word have always been different1’.-
The character 4* appears in WJSH spelt in not two but three ways* 
Keichu*s note to Toulca (place-name) shews that he regarded tou as the
1 Supplementary note (honvh V  ) number twenty-six.
2 Additional note seven.
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changed form from original towo:
"A renga poem in Nihongi Eeiko-ki has*? 4^  'ft* (furigana: 
towoka); in Ko.iiki this is written-^ (towoka) „
This is the normal spelling. Tov/o is however also pro™ 
ncnnced tou through interchange of the vowels wo and ja.
Concerning the spelling tofu (Tofuchi d' ft ) however Keichu makes 
no comment.
The double™spelling in V/JSI-I for kaoru would appear to be a case
of Keichu being influenced by the conventional kana spelling rather
1
than the historical one:
kaworu Usually this is kahoru. This word
is given here too because Han * yd shu 
Book Two has^'^lf kaworeru.
The usual spelling should be followed.
Although Keichu did on occasion follow the conventional spellings of 
3 ’ .words, this was only when other methods such as Man’yogana writings, 
onbin. interchange, etc., could not be applied. That is to say, the 
conventional spelling was followed only as a last resort. Here, the 
situation is different, for Keichu gives the Han1yffgana writing for 
kaworu. It seems unlikely that Keichu should reject this Han* yo gana 
writing purely on account of the conventional spelling kahoru. i.e. 
go directly against his own most fundamental principle of kana usage 
theory. A possible explanation for Keichu*s treatmont of kaoru in 
WJSH is that he may also have seen the form kahoru in the ancient 
literature: Kagura. yudate for example has the Han1yo gana writing
kahor.i (0k)t,and thus included both spellings separately in
WJSH.
1 That Keichu did occasionally follow the conventional spellings of 
words was noted briefly in Chapter 8 above - vd. p.184 above,
2 I.,e. as well as later on in makl 3 under "Medial and final ho".
3 E.g. inochiwird , IICZN X, p. 154.
4 Though the original form does appear to be kaworu - yd. JDBK 
kaworu entry, note.
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Y/ith regard to the kana spellings for the two Sino™Japanese
words ho and '? ko, these are referred to by Keichu in the Miscell™
1aneous Theories section of KJSH, Keichu*s explanation for the dual 
spelling hafu hofu is that the former is the Kanfon, the latter the 
Go-on; he remains puzzled however by the spelling hou fortfc in Houshi™ 
marahito no tsukasa. And in the case of the spellings kafu and kofn 
for the character , Keichu seems undecided between the conventional 
spelling kafu and the spelling that appears in Y7amvo~slfd. viz, kofu* 
Although Keichu m s  for the most part unable to find satisfactory 
explanations for these plural spellings, as has been shewn above he 
did at least give some consideration to such spellings, and did not 
simply ignore them,
1 Vd. translation, pp.152-153 above.
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Chapter Ten
Concerning KeicnuTs Concept of 
The Three Pairs of Kana £~tfi, K-We, Wb-O.
Hoy/ that the "broad principles of Keichu1 s kana usage theory have 
"been examined and clarified, it will be expedient to go on in this 
and the following chapter to consider several more specialised aspects 
which need to be elucidated if we are to have a thorough understanding 
of Keichu*s concept of kana usage theory. In this chapter it is pro­
posed to examine Keichu*s understanding of the three pairs of signs 
which were of the same pronunciation in his language, via, i-m, e-we, 
and wo-p. The treatment of this aspect of Keichu*s kana usage theory
by Japanese scholars will also be considered,
_ _In compiling'a commentary on the Man * yo shu, Keichu discovered 
that kana usage therein shewed an order and unity in which oven the 
kana spellings of homophonous words were consistent. After making 
this discovery, Keichu came to advocate that kana usage of his ovn 
day too should follow that of the ancient period rather than the Teika 
kana spellings, Keichu had perceived that in ancient works the word 
shii "pasania" for example m s  always spelt shihi, while the word shii 
meaning "4th Rank (at Court)" was consistently spelt shim. This 
principle that a difference in kana spelling meant a difference in 
word-meaning was at the centre of Keichu’s viev/ of kana usage, and
was used by him as a new method to interpret the meaning of ancient
2 * ' __texts. Although Keichu emphasized the importance of distinguishing
i-wt. e-vr and wg-o. in use, concerning the actual nature of the
differences between these pairs he is less explicit,
1 MYSO.
2 That Keichu considered kana usage essentially as an Indicator of 
word-meaning (gogi no hydshlkl to shite no kana-zukai-kan) has already 
been pointed out by Tokieda (1932).
3 In WJSH, our only clue to Keichu1s understanding of these three
Ho doubt because of Keichu5s emphasis on the importance., from
the viewpoint of meaning,, of distinguishing the kana i~wi, e-we, and 
•j
wo-o, and his lack of emphasis on the differences in prcnunciaHon
between the same, the accepted view of Japanese scholars on the subject
has been (and to the present writer’s knowledge still is) that although
ICeichu advocated that i-vi? e,-we, and wo-o should be distinguished in
use, he -lid nob have a correct understanding of the nature of the
2distinction between these signs, The present writer would like to 
suggest that this is not so, and that in fact there is evidence in 
Keichu’s writings which shews that he was in fact aware of the diff­
erences in pronunciation underlying these three pairs of signs in the 
ancient language. Firstly however the view of Japanese scholars ’will 
be put forward.
Treatments of the historical kana usage of Keichu which go into 
any depth are very few in number* but the most forthcoming from the 
viewpoint of this study is the article by TokLeda. Since this is the 
most comprehensive treatment by a native scholar of KeDchu’s concept 
of i-vd, etc*, and since the view of later scholarship^concurs with 
(Hotes cont. from previous page).
pairs of signs lies in the onjsu in maki 1, Keichu’s most revealing 
statement on the subject is in the section entitled Shuchu kana no 
koto, in ffifSF.
1 Although Keichu wrote of certain other kana as having the same pro­
nunciation as other kana in the middle of words (e.g. ha, hi, fu, he* 
ho), such kana were different from i-wi, e-ye, and wo~o in that they 
still had a distinct phonetic identity. Thai is to say, although ha 
in word-oblique position had the phonological reference /wa/, which 
was the same as the reference of fa , Keichil knew that the principal 
reference of ha was /ha/. The three pairs i-wd, etc. alone presented 
a problem of identity in ICeichu’s tirad - and had indeed from c.1200, 
when the phonological references of each pair had fallen together.
Hor could Keichu easily resolve the problem by reference to old ongu, 
since these too had been confused since about 1200*
2 The idea that Keichu did not state explicitly that i-vd, etc. were 
distinguished by differences of pronunciation is to be found as far 
back as Fujitani Nariakira in Kitano be p-ulhitsu "It (vd. Tokieda,
op.cit. p.710 for excerpt).
3 Yd. p. 21 2s note 3.
4 E.g. KJTH T/aji shoran-sho entry; Hakata 1372, p.56; Tsukishirna 1368, 
p.93; Hashimoto 1950, p.125.
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that of Tokieda, the present TO?iter proposes to take the view of 
To Id. eda as the representative Japanese view*
The following is Tokieda*s argument concerning Keichu*s concept 
of i-m» a-vre, and yzo~o :
1
"In this T7ay we cannot find a positive answer of Keichu1 s 
concerning the "basis of the distinctions in the ancient 
kana usage* It can however he positively asserted that 
Keichu did not hold the view of kana usage which came 
into heing from the mid-Edo Period onwards — that dis­
tinctions in kana usage Y/ere "based on distinctions in 
speech sounds* and that the confusion in kana usage of 
later times Y/as "based on changes in speech sounds* The
fact is that there is no trace of the concept of histo­
rical changes in the Japanese language underlying 
Keichh*s vie?/ of kana usage. It is clear-from the foll­
owing evidence that Keichu considered the three sets of 
signs wo-Oj, etc* respectively as different signs of the 
same pronunciation:
*As Jtfgon says in the syllabic table of fifty sounds 
made up of Sanskrit signs, the shapes of t’^e signs 
are all different; so although the three if the
1 Prior to this, Tokieda gives 'two quotes in support of his argument
that Keichu regarded ir-m, etc* as homophonous. Tie first quote is
from MYSP:
"Since it Is meaningful therefore, one should inquire into 
that Tdiich is ancient and at least follow it, even if one 
does not understand the significance." --
Here Keichu is referring to the number of signs in the iroha, but 
this could y/ell be an indication of his perplexity not over the phon­
etic values of i.-M» etc., but as to Yzhy only forty-seven sigas are 
distinguished in the iroha when the on.su alloY/s for fifty syllables* 
Tie basis for this interpretation is to be found in the follovdng 
passage from MYSI:
"There must be a reason for the present-day iroha to have 
two ±f two we, and two wo; but to be lacking three sounds, 
vis. the i. which is produced from ya, and the u_ and we 
produced from wa*1
The second quote given by Tokieda is from the dictionary proper of 
WJSH:
"There must be a reason for the kana for the v/ord A  "big" 
only to have been Y/ritten oho, but who n.0Y?adays would 
know of that reason?"
The present writer again differs in his interpretation of this pass­
age. Keichu sought Yherever possible to find logic behind the kana 
spellings of words, as is shewn by his use of etymology to determine 
the kana usage for certain words not to be found in the ancient lit­
erature. Consequently the present writer considers that this 
statement can be taken as meaning that Keichu did not understand why 
the word oho should have this particular orthographic shape (as 
opposed to pvo, etc.). An alternative interpretation is that Keichu 
is not asking why oho should be written in this way, but rather is
1 ? two u, the three we» and the two wo sound the same*
they are not confused.1
Asalil ICeichu zenshu I, p.23.
*0f these forty-seven signs, juand wi, wo and jo, and 
& and we still sound the same. Therefore when these 
kana appear in a v/ord there is confusion.1
Zenshu I, p.217.
'Since both the shape and the sound of e and we ^  
resemble each other, most people confuse these and do 
not distinguish them.’
Zenshu 711, p.74.
'Though and wi, .e. and we, and wp andjo sounded the 
same from the beginning, possibly because the ancients 
distinguished them spontaneously and did not make mis­
takes in their use, there is no rote recorded on them. *
Also, KeichU applied the term onbin to cases where ha, hi, 
fu, lie, and ho occuxxred in medial or final position in words and 
gave rise to confusion. This too he understood as being due not 
to changes in speech sounds through time, but as the pronunciation 
‘ that resulted ab initio through onbin:
'There.are separate sounds for the signs hi, he, and ho 
respectively. Only when they are in the middle or at 
the end of words is there confusion through onbin.
Therefore to distinguish these is truly a matter for 
infants. That there should now be errors made in dis­
tinguishing these by people other than infants is 
because the times have declined,1
Zenshu VII. p.218.
And if for Keichu confusion of kana usage for these signs . 
did not depend on sound changes, on what was such confusion 
based? According to Keichu it meant a decline in scholarship 
and knowledge, or erroneous usage, in which different signs of 
the same pronunciation were not distinguished:
* Tliere are still sounds which resemble each other and 
which are easily confused. Since mediaeval times there 
has been a decline in both scholarship and knowledge, 
and meanings have not been understood. Consequently 
not only has there been confusion of i-wi, wo-o, etc.,
(Notes cont. from previous page).
criticising scholars of his own day for their shallow knowledge; such 
criticism is frquently to be found in Keichu1s writings.
2 Vd. P'76 above, note 8.
1 Vd. p.76 above, note 9.
2 Vd p.76 above, note 10,
3 Vd. p.76 above, note 11.
4 I do not interpret this as meaning that ICeichu considered these 
three pairs as having been homophonous ab initio, but rather that they 
had originally been distinguished and after that had somehow come to 
be confused, as they were at the time of Keichu*s writing ("still1').
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Wa.il shoran-slid preface; Zenshu VII, p.65.
' The fact that in the present day people other than 
children even make mistakes in kana usage is a sign 
that the -world has declined.*
Zenshu VII, p.281.
1 Since -when on^ examines kana usage up to the time of 
Lord YiilcLnari'it is found to be no different from the 
kana in this anthology (Kan1 yo shu), it seems that mis­
takes were gradually made thereafter.*
Zenshu I, p,217.
* Since bo-th the shape and the sound of _e X and we x 
resemble each other, most people confuse these and do 
net distinguish them*1
Zenshu VII, p*74.
Judged on the basis of the excerpts Tokieda quotes here from ICeichu,
his argument would appear to be a reasonable interpretation, Tokieda*s
argument is however open to the criticism -that it completely ignores
_  2
a passage towards the end of MYSF Shuohu kana no koto"- a passage 
which is moreover of paramount importance since it includes phonetic 
descriptions by Keichu of the three pairs of kana i-m, e-we, wq-o.
The passage in question is to be found in the translated excerpts 
from MYSF in Chapter 5 above, but in view of its importance it is
3
given again here:
1 I: the on readings of B , if , etc., and the lcun
reading,of etc. are the same as this. This jL is 
"light". The reason for this is that a, ya, and wa 
are all equally laryngeal sounds, and of these, a is 
a pure laryngeal sound: therefore it is light, Ya is 
a laryngeal lingual: therefore it ranks next to a in 
terms of lightness. %  is a laryngeal labial: therefore 
it is "heavy"^
With regard to the sounds produced, there are light 
and heavy, depending on the sounds which produce them.
This 1 is light because it is induced f^om a, and is
1 Fuji war a YuldLnari, 971-1027.
2 XKZH I, pp.186-187.
3 The phonetic description of each sign is followed by a number of 
examples containing the sign concerned. Since it is the phonetic des­
cription^ themselves which are of importance here, the examples have 
been omitted (vd. pp.90-92 above).
4 Vd, p.90 above, note 2,
5 As for note 4.
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the main vowel of the nine signs hi, shi, etc* Most 
people know the words in which i occurs at the begin­
ning, and are well accustomed to using it there.,
Here I give words in which i. occurs in the lower pos­
ition in words and is easily confounded. It being a 
main vowel, there is interchange with the ether main 
vov/els. It should he known that there is also the 
interchange ya, i, yu, p, yo, since i also includes 
the i produced from ya*
2 JK: the on readings of % t &  t etc*, and the kun
readings of & , , etc. are all the same as wi« This
wi is the sign for the end-vowel produced by combining 
wa and is therefore there is labial contact, and it is 
heavy. There is interchange of wi with wa, u, we, o, 
and with i., ki, shi, etc.
187. '4 1b: the on readings of^ (won) and^; (wochi). and
the kun reading of^t , etc. are all the same as wo.
This wp is light. The explanation is as noted under i. 
It should be known that there is interchange with a, Xs 
u, e_, and with ko, go, to, etc.
5 0: g. , etc. are the same as o.. This _o. is
produced from a combination of wa and wp: therefore it 
is heavy. Also, this sign occurs only at the beginning 
of words in Japanese, never in lower position.
7 E.: the on of , etc., and the kun of £1 ,
etc. are the same as p. This pis light.
8 We: the on of^ fr and tit. , and the lam of ^  (wegaku)
etc. are the same as we. This we is the end-vowel from 
_e, produced by combination of wa and ej therefore it is 
heayy. It should be known that there is interchange 
with wa, wi, u, _o, and with p, kg, ge, etc.
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1
If this passage is considered in isolation, then one would he
justified in concluding -without reservation that Keichu had a correct
understanding of the nature of the differences underlying the three
2
pairs of kana i.-wi, and wo~o. If however the various statements
in the works of Keichu relating to these kana are collated, they 
appear to be contradictory* Clearly therefore in considering Passage 
A, these othei statements of Keichu1s must also he taken into account, 
in order to gain as comprehensive and balanced an understanding as 
possible of Keichu's view of these signs.
If the various statements in Keichn relating to the pairs i-wi* 
e~we, and wo~o are contradictory, should it be inferred that Keichu1 s 
understanding of these signs was confused? The present writer con­
siders that such a view would.be erroneous, and that in fact Keichu 
did have an essentially consistent view of these signs. Below is 
given a tentative exposition of that view; though by no means entirely 
satisfactory in every respect, it does have the merit of taking all 
the relevant evidence into account.
Let us begin by considering Passage A itself, since this contains 
the most detailed and comprehensive account by Keichu relating to i.-va,
or-we, and wo-o. In this passage, Keichu follows the phonetic descrip-
3 4tion of each kana or syllable vdth examples taken from ancient works
of words containing the kana sign in question. Thus, among the
examples for wi are winaka "country" and namavd "water plantain".
Going closely with the phonetic descriptions as they do, it is clear
1 For ease of reference, this passage will be referred to hereafter 
as Passage A.
2 With the proviso that Keichu niisidentified the values of o and wq.
3 Keichu lid not always distinguish clearly between spoken and written 
language. Vd. p.59 above.'
4 Principally Kan' yo shu and Wamyd-shd. but also ITlhongi, Shoku ITihongt, 
said Ko.jildL.
\
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that Keichu considered the "correct" pronunciation of these -words to 
be Jjjinaka] and [namaud] respectively. This clearly refutes the argument 
of Tokieda.
Turning next to statements in Keichu other than Passage A relating 
to i-TUy e~we. and wo-o - that is to say, the passages on pp.214-216 
above: these appear to be in direct contradiction with Passage A*
How then can they be reconciled with Passage A (if indeed they should 
be) ? In considering this question one should bear in mind that 
Keichu lived several centuries prior to the advent of modern linguistic 
science, and that his view of language was considerably different 
from ours today® Not only is Keichu’s view of language based on con­
cepts of three centuries ago - it was also influenced by the esoteric 
teachings of the Shingon sect,, in which language was invested with a 
mystical power!
With regard to change in language mth time, for example: Keichu
did not regard such change as a natural and universal phenomenon, but
2 -  rather as an indication of decadence. That is. to say, Keichu consid­
ered the language of the ancient period as more "correct" than that 
of later times. .And therefore although he knew that Old Japanese had 
the syllables i-wi, e~we, wq~o, and that in the spoken language of his 
own day these three oppositions were wanting, Keichu did not think in 
terms of a change such as:
Old Japanese Genroku Period 
Japanese
i
wi i
but rather as
A
m
1 Vd. Chapter 3 above.
2 Vd. AJrZH IK, pp.318-320
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where the “bracketed item represents a syllable no longer distinguished 
in Keichu* s language due not to sound change, “but to a decline in 
knowledge among men of later times* This hypothesis is endorsed by 
the following passage from the preface to WJSH:
"Since mediaeval times there has been a decline in both 
scholarship and knowledge, and the meanings of words have 
not been.understood* Consequently* not only has there 
been confusion of i-wi. wq^q, etc., btii "
IK3JT X, p.111.
If now in the light of this reconstruction of Keicliu* s under­
standing of usage of the pairs i-wi, e-we, and wo-q we reconsider 
the passage in HYSF Shuchu kana no koto that appears almost irnmed- 
lately before Passage A, then the apparent contradiction is obviated. 
For when in Passage B Keichu writes of the pairs i-wi, e-we, and 
wo-q sounding the same, he means not that there is no difference in 
pronunciation between each sign in the three pairs, but merely that 
men of later times have ceased to distinguish them "correctly".
The above interpretation reconciles not only Passages A and B,
but virtually all the statements in Keichu relating to the pairs i-wi, 
2
e-wpt and wo-q, There does however remain one passage which still 
constitutes a problem, namely the following excerpt from T7JE0 maid. 1:
"Though i and m, e and we, and wo and o sounded the same 
from the beginning, possibly because the ancients disting­
uished them spontaneously and did not make mistakes in 
their use, there is no note recorded on them."
IKZN X, p.340.
It must be admitted that this passage stands in contradiction to 
Passage A in LIYSF. However, the present writer does not consider 
that this passage invalidates the hypothesis set out above. The fact
1 Ike. the passage quoted near the foot of this page. Hereafter for 
ease of reference this will be called Passage B.
2 I.e. <'*ho passages quoted on p. 214 and the top half of ij.215.
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is that a contradictory element is to be found in the thought of
Keichu - this has already been pointed out by a well-known Japanese
1 _ 
scholar. Furthermore, Keichu regarded the ancient period as some ■
sort of golden age, when men were somehow far superior to those of
__ p
later times, which Keichu regarded as degenerate.- The passage from 
WJBO is at once an example of the contradictory element in Keichu 
and of h? s adulation of the ancient period. Regarding why this part­
icular opinion of Keichu*s concerning i-wi? e-we, and wo-q should 
manifest itseif in WJBO alone, the present writer would like to point 
to the special circumstances of compilation of that work: in writing 
WJBO in defence of his theories in WJSH, Keichu was involved not only 
on an intellectual but also on an emotional level. In WJBO, incensed 
at the unjustified and poorly substantiated accusations made by Tachi- 
bana ITarikasu in Wa.ii kokon tsurei zensho, Keichu does not confine 
himself to refuting the academic theories of Karikazu, but goes on 
to make a strong personal attack on the author. In the present 
writer’s opinion, this emotional involvement impaired Keicliu's object­
ivity and led him to write that the ancients distinguished i-wi, e-we,
and wo-o 1 spontaneously' (onosukarg)? in spite of his earlier and 
detailed statement in which he had distinguished these signs phonet­
ically (Passage A).
1 Vd. Hisamatsu, in AKZN IK, pp.240-241.
2 For example:
"Since we are in later and more degenerate times, and 
talent and intelligence too have taken a turn for the
worse, men know only the more familiar kana? — —
MTSI maki 1.
"Would that I were like the men of old - even the Buddha 
of today is not worthy cf respect!"
Kan^ jn-shit ruidai maid, 11.
Etc., etc.
3 I.e. the passage quoted towards the foot of p.220 above.
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In this way the various statements in Keichu relating to the 
three pairs of kana i-m, e-we, and wo~o have been examined, and the 
contradictions, real or apparent, have been accounted for, albeit in 
a tentative manner.
One important question that arises here is that if Keichu did 
understand the nature of the differences between these three pairs of 
kana - and it is clear from the above that he did - why did he 
completely omit the phonetic descriptions of these signs from T/JSK, 
which was after all the magnum opus of his writings on kana usage?
In looking for the answer to this question, here again we must bear 
in mind the differences in linguistic background between ourselves and 
Keichu. If we in the present day were to explain the basis of the 
distinctions in use of i-wi? etc., then a description of the discrete 
phonological references of these signs in the ancient language would 
form an essential and integral part of that explanation. This is 
because we have a clear idea of the discrete though closely related 
nature of spoken and written language. In Keichu* s day however the 
nature of that relationship was not clearly understood! Consequently, 
although Keichu knew of the differences in pronunciation between i-wi, 
e.~we, and WQ-o, he m s  unable to realise the full significance of 
the fact, and tended to place far greater emphasis on the fmiction of 
these and other kana as signs marking differences of word-meaning.
It is this latter principle, i.e. the principle of kana usage as a 
marker of word-meaning, that is expounded in all his writings on kana 
usage rather than the principle of phonetic differences between what 
in Keichu*s language v/ere homophonous pairs of signs*
With regard to why Keichu tended towards a view of kana usage as 
1 Vd. do Saussure 1966, p.24.
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a marker of word-meaning, it m s  as mentioned above partly due to
the lack of understanding of linguistic principles •which were not to
"be clarified for several centuries to come; but also due largely to
his other main area of activity, which was study and annotation of the
Japanese classics: here the principle of kana usage as a marker of
word-meaning m s  of immense practical value as a method for the
objective determining of the meanings of words which through various
_ 1
phonological changes had become homophonous by the time of Keichu.
The present writer submits therefore that Keichu omitted phonetic 
descriptions of i-wi, e-we, and wo~o from T7JSH because he was pre­
occupied primarily with the practical importance of the principle of 
different (but in Keichu*s language homophonous) kana signs as 
markers of differences in word-meaning.
Conclusion.
The historical significance of Keichu*s phonetic descriptions of 
the differences between the kana i-m, e-we, and vg-o (Passage A), 
i.e. its influence on later scholars, is minimal: this is demonstrated 
by the fact that from the time of Fuji tani Kariakina^ *1 ir fh w 
down to the present it has been the accepted view of Japanese schol­
arship that Keichu did not understand the differences in pronunciation 
i-wi, e-we, and wp~o. This misconception v/as due partially no 
doubt to the fact that until recent times MYSF (which contains the
1 Vd, Tokieda, loc.cit.
2 Wariald.ra’s view is expressed in the following passage:
"Since kana usage was determined by Fujiwara Teika there 
have been various writings on the subject, but they have 
not been clear. In recent times the matter was settled 
for the first time when Keichu distinguished kana well.
But, possibly because Keichu only understood kana signs 
as having been determined by reason since ancient times, 
he has said nothing of their being distinguished, by pro­
nunciation. This was his one failure."
Kitanobe zuihitsu maid. I,
Oto no sonbo.
This excerpt from Kitanobe zuihitsu is to be found in Tokieda, loc.cit.
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all-important Passage A) existed only in manuscript form and enjoyed
1
only very limited circulation, while WJSH, which contains no explicit
statements on the phonetic differences between i-wi, e-we, and vp-_o,
was well-known among scholars and was taken as the principal expo sit-**
2
ion of Keichu's kana usage theory.,
Although Keichu did not lay emphasis on the differences in pro­
nunciation between the pairs i-wi, .e-we, and wo-p, it remains an 
unequivocal fact that he was aware of the differences in the pronunc­
iation of those pairs of kana,
1 Vd, AKZH IX, pp. 122-1 23.
2 The present writer would agree that WJSH is Keichu's major work 
on kana usage. However, information in other works of Keichu must 
also he taken into consideration, the more so as the introductory 
maid, cf WJSH fails to he explicit with regard to Keichu*s own kana 
usage' theory. Herein lies the value of J.IXSP Passage A in particular.
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Chapter Eleven
The Onzu in Keichil,
The importance of the onzu in traditional Japanese language studies
can hardly be overestimated: it was used to explain inter alia cliff-
_ _ 1erent but related word-forms (the sotsu principle ), etymologies,
2
Icana usage, verb conjugation, and hansetsu.
In Keichu's kana usage writings, onzu appeal" in MYSF, V7JSH, and 
WJBO. In addition to this, Keichu’s kana usage theory is replete 
with concepts based on or related to the onzu* Clearly then the onzu 
occupies an important place in Keichu’s kana usage theory, and to 
fully understand that theory we must have some idea of the function 
of the onzu in Keichu. Consideration of the onzu in Keichu and in 
particular its role is the aim of this chapter, but the opportunity 
will be taken here to preface this with a criticism of the work of 
Japanese scholars on the onzu in Keichu.
1. Concerning Japanese Views of The Onzu in Keichu.
3 4The view lias been expressed by Hisamatsu and later by Yarnada
that on the whole Keichu’s onzu in WSH followed that of Jbgon in
5Shittan sanmltsn-shh. The present writer considers that this is not 
so, and that the evidence points rather to the contrary, namely that
1 Vd. p*72 above, note 4. The sotsu principle is a very important 
one in traditional Japanese language studies, and is to be found as 
far back as Hihon shoki shikt, as well as in early works on poetics 
(e.g. Pujiwara Norikane's ^ f e  Y/aka d Q r n o - s h o Ijt ) and 
Shittan. Formerly it was considered that the sotsu principle devel­
oped subsequent to the invention of the onzu. More recently however 
Mabuchi 7h has suggested that the concept of sotsu In fact antedated 
the onzu (vd, Mabuchi 1962 vole2, pp.915-923) =
2 A method devised in ancient China to indicate the pronunciation ca' 
one character by means of two others. The first of the two characters 
indicated the initial consonant, while the second character indicated 
the rhyme, and final consonant if any. Vd. KJ'M, hansetsu entry.
3 AKZN IK, p.316.
4 Yamada 1938, p.165.
5 Both with regard to the compound kan.ii analogized on the principle 
of Sanskrit signs, and with regard to the positioning of those signs 
within the onzu. Shit tan sanmltsu-slic) is hereafter a.bbreviated to 
SMT.
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with regard to the positioning of signs in the ongu Keichu chose not
to follow the SfflT onau,
Keichu was taught Shittan by the bouse JSgon, one of the leading
Shit tan scholars of the Edo Period, Jogon's work SNMT (printed 1682)
was familiar to Keichu "by the time of writing L1YSI (1683-16S8)„ As
Hisamatsu points out, several aspects of Keichu1s language theory
appear to he taken more or less directly from SHUT - e.g. Keichu*s
theory concerning the articulation of speech and the origin of the 
1fifty sounds. Hisamatsu also points to the similarity between the
onzu in WISH and that in SHUT. This is so, since the only difference
between the two is that WJSI-I has we in wa-eolumn e-row where S1TTIT 
2
has e« Nevertheless, tliis observation of Hisamatsu*s is a misleading 
one “ this is clear if we take into account Keichu*s concept of the . 
onsu at the time of MYS.T. As was shewn in the previous chapter, . 
Keichu*s view of the a-, ya~? and wa™ columns of the ongu at the time 
of MYSI can be reconstructed as;
a. ya wa
i. i wi
u yu u
we we e
m. yo p.
Now let us collate the &-*» y&r, and wa-coirnms of the ongu in SNMT, 
and in the two versions of MYSO:
1 That is to say, the belief that the five a-column vowels and the
nine ka-row consonants produced the other thirty-six signs or sounds
of the onsu. Concerning the actual identity of the five vowels, Keichu*s 
view changes in accordance with his view of the position of signs in 
the onsu, and does not follow the view of Jogon. Yd. MYSI ~ IKZN I,
p.212; LIYSF - ibid. p. 182; T7JSH - IKZN X, p. 116; cf. SNMT maki jo -
Takakusu 1924 vol.84? p.728,
2 Yd. Appendix VI.
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SHUT MYSI MTSE (& WJSH)
Ik ya wa a 73. wa a. ya wa
X i ■wi i i wi i i wi
m u u 72k 3 u m _u
3 je J3 we we 3 M 3 we
wo y° o_ wo yp 0 wo 7 3 0
It is clear from this that Keichu’s view of the jg-row here did
not develop from g, e, e -> e, e, we (as Hisamatsu suggests), hut
■]
underwen4- an altogether different line of development.
With regard to Keichu’s erroneous positioning of wo and q, Hisa- 
matsu considers that Keichu did no- more than carry over this error from
_ 2
logon’s SHUT onzu. It has just heen pointed out that concerning e and 
we it seems beyond douht that Keichu did not follow the SHMT onzu.
The present writer considers that in the case of vro and o it was not 
the SHUT onzii that Keichu followed, hut rather the long tradition of 
onzu since the 13th century, the great majority of which had the 
position of o, and wo reversed, or alternatively had just one of these 
signs in the o.-row of "both a.- and wa-column. Moreover, since the 
whole tenor of Keichu’s research is indicative of an attitude of inde-
3
pendent inquiry, it seems probable that he may well have given some 
consideration to the positioning of wo and_o_ in the onzu, hut left
1 Regarding the possible source of Keichu’s later positioning of signs 
in the onzu. in the article Keichu to goju-onzu (1944) Toda notes that 
the signs in the a- and wa-corumns of the onzu in Shittan rinryalaizu- 
sht? H ^  (said to he based on the oral tradition of Shinpan) 
are a, i, u, e, we, and wa, wi, u, we, o. Since Keichit quotes Shinpan 
concerning the fourteen sounds of language, it seems he was familiar 
with some of Shinpan’s writings at least. The validity of To da’s 
observation here however seems questionable, since the positioning of 
signs in Shinpan’s a- and wa--columns varies (vd. Uabuchi 1962 vol,1, 
pp.983 & 610).
2 AKZH IX, p.369. Earlier on p.316, after stating the opinion that 
Keichu’s onzu in I,ITS?, WJSH, and WJBO all follow that in SHUT, Hisamatsu 
goes on to say that the compound kanji in the WISH onzu are analogized 
from the Sanskrit signs in the SHUT onzu. Here again the present 
writer differs in his view, and considers that not only did Keichu not 
follow the SHUT onzu for the positioning of signs, hut that in the case 
of the compound kanji in the WJSH onzu he followed not the principle of 
Sanskrit signs in SHUT in particular, hut the general principle of such 
signs.
3 Hot only his kana usage studies: KJTH (kokugaku entry) notes that 
although Keichu was sometimes influenced by his Buddhist beliefs, in 
the case of the onzu too he held an objective attitude. ■
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these signs in the _&-* and wa~colurans respectively after failing to 
reach any positive conclusions concerning their re--positioning.
She argument of Hisamatsu concerning the ongu in Keichu is cased 
on inadequate examination of the relevant material, and is confined 
within too narrow a perspective.
In a more detailed examination of the onzu in Keichu, Toda also 
concentrates mainly on the positioning of signs within the onzu.
The argument (untenable to the present writer) Toda puts forward 
regarding the absence of an actual onzu in LTYSI is as follows:
"Mth regard to how to interpret this note, at the time 
Jikan saw the first version of Daisho-Id. it no longer con­
tained an onzu, or, even if there were an onzu, it seems 
that it had probably been deleted; for, continuing on from 
the blank, we find:
* Recently the priest JOgon of Enmeiji Temple 
compiled Shittan sanmitsu-shb, a work in eight
maki including a preface, thus making Sanskrit
easy even for children. The reader should refer 
to this work, from page nine (sic)^to page forty 
of the first volume.1
Miat does this mean? Shittan sanmitsu-shO was printed 
just when the General Introduction (soshalcu) to the first 
version of Man’vcT daisho-ki was being written: it seems 
that Keichu was stimulated by happening to see this onzu in
Shit tan sanmi tsu-sho, and was led to write this. 'When the
Sanskrit signs in Sanmitsu-sho are put into kana, then as 
mentioned above, the a-column is a, i, u, e, wo, and the wa- 
column is wa, wi, u, _©» .0 (other columns are the same as in 
the present-day onzu); in the onzu in the General Introduction 
to the first version (Jikan-bon), the _a-column is a, i, u, we, 
wp, and the wa-column is wa, wi, u, _e, p. (also, the ya-column 
is probably ya, i., yu, we, yo). There is a difference here 
in the a-column (also in the ya-column): probably Keichu,
011 learning that the onzu he himself believed in was diff­
erent from, that in Sanmitsu-sho. had deleted his onzu.1
Toda’s explanation here is based on his interpretation of the 
meaning of Keichu*s remark referring the reader to SHUT. That inter­
pretation is that Keichu intended the reader to refer to the onzu in
1 The note by Jikan after the blank for an onzu in MYSI.
2 Toda misquotes Keichu here: Keichu’s original (both Asalii and 
Iwanami editions) has "page nineteen" (not "page nine").
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Sl'TMT in order to find out the correct positioning therein of the 
forty-seven syllabic signs of Japanese. The present writer is unable 
to agree vdth this interpretation of Toda’s for two reasons: firstly, 
SNMT is a work not on Japanese but on Shit tan: the section in SNKT 
Keichu refers to consists of descriptions of the shapes of signs and 
speech sounds in Sanskrit. The meaning of Keichu1s remark here 
therefore is that the reader should refer to SNMT in order to learn 
about Sanskrit. Secondly, if Keichu were indeed referring the reader
i
to the SUIT onzu re the positioning of the forty-seven kana signs, 
then the differences between the e-row in SNMT and MYSI would lead 
to numerous incongruities in the latter, e.g. in the passage:
- 1 ’Fifty sounds’ refea’s to the existence of ten types pf 
five sounds from a, i,. u., we, wp to wa, \;yi, u, e_, .p."1,
and in all explanations of word-forms or kana usage by sotsu involving 
Sr or ya-coluum signs in cases where one of the signs involved was 
of the p-row. Toda’s tentative explanation gives rise to glaring in­
consistencies of this kind in Keichu’s theory - inconsistencies of which 
Toda makes no mention. Nor are such incongruities to be explained by 
the fact that Keichu was not certain at this period of the r>ositioning 
in the onsu of _e and we, for it seems most improbable that with M s  
perceptive mind and objective attitude Keichu would have overlooked, 
or been satisfied with, such incongruity in an area as fundamental to 
his kana usage theory as the onsu, since this widely affected his 
explanations by the principle of sotsu.
All the evidence is in fact weighted against Toda’s explanation 
of the blank where there should be an onsu in I.IYSI: for if we reject 
Toda’s hypothesis, and consider Keichu’s remark as referring the 
1 IKZN 1, p.211.
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reader to SNMT with regard to Shittan alone, then tile numerous incon- 
sistencies are obviated. That is to say, even though Keichu m s  not 
sure about e, and we at the time of MYSI, he gave them a tentative 
position in the onzii (i.e. a--column we, ya~column we, and wa-column e) 
and so maintained a generally consistent view of these two signs which 
led to a generally consistent treatment in MYSI.
Apart from this one major error of interpretation, Toda's article 
does provide some thought-provoIcing material on an aspect of Keichu 
little studied by other scholars. Toda's most important contribution 
is probably his reconstruction of Keichu*s ya-column at the time of 
MYSI.
2. The Role of The Onzu in Keichu1s Kana Usage Writings.
As can be seen.from the above, the writings of Japanese scholars 
on the onzu in Keichu deal mainly mth the positioning of kana within 
the onzu. . Little, if any, consideration is given to the question of 
the actual role of the onzu in Keichu. The present writer is of the 
opinion that it is this question that must be answered in order to 
understand Keichu* s kana usage theory fully, since the onzu is funda­
mental to both Keichu1s view of language and kana usage.
It was the belief of Keichu that the sounds of language (and 
indeed all conceivable sounds) did not exceed fifty in number:
"All speech sounds are confined to fifty sounds. 'Fifty ■ 
sounds' refers to the existence of ten types of five 
sounds from a, i, u, we, wo, to wa, m,  u.? e_, _o." ?
MYSI ;
"The various sounds are produced by movements of throat, 
tongue, and lips; but they do not exceed fifty in number."
WJSH maid. .
1 The present writer is aware that there are in fact a number of 
inconsistencies in Keichu’s kana rendering of 1 tan * yogana we, etc. 
in MYSI. This does not however invalidate the central argument that 
Keichu adopted a generally consistent view of e and we, and their 
position in the onzu.
2 AKZN I, p.22.
5 I ®  X, p. 114.
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For Keichu, the .fifty sounds of the onzu were the fifty sounds of 
language, and therefore it can he said that one of the roles of the 
ongu in Keichu was as a general inventory of the sounds of languagee. 
This is the most important and hasic function of the onzu in Keichu* s 
general language theory. The role of the onzu in Iteichu to he dis­
cussed next on the other hand is the one most important in terms of 
KeichU*s kana usage theory itself.
The "basic principle of the historical kana usage of Keichu, as 
is well-Imown, is that the kana spellings of words should he based 
on their notation in the ancient writings. Not all the words however 
for which ICeichu decided to set down the kana spelling were to be 
found in the ancient writings. Consequently, to determine the kana 
spellings of such words, Keichu adopted a number of auxiliary methods 
Of these, the most important was the principle of interchange. In 
WJSH for example the kana spelling for many entries is argued on the 
basis of the interchange principle:
The form, through interchange with 
sign of the same vcwel, from tsukt- 
tate. ,
WJSH maki 2
Wamyd-shit has munakakl. Munaki is 
the colloquial form with a sign of 
the same vowel.
Ibid.
In a note to a person*s name in 
Nihongi it says, * ^  : this is read 
oyu (ft )*» tlo to suite- shu also 
has oyuru. One should not (say**) 
write ofu. There is interchange of 
ya, ±j yu, e, yo.
Ibid,
Etc., etc.
^ & tsuitate
sf § munakai
%  oi
1 IKSN X, p.148.
2 3 2
The second important role of the ongu in Keichu then is as a frame­
work for the interchange principle.
The other main use of the ongu in Keichu is as a framework for
— 1 kana-gaeshic This was the name given by Keichu to the concept used
in traditional Japanese language studies for the explanation of
shortened vrord-forms. The name kana-gaeshi ( ) was given
because the principle involved was similar to that of hansetsu t? ,
the traditional method employed to shew the readings of Chinese
characters,
3* The WJSH Onzuf
In old works on the Japanese language, terminology and concepts
were sometimes borrowed from Shittangaku, the traditional Japanese
study of Sanskrit*. Keichu’s language works are in fact typical of this 
3
tendency, and the ongu in WJSH especially is a good example of the 
influence of Shi.ttan language theory, for the majority of the fifty 
signs consist of compound signs made up by Keichu on the analogy of 
Sanskrit signed
Prior to setting out the onzu itself in WJSH, Keichu gives phon­
etic descriptions of various syllables in the onzu, together with
7the supposed meanings of some of the syllables in Sanskrit,
1 Otherwise known variously as tsugume-goto, yaknon h^ 1 , shu' ween 
% t hango , han1 on % . Vd, KJTH enyaku-tsurvaku entry,
2 Vd. p.189 above,
3 The hansetsu method that developed in Japan involved use of the 
onzu (vd, KJTH hansetsu entry), and so this too may be considered as 
a minor role of the onzu in Keichu (although it remains a minor role 
since Keichu was concerned predominantly with pure Japanese rather 
than with Sino-Japanese),
4 The onzu in LIYSF, and Keichu’s concept of the ongu at the time ol 
compiling 1IYSI, have already been considered in Chapter 5 above? end 
in the first part of this chapter,
5 Vd, KJTH Shi ttangalcu entry,
6 That is to say, the thirty-six signs for the syllables ’produced’ 
by the a-column (a, i, u, e_, wo) and the arrow (a, ka, sa, etc,) con­
sist of one element representing the consonant, and one element 
representing the vowel, e*g. ki ^  , where h® represents k(.a) and k 
represents i.. Of, Skt. lc± f% , which consists of the signkl ka mod­
ified by “f (i),
7 7d. pp,121-123 above.
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The Y/JSH onzu is headed Hi' % (U (noy; read goju-onan, but in 
Keichu's day probably read it sura no koe no zu). This in itself 
might appear to be of little if any significance, but according to 
Yamada this was the first time that the syllabic table appeared with 
this name.
In discussing the onzu in WJSH, Japanese scholars invariably point 
out Keichu's continued mispositioning of o. and wo. It should be 
borne in mind on the other hand that the position of e_ and wp (erron­
eous in for example the SNMT onzu« which has _e„ in a.-, yfr, and wa- 
columns) is correct.
. It should be noted that the WJSH onzu sets out not forty-seven 
but fifty graphically distinct signs, the three extra signs being
those for yi, ye, and wu. The discrete nature of these signs is not
2apparent from the romanizations in the translation of the onzu because 
these are transliterations of the hiragana glosses to the side of each 
compound sign.
Immediately following the onzu there is the sentence: "The above
table was made on the analogy of Sanskrit writing." Yamaha interprets
this as meaning that KeichTS based his onzu here on that in SNMT (the
SNMT onzu has the fifty syllables In Sanskrit letters), but this
seems an excessively narrow interpretation and is not justified when
one considers the development in Keichu's positioning of signs in the 
3
onzu. The present writer prefers a more general interpretation, viz, 
that Keichu'3 meaning is simply that his compound signs are based on 
the principle of Sanskrit letters.
1 Yamada 1938, p.207. Yamada is also of the opinion that Keichu thought 
up this t? rle for the syllabic table on seeing a passage in SLUT where 
Jogon talks of fifty signs and reflecting that ji "sign" was being used 
there actually in the sense of "sound".
2 Vd. p-124 above.
3 Vd. pp. 226-227 above.
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4e The Y/JBO Ongu.
As mentioned earlier, the aim of KeichTt in writing V/JBO was to
defend his own theories and criticise those of Tachibana Narihazu as
1
set out in Wa.ji kokon tsTXret sensho, a work in which Narikasu 
attacked the prioiciples set out by Keichu in WSH.
In ¥JBO lleicliu dealt with erroneous points in Narikasu’ s argument
in the order they were set out in WJKK. The ongu in ¥JB0 therefore
2is intended as the correct version of the WJKK ongu.
Keichu’s WJBO onzu differs from the ordinary ongu in that each
kana sign is accompanied by its two ydon equivalents (i.e. labial 
3and palatal). Such onzu were however not uncommon in historical 
language worked
Tlie following is a translation of Keichu*s explanatory text above 
the onzu. in which he defines chokuon said ydon.
"Those signs which aie read directly as they sound - 
a, i., u, _ej, wp; ka, sa, ta, na, etc. - are chokuon 
’straight sounds’. Signs in which a, is not pronounced 
as a, but where one says ia or ua; in which i is not 
pronounced as I  but where one says i± or ui; where u 
is pronounced as iu or uu; where e. is pronounced as ip 
or ue; where wo is pronounced as io or uo: these are 
ydon ’twisted sounds’.
Ytr^ i means ’bend’; also it means ’return’ - to 
pronounce with a sideways bending that which should be 
pronounced directly. In Chinese poetry there is the
ydtaiffijftf ’Twisted Style’i yOon.should be under­
stood in conjunction with this."0’ ^
The following is a transliteration of the WJBO onzu:
1 Hereafter abbreviated to Y/JKK.
2 The ¥JEK onzu (which according to Yamada is identical to that in
Narikasu* s earlier work Kana-.ji rei tEl ^  1? ffii ) is to be found repro­
duced in Yamada 1938, p.149. Vd. Appendix VI.
3 Vd. p.8 above, note 2.
4 Cf. for example the onzu at the beginning of Shit tan rinryakuzu- 
shp. (Yamada, op.cit. pp.141-142).
5 A particular style of Chinese poetry, irregular in form.
6 Apart from the common element yo$^ ? there appears to be no
connection between ydon and yotai.
7 IKZN X, p.324. ” \
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Immediately "beneath the ongu, there is the following passage;
"Since yoon and chokuon are names originally 
connected with Shittan, there is no mention of yoon 
in works such as Inkyo, which shew the hansetsu 
principle. Ylhen signs of the yea- and wa*'COlumns are 
affixed beneath the second and third signs of the 
relevant^column in accordance with the position of 
the signV then this results in yoon. If the hansetsu 
principle is applied to these sounds, they are choku­
on. The hansetsu of lya becomes a; likewise, that of 
ura also becomes a. It is the same with all the fifty 
signs. ™
A. certain person, not knowing this, called signs 
having the same vowel in common voon« and signs in 
which there was interchange of the five vowels choku­
on. This is one of the reasons why I have given Iris 
work the title Sensal-sho 1£ , * Laughs for A 
Thousand Years1."7*'
On the whole, Keichu* s criticism of Narikasu* s theories in V/JKK 
is well-justified. In this particular case however it is ill-founded, 
being based on misunderstanding of Narikasu*s ongu. Keichu considered 
that Narilcazu misunderstood yb'on and chokuon, but it is clear from
c
the (yffon) notations beneath each sign in Narikasu*s ongu that the 
latter in fact had a correct understanding of these terms.
How is it then that Keichu concluded that Narikasu* s understanding 
yoon and chokuon was mistaken? At the top right-hand corner of 
Narikasu*s onzu (next to the kana sign a) there is the word chokuon; 
this refers to the fifty kana signs (including duplicate signs) of 
the onzu written in large letters; in the bottom right-hand corner 
(beneath the o-row) there is the word yO'on. It would appear that 
Keichu gave Narikasu*s onzu no more than a cursory glance, mistakenly 
assuming that the word chokuon was being used by Narikasu with ref­
erence to each column in the onzu, and yoon with reference to each row.
1- I.e. the i and u. directly beneath a, i, u, e, wp; the ki and leu 
beneath ka-column ka, Id., ku. ke, koj etc.
2 I.e. ya and wa in a-row, jL and m  in i_-row, etc.
5 A reference to Narikazu.
4 IKZN X, p.524.
5 Vd. Appendix VI.
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4o The Fifty Sounds of Language, and 
1 Tlie Forty-Seven Sounds of Japanese”.
In MYSF, Keichu -writes of the "three sounds missing" from Japanese, 
From the modem viewpoint* such an expression seems strange, and con­
sideration of -why these three sounds are "missing" seems misconceived. 
This mode of expression derives from Keichu* s view of language, viz,
that all the sounds of language were encompassed within fifty sounds
]
- ice« the fifty sounds of the onzu - and that the forty-seven 
irolia-gana represented all the sounds of Japanese, An examination 
of Keichu*s understanding of the relationship between the fifty sounds 
of language and the forty-seven sounds of Japanese is therefore none 
other than an examination of his view of the interrelationship 
between the forty-seven kana and the fifty syllables of the onzu. that 
is to say the three syllables in the onzu which are written with non- 
distinctive kana. This is an area of Keichu*s kana usage theory 
which has been virtually neglected by Japanese scholars, and yet one 
which needs to be clarified before Keichu*s kana usage theory can be 
fully understood,
Aimrt from the passage relating to the three "missing" sounds in 
MYSF referred to above, there is also the following passage in I.IYSI:
"There must be a reason for the present-day iroha, to 
have two i., two we, and two wo; but to be lacking three 
sounds, namely the 1 which is produced from ya, and the 
u. and we produced from wa. One should inquire of 
scholars of Shittan concerning tills.
Here Keichu identifips the rnree signs or sounds "missing" from the 
iroha (and from Japanese) as yi, wu, and we. However, to maintain
1 Trie theoretical framework of the onzu, in which all fifty syllables 
are distinguished, is pointed to by IJabuchi (I.iabuchi 1962, vol.2, p,921),
2 Tnat is to say, in the case of onzu written in katakana or hkcagana; 
but not in the case of onzu written in I.!an*y5gana, or Sanskrit letters, 
or composite signs such as in Keichu’s JJSH onzu,
3 IICZN I, p.213*
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the parallel whereby non-distinctive kana represent sounds "missing" 
from Japanese or the iroha, one would expect Keichu to have yi, wu, 
and ye, since there it is ya-column e-row that is written with a non- 
distinctive kana (i.e. we, which Keichu already has in a-column _er*row 
- or rather would have if there were an actual onzu in MYSI) e It 
can only be concluded therefore that Keichu’s understanding of e and 
we at the timo of MYSI was still imperfecta
By the time of MYSF however, Keichu correctly repositioned e_ and 
we in the onzu. and in addition to this modified, his view of the three 
"missing" kana or sounds?
"The language of our country has forty-seven sounds; 
three sounds are missing. These three sounds are: 
the i, produced from combination of ya and i; the e. 
produced from combination of ya and e; and the u pro­
duced from combination of wa and u*"^
In MYSF, apart from modifying his view of the three "missing" 
sounds iu this way, Keichu also ingeniously reconciles the "forty- 
seven sounds of Japanese" with the fifty sounds of the onzu by 
considering yi, ye, and wu as being "included in the main vowels i, 
e, and u (i8e<> a-column i., end u). Keichu then continues on from 
the above passage as follows:
. "The fact is that these are included in the main vowels 
u, e, and wo. The reason for this is that when the 
character fid is read kovasiu koyu, and kpe, there is an 
interchange of ya, _i, yu, e, vo."
The great majority of onzu from the 13th century onwards were
erroneous in some respect, and this tendency developed further as 
2rime passed. However, as the academic climate changed in the early
1. IICZH I. p. 1 8 4 c
2 Initially the position of o and wo was reversed; subsequently 
(Muromachi Period) errors were made in the case of i and wi, and _e 
and we. Vd, KJTH go.itt-onzu entry.
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Edo Period into one v/hich placed importance on independent inquiry 
rather than passive acceptance of the old teachings, so gradually the 
correct positioning of signs within the onzu came to he understood 
once again. The scholars considered responsible for this advance are 
Jogon (i and m ) , Keichu (e and we), and Motoori Korinaga or Pujitani
■j
Nariakira (p. and wo).
By no means all aspects of Keichu’s writings on language are valid 
from the viewpoint of modern scholarship: a considerable number of 
his etymologd.es for example are incorrect, a few of them even risible, 
in the case of the onzu however, notwithstanding initial difficulties 
Keichu was able to make a significant contribution to this area of 
traditional Japanese language studd.es too.
1 It is not clear which.
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Chapter Twelve
Kana Usage and Kana Usage Theory After WJSH.
1. Keichu's Kana Usage Writings After WJSII.
Keichu* s UJSH appeared at a time when the traditional concept of 
unquestioned acceptance of the old teachings "was beginning to be 
replaced bjr a more critical attitude of objective enquiry - indeed,
WJSH itself may be regarded as having contributed to this change*
1Another respect in which WJSH was very much a product of the period 
is that it dealt with an aspect of the native Japanese culture rather 
than the prestigious culture imported from China, and thus was at the 
very forefront of the trend which developed into the kokugalai move­
ment* Since however, these changes in the academic climate were not 
yet complete, it was inevitable that the ideas put forward by Keichu 
in WJSH ~ revolutionary in terms of kana usage -- should be opposed 
by more conservative thinkers.
The most notable criticism of WJSH is to be found in Tachibana 
o
Narikasu* s V7JKK. WJKK was printed in 1696, the year after WJSH was 
put into print* On the whole, Narikasu employs the Teika kana spell­
ings in WJKK, and maintains that kana usage should be determined in
_3accordance with the shisho, but in fact he seems to rely to a consid- 
ex'able extent on 'oral tradition' (louden) * and much of the work is 
inconsistent and careless, shewing a low level of scholarship. In 
WJKK Narikasu does not refer to Keichu or WJSH at all by name, but 
the following passage is to be found towards the end of the WJKK preface:
"In recent years many works on kana usage have appeared.
Some of them are confused, others set up ancient works
1 I.e* the late 17th century.
2 Vd* p.234 above*
3 Vd. p.46 above, nore 2.
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as evidence, and make that which is foolish and un­
clear seem certain* Though it seems that the writers 
of such works consider the ancient works to constitute 
evidence, the reason for this is that they know nothing 
about kana usage," •
It appears that Keichu took this passage as referring to Y/JSH. 
This was not an unreasonable assumption to make, in view of the fact 
that when Y/JKK first came out, WJSH was the only kana usage work 
based on such ancient works as Wamyo-shg and Mar.* yoshTU
Highly incensed by Narikasu*s ill-founded attack on WJSH, Keichu
wasted no time in defending his own theories: in the eighth month of
the very next year (1697) WJEO appeared in print* In this work,
Keichu dealt with Narikasu1 s errors in WJKK one by one. Keichu’s
criticism of Narikasu is not confined to the latter*s academic views,
but goes on to include excessive verbal attacks on Narikasu (referred
?
to by KeichU in WJBO as 1Back-to-fnont Sensei’, On the cover of each 
maid, of WJBO for example are written scathing comments about Narikazu 
some of them in verse form. Consider for example the following 
remarks on the cover of WJBO maki 4:
"Without ever having looked at the national histories 
such as Nihongi, or at the fan* yd shu and Kokin~shi, 
Back-to-front■Sensei says that kana usage in all these 
works is confused. If this Yiore so, and kana usage 
were confused both at the outset and later on, then 
who would now know the correct kana usage ? He says 
that he alone knows - this^is unparalleled arrogance 
of a type as yet unknown!"
Japanese scholars usually take Y/JBO as shewing that Keichu had 
an excitable side to*'his nature, seldom seen though this was.
Despite this vituperative aspect cf WJBO, it does still contain
1 Kieda 1935, p.164.
2 Haimen sense!. Keichu-refers disparagingly to NJKK as either Sen- 
sai-sho , "Laughs for A Thousand Years", or Nika-shH UtM  $ ,
"Collection of Errors Twice Made".
3 IICZN X, p. 509.
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a considerable amount of information concerning Keichu’s kana usage
theory not to be found in WJSH (or WJYR), and is therefore important
as a supplementary source-work for the study of that kana usage
theory* It appears that only one manuscript of WJBO - •written by
1 __ICeicli’u himself - ever existed (possibly Keichu later decided he did 
not -want the work circulated), and so WJBO had very little if any 
influence historically,,
Very much in contrast to WJBO in terms of length, content, and 
circulation is Keichu’s third work on kana usage, namely WJYR* 
Completed in 1698, WJYR sets out corrections and additions to entries 
primarily in Y/JSII, though a smell number of entries are from WJBO*
In view of this, it is strange (as Tsukishima points out ) that the 
work should be sub-headed "Additions and Amendments to Y/a.ji shdran 
tsttbo-sho" ; rather, one would expect Yhis sub-heading to read "Add­
itions and Amendments to Wa.ji shoran-sho", particularly in view of
the fact that virtually no-one else knew even of the existence of 
4WJBO. Manuscript copies of WJYR are numerous: Keichu does not seem 
to have had any reason to want circulation of this work restricted as 
in the case of WJBO. The feature WJYR does have in common with Y/JBO 
is that it too provides supplementary information on Keichu’s kana 
usage theory.
\
In this thesis both WJBO and WJYR have been used to provide 
supplementary information not to be found in WJSH itself, although no 
separate study as such of these two works has been included.
1 Vd. Tsukishima’s explanatory introduction to WJBO -- IICZN X, p.815.
2 IKZLT X, p.825.
3 Wa.ji shoran tsubo-shb hokai.
4 The postscript to WJYR by Keichu’ s follower Imai Jikan (IICZN X, p, 
736) shews that even he did not know of WJBO.
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2. Historical Kana Usage After Keichu.
a) The Edo Period.
Despice adverse criticism such as that of Karikassu's, the kana 
usage proposed by Keichu gradually won acceptance among scholars, 
and the kokuvakusha adopted Keichu’s system of kana spellings not 
only as a means of writing in kana (in place of the Teika kana usage), 
but also as an important method for interpreting the meaning of anc­
ient texts!
As time went by, WJSH underwent the process of supplementation 
characteristic of kana usage works. The most notable work to supp­
lement WJSH was Kogentei , compiled by Katori Nahikokfr'f£jl
and printed in 17&5. Kogentei is important from the viewpoint of
historical kana usage because.it notes source documents for many
2Y7ords which in WJSH appear without a sourco document. Nahiko was 
able to attain this high ratio of documented entries partly because 
he made use of the ancient 9th century dictionary Shinsen jikyd, a 
work unknown to Keichu and which had long fallen into oblivion, but 
had been brought to light by Ilurata Harumi * Subsequent
to this there appeared a number of works which in turn supplemented
3
Kogentei, Among these are tho following:
'Kana taii-shu "ikl %  ^  ^  • Compiled and completed by
Murata Harumi in 1800.
G-agen kana-znkai '44 s 1fA » Compiled by Ichioka Takehiko
(printed 1807).
Zoho Kogentei hyochu ^  & W^  ^  -A. , Compiled by Yamada 
Tsunenori (printed 1839).
1 Vd. p,68 above.
2 According to ICieda (1935, pp. 178-180).
3 For a fuller list, and description of indlviduaj works, vd. Kieda
op.cit., pp.181-191.
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As mentioned earlier, the historical kana usage advocated by 
Keichu in WJSH came to be used as an important aid in the inter­
pretation of old texts, and T/JSH provided the direct inspiration 
for later works on historical kana usage. The influence of WJSH
did not however stop here: by maiding clear through his detailed
objective research the consistent usage of the forty-seven Iroha- 
gana in the ancient literature, it may be considered that Keichu 
laid the foundation for later research into historical speech-sounds 
and the special kana usage of the ancient period.
b) Meiji and After (1868-).
After the appearance of WJSH in 1695? scholars soon came to 
recognise the consistent nature of the kana usage proposed by Keichu. 
The subsequent widespread adoption of that kana usage at about the
time of the Ileiji Restoration (the late 1850's) however was partially
due to another factor, namely a yearning for Japanese antiquity.
The situation is described by Ando as follows:
"This (rider use of the historical kana usage of Keichu) 
was_ a reflection of the nostalgia for antiquity that 
prevailed at about the time of the Heiji Restoration.
Just as with the attempt to recreate the ancient period
when religion and The State were one - the ideal of the 
kokugakusha.- and to restore the Land of The Gods 
through enforcement of an anti-Buddhist policy - the
wish of the Shintoists - so too with kana usage, where
adoption of the classical kana usage was an attempt to 
translate the classical age into reality." ?
Fbkufio kvoiku. April 19527
Prom about the 1860's, Keichu*s historical kana usage was 
employed generally in school textbooks and in law codes. It seems 
however that it was not used in all nev/spaners and magazines.
1 This latter was rediscovered by Ishizuka Tatsumaro (a follower of 
Norinaga's), and expounded in Kana-zukai oku no yamamichi (completed 
1798 or before). The significance of this work however was not 
fully recognised until modern times.
2 Quoted in Kieda 1955? p.254.
5 Vd. Eashimoto 1949? p.259.
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In 1908, by proclamation of the Iuonbush'O (Ministry of Education), 
the historical kana usage of Keichu was made the official system 
of kana usage, and remained so until after the Second Y7orld Y/ar.
It was in 1946, at the same time as the Toyo Irani 1 (characters for 
general use) were laid down, that the historical kana usage was 
abolished in favour of the more practical modern kana usage (gendai 
kana-zukai)1
Nowadays the modern kana usage is employed almost exclusively,
but one does still find the occasional modern publication written in
2historical kana usage. And as regards the handwritten Japanese of 
individuals, there remains a small minority (main'Jv of the older 
generation) who still employ the historical kana usage, while a few 
others use an admixture of both historical and modern kana usage.
5. Other Types of Kana Usage and Kana Usage Theory (c,1700-1946). 
During the Edo Period the Teika kana usage was ousted from its 
position of dominance by the kana usage proposed by Keichu in Y/JSH. 
It would however be an oversimplification to say that the kana usage 
of Keichu was the only type of kana-zukai in use among the literati 
of the Edo Period. There still remained for example scholars who 
continued to favour the Teika kana usage, while others spelt words 
in kana more or less as they pleased:
"The historical kana usage started by Keichu came to be 
used more and more widely at the end of the Edo Period, 
but poets of the old school and the nobles still em­
ployed the Teika kana usage. Also, Chinese scholars, 
writers of light fiction, and the general populace 
employed c, more or less arbitrary kana usage."-5
1 In fact, many proposals for kana usage reform had been put forward 
prior to this.
2 E.g. Karuya (Saiichi), Nlhongo no tame nl (Tokyo 1974).
5 Haahimoto 1949, p.259.
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In addition to continued use in this way, the Teika kana usage
was also sustained by the appearance of Teika-style kana usage works
well after the appearance of Keichu's WJSH. The following are examples 
1
of these:
I,Ian' yg kana-zukai HE j| * Compiled by Aoki Sagimizu
Aw. (printed 1696).
Kana-zukal mondo-sho ^  . Compiled by Hat tori
Gin she fift-tj* 14r (printed 1741 ) *
Waji-kai <4b‘£$f * Compiled by Kaibara Atsunobu j§.
(printed 1748).
Onlom kana-zukai 1 |l!l iS) . Compiled by Takai Ranzan
ilift Hj jU (printed 1828).
Thus the Teika kana usage did survive even after it had been
abandoned by the. majority of scholars in favour of the historical
kana usage of Keichu, but as the latter grew increasingly popular
from about the middle of the 19th century, so the Teika kana usage
finally fell into disuse.
After the appearance of WJSH, Keichu's system of kana usage
gradually v/on acceptance, and as this happened so the traditional
Teika kana usage declined in popularity among the literati. Clearly
then there was a period when both these systems of kana usage, which
loosely speaking can both be termed types of historical kana usage,
were in use. In addition to these two systems of kana usage, one or
two isolated examples are to be found of Edo Period works which
advocate kana usage which is different again from either of these
two main types. In a chapter entitled "Variant Kana Usage" (iryu
kana-zukai) hieda notes three main works in this category. The first
of these is Reigotsu 3* , compiled by the novelist Ueda Akinari
1 Such works are dealt’with in more detail in Lleiji shoin 1958 pp. 
128-150, and in Kieda 1955 pp.95-149.
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X. tfl )« and with a preface dated 1795* Keigotsu appears to
contain a number of contradictions, but Uedafs argument is basically
in favour of an arbitrary kana usage. In the preface, Ueda refers to
"a certain theory” (aru go~setsu)* and the identity of this theory,
on ■which his own kana usage theory is based, appears to have been a
matter of some controversy among Japanese scholars. On the basis of
the similarity of the theory quoted by Ueda to a section on kana
usage in the work Gyokkan sosetsu i^I iihtX by Tayasu Kunetake kS -k 
2
%  ^  , Hashimoto considers that Ueda's theory is based on that of 
Munetake.
The second work proposing a variant-type kana usage to come out 
in the Kdo Period was Kana tea gen , a work compiled by
usage theory also is based on the theory that each of the sounds in
Kana hongi-ko ffiL ^  4^ J| ^  , compiled by Hori Hi denari ^
and completed in 1860, is based on a mystic view of language similar 
to that in Kana'teigen.
The above three works are notable in that they put forward 
unconventional kana usage theories, but none of them had any great 
influence on subsequent k a n a  usage studies.
1 The lull title of this work is Reigotsu kana-hen yf ,
According to the preface, this work originally consisted of six 
sections, but it appeal’s that for some reason Ueda only al lowed the 
section on kana usagd to be printed; the other five sections are no 
longer extant (Kleda 1935, p.208).
2 Vd, Ueda Aklnart no Retvotsu to fokogawa I.Iunetake no kana-sukat- 
setsu, in Hashimoto 1949, pp.99-110.
3 Onai-setsu & IX .
Takaliashi Zaninu (completed 1843). Zaninu was an advocate
of the mystic view of language known as kotodamaf- 5  > and his kana 
the onsu has its own special meaning.
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Conclusion.
In this thesis it has been pointed out and discussed at consid­
erable length how Keichu’s system of kana spellings is more consistent 
and logical] y sound compared with the Teika kana spellings. From the 
viewpoint of modem linguistic theory, however, both these systems 
of kana usage were equally valid, since both were more or less 
adequate to their task of representing the literary style of written 
Japanese. The value of this statement however is questionable, for 
historically Keichu’s kana usage was seen in the light of completely 
different criteria. That is to say, the historical kana usage of 
KeichU was considered ’superior’ on account of the underlying theory, 
which was basically consistent and non-arbitrary; also it was 
favoured because of its archaistic nature.
Clearly the merits and demerits of Keichu's kana usage system 
vary enormously according to the criteria that are adopted. In view 
of this, the present writer proposes to set aside fixed criteria of 
this kind, and assess the achievements of Keichu in the field of 
kana. usage studies by considering his contribution to such studies. 
Keichu1s achievements can be summarised as follows.
Firstly, Keichu1s revolutionary objective method transformed 
kana usage studies from a traditional to a scientific discipline.
Secondly, Keichu’s kana spellings and underlying theory devel­
oped awareness of the consistent nature of the ancient written 
language, inspiring hew textual research (commentaries on the class­
ics from Keichu onwards are known as ">">ew commentaries" (shlnohu) ).
Thirdly, Keichu arrived at a correct understanding of certain 
individual iroha-gana (i-wi, e~we, wo-o), although for some reasoii 
this seems to have passed unnoticed.
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Fourthly, Keichu's kana usage writings inspired other scholars to 
carry out further research into kana.
The present writer would like to emphasise that the third point 
mentioned here ~ vis. Keichu‘s understanding of the pairs of kana 
i-wi, e-weP and wo-o - is something that has yet to "be recognised by 
Japanese scholars. Although the evidence relating to i-m, etc. is 
to be found not in WJSH but in MYSO (kZSF), it has nevertheless been 
given some prominence here because it is of direct relevance to our 
understanding of Keichu’s view of these kana at the time of compiling 
WJSH.
In this thesis, Ihe kana usage and kana usage theory of Keichu 
have been examined with particular reference to WJSH, although 
Keichu1s other kana usage writings from MISI to WJIK have also been 
taken inro consideration to a greater cr lesser degree. Further 
study of Keichu’s other kana usage works, vis. WJIiO and Y'JYR, might 
well contribute further to our understanding of his kana usage theory 
and its development, as might also a comparative study of the diff­
erent manuscript versions of WJSH itself.
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Appendix J.„
I / 9 O
Shit tan &
1 , Meaning- of Hie Term Shit tan..
At the beginning of his work Nihon ingakushi no kenkvu (v/hich 
centres on Shit tan studies in Japan), Mahuc-lii K. investigates the 
precise meaning of Shit tan, and comes to the conclusion that it was 
used as a collective term for Sanskrit letters in the context of a
3
systematic table of speech-sounds.
In the work entitled "Stidham", Yan G-ulik emphasizes that Shit tan 
studies in China and Japan^were concentrated on the script (especially 
the calligraphic aspect) in which Sanskrit was written rather than
g
on the Sanskrit language itself. This is an important point, for it 
makes it clear that Shittan studies were somewhat different from 
Sanskrit studies in Kurope. Regarding Shittan studies in Japan, Yan 
Gulik writes:
"It is hoped that the examples given hereabove will suff­
ice to prove one interesting point regarding Sanskrit 
studies in Japan of that time (early Heian Period).
That is that neither Kobo-Daishi or his great contemp­
orary Sai-cho, nor the Shin-gon and Ten-dai monks that 
continued their tradition were conversant with Sanskrit 
grammar although they were no mean calligraphers in the 
Siddham script."
op.cit., p.119.
”1 Shit tan is the Sino-Japanese reading o f ^ H  > Chi. hsi-t*an, 
which in turn was the rendering of Siddham. According to Van Gulik 
(op.cit. pp.55-55), siddham is a term deriving not from literary 
Sanskrit but from the colloquial language of about the beginning 
of the Christian eraw
2 Also (but less usually) written variously 4: *3 >
k. S j 0r $ >4 •
5 As opposed to the term bon.ii ^ , which referred to Individual 
signs.
4 Pub. Nagpur 1956.
5 Shittan studies were introduced to Japan via China.
6 This is not to say there was a complete lack of Japanese scholars 
who had a good command of Sanskrit grammar; such scholars were how­
ever the exception rather than the rule.
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2, Shi ttan Studies and Japanese Language Studies.
Little is known of Shit tan studies in Japan of the I'Tara Period, 
bui, it is known that they flourished in the Heian Period with the 
transmission to Japan of the teachings of the two esoteric Buddhist 
sects, Tendai and Shingon. This was because Sanskrit letters fig­
ured prominently in esoteric Buddhist teaching and ritual, usually 
in mantra and dharani. Subsequently gi.it.tan srudn.es underwent a 
decline from the late 15th to late 16th centuries, but enjoyed a 
revival from the beginning of the Edo Period due to political" and 
economic change.
i f - .
The great Shitten masters of the Edo Period were Chosen IT*? and 
Jogon, It was the latter who taught Shit tan to Keichu. Since Jffgon 
had a sound knowledge of Sanskrit, it seems likely that Keichu1 s 
knowledge of the same went beyond familiarity with the script.
The influence of Shittan theory on traditional Japanese language 
studies is summed up.in ItJTN as follows:
"The various principles of Shittan studies were adopted 
just as they v/ere as the basic theory for study of the 
Japanese language: in this regard Sengalcu is the rep­
resentative scholar of the Kamakura Period, and Keichu 
the representative scholar of the Edo Period. In this 
way Shittan studies were intimately tied up with the 
study of the Japanese language in former times?"
op.cit., Shittan entry.
The influence of Shittan language theory on Keichu is apparent 
from even a cursory examination of any of his writings on kana usage 
(with the exception that is of WJYR). Clearly a detailed examination 
of the correlation between Shit tan theory and Keichu*s theory of 
language and kana usage is beyond the scope of the present thesis.
It is hoped however that the above outline will at least help the 
reader to understand the place of Shittan theory in ICeichuf s writings.
1 According to Yan Gulik, op.cit. pp.124-125.
2 Shittan studies were set aside with the introduction in the late 
19th century of the European study of Sanskrit.
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Appendix II*
Variant Texts of Gekan-shu.
1 Bun*©i-bon Gekan-shu: vd, p. 29 above.
2 ICoan-bon Gekan-shu: vd. p.29 above, note 4.
3 Sanmyakuin kanpakurin Teika-kyb-sho fk* ^  6 E& X- &■
jjff $ , A copy of Teika1 s original manuscript by Kb no e Nobu­
tada By it * Printed in the ICansei year period (1789-1801), 
it contains minor differences from the Bun*ei G-ekan-shu. 
Sanmyakuin was the posthumous Buddhist name of Konoe Nobutada.
4- Tellca—kyo kana-zukai shosho ik, An appendix to
the version of KMZK with a postscript of 1478 by Fujiwara 
Chikanaga, Although of the came type as Gekan-shut there 
are considerable differences compared with the K5an~bon text 
in respect of examples and number of entries, as well as 
different types of headings and arrangement.
5 Hitomaru hlshb 4H? . Like 4 above, an appendix to the
version of KMZK with a 1478 postscript by Fujiwara Chikanaga.
1Printed versions of KMZK give Teika-kyo kuden and Hito­
maru hisho in the table of contents, but omit the actual 
appendices themselves. It is thought that such versions 
allowed the table of contents to be misread in such a way
that the name of the work was thought to be Futarimaru 
-2hisho, the name used for KMZK in error in Rui.ii kana-gukai 
3and Gunsho ichiran.
6 Yoralcuin-hitsu mo.ji-zukai if . Almost ident-
4
ical to 5 above. A copy of the text written by Shotetsu, with 
a postscript by Koaoe lehiro %. » whose style was
1 Versions printed in the Jbkyb, Genroku, and Kansei year periods, 
as well as other versions which are undated.
2 r—  0 A. ft fa&_ t'> j , It can be seen how in
versions vdthout the two appendices this entry might be taken as 
“Futarimaru hisho: The Oral Tradition of Lord Teika”.
3 A bibliography of Japanese works, in six volumes. Printed 1803.
4 According to Yoshisawa 1935, p.19.
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Yorakuinc, Dated 1596* There are the same five section head­
ings as in Gekan-shu. and "beneath the headings "On Commencing 
to Write A (Kana) Dociiment" and "On Writing Poems" there is 
the phrase: "These are the words of Lord Teika".
Meiji sboin 1958 (p* 119) lists two additional texts of Gekan-shu,
namely the text in the possession of the Mi to Shokokan PK/3f £ % ,
\
and that owned by the Japanese Language Seminar of Tokyo University.
Alsoy slightly variant versions of Gekan-shu are to be found in 
Gon.iin-shu T fi | (compiled 1406) under the heading Wa.jl mo.ii-zukai 
no koto: and also in Kirin-shoJ3.SjlMunder the heading Kana v/o mono 
ni yorite tsukaubeid. koto.
1 The text of Gekan-shu in Fukui 1939 is based on this latter.
\
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Appendix III.
Table of Syllables in The Kansai Dialects
of The i\Hd-Edo Perio d.
W M fp] w [ia] teul £io]
M N [ku] [ke] [ko]
r , -iUna] &4°]
feaj fetl few] fee] [go] fep] tePl fep]
[sa] [Si] LSI>] fee] [so] X&) ifc] C£o]
Ije] feo]
M ttj -i] fcsu] fee] M [W a] fc$u] to o]
L<ia] bji] fesu] fee] feo] jctja] bp] [d^ o]
[na) [ni] M tie] . bo] [hi a] jniu] bp]
N [hi] M [he] [ho] [hie] tip] [hio]
or [pi] or [pia]| or tpiu) or [p
M [bi] N toe] M Sbia] fbp] bio]
H feu] CP©] \ fpo] [pie] bp] [pi°]
fea] [mi] M fee] [mo] [mi a] b p G4o]
[ra] M tru] [re] feo] feta) fep [rio]
[]$a]
M b:]
fcua]
fev-a]
W
[T]
1 Adapted from llabuchi 1971; pp. 159-140. In this table Mabuchi does 
not include the occurrent syllables of CY: structure, e.g. [ko;] , [so;] *
\
O E ,P
£ P  P P P* P d o 0 d O +> d
co
0 O p © . .£ —' B 0
•H O O -Pil d £ cl o
—  ffl +> tfl cfl
Pi p
! d d! h> J3
O O ■
rp o
0 o to <D r
p to w ® d © 
Ph'S d 
~ S?
•H J>» P -P P 
P rH *rH ■
0 P ss
•H Cl) d rH CD d
: O CD P -P d P v
a ?rO d
P P CD P O d ,p
P o -~N
« oS-P —
P P  
CD d 0*sS ?Ph M
B (fl fl 10
© ,!* 3 o
P "H rP Php ., 0 w g Eh JO |g
ro to p - to
•s s
  frSSId o 0 d h-3 >-P d 
p o -H +> p p o
O -H <H d -H 3 *H•H P «h -P E O »H P
-P O O "J 0 O rQ Hp<-p ra d 0O © P P W 0 -P P
d
rH P d rH C7‘ 0 *H 
> -P 
0 rH d vH_ rQ XI P
l&B
<m  a +>
i s a .
&s
* §
« ij » a 
s+> ci  -a 1 -arH -H rH *H 
O O00 001 > I >d d d d
d d rPP rH w-
O rH
§<D O 9
d rH 0 o 
•H O to <H ■P O p 0 
•ri I d »P
li?l
P -H d£i H  d -P 0 . o 0 > d o0 vu
*p  0
00Ph P Ph
0 d 0
vT'p 3* 
,p] d .
di to a
«H o
0 p  
0 0
0 <H JS 0
O  -P [5
P 0 M  “
.3
1 I I  5 I
"rH 0 *Q -H U'®
d Pi P fe 
P pi Pi -h ^  o toS P B B I H t
to ol^ d p  !d to
0 o
01 o -P
hi
P ,X8 I
3.3
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Appendix Y,
Source Documents Used by Keichu in TOSH 
us Evidence fur Kana Spellings.
source document date of compilation
Akasome * einon-shu 11th cent.
Bussokuseld 110 uta 753 or later
Den.iutsu is shin kaimon printed 1664
Engi shiki 927
Fuga waka-shu 1346
Gen.ji monogatari mid-Heian
Goke shidai r*»1111
Go sen 7/aka~shu 951
Goshui 7/aka-shn 1086
Halcushi mon.ju. (Ten* ei-ten, 1113)
Izumo fu do Id 733
Kagefb nildd c.974
Kaifuso (preface dated 751)
Kin1yo waka-shu 1127
Id sen 7/aka-sliu late Heian or earli
Kogo shui 807
Ko.iiki 712
Kokin 7/aka-shu 905
IColdn waka roku,i<3 c. mid-Heian
Ku,i i hongi (0 therwi se early Heian
knov/n as Ku.iild)
ManVydshu mid-Nara
Minamoto Shitago-shu 10th cent.
Montoku .iitsuroku early Heian
Monzen
Mo to suite- shu 10th cent.
Motozane-shu 10th cent.
Myoe-shonin-den
Nakatsukasa-shu late Heian
Nihon kcTki 840
Nihon shoki 720
Rui.iu kokushi 892
Hyo no gige 823
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Salbara
Sandal .jltsuroku 
Saneakira-shu 
Shlkl
Shin sen Man*ydshu
Shoku Nihongt 
Sone Yoshitada lea shu 
Shun.ju sasht-den 
Taketori monogatari 
Tosa nikki 
Tsuramki kashu 
TJ.jl shui monogatari 
Utsubo monogatari 
tfeunyo rui.iu-shd (ni .i ikkan-bon)
Yamato monogatari 
Yusenkutsu
In the case of lain ten materials, often kana glosses were added at 
several different dates.-..-In the above list the date of the earliest glosses 
in each case have been given in parentheses, but Keichu may well have 
taken later glosses to these texts as evidence also (although in WJBO Kei­
chu concludes that the popular kana glosses to Nihon shokl should not be 
taken as evidence of kana usage, no such statement is to be found concern­
ing works such as YHsenkutsu).
mid-Heian or earlier 
901
10th cent.
(glosses added 1075)
m&ki 1: 893 
maki 2: 913
797
mid-Heian
early Heian 
934
10th cent, 
early Kamakura 
mid to late Heian 
late Heia,n 
c* mid-Heian 
(Koei-ten, 1344)
\
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Appendix VI.
The SMT Onau (Takakusu 1924, vol.84, p.728)
oe>
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' f V V
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** €i
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^ V t
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a
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1  I t
• k
__
__
_ 
_
l
‘if1 A  L ^  $  ?
aW^  iu,i utrm-')
'if t t 1 ?■
[E .{!!/E uji. ^
■» u  ^
^  ^
&  t  >i
iii ^  c^.
ifj
i m j w m  
l -■»- L^r’
-!5 ■ fcl -■!“
{lljWgttjlJi 4^ ^ -FY Y Y4«* */•
■q'L
f  f  t
tL j \ W
“fr
5 vi< :LHir f5 /I
it  rtf ,J 
#
w Ch<
x x ;
tog*
g«. a,
A 1 ?it> [a„
45
i i
d!‘5J 7 3 
£>'eL  -it
A ?i-
■© <3*
If.
II.
_____
$ e
m i
fi V ^
1$
it >k -ll S
-  ii
>LfLLA
^  ?
3%
■|Xl|
:m ’tt
The position of p. and to is reversed (a very common mistake in 
old onzu), and the kana sign we is absent (Jogon put e, for the _g_~row 
of a-, ya-p a*id wa-columns).
The WJKK Onzu (Tamada 1938, p. 149)
■ " f i *1 v.: .1' : >  V
Mi. Y
V ..y^r. :/•.’7 /.-A '■ 
.'if >  ■
-..r:
y .■ V ?
•f.-ir.y-f
L-*-
■'-'Si V:'\3*-n A ;  <!--■}'
V • • t*3"
‘S.'r&fc.
■* -r'' -A‘^ 
T3- -. ’'<4-3.
x  ■•■//• ❖ /• 
l l j f f i - : : : ;
■ 7v !>• ^  T P i ■ ■‘J-£ i 2  - .-Ci V •-
* ■ rS- vK j
•. W  "Vr-; 
. “&*' 
sa-
>[Y - ’-V .3
* t-.- y  p.j ;.y 
/tV .^  f.V:
£ • $ip
■c'.&'M
I:^ (^Vr /;v
Here again, the position of o and to is reversed. Ya-column 
erroneously has vd and we, while wa-column has i and e.e
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